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PREFACE 
This _examination of the pract~ce and theory of 
Wallace Stevens is the natural consequence of an interest 
that had its beginnings as long ago as 1933, when I 
first became acquainted with Stevens' work. That this 
interest should ultimately be responsible for an essay 
of the present length is as su_r~rising to me as to any-
one, since in 1933 Stevens appeared to be a "one-book" 
poet. i{B 1951, however, he was a "six-book" :Poet --
and it seems likely that his final output will be even 
more impressive. 
Most of all, this essay owes its existence to my 
wife, without Whose help and wonderful ca:Pacity to listen 
it would never have been written. Other acknowledgements 
- . 
must be. made to· Eugene Magner, of the Lockwood Memorial 
Library at-the University of Buffalo, who helped me track 
down some of the more elusive items recorded in A:Ppendix 
:B; Dr. Gerald Warner Brace, of Boston Universi_ty,_ who en-
couraged me more than a little, and -whose patience is a. 
model for all "first readers"; and Dr. Angelo F. Bertocci, 
who constantly put me on my mettle to be clearer and more 
precise than I might otherwise have been. 
Introduction 
1he :Poetry of Wallace Stevens,. like that of' many of' 
his contemporaries~ has b~en the sub.je_ct of nmch d.iscus~ion 
and no little controversy. At the same time, it has not 
. . 
been examined in a lose detail and with anythi~. ~ike the 
attention lavished upon the work of the two poets with 
- ~ '. ~ . ~ 
whom his o_wn nam.e has come to be _linked. most often during 
the :past few years, T. s. Eliot and Ezra Pound. Today 
Stevens is regarded as a ;major figure in .American poet~ 
and more or less as the equal of' Eliot and P~und, -at least 
. .. . ·- ... -
.by those critics and-readers whose concern is to establish 
. . . 
or record the cal'l.liU'ls of "achievement"; on the other hand, 
he lias only recently became a significant influence on 
the work of younger poets -- indeed, his poetry has not 
as yet really proved so viable for other writers as that of' 
J'ohn Crowe Ransom, for exa.n(pJ.e, whose poetry furnished the 
major impetus not only for the Fugitives in the •Twenties 
but also for a second generation of' Southern poets who 
have become significant figures in modern American poetry. 
Stevens has, nevertheless, established a powerful re:puta-
tion. His work ocou:t>ies a large and commanding position 
in the anthologies of Louis Untermeyer and Oscar Williams, 
and an equally impressive one in ~e Oxford Book of American 
iii 
Verse edited by F. o. ]l[atthiessen, 'Which reprints in its 
entirety "n::te Comedian as the Letter c," a poem of more 
than five hundred lines. FUrthermore, not a year goes by 
without tae appearance of an article ef some length on 
.. 
Stevens' work. H£? has twice been h<:>nored by "Wallace 
Stevens" numbers of magazines: first by ~Harvard Ad-
vocate~ iR December, 1940; and again by Voices, in 1945. 
He has also be~n the subject of a rather hastily put-together 
book, ~ Shapipg Spirit, by William Van 0 1 Connor, which 
appeared in 1950 1 followiEg_ the award of the Bollingen 
Prize to Stevens. 
EVen, so, Stevens remains a rather enigmatic and com-
paratively inaccessible figure. Old.er than_ Po:und and Elio_t_, 
Steven~ made·- no real reputation U:nti.l ~ong af't_er_ ?-_is younger 
contemporaries had established themselves as leaders in 
• > - - •• > A • o - •• -- -
the poetic and intellectual movement that be~n shortly 
. - . . . . - ... - - - . . 
before World War I. By 1914, Poun_d was the leade:r _of_ the 
Imagist movement (which he deserted-a1most immediate~ for 
- --
. 
other and more stimulating adve_ntures) 1 and_ ~erea:fter the 
"master" for almost a whole generation of writers, including 
~· - . - . . . . . . 
his greatest admirer, T. s. Eliot. ~Y 1923, ~liot himself 
was established as the author of 11 'lhe Waste Land." __ ~~evens, 
0n the other hand, was first identified with the poets who 
contributed to Others: _ Alfre_d ~e~?_o~g,_ S~ipw~tn. ~a~~ll., 
Mina. _Loy, William Sa.phier, Robert Alden SanbOrn, Marsden 
. . ~.. ~ . . - .. . . .. . . 
Ha.rtJ.ey, William Carlos Williams, Emanuel Ca.rneva.li, and 
iv 
Marianne Moore, ma~ of wham disappeared from the :poetic 
scene before they had acquired any real r~~ta~ion. But 
Stevens did not remain with a_ny one gro~:p~ he ~con:tr_i~ ted 
to most of the little magazines of the day~_ a~d he ~id 
establish a small reputation by winning a :prize given by 
Poetry: in 1916, for a one-act vers_e :play, u ~ee Trayelers 
Watch a Sunrise," and another :prize, also giyen b~ Poetr_1, 
for a group of poems ~blished under the collective title 
. - -
11Pecksni:f'fiana," in the October, 29J.9, issue. :But by the 
time Harmonium appeared late in 1923, the :post-war .. genera-
tion had establiShed itself as the center of critical 
interest, and only such firmly ~ntre~ched figures a~ Frost, 
Robinson, Eliot, and Pound se_emed able_ to suri"ive the. 
change. ~e glamor of the "renaissance" b~_gun_ in 1912 ha,d 
worn off, and even such once-exciting figures as Sandburg 
. . ' . ' - . ' . . . . .. . ~ . .. 
and Amy Lowell we:r:e ~indin~_ the~elv_es. somew~ ~ n~~l~~_ted, 
Harmonium a:p:peared just too late to win the :praise it 
. - . - . -
deserved; fur~ermore, Stevens' odd an~ intellec_tual gaiety 
was very different fram the disillusioned toughness of John 
Dos lassos, Scott Fitzgerald, Malcolm Cowley, and ETnest 
-
Hemingway, on the one hand, or the more tra~i ti onal and 
restrained lyricism o~ -~rl:<= Van Doren,_ Lo:u-ise ~-ogan, and 
Jilin0r Wylie, on t'h:e other. Like Jilfa,rianne Moore and Will ia.m 
. . -. 
Carlo~ Williams, Stevens w~s to ~_e __ ~_is real impression 
later. Williams, it is true,. _c_onti~ed _ ~c write __ a~d :pub:-
lish of:f and on during the 'Twenties; but both Stevens and 
Miss Moore :practically disap~eared_from the literary ~cene 
after 1924, e~erging fro~ ob_souri ty _again only_ in _t'b:e : 
'Thirties, When the bubble re:puta.tio~ that had darkened 
their achievement had begun to burst. 
v 
Although the. original_ edi_tion of Harmonium sold a~_os.t. 
not a.t all, Knopf re-issued the book in 19!31, ~~ all: e.nl~ged 
and revised edition. Gradually it made its way; Stevens 
·began _to pUblishr new 'poems; and in 1935, ;r. Rona._ld :La.n~. 
~ titner is sued Ideas of order as the first volume ·in his 
. . -~---- . . - ~-
series of Alcestis Freas books. Knopf re-issued Ideas of 
. - ~ . ... . ~
Order in a trade edition the next year; aiid La timer published 
. . - . .. .. 
Owl's Clover, a oolll];lanion :pieoe tEl u'lhe Comedian as- the 
- . -· ---
Letter o, '' Stevens• longest single work: to date, at almost 
' .. • . * - • ... 
the same time • In 193'7, Knopf publ.ished The :Man with the 
.... --- ~~~-~
Bl:ue Guitar, whioh contained a revise_d _ ~~ shor·ter version 
of "OWl's Clover, 11 and_ a :f'ew other pie_oes, ~ne o_:f' W:hieh, 
nThe Men That Are Fal~ing,n. had won the poetry_ ;prize given 
by~ lfation in 1936. Parts of~ World :?'~s ?U~l~s~ed by 
= 
Knopf in 1942; and the f'irst'of' two limited editions of' Notes 
toward _e. Supreme_ Fi_o ti on, regarded by_ maDY _ a~ S_te~~s' 
finest work, appeared almost ':imulta,ne~s,1y_ ":lnd~:r _tb.e. iJn ... 
print of the Cummington Press. Esthetigue gg ~ appeared 
- ~ - . .. .. - -- - . . . ~ 
in a 1imi ted edition from Cummington in 1?4~. _. -~a:m:s~ort to 
Summer followed in 194'7, f'r~ Knop~, an~ i?-~lttd.7_~ botb. "Notes 
toward a. Supreme Fie tion" and lfEsthetique du Mal." Three 
- - -
Academic Pieces was also :published by CCummington in 1947, 
"!'~ ....... ~:...._.-
-- _ ______L_~~ 
vi 
in a limited edition, the first book by Stevens to devote 
itself to the theory of :poetry~ The Aurora_s s:f_ :Autuln?,. 
published by Knopf in 1950, incJ.:nded "A JPrlmi ti_ve 1ike an 
Orb, tt which lrad appeared separ~te1y as a pam:phl.et in 1948. 
The Necessary A~e1, a_ book o_f __ essays, appeared _in 1951_, 
reJ;>rinting "Three Academic Pieces tl and alm.os t all of his 
. . . - . - ··-· ~ . 
lectures_ 011: _Poetry. Since~ 1950·, about a dozen new :poems 
have appeared in magazines. 
In a career that spans nearly forty years, fram 
, .... 
Stevens'_ first appearance i~ ~oe~ in ~91~'- to the :pre~ent1 
much more ~n half his work has been written within the 
. - . . - ... 
last twent.y years. His great reputation belongs, one can 
. - -
almost say, to the last ten years. Ev:_en so, __ it _is_ n~t a 
:popular reputation, nor has_ ~t be_e~ identifi_e_d ~t aJW_ ~ime 
with the extreme avant _ga.rde. Stevens has_ be_en, almo_st_ 
from the beginning, something of a l:one wolr ~on_g th~- s_o:-
called experimentalist :poe~s? and th~ di~~idence ~nd ~etach­
ment which have characterized almo_st e_v_ery:tbing_ h_e_ ~!3. 
written have given him a clearly defined and apparently 
in~itable personalit,y. 
The nature of his work has been defin_ed in bro~~_, ___ _ 
general terms and as an illustration of ()e_r_~in "~e~dencies, tt 
some of them so various as to be mutually exclusive. But 
• • • • • • .. - ¥• - -
it has not really been e~_ined as_ a wh.o=!-e it:~: anyt'b:ing _like 
the detail iha t it woul.d seem to deserve. llie present essay 
undertakes ~ ~re1iminary examination, therefore, of Stevens' 
vii 
practice and theory in order to discower, if p~s~ibl~ 1 . a 
clearer and at the same time mol:e nearly oom:pl.ete image 
- ... . . . . . . ~ 
of his aocomp_1isbment to date. I have not, ~owever,. been 
so much interested in judging his accompl.isbment as in ex-
amining its na. ture and. attempting to el.ucidate, without 
~ • • • ~ - • • -· • • - • • • 0-• 
undue violence to its awn ~remises, its partioul.ar qualities. 
. . . . .. -. . - . 
As a corollary to this first purpose, I have also tried to 
show that Stevens bas worked almost from the beginning from 
a single point of view, and I have tried to indicate some 
. . . 
of the consequences of his singl.enel3s C?.f purp~sl9, ~ith~t 
feeling it necessary to bend my evidence or DIY' conclusion 
. ...· - . - . - - . . . .. 
to this narrow end. .. In ?ther words, the essay is an essay 
in appreciative analysis~ 
~e essay is divided into three parts •. Part I is a 
detail.ed account of the poetry and ita development in 
. -· ... -· - .. 
rather strict chronol.ogical order, int~rrupted by more ex-
. . . . . -
tensive ana.:lyses of certain key poems. Part II is an 
examination of Stevens' poetic theory and of the relations 
- . . .... 
of his pra.ctia·e and his theory. Part III is a. cQnclusion 
which attempts to sum. up and define the nature of Stevens' 
aceom.plisbment in :fairly broad t_erms_, at the same time 
paying tribute tc Ste:vens for what he has_ da,ne.. ~upJ;>ortiDg 
data incl.ude a brief essay on Steve~s.' un~s_l~e~~e~ 'V{()rk,. a 
checklist of hi~ pa~lished poetry, and a checklist of his 
books and pamphlets. 
.. . •.... . . ~ 
'My method calls for a certain amount of explanatio-n. 
Although Stevens is very much an intellectual poet, he is 
viii 
so with a difference. Diffiou~t as he sometimes is, and 
given to wi~ful eccentricit,r as he sametime~ appear~ ~o be, 
his work is essentia~ly an affirmation of the goodness of 
. . . -
~ife in all its sensuous, imaginative, meditative, and 
creative f'u~ness. It is also a :poetry of seif' .. rea~ization. 
T.he detachment and diffidence which characterize it are 
those of a man with an essentially comic view of l:ife; and 
much t'h_a t he shows us is ultima. tely as una.na~yzable as our 
pleaEmre in the Fourth of J"uly or Falstaff or an intricate 
. .. -. . -- . . .. . . ~ 
and beautifully made Oriental puzzl.e. His ~aetry and his 
. . - . . 
theory are alike wayward and, u:p_~D: occasion~ i~itati_ngl.y 
assertive. At times his poems seem nothing more or less 
than brilliantl.y executed sallies in :poetic theory. His 
essays are almost excl.usively composed lfi:e poe~, .. in :th:.e 
language of poetr.y rather than_the langua~e ~f' disoU!sive 
reason, wi tb. the result that they cannot be read like most 
11 terary critic ism, but demand of the reader the i!Dagin:a-
tive and almost intuitive leap that one must make in the 
. 
poetry if one is to understand a~thing_at_~ll~ 
It is' in a sense, this necessity to 7ield to Stevens' 
owp premises that accounts in large measure for what may 
- . . - -
be justifiab~e resistances to his WC!1rk. ~ere is perhaps 
l.ess para:phrasable content in Stevens than in most con7 
temporary poets -- although this is s_ay~ng a good _deal._ 
But al-though the lack of para._:Phrasable con tent . .o:r_te.n. ma:tt:es 
it diffioul t to say what Stevens is "about, n his :praotioe 
is more often a demonstration that ":proves" the essential 
rightness o:f his method :for his own purposes of demonstra-
tion. 
PART I 
The Poetry 
Chapter I 
11The Tracing of' a Portal" 
A. Background and Undergraduate Verse 
A poet's juvenilia pose a problem not only f'or the 
critic but f'or the poet himself'. For the poet the problem 
is largely personal, as the warning of' Horace to the son 
of' his f'riend implies: "You can always destroy what you 
have not published; there is no art to unsay what you have 
once let go of'. 111 Concerning his own undergraduate verse, 
Wallace Stevens has been characteristically discreet. 
"Some of' one's early things,n he says, "give one the creeps."2 
In the only other comment upon his earliest work, he main-
tains a tone of' dif'fident detachment: 
To begin with, he was born in Pennsylvania -
Dutch. Early influences? There was a f'riend, they 
walked together, stopped, dran~ a bottle of claret 
together, ate cheese, walnuts, and walking back home, 
this f'riend recited poetry - going tb~ough the woods 
- very loud. Very clear. 
There was Harvard. M~be he wrote a bit of' 
verse in Harvard, didn't take it seriously, wanted 
to be a lawyer, studied for that, wanted material 
success 1 wife, home, comforts - all that he has •••• 
1. Horace, "Epistle to the Pisos" (Ars Poetica), translated 
by J. H. and s. C. Smith. Janes Harry Smith and Edd Win-
field Parks, edd., The Great Critics (rev. ed.; New York: 
w. w. Norton, 1939)~. 126. 
2. Donald Hall, ed., The Harvard Advocate Anthology (New 
York: Twayne Publishers,-1950), p. 6. 
But before he cruld get started on all that, there 
was a time spent in New York, a re-meeting of various 
college mates - some also wrote - some wanted to write 
or paint o'r dabble in the "mind and senses. n Who was 
there? Carl Van Vecbten for one... Greenwich Village 
was budding, blooming, one poem after sn other was 
wri. tten down, not with the idea of a book or literary 
career; later, urg?d by Alfred A. Knopf, they added 
up to "Ha~onium".~ 
Neither comnent is of much use to the critic, for 
whom the problem of dealing justly with juvenilia is always. 
a delicate matt.er. The thirteen poems surviving from Ste-
vens' student days do faintly prefigure a orne of the poems 
written fifteen to twenty years later. But the significance 
of the prefiguration is another matter; that it is in large 
measure accidental must be obvious to anyone W2o compares 
Stevens' undergraduate verse with that of his contemporaries 
and near contemporaries at Harvard. His sonnets, songs, 
and quatrains, like his "Balla de of the Pink Parasol, rr are 
exercises "in the manner oftt the 11!!, de siecle poets who 
were to undergraduates at tbe end of the '90s what Stevens 
himself has become to many undergraduates todaw. In their 
proper setting, the poems are almost indistinguishable 
from those of Arthur Davison Ficke, Witter Bynner, Percy 
Hutchinson., Arthur Train, Earl Derr Biggers, Hermann 
Hagedorn, Walter Conrad Arensberg, William Vaughn Moody, 
or even Van Wyck Brooks, all of whom contributed to The 
Harvard Advocate at one time or another between 1890 and 
1. Charles Henri Ford, 11 Verlaine in Hartford" (an inter-
view with Wallace Stevens, View, Vol. I, No. 3., Sept., 
1940, P• 6. 
1906.1 Read in their proper context, the poems are no 
worse and no better than tbose of bis classmates; if any-
thing, they display less of the influence of ~~~ing and 
watered-down Swinburne and-~Tennyson and a prettier, cleaner 
facility. In relation to Stevena' own laterw~rk, they 
acquire a few faint inimations of things to come -- an 
interest in gaudy language and odd points of view; but 
the intimations amount to little in comparison with the 
essential singleness of purpose that the matu:r e poe try as 
a whole reveals. The gap between Stevens' undergraduate 
verse and his f1rst mature poems is simply too wide to span. 
Whether the poems really did pave the way for the later. 
work is a matter of no great importance, since the poems 
are hardly interesting enough in their own right to serve 
any broad purpose. What on·e cr.i tic has said of T. s. 
Eliot's undergraduate poems may be said of Stevens': 
The exhUmation of juvenilia may serve the pur-
poses of pie~y or edification. Piety is a desirable 
counterweight for arrogance: our interest in the auto-
biographies of thirty-year olds needs the correction 
of thir~y-years old poetry. And our respect for the 
present is valid only in that it involves respect for 
the past •••• 
If these ••• poems provide information it is in~ 
formation which we can use in the humbler task of the· 
literary historian •••. It is of interest generally, 
and perhaps valuable to the critic incidentally, to 
1. Verses from the Harvard Advocate, Third Series, 1886-
1906 (Cambridge: The Harvard-Advocate, 1906), passim:---
3 
note what has been retained, what disca.rded, what 
material, images, attitudes, rhythms, devices of 
style had value to justify their later use and what 
was transient. Such investigation is-little relevant 
to the worth of the poems themselves, but their 
later readers are as competent to decide· a bout this 
4 
as their earlier ones. The poems are also an interes-
ting document far anyone who might explore the intellec-
tual geography of Harvard ~at the time_7, but that 
is somebody else's occupation.l 
The best way to serve the purposes of piety and edi-
fication is to furnish some examples. The earliest of the 
poems is a sonnet dated "April, 1899'': 
There shines the morning starl Through the forlorn 
And silent spaces of cold heaven's height 
Pours the bright radiance of his.kingly light, 
Swinging in revery before the morn. . 
The flush and fall of' mapy tides have worn 
Upon the coasts beneath him, in their flight 
From sea to sea; yet ever on the night 
His clear and splendid visage is upborne. 
Like this he pondered on the world 1s first day, 
Sweet Eden r·s flowers heavy with the dew; 
And so he led bold Jason on his way 
Sparkling fb rever in the galley 1 s foam; 
And still he shone most perfect in the blue, 
All bright and lovely on the hosts of' Rome.2 
The impulse is high spirited, but the total effect is 
fuzzy and derivative, a blur of Ja tter-day French and Eng-
lish Romanticism. Only the "flush and fall" of' the tides 
reveals what later emerges as an almost habitual choice 
of the oddly euphonious word selected not merely for its 
own sake but also for its preciseness. 
1. Lawrence Leighton, n A Note on the Poems," Harvard 
Advocate, Vol. CXXV, No. 3, Dec., 1938, P• 10. 
2. The Harvard Advocate, Vol. CXXVII, No. 3, Dec., 1940 1 
P• 5:-- . 
Something a little ~re characteristic is to be found 
in "Outside the Hospital" and the nBallade of the Pink 
Parasol." The former has the air of a young man's cynicism: 
See the blind and lame at play, 
There on the summer lawn --
She with her graceless eyes of clay, 
Quick as a frightened fawn, 
Running and tripping into his way 
Whose legs are gone.. · · 
How shall she 1 scape him, where shalL she fly, 
She who never sees? 
Now he is near her, now she is by --
Into his arms she flees. 
Hear her gay laughter, hear her light cry 
An:ong the trees. 
ttPrincess, my captive." "Mastflr, my king." 
. "Here is a garland bright. 
"Red roses, I wonder, red with the Spring, 
. Red with a reddish li;;ht?" 
11Red roses, my princess. ·I·ran to bring, 
And b~ your lmie;ht."l 
5 
The cynicism is a cQ'tilvention, not a me an s to an end, inte-
gral to'an attitude. Whether the poem was intended as a 
"shockern in its own time is unimportant; at any rate, the 
superficial "modernity" of the piece dates it n:ore convincing-
ly than any other quality could date it, and the essential 
gentility and s rund breeding i.t reflects are.::,clues to its 
harmlessness. The irony is all on the surface. 
"The Ballade of the Pink Parasol, 11 although 1 t .is 
cut from similar cloth, displays sometbing.like the fond-
ness for elegant words and trivial "ideasn that marks some 
of the later poems. In the later poems, the escape from 
1. Ibid., P• 5. 
-
triviality comes from a self-conscious manipulation of tbe 
ostensibly trivial for heady purposes. In the "Ballade" 
the concern for technique and the achievement of a manner 
as in a great deal of run-of-the-mill ~ ~ societe 
almost blots out any more telling qualities: 
I pray thee where is the old-time wig, 
And Where is the lofty hat? · 
Where is the maid on the road in her gig, 
And where is the fire-side cat? 
Never was sight more fair than that, 
Outshining, outreaching them all, 
There in the night where lovers sat .,._ 
But where is the pink parasol? 
Where in the pack is the dark spa dille 
With the scent of lavender sweet, 
That never was held in the mad quadrille, 
And where are the slippered feet? 
Ah1 we'd have given a pound to meet 
The card that wrought our fall, 
The card none other of all could beat 
But where is the pink parasol? 
Where is the roll of the old cala.s}J,, 
And the jog of the light sedan, 
Whence Chloe's diamond brooch would flash 
And conquer poor peeping man? 
Answer me 1 where is the painted fan 
And the candles bright on the wall; 
Where· is the coat of yellow and tan 
But where is the pink parasol? 
Prince, the baubles are far away, 
In the ruin of palace and hall, 
Made dark by the shadow of yesterday 
But where is the pink parasol?l 
That Stevens had read and appreciated Pope is obvious, 
despite the somewhat ambiguous use to which he put his 
pleasure in the "Ballade." The poem is a deliberate 
1. ~., P• 7. 
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parody; but it also suggests a nostalgia and admiration 
for the 11 lof'ty hat" an·d the ttdark spadille" that is 11 ttle 
short of romantic. It is as if' Stevens had admired his 
models, nThe Rape of the Lock" and "The Challenge, A Court 
Ballade$" without the satire, and had been charmed by their 
machinery w1 thout taking into consideration the function 
of the machinery. The "Ballade of the Pink Parasol 11 does, 
however, suggest that Stevens r fondness for a vocabulary 
which seems to derive in large part from the 18th century, 
at least in Harmonium, has deep roots. Although there is 
a world of difference between the 1'Ballade 11 and nLe Monocle 
de Mon Oncle," ttpecksnif'f'iana," and 11The Comedian as the 
Letter c," it seams clear that the diction of the later 
poems derives in some real measure fro~ POpe.as well as 
the French Symbolists~ The diction of such other later 
poems as "The Silver Plough Boy," "Domination of' Black," 
"The Apostrophe tc:> Vincentine, .. "Architecture," "The Or-
dinary Women," "Two Figures in Dense Violet Night," and 
nExposi tion ·of' the Contents of a Cab" shows the Neo-Classi-
cal inf'luenc~ in a more devious way, since it is bent to 
more or leas grotesque if not ·strictly satirical purposes. 
More accurately the total effect is closer to Sterne than 
Pope, although upon occasion, as· in "Exposition of' the 
Contents of a Cab," Stevena seems to satirize his own fond-
ness for gaudiness of diction: 
7 
.•.,· .. 
Victoria Clermntina, ne0ress, . 
Took seven white dogs 
To ride in a cab. 
Bells of the dogs chinked. 
Harness of the horses shuffled 
Like brazen shells• 
Oh~he-heJ Fragrant puppets 
By the green lake-pallors, 
She too is flesh, 
And a breech-cloth might wear, 
Netted of topaz and ruby 
And savage blooms; · · 
Thridding the squawkiest jungle 
In a golden sedan, 
White dogs at bay. 
What breech-cloth might you wear --
Except linen, embroidered 
By elderly women?l 
Stevens omitted "Exposition of the Contents of a Cab," 
along with "The Silver Plough-Boy" and "Arc hi tecture 11 
when he came to revise Hannonium in 1931, perhaps because 
he felt that the gaudiness of the diction was excessive 
and that the satirical element was buried under a weight 
of preciosity. At any rate, "Exposition of the Contents 
of a Cab" shares with the "Ballade of the Pink Parasol" a 
common taste for ornament and glitter, despite rhythmical 
and for.mal differences. Whereas the undergraduate example 
is facile and relaxed, the later piece is wilful.ly crabbed; 
both poems, however, show a highly idiosyncratic attitude 
toward 18th-century imag~ and diction. 
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But between the undergraduate verse and "Sunday 
Morning" (published in 1915), much else must have happened 
to m dify Stevens' whole attitude toward poetry. What 
these influences were must remain largely a matter of con-
jecture; even the poet's own generalizations about the 
time he spent in New York, as well as the occasional know-
ledge we have of his associations with Alfred Kreymborg 
and others, add nothing really relevant to an understanding 
of his poetry~l~ 
The- undergraduate verse, then,. does serve the purposes 
of piety and edification in a small way by revealing an 
interest in color and language for their own sake, a sophia• 
ticated attitude toward literature that is high spirited 
and deliberate. It points toward.the future without deter-
mining its character. 
lc.\. Alfred Kreymborg, .Q.!g: Singing Strength (New York: 
Coward, McCann, 1929), PP• 500-504, passim. 
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13. The Early Poems, 1914-1918 
To read the poems of Harrno~ in the rough chrono-
logical sequence that can be established by following the 
order of their original periodical publication is to dis-
cover the outlines of a poetic thebry that is both idio-
syncratic and traditional. The paradox is, of course, 
obvious; any poet starts from a tradition, and although 
his development may be unpredictable, it is o.f some use 
to know what his beginnings as a mature poet were. With 
Wallace Stevens, tb. a ·beginnings are of. real significance, 
since his davelt;>.pm,ant has been consistent and in s:> ma ways 
almost unprecedented in contemporary poetry. Unlike his 
other books, Harmonium and Ideas of Order do not follow 
.. , -
anything like a chronological order in the arrangement of 
1(!) 
the poems. For this reason the early l::ooks give the im-
pression of a greater variety and scope than they actually 
possess, since the arrangement of the poems obscures, at 
least on a casual reading, a good many recurring characteris-
tics which a strictly chronological order would reveal. 
Almost all the purely grotesque pieces that survive in 
'Harmonium, for example, belong to the first few years of 
Stevens r career; but they have been spread out over the 
book. The poems of Parts 2f ~ World, Transport to Summer, 
and ~ Auroras of Autumn, on the other hand, arranged as 
they are in order of composition~ often seem to blur into 
each other, as Stevens pursues. a single image or idea 
Il 
thrru gh a variety of contexts. It should be pointed out 
that the poems in the first two books cover a span of near-
ly twenty-five years, and those of the last three some thing 
less than fifteen. 
The reason for this weakening in impact in the late~ 
books is not, as some critics have felt, that the later 
work is a pale and diluted version of the early poems, for 
much of the recent poetry is mature and ~ ch in a way that 
surpasses all but the very best of Harmonium. Stevens, 
more than most of his c o11temporarie.s, reveals in his work 
a recurring and almost obsessive preoccupation with certain 
symbols, ideas., and images, that blurs the effectiveness 
of many individual poems, especially those of the past 
fifteen years. Although Yeats and Eliot have shown an 
analogous preoccupation with their chosen symbols, and 
even though it is possible to trace the development of 
their ideas according to an over-all pattern, their work 
is, in a sense, more nearly self-contained, more thoroughly 
11poeticn in the ordinary meaning of that word, and there-
fore sets up a different kind of response in the reader. 
The speculative, skeptical impulse in .Stevens is so strong, 
and so much of his poetry is "about'' p.oetry and the life 
of the imagination., that the me:vitu of individual pieces 
(when taken separately) is sometimes vitiated in the later 
books because their virtues are submerged under the end-
less meditation of which they form units. Even so, it is 
true that Stevens has not exercised the extraordinary 
critical judgment in selecting the~ poems for his later 
books that he showed in choosing and arranging the poems 
for Harmonium and Ideas QI Order.l 
What is true of the later books would be much more 
apparent if the poems of Harmonium were rearranged in 
something like chronological order. The basic difference 
would be that during the years between 1914 and 1923, 
when Stevens was formulating the aesthetic that· has 
. . 
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guided him eve:r since, his work was more obviously experi-
mental in technique and subject matter; it was also the 
work of a poet consciously identified with the "new" poetry 
which Harriet Monroe, Alfred Kreymborg, and a gr·oup o'f 
lesser editoxas helped to found and promote. Nor is it 
altogether surprising that several of his most famous 
poems appeared at the beginning of his career: "Tea," 
"Peter Quince at the Clavier," i':!ftDisillusionment of Ten 
0 'Clock, 11 and the original version of "Sunday Moming. "2 
1. See Appendix A, passim. 
2. In Rogue, Vol. I, No. 1, 15 Mar~, 1915, p. 12; 'others, 
Vol. I, No. 2, Aug.~, 1915, PP• 31-34; Rogue, Vol. II, No. 
2, 15 Sept., 1915, ·p. 7; and Poetry, Vol. VII, No.2, Nov • ., 
1915, PP• 81-83, respectively. The original version of 
"Sunday Morning," as pilblished in PoetS,. cons is ted of five 
of the present eight stanzas, in the fo lowing order: I, 
VIII, IV, V, and VII. 
They are poems in which the freshness of perception com-
bines powerfully with an intense awareness of craft. Al-
though all of Stevens' work can be considered as "purerr 
poetry, as he himself authorizes us to do,l·' 1 its impact is 
not so rarefied and exclusive as George Moore t s anthology 
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of pure poetry wru ld lead us to think. Except for "Sea 
Surface Full of Clouds 11 and a handf'ul of similar poems, 
"Peter Quince at the Clavier," with its carefully controlled 
dissonances and its serene and romantic irony, is Stevens' 
most outstanding contribution'to this rather ambiguous 
kind of poetry; but in a sense, even "Peter Quince at the 
Clavier" is not quite "pure • 11 "Sunday Morning," equally 
secure in the handling of musical effects, is also atypical 
of Stevens' work as a whole; its irony is nnre somber and 
personal, despite the fundamental detachment with whi cb 
Stevens approaches his theme 1 than is usual with him. 
Neither poem,· however, could be mistaken for the work of 
anyone else; the sophisticated elegance is both romantic 
and witty, and the intensity with which the speculative 
tone is contrived is thorrughly characteristic. What is 
most surprising is that the tone emerges so clearly ~nd 
in such fullness so early. 
lil• Author's statement, Ideas of Order (New York: Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1936), dust jacket. See Bibliography, Part I. 
"Tea" and "Disillusionment of Ten O'Clock" are in 
some ways, therefore, more characteristic of the work as 
a. whole, although they possess neither the richness nor 
the completeness of the two longer pieces. "Tea" is an 
Imagist poem: 
When the elephant's-ear in the park 
Shrivelled in frost., 
And the leaves on the paths 
Ran like rats, 
Your lamp-light fell 
On $ll:l.l):;t~; pillows, 
Of sea-shades and sky-shades, 
Like umbrellas in Java.l 
Commenting upon "Tea., n Harry Levin wri tea: 
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Brushing aside the animated flora, and the botani-
cal facon ~ parler of the first line, the real meta-
phor is saved for the last; ye.t everything that comes 
between contributes to the pattern of a piece of New 
England chinoiserie. The tea•cozy comfort of an 
autumn interior is coldly subjected to the remote 
irony ~f sea-shades, sky-shades, and the East India 
trade. . · 
The observation is appropriate and just. But "the botanical 
facon ,9:!. parler 11 is not to be brushed aside; it is singu-
larly appropriate to the evocation of the New England that 
created the East India trade, like scrimshaw, the massive 
collections of Lowestoft and Canton ware, and the birds 
and animals tha.t the Salem merchants brought back with 
them. The ale phan t r s-ear is exactly to the point; it is 
1. Harmonium (New York: Al:fued A. Knopf, 1950), p. 195. 
All references to Harrmnium, unless otre rwise stated, are 
to the present (1947-1950) edition. 
2. Harry Levin, ·· ( "Statementtt), Harvard Advocate, Vol. 
CXXVII, No. 3, Dec., 1940, P• 30. 
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the exotic transplanted and adapted to a new climate, like 
the plants in a public garden, and in its proper context 
gives the :image "a local habitation" if not quite the "name 11 
that Mr. Levin uses. The charm of the poem is, neverthe-
less, a little fixed; it is a period piece that captures 
and gives point to a movement that now seems significant 
chiefly for what it did for the poets who came after it 
rather than for What the members of the movement them-
salves achieved. 
"Disillusionment of.Ten O'Clock" carries the Imagist 
technique even further: 
The houses are haunted 
By white night-gowns~ 
None are green, 
Or purple with gr~en rings, 
Or green with yellow rings, 
Or yellow with blue rings. 
None of them are strange, 
With socks of lace 
And beaded ceintures. 
People are not going 
To dream of baboons and periwinkles. 
Only, here and there, an old sailor 1 
Drunk and asleep in his boots, 
Catches tigers 
In red weather.l 
The effect -- whether one judges the poem to be sheer 
nonsense or sou.ething more -- could be described as a 
parody of Imagism "with commentary." As in "Tea," the 
details accumulate. into a surprising and pointed characteri-
zation of latter-day New England, its great days flattened 
1. Harmonium, P• 112. 
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out into dull respectability. Stevens employs the familiar 
techniques prescribed by the Imagists themselves; but 
with a difference. The exact, objective details, for ex-
ample 1 describe an aspect of the contemporary scene in the 
approved manner, although the details selected distort the 
picture in such a way that the poem becomes a commentary 
not merely upon the scene but also upon a method of writing 
poetry. Finally, the poem suggests, in its faintly rid! cu-
lous nostalgia for "socks of lace / And beaded ceintures," 
as well as in the image of the drunken sailor, dreaming 
110f tigers / In red weather., n the loss of romance m d illusion 
in life, as Delmore Schwartz implies in his comment that 
. " 
"Puritan ism becomes an important part of the poem. 1 
The poems published between November, 1914, which 
marked Stevens' real debut,2 and December, 1918, when "Le 
Monocle de Mon Onclen appeared,3 fall roughly into three 
related groups: (l) satirical and grotesque fragments, 
most of which remain uncollected; (2) Imagist and quasi-
Imagist pieces 1 such. as "Tea, n "Disillusionment of Ten 
. u . 
orclock 1 11 11Tattoo, ·"Six Significant Landscapes," "Thir-
ii 
teen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird, "Nuances of a Theme 
1. Delmore Schwartz, 6Tbe Ultimate Plato with Picasso's 
Guitar," Harvard. Advocate, Vol. · CXXVII, No. 3, Dec. 1 1940 1 
P• 15. . 
2. "Pbases,n Poetry, Vol. v, No. 2, Nov., 1914, pp. 70-71. 
3. Others, Vol. V, No. 1, Dec., 1918, PP• 16-22. 
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by Williams It; and (3) more meditative poems., such as "Peter 
Quince at the Clavier,n nsunday Morning,n trThe Worms at 
Heaven,'s Gate, tr "Domination of Black, n °The Death of a 
Soldier, u and "Le ·Monocle de Mon Onole." The classifica-
tion is not so arbitrary as it may seem, and it is worth 
noting that the persistent tone of the first and second 
groups is one of gaiety and high spirits, alth~gh there 
is at times a visible straining after effects; the poems 
of the third group are more obviously serious. 
Of .the poems belonging to the first group, only a 
handful survive in Harmonium, . eJVen if ::!~Disillusionment 
of Ten O'Clockn be included. "Earthy Anecdoten and "Life 
Is Motion," which comes a little later,l are almost the 
only representatives of the satirical and' grotesque im-
pulse in its purest for.m, and even here there is a suggestion 
of something more, if only a kind of hilarity that is lively 
enough to justify its being an end· in itself. 
The poems .in the second group are most successfUl 
when the high spirits do not flag or have to be artificially 
maintained by rhetorical devices that p~duoe brilliant 
but slightly precious shook effects. "Tea," nTattoo, ·• and 
"Six Significant Landscapes" may stand for the best of' 
these pieces. In others., such as "Anecdote of' Men by the 
Thousand," nThe Silver Plough Boy," "Arabi te oture," and 
1. Others, Vol. V, No. 6., July, 1919, P• 14. 
even "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird," the rhe-
torical .virtuosity and the portentous image-making are a 
little too dazzling; their ".first effect," as.Stevens him-
self has said of Pl. a to' a. figure of the charioteer iri the 
Phaedrus, is their "maximum affect," and although the 
reader may be delighted and evan moved by the figures, 
they do not susta.~n their impact.l Morton Dauwan Zabel 
speaks o.f "Thirteen Ways of Looking at; a Bla~kbird" as 
one o.f the poem in which "the imputation of a 'tit-tary 
joke' is inescapable," and describes the affect as "sleight-
of-hand ~aratriciousness. n2 The ttti tteriness" of the joke 
differs from its possible privacy; the poem is not really 
I 
obscure at all, but a series.of'Imagistic statements that 
are like nothing so much as the experiments with the hokku 
which were fashionable at the time. Stevens handles his 
material with a neatness that gives certain sections of the 
poem something of the quality of epigrams: 
When the blackbird flew out of sight, 
It marked the edge . 
Of one ·of many circles.3 
On the. other band, an excess of fantasy or a gnomic sym-
bolism reacts upon itself: 
1. "The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words," The Necessary 
Angel, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1951), PP• 3-7, passim. 
2. M6rton IB.:.uwen Zabel, nstevens and the Image of Man , u 
Harvard Advocate, Vol. CXxVII, No. 3, Dec., 1940, P• 21• 
3. Harmonium, p. 160. 
Among twenty snowy mountains, 
The only moving thing 
Was the eye of the blackbird.l 
Elsewhere, the rhetoric becomes a little slick: 
At.the sight of blackbirds 
Flying in a green light, 
Even the bawds of euphony 
Would cry aut sharply.2 
The device is self-consuming; its ingenuity is qonstantly 
in danger of wearing thin. It is not ~urprising, then, 
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that when Stevens came to revi13e HarmoniUll1 in 1931, he 
omitted "The Silver Plough Boy," "Exposition of the Contents 
of a Cab," and "Architecture," which carry this rhetorical 
splendor to an extreme.3 
The poems of the third group fall into three general 
classifications: those in watch the pervading irony is 
controlled and given its peculiar character largely by the 
almost Shakespearean .blank verse or the spaciousness of the 
design ("The Wot>ms at Heaven's Gate,u "Sunday Moming," 
and "Le Monocle deMon Oncle 11 ); shorter poems in which the 
Imagist techniques are enrich~d and intensified by an 
analytical and speculative habit of mind ("Domination of 
Black,tt 11The Wind Shifts," 11Explanation," and "Theorytt); 
1. Ibid., P• 158. 
2. Ibid., P• 161. 
3. Harmonium (1923), p. 78 1 p. 98, and PP• 121-23, respectively. 
and more or less occasional pieces ("The Death of a 
Soldier" and "Negation"). "Peter Quince at the Clavier" 
belongs in this group, but as indicated earlier, it is 
fonnally almost unique in the canon of Stevens' poetry. 
The poems of this third general group represent 
Stevens' highest achievement up to the arid of the 1918, 
as the examples of "Tea" and "Disillusionment of Ten 0 1 
Clock" may be said to represent his achievement in the 
Imagist mode and the grotesque, respectively. The poems 
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in the final group, however, re~ire somewhat more extensive 
treatment, particularly the longer poems, "Sunday Morning" 
and "La Monocle de :Mon Oncle, ii analyses of which appear in 
the following pages. The shorter poems require less comment; 
their virtues are almost self-apparent, as "Theory" makes 
clear: 
I am what is around me. 
Women understand this. 
One is not a duchess 
A hundred yards from a carriage. 
These, then, are portraits: 
A black vestibule; 
A high bed sheltered by curtains. 
These are merely instances .1:'.!. 
Although the poem looks forward to a line in. "The Comedian 
as the Letter c," in which Stevens writes that "His soil 
is man's intelligence, n:2~ the perception of the idea in 
~l:. Harmonium, P• 147. 
its skeletal for.m is simply sketched in with a pleasant 
toss of the head; the observation would not be out of 
place in a Restoration comedy. 
For the most part, however, the best of the early 
poems are traditional in quite obvious ways; they employ 
rhyme and regular metres, or such, fo.rms as blank verse. 
It is this nregularity" that leads Yvor Winters to assert 
that these early poems are J11.Qmorable, and to say of them 
tha~ they possess a "traditional seriousness of attitude 
and a traditional rhetoric cognate with that attitude and 
precisely expressive of it. ill In other words, Winters 
identifies Stevens' best work with the work adheres most 
closely to what he regards as the main line of English 
poetry, the line of Fulke Greville, Ben Jonson, and Robert 
Bridges, as he plots it. Winters argues that the poems 
written after these early traditional pieces must be re-
garded as failures because Stevens does not adhere to the 
particular traditions Winters himself admires; he even 
goes so far as to assume that Stevens' later work reveals 
a spiritual and poetic bankruptcy as it departs from the 
traditions of Jonson and Bridges. Winters has no patience 
with such amusements a~ "Tea, 11 "Disillusionment of Ten 
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O'Clock," and "Theory." He would classify them as 11 hedonistic, ii 
1. Yvor Y{inters, "Wallace Stevens, or The Hedonist's 
Progress, ~ Anatomy of Nonsense (Norfolk: New Directions 1 
1943), p.-119. -
an end in themselves, and therefore, from his own point 
of view, immoral. Such a view of tradition leaves a great 
deal of good poetry to be accounted for, and is especially 
hard on such poetry as that of Pope and Dryden, whose 
"ideas" are not to be taken seriously, as well as that of 
Herrick and Donne, whose "form" is to be regarded as 
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little more than a disguise for their lack of sound "ideas." 
But tradition has many aspects; whenever it is vital 
and functional,. it is something more than an external dis-
cipline assumed for a particular purpose, as irony at its. 
best is something more than a rhetorical device. In 
Stevens' early poems, there is a constant struggle between 
a rhetorical iJJony that serves to identify his work with 
that of his own contemporaries, and one that is more deep-
ly rooted, more temperamental. Thus it is that even the 
failures among the early poems have an interest out of 
all proportion to their merit., since the early poems as a 
whole point toward the foJJmulation of that "single manner 
or mood thoroughly matured and e.xploi ted" which Stevens 
was consciously striving to achieve.l Although Stevens 
may be pulled too far in one direction or an other, he navel' 
completely loses sight of the demand of his craft. Even 
the "tittery jokesn are seriously carried out. They are 
documents in the development of an aesthetic; and if 
1. William Carlos Willimna, (letter from Wallace Stevens), 
·"Prologue, 11 ~ ,!g Hell (Boston: Four Seas Company, 1920) 1 
P• 1'7. 
Hannonium would have been more remarkable without them, 
the same may be said of most books. For present purposes, 
they are extremely valuable, because they help define the 
central substance of that aesthetic. 
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One class of poems in the final group, however, re-
quires spacial attention hera. These are the occasional 
pieces. When Harmonium was first published, Stevens inclu-
ded none of his war poems, neither the 11 Phases" nor the 
longer group published in Poetry under the collective 
title 11Lettres d 1un Soldat."l The time was not au'spicioua 
for the publication of war poetry; in addition, Stevens 
may have felt that the poems were unrepresentative. But 
he reconsidered when he came to revise Harmonium, and 
salvaged from "Lettres d'un Soldat" three pieces: "The 
,. ' ~ 
Surpris.a·s of the Superhuman," "Negation, and "The Death 
of a Soldier. 11 Of these, "The Death of a Soldier" is 
charged with an impersonal passion that is typical in its· 
juxtaposition of the grandiose and the imperturbable: 
Life contracts and death is expected, 
As in a season of autumn, 
The soldier falls. 
He does not become a three-days' parsonage, 
Imposing his separation, 
Calling for pomp. 
1. Poetry, Vol. XII, No. 2, May, 1918, PP• 59-65. 
Death is absolute and without memorial, 
As in a season of autumn, 
When the wind stops. 
When the wind stops and, over the heavens, 
The clouds go, nevertheless, 
In their direction.l . 
At the time of ita original a};lpaarance, "The Death 
of a Soldier,n like all the others in the group, bora an 
epigraph in French, a quotation from a s.aries of letters 
written by a young Frenchman to his mother and published 
in 1916.2 The epigraphs give all nine poems added point, 
some of them being almost meaningless without their epi-
graph; nevertheless, the best of them can stand on their 
own faet.3 The epigraph for "The Death of the Soldier, n 
the final piece in the group, is 11 La mort du soldat est 
pres des chases naturelles," and to some degree it clart-
fies·the nargument 11 ; but the poem needs neither apology 
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nor explanation, although it is not out of place to call 
attention to the "accomplishments in the use of reiteration 
II 
-- that pitfall of half-poets, as Marianne Moore has 
noted, singling out· for special praise the repetition with 
a difference of "When the wind stops. n4 
1. Harmonium, P• 166. 
2. PoatpY, Vol. XII, No. 2, May, 1918, P• 115. 
3. See Appendix A, passim. 
4. Marianne Moore, 11Well Moused, Lion," The Dial, Vol.· 
LXXVI, No. 1, Jan., 1924, p. 91. As an aanirerof Stevens' 
work, Miss Moore regre<tted the omission of 11The Death of a 
Soldiern from the original edition of Harmonium, as wall 
as well as of 11 Comme Diau Dispense de Graces, 11 the fburth 
of the group. · 
nNegation" and "The Surprises of the Superhuman" 
carry no such power as "The Death of a Soldier. 11 They 
are touched with bitterness, and their wit is pointedly 
sharp, especially in relation to their original context. 
But all three poems represent a theme that is to return 
much later in certain other pieces: "Examination of the 
Hero in a Time of War, 11 uGigantomachia," "Dutch Graves in 
Bucks County," "Repetitions of a Young Captain," "A Woman 
Sings a Song for a Soldier Come Home," and especially the 
concluding stanzas of "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction." 
One other theme in these early poems remains to be. 
noted, the withering contempt for the mechanization and 
standardizs,.tion of modern life~ As a skeptic,·Stevens is 
unable to :find much consolation in the creeds and values 
which he believes men have created only to lead them-
salves into a destructive impasse• The consequences of 
this skepticism appear most vividly in his work of the 
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past ten years; at the time of their appearance, during the 
heyday of Imagism and the ttnew poetry, n the poems embodying 
Stevens' peculiarly high-spirited and almost boisterous 
discontent must have seemed almost conventional beside 
some of the nora extreme examples produced by Mina Loy1 
Skipwith Cannell, Maxwell Bodenheim, and even Vachel Lindsay. 
In addition to an apparently unquenchable interest in craft, 
evident in the most fragmentary and precious of the satirical 
pieces as well as in the more solid and satisfying poems, 
there is the suggestion of a rigorous social attitude. 
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For all the outward extravagance of their form, the poems 
suggest, however obliquely, a fundamentally conservative 
temper. Feeling himself like Matthew Arnold, divorced 
from traditional beliefs, Stevens seems to be less sure 
than Arnold, in these early poems, of· the "immense 11 future 
of poetry. Nevertheless, Stevens often employs traditional 
techniques and no des to express his skepticism; and his 
most serious and extensive treatments of the problems of 
belief are almost invariably cast in such molds. The nice 
a~justment of ends and means minimizes the alienation from 
traditional beliefs wtdch the poems reveal. Thus the ul-
timate effect of the poems is one of compensation: a sta-
bility of fonn becomes almost a necessity for the proper 
expression of a skepticism about almost any permanent 
values. For many poets in the 'Teens, freedom in subject-
matter meant permission to forego formal dt scipline. That 
Stevens refused this license seems to be indicative of a 
distrust of any serious extremism. Both "Sunday Morning" 
End "La Monocle de Mon Oncle" reveal this compensation in 
finely balanced and individual ways. For this reason, as 
well as for the reason that they are milestones in his 
career, an examination of the two poems has its proper 
place here. 
C. "Sunday Morning" and "La Monocle de Mon Oncle" 
"Sunday Morning," with the possible exception of 
11The Comedian as the Letter.C, 11 has been the most care-
fully discussed and analyzed of all of Stevens 1 poems • 
. .1, . 
Because it appeared almost at the beginning of his career, 
and because ·of its general "accessibili tyn as well as its 
obvious "serie~sness," the poem bas served as the spring-
board for several general discussions of Stevens; notably 
those by Yvor Wintersl and J. V. Cunningham,2 both of 
whom regard the poem as his greatest and argue that his 
subsequent work has been an increasing disappointment •. 
11Sunday Morning" is among the best of Stevens 1 poems, and 
it is interesting to observe that it appeared so early; 
but the p·oam cannot be fully understood or appreciated if 
it is to be used as "ttexhibit A" in an attempt to convict 
Stevens of aesthetic and moral turpitude, as Winters and 
Cunningham do •. The essays of both man· are valuable in 
calling attention to parallels and analogues: Winters, 
for example, points out a kinship with 11Thanatopsisn that 
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is plausible, although he is more interested in demonstrating 
that: 
1. Winters, 2B• cit., PP• 88-119. 
2. J. V. Cu.riningham, ttTbe Poetry of Wall ace Stevens, u 
Poetry, Vol. LXXVi No. 3, Dec., 1949, PP• 149-65. 
Both Stevens and Bryant in 'these poems were 
influenced perceptibly by the preceding·aecadent· 
masters f:Gray and Collins in the case of Bryant; 
Verlaine and Mallarme in the case of Stevens~; 
both seem· to have recovered fro~ the influence to 
such an extent that the influence appears as a faint 
· memory,l 
somewhat to the definite disa~vantage of Stevens, since 
Bryant had "something that was originally sound f:Uni-
tarianism and deism_? behind him, whereas Stevens had 
only "four generations of Fw~nch poets.n2 Cunningham 
calls attention to a kinsbip.with Wordsworth, not only 
in diction and the fluency of the verse but also in theme; 
but like Winters, he seems to be more interested in demon-
strating the catastrophic effects of Romanticism divorced 
from a vi tal ~nd sound "tradition," specifically, a vi tal 
Chri stiani ty.3 Cunningham ci tea "The Recluse" as the 
source of Stevens 1 poem, and his 11proof11 is as conclusive 
as the occasion requires; but the argument suffers from 
2S 
an ill-concealed distaste for the values asserted by 
Romanticism and eq1ally from a lack of interest in accounting 
for the success of the poem despite its celebration of na 
blasphemous religion of mortality. 114 
Although Stevens may have derived a good deal of 
nsunday Morning" from Wordsworth and particularly from "The 
1. Winters, £E• £!]., PP• 115-16. 
2. Ibid., P• 116. 
3. Cunningham, .QR• ill_., PP• 159-64, passim. 
4. l£!£., P• 161. 
Recluse,n other critics have noted different sources of 
inspiration. Howard Baker has called attention to 11Spenser, 
and Milton, and even Shakespeare," as powerful sources of 
influence in the attempts of Stevens and many of his 
contemporaries to recapture "the grand manner" that poetry 
had forsaken in the 19th century.l Delmore Schwartz has 
suggested that Valery, Arnold, Yeats, and Eliot, like 
Stevens, may have felt the influence of Darw.in and Huxley.2 
A case can even be made out for such apparently remote 
pos si bili ties as Pope and Dryden. But what all these 
"influences" suggest is th~t Stevens from the very beginning 
has been acutely aware of his literary heritage, that he 
had been equally concerned with spiritual predicaments, 
and that he is a man of his own time. What is most remark-
able is his persistent individualism. No one could mistake 
"Sunday Morningn for the work of anyone but Stevens, what-
ever its allegiances. It is, then, essentially meaningless 
·to assert that the traditional element which gives "Sunday 
Morning" and much of the later poetry its compelling power 
11 is not only unjustified and unsupported by Stevens• ex-
plicit philosophy, it is at odds with that philosophy, .. 
and that the conflict between them "results ••• in the 
1. Howard Baker, "Add This to Rhetoric," Harvard Advocate, 
Vol. CXXVII, No. 3, Dec.1 1940, P• 17. 
2. Schwartz,~· cit., p. 15. 
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destruction of the traditional element and the degrada-
tion of the poet's style. "1 For the "traditional element 11 
persists, and tba tension created by the pull of contrary 
and ~pparently irreconcilable opposites is inextricably 
bound up with Stevens' individuality as a poet and accounts 
in large measure for the character of the poetry, as it 
does for the character of all poetry that can lay claim 
to genuine distinction. 
In its original version, "Sunday Morning 11 consisted 
of five of the eight stanzas that now compose the poem, 
arranged in quite different sequence. What is now the 
final stanza was originally the second, followed by what 
are now the fourth, fifth, and seventh stanzas in tba t 
order. As originally worked out, the "argument" of the 
poem followed an essentially simple pattern. A woman 
dawdles over a 1 ate Sunday breakfast, aware that tbi s is 
the day set aside to celebrate the Christian faith (I), 
but she is unable to accept the divinity of Jesus and a 
belief in immortality according to Christian doctrine (II). 
Although satisfied by the fulness of nortality at given 
moments, and believing that mortality is the only absolute 
she can trust (III), she nevertheless feels "The need of 
some imperishable bliss, n which she identifies with death (IV). 
1. Winters, ~· cit., P• 119. 
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As ·commentary, perhaps as a vision·of the earthly paradise 
her longing creates., the final stanza presents an expanded 
image of the celebration of this religion of mortality (V) .1 
The later and definitive version of the poem subti-
lizes and enriches this pattern, shifting the original 
emphasis and throwing into sharper relief the various 
strands of the argument. The opening stanza xrema·.i~ unchanged: 
Complacencies of the peignoir, and late 
Coffee and oranges in a sunny chair, 
And the green freedom of a cockatoo 
Upon a rug mingle to dissipate 
The holy hush of ancient sacrifice. 
She dreams a little, and she feels the dark 
Encroachment of that old catastrophe~ 
As a calm darkens among water-lights. 
The pungent oranges and bright, green wings 
Seem things in some procession of the dead, 
Winding across wide water, ~thout sound. 
The day is like wide water, without sound, 
Stilled for the passing of her dreaming feet 
Over the seas, to silent Palestine, 
Dominion of the blood and sepulchre.2 
Two observations immediately suggest themselves. Except 
by apparently remote and almost accidental implication, 
the first five lines hardly prefigure the acutely felt 
sense of oppression that follows; in retropect, however, 
the opening lines are a perfect preparation for the rest. 
The sense of leisure and well being, almost of luxury, 
is dominated by the slightly pejorative connotation of 
ncomplacencies" and the del:Jb erately formal elegance of 
1. Poetry, Vol. VII, No. 2, Nov., 1915, PP• 81-83. 
2. Harmonium, P• 113. 
"peignoir." The wmle atmosphere in which the argument 
o~ the poem is to be carried on is thus presented with 
great economy and vividness, but without the least bit 
o~ melodrama, the high color and the exotic bird serving 
almost casually to heighten the e~~ect o~ confident, sel~-
conscious re~inamant. 
The second observation centers on the usa of the 
V\0 rd "catastrophe." 'The word functions immediately at 
two levels of meaning. It is, first and more obviously 1 
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a valid but extraordinary word to describe the Crucifixion; 
on the other hand, it is the intrusion of 11 The holy hush 
of ancient sacrifice" uppn her consciousness that bewilders 
and moves tbe woman. Its symbolic power is great enough 
to destroy her calm, even though her surroundings combine 
to ttdissipate" its power, shadowy as the meaning of the 
Crucifixion seems to have become in her own consciousness. 
For her awareness of "the dark I Encroachment" in turn 
transforms her surroundings, making them "seem things in 
some procession of the dead. n The Crucifixion is thus a 
"catastrophe" from at least two and perhaps three points 
of view: it is a threat to the woman's sense of well 
being; it is, by extension, terrible enough in itself to 
. 
compel her attention to its less immediately personal 
significance; and like the catastrophe in a play, it marks, 
or seems to mark a final development of events, permanently 
altering the past, although the poem itself is not 
developed as a drama. 
In the second stanza, the woman medi. tates upon the 
general significance of the Crucifixion, and tbe burden 
of her meditation is her inability to find Christianity 
meaningful: 
Why should she g:t ve her bounty to the dead? 
What is divinity if it can come 
Only in silent shadows and in dreams?l 
She believes, then, that some part of man is divine; but 
she finds the Christian divinity as she perceives it to 
be, renn te and fragmentary. "Divinity must live within 
herself, n not in any narrow or egocentric sense, but as a 
tangible evidence, and as a sign. that life has coherence 
and mean ing: 
Passions of rain, or moods in falling snow; 
Grievings in loneliness, or unsubdued 
Elations when the forest blooms; gusty 
Emotions on wet roads on autumn nights; 
All pleasures and all pains, remembering 
The bough of summer and the wl nter branch. 
These are the measures destined for her sm1.2 
The third stanza suddenly shifts the focus of the poem, 
meditating upon the origin of the gods in general through 
the figure of Jove in particular. 
Jove in the clouds bad his inhuman birth. 
No mother suckled him, no sweet land gave 
Large-mannered motions to his mythy mind. 
He moved annng us, as a muttering king, 
1. Ibid., P• 114. 
2. Ibid., P• 114. 
Magnificent, would move among his hmds, 
Until our blood, commingling, virginal, 
With heaven, brought such requital to desire 
The vary hinds discerned it, in a star.l 
The introduction of Jove shifts the tone; the rhetoric 
becomes more high spirited and ornamental, almost Neo-
Classical. With Jove, at least, it can be asserted that 
man created god in his own image; and thus the d1 vini ty 
in man is traceable to the god's movement amongman and 
his siring of the great heroes. But the divinity in man 
predicated by Christianity is not of this kind; and the 
meditation continues: 
Shall our blood fail? Or shall it come to be 
The blood of paradise? And shall the earth 
Seam all of paradise that we shall know? 
The sky will be much friendlier then than now, 
A part of labor and a part Of pain, 
And next in ;;lory to enduring love, 
Not this dividing and indifferent blue.2 
Cut off from the kind of divinity that Jove bestowed upon 
men, and unable or at least unwilling to accept the 
Christian concept of divinity as she understands it, the 
woman seeks a resolution of her dilemma in questions that 
prefigure her final ans-wer in the concluding stanza of 
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the poem. The figure of the earth as "all of paradise" 
suggests 1 too, the d:i. vini ty 11wi thin herself" that she seeks. 
The fourth stanza restates the dilemma in the light 
of these earlier meditations, and thus with signifi. cant 
differences: 
1. Ibid., PP• 114-15. 
2. Ibid., P• 115. 
She says, "I am con tent when wakened birds 1 
Before they fly, test the reality 
Of misty fields, by their sweet question:t.ng~;; 
But When the birds are gpne, and their warm fields 
Return no more 1 Vlh.ere, then, is paradise?" 
There is not any haunt of prophecy, 
Nor any old chimera· of the grave, 
Neither the golden underground, nor isle 
Melodious, where spirits ~j; them home, 
Nor visionary south, nor cloudy palm 
Remote on heaven's hill, that has endured 
As April' green endures, or will endure 
Like her remembrance of awakened birds, 
Or her desire for June and evening, tipped 
By the consummation of the swallow's wings.l 
As her seriousness has become more clearly defined, 
"complacencies" have .giv~n way to "content," and the 
original apprehension that had verged upon terror has 
mellowed and been ah ot through with yearning. The .:fu.lness 
of mortality has mitigated the terror; but the uncertain-
ties given vo ioe in the third stanza persist, despite the 
affirmation of mortality and the faith that uApril 's 
green endures" longer than "any haunt of prophecy. n 
The fifth stanza states this faith in the light of 
her yearning, but more directly now: 
She says, "But in contentment I still feel 
The need of some imperishable bliss. rr2 
The meditation continues, not with a longing for death, 
but w:i. th an acknowledgement and reconciliation: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Death is the mother of beauty; hence from her, 
Alone, shall came fulfillment to our dreams 
And our desires.3 
Ibid., PP• 115-16. 
Ibid., P• 116. 
Ibid., P• 116. 
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For the "imperishable bliss" she seeks depends upon change. 
To her mind, the traditional visions of paradise are 
meaningless because they are innnutable; and "sure oblitera-
tionu is preferable to the only alternative she can 
visualize, as in the opening lines of the next stanza: 
Is there no change of death in paradise? 
Does ripe fruit never fall? Or do the boughs 
Hang always heavy in that perfect sky, 
Unchanging, yet so like our perishing earth, 
With rivers like our own that seek for seas 
They never find, the same receding shores 
That never touch with inarticulate pang?l 
From this image issues a reiteration of the statement of 
reconciliation, thus preparing for the vision of the earth-
ly paradise with which the original version of the poem 
ended: 
Supple and turbulent, a ring of men 
Shall chant in orgy on a summer mor.n 
Their boisterous devotion to the sun, 
Not as a god, but as a god might be, 
Naked among them, like a savage source. 
Their chant shall be a ohm t of paradise, 
Out of their blood, returning to the sky; 
And in their chant shall enter, voice by voice, 
The windy lake wherein .their lord delights, 
The trees, like serafin, arid echoing hills, 
That choir among themselves long afterward. 
They shall know well the heavenly fellowship 
.Of men that perish and of summer morn. 
And whence they came and whither they shall go 
The dew upon their feet shall manifest.2 
1. Ibid., P• 117. 
2. Ibid., PP• 118-119. 
As in the meditation on the birth of Jove, the rhetoric 
here becomes more brilliant on the surface. The contrast 
in mood in the light of the preceding stanza, of course, 
emphasizes this brilliance, but it also indicates how 
skillful the poet bas been in the oontrol of his material, 
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how much of a piece the poem bas grown to be. The medita-
tion has become full-bodied and self-sustaining, so that 
the image of the earthly paradise no longer seams slightly 
gratuitous, as it had seamed in the original version. The 
leap from the original stanza IV (now stanza V - "She says, 
1 But in contentment I still feel 1 tt) to the present stanza 
VII had involved a deliberate and somewhat unwarranted 
effort of the will. In other words, it had not been ade-
quately prepared for; its relevance, although intellectually 
warranted, had not bean gi van full poetic justification. 
The revision is significant for other reasons as wall. 
The figure of the sun, "Not as a god, but as a god might 
be, / Naked anong them, like a savage source," acquires a 
greater symbolic weight simply because it has bean properly 
placed; it occupies the d~amatic center of the poem, 
gathering up as it does the earlier references to the sun 
into a single powerful image. Because Stevens has per-
sistently used the sun as a ·symbol of "the. origin and 
destination of life, physical, masculine, 1 the essential 
prose, rtt as Howard Baker has said,l the way in which he 
lea Howard Baker, "Wallace Stevens and Other Poets," 
Sdllthern Review, Vol. I,_ No. 2, Autumn, 1935, P• 379. 
handles the figure in his first major work is significant. 
Finally 1 the placement of the stanza has a bearing upon 
another. general characteristic o£ Stevens' poetry. 
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Almost every critic who has written of Stevens has 
noted the "meditative 1 11 _or "speculative," or even "skepti-
cal" impersonality of his work. It is true that his poetry 
contains ttno human beings 11 ;1 it is rather an exploration 
of conscic.usness," involving a "kind of detachment in 
which there is no lessening of human feeling, the 'I' is 
"2 simply enlarged. In "Sunday Morning" the whole poem 
takes the for.m of a meditation• Had the poem ended with 
the vision of the earthly paradise, too poem wculd have 
seemed incomplete,. for although the woman figures only 
shadowily in the later s~anzas of the poem, the stanzas 
develop the symbolic arguments as if they were shapes of 
her mind. Fonnally, the e:xal tation of the seventh stanza 
moves out and away fran the meditative pattern; the poem 
requires a return to the original "scene" if it is to 
resolve the multiplicity of its implications. Thus Stevens 
returns to the very beginning, picking up the images of 
the opening stanza: 
She hears, ~pon that water without sound, 
A voice that cries 1 "The tomb in PaJLestine 
Is not the porch of spirits lingering. 
It is the grave of Jesus, where he lay. n3 
1. Schwartz, ~· cit., p. 14. 
2. Baker, "Wallace Stevens," p. 383. 
3. Harmonium, p. 119• 
But the words have acquired a depth of meaning that they 
had not sustained in the original version of the poem; 
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they seem less a repetition or simple variation on a theme. 
So, too, with the concluding lines: 
We live in an old chaos of the sun, 
Or old dependency ef day and ·n:ight, 
Or island solitude, unsponsored; free, 
Of that wide water, inescapable. 
Deer walk u:pon our mountains, and the quail 
Whistle about US their spontaneous crieSJ 
$Weet berries ripen in the wilderness; 
And, ~in the isolation ef the sk,Y, 
At evening, casual flocks of pigeons make 
Ambiguous undulations as ·they sink~ · 
Downward to darkness, on extended wings.l 
Modified by the questions and contemplations that have pre-
ceded ~em, the lines carry greater conviction; they are less 
- . . 
an assertion than a deeply perceived and felt image of a pre~ 
. . 
dicament of the human spirit. The conclusion has became a 
real conclusion, and the lines, 
We live in an old chaos of the sun, 
Or old dependency of day and night, 
blaze out with a kind of vivid serenity that in turn trans-, 
forms the :final lines to something more tb.an mere ?-escr~:ption, 
investing them with a pathos that is its own reconciliation 
to mortality. 
Standing as it does at the very beginning of Stevens' 
career, "Sunday Morning" prefigures much tb.a t is to be char-
acteristic: the use of an almost stiff', usually end-stopped 
blank verse, most often :for effects of high intellectual 
~ - -· 
comedy (suggested in the :passage on J"ove); the sudden leap 
fram one aspect of' a theme to another, and (conversely) a 
1. l&Q.. cit •• 
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use of repetition and variation for the e~ress purpose of 
-- . -
emPhasizing such shifts in theme; an essential for.malit,y ef 
manner over and above tbat suggested by a devotion to crafts-
manShip -- a forma1it.y that amounts a~ost to diffidence at 
times, as in the indirection wi tb. whioh the __ idea and im~liea­
tions of' love are treated. Even 11Le Monocle~de :Mon Onele, " 
written only two or three years later, shows an astonish!~ 
development and refinement of these techni-ques and attitudes. 
"Le :Monocle de Mon Oncle" is a discourse on lo_:ve, ~n~ 
a1 though the subject matter is not dif'fioul t to unde~s_tand, 
it is presented a1most wholly in a series of medi~tive images 
that often give one-·not BQ much an impression of the thing 
itself as of its' implications. 2here is almost nothing in 
the later poem as forthright as the eoneluding lines of' ~e 
third stanza of "Sunday Morniilg 11 : 
Shall our blood fail? 'Or shall it collie to be 
!he blood.. o:f .paradise? And shall the earth 
See.m all of paradise that we shall know? 
~e sky will be much :friendlier then tha..n now~-
A part of labor and a part of pain, -
And next in glory to enduring love~ 
Not this dividing and indifferent blue.l 
11.b.at the later poem lacks in directness of statement it makes 
up in the splendor of its rhetoric, in the accomplishment o:f 
what :Marianne Moore has described as "frugally defined opulence. n:i 
"Le Monocle de Mon Onol.e" opens .!.!! medias ~: 
1. Ibid., p. 115. 
2. Marianne Moore, "Unanimity and Fortitude," Poetry, 
Vol. XLIX, No. 5, Feb., 1937, p. 271. 
"Mother of heaven, regina· of the clouds:, 
0 sceptre of the aun, crown o;f the moon:, 
There is no~t nothing, no, no, never nothing, 
Like the clashed edges of two words that kill." 
And so I mocked her in magnificent measure. 
Or was it that I mocked myself alone? 
I wish that I might be a· thinking stone. 
The sea of spmiling thought .foists up again 
The radiant bubble that she was. And then 
A deep up-pouring from some s.al tier well 
Within me, bursts fts watery syllable.l 
One is hardly prepared for so absorbing a diversion o.f 
his attention in ·so many di recti ens at once. But it is 
difficult to say what takes the attention first. The 
high-flown rhetoric of the opening lines recalls not only 
the Classical invocation but also the elaborate conceits 
of Elizabethan love poetry, the triple epithet itself 
echoing the devices of many poems of the miscellanies; 
but the third and four.th lines ~ovide a w1 tty and sati~i­
cal comment upon the device~ that is at the same time ex-
4]!. 
hilia.rating, and thus something nDre than purely intellectual 
in its effect. The fifth and sixth lines <nmplicate the 
effect even further,: and the questioning'self-mockery un-
e~ectedly b_ecomes the very crtix of the stanza, to which 
the final f:i.ve lines oontribute in at least two ways. 
The question remains unanswered, but effect of the couplets 
mi ch it introduces is to gloss over the lack of any direct 
answer, and to intensify the atmosphere of rhetorical high 
1. Hannon ium, p. 22. 
jinks -- the mockery of the "magnificent n:e asure" · (heroic 
·blank verse) is played off a·gainst the IlDCk-heroic (the 
couplets). Although the ·poem sets out to be a love poem, 
the consciousness of rhetorical effects is not to be ig-
nored, for the poem as a mole suggests that the substance 
of love is relat~d to if not altogether dependent upon the 
way it is looked at. It is no accident, then, that the 
later stanzas of the poem have a good deal of say about 
poetry and some other arts, and that it deals in parables. 
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The diction, as R. P. Blackmur has observed, commenting 
upon the last four lines of the stanza, resolves the "meaning" 
of the passage by using "the light word ••• with a more 
serious effect than the familiar, heavy words commonly 
chosen in poems about the nature of love": 
The words foist and bubble are in o%'1.gin and 
have remained in usage both light •••• Whether the 
history of the words was present in Mr. Stevens' 
mind when be chose them is immaterial; the pristine 
flavour is still active by tradi. tion and is what 
gives the rare taste to the. lines ••• By employing 
'them in connection with a sea of spuming thought and 
the notion of rad:tance whatever vulgarity was in the 
two words is pur.ged. They gain force while they 
lend their own lightness to the con text; and I think · 
it is the.li~htness of these words that per.mits and 
conditions L the final sentence in the stanza 71 
by making the contrast between the foisted bubble 
and the bursting syllable possible.l 
1. R. P. Blackmur, "Examples of Wallace Stevens," Hound 
and Horn, Vol. v, No. 2, Jan., 1932, PP• 232-33. 
--
Mr. Bla ckmur is attempting to account for a quality which 
the poem does in fact possess and which is part of the 
surface as well as of the "subject matter" in and of it• 
self, although he might well have suggested the analogy 
to Pope, which seems obvious, at least in the interest in 
diction and even the attitude toward language itself. 
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Some definition of that quality is important, because the 
unity of the poem depends by and large upon the poem's 
maintaining a single state of mind, Unlike "Sunday Morning," 
nLe Monocle de Mon Oncle 11 is not put together as a single 
meditation; it is a series of "aspects of the mind, 11 and 
it is essential that the mind always be recognizable. 
The second stanza reveals the characteristic play-
fulness of diction, the humorous rhetoric, and the ale gant 
diffidence; and although it illuminates the question aSked 
in the first stanza (by revealing that the urn of the poem 
is "past meridian") 1 it does so only incidentally: 
A red bird flies across the golden floor. 
It is a red bird that seeks out his choir 
Among the choirs of wind and wet and win~. 
A torrent will fall from him when be finds. 
Shall I uncrumple this ~uch-crumpled thing? 
I am a man of fortune greeting heirs; 
For it has co me that thus I greet the spring. 
These choirs of welcome choir for me farewell. 
No spring can follow past meridian. 
Yet you persist with anecdotal bliss 
To make believe a starry connaissance.l 
1. Harmonium, P• 23. 
The parable of. the red bird is "interpreted" in iines six 
through nine; but besides "interpreting" the figure, the 
lines carry their own significance: there is no equation 
. ii 
of the red bird and the "I·· but a differentiation as well , . 
as the statement of an ane:lbgue-. Stevens' method is ·thus 
that of the symbolist who discovers correspondences and 
at the same time values each of his images in its own 
right. The question in the fifth line is one that Bunyan 
or even Hawthorne would never h.a ve asked, for with both 
men there is almost never any doubt about the correspon-
dence of image and idea. Further, the form the question 
takes is in itself a witty admission of the limitations 
of the methods of symbolism; the play upon rruncrumple 11 
and "crumpled" is paralleled by the use of "foist" and 
''bubble" in the opening stanza. Finally, the series of 
statements with which the parable is interpreted -- short, 
definite, appa~ently straight-forward but nevertheless 
oblique -- are in tl::emselves the means of creating a 
special kind of humor. In pertsct keeping with this tone, 
the last. two lines of the stanza state .an afterthought 
essential to the general intention of the poem, and form 
a link with the following stanzas. 
The third stanza discourses upon the futility of 
artifice in lov~, with a bland worldliness that picks up 
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the suggestive deliberateness of the ttmake believe" at 
the close of the preceding stanza, and in turn gives way 
to a :uestatement of the beloved r s persistenc.e. The fourth 
and fifth stanzas comment upon the history of the lovers, 
first in a kind of general meditation, then in.a mora 
direct way, recalling the "intensity of lova,n and the. 
first awareness of the mortality that casts its shadow 
across the relationship: 
The measure of the intensi~ of love 
Is measure, also, of the verve of earth. 
For me, the firefly's quick, electic stroke 
Ticks tediously the time of one more year. 
And you? Remember how the crickets came 
Out of their mother grass, like little kin, 
In the pale nights, when your first imagery 
Found inklings of your bond to all that dust.l 
Although the mood bas deepened, there is no visible 
straining after effects; the idiom remains consistent, 
arid the rhetoric becomes only more powerful as it becomes 
less apparent as an end in itself. 
The sixth stanza modifies this seriousness somewhat, 
without dissipating it: 
If men at forty will be painting lakes 
The e'phemeral blues must merge for them in one, 
The basic slate, the universal hue. 
There is a substance in us that prevails. 
But in our amours amori sts discern 
Such fluctuations that their scrivening 
Is breathless to attend each quirky turn. 
1. Ibid. I P• 25. 
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When amorists grow bald, then amours shrink 
Into the compass and curriculum 
0£ introspective exiles, lecturing. 
It is a theme for Hyacinth alone.I 
The stanza states, in microcosm, the whole theme of the 
poem; but as with the conclusion of "Sunday Morning, 11 the 
fact becomes apparent only because of and in terms of 
what comes before. Here, howeve~, the statement implies 
further medi.tatio~, for as the poem recovers its high 
spirits, it goes o££ at a tangent that had been prefigured 
in the very opening lines, in the careful evocation of the 
poetic paraphernalia of love poetry, an evocation giv$n 
further extension here in the parody of the conceits with 
which the metaphysical poets ornamented their love poetry. 
The "compass and curriculum", 1ll'.el'il1ndl the reader of Donne 
and Marwell without seeming to imitate their techniques. 
Thus, too, the assertion that 11 There is a substance in us 
that prevails" is both the acknowledgement of some sort 
o£ personal "intimation of immortality, .. however vaguely 
de£ined, and a point o£ departure for a meditation upon 
the ways o£.achieving that immortality. 
Stevens makes the most o£ his opportunity. His 
amorists are brilli(:lntly ooncei ved amateurs of analysis 
devastatingly caricatured in a passage which is surely 
1. -~., PP• 26-27. 
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the equal of the more farrous fragment from "The Love Song 
of J. Alfred Prufrock": 
I grow old ••• I grow old ••• 
I· shall wear the bottoJ,ns of my trousers rolled. 
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Shall I part my hair behind? Do I dare to eat a peachl 
I shall wear wbi te flannel trousers, and walk upon 
the beach, 
I have heard the mermaids singing, each to each. 
I do not think that they will sing to ma.l 
Indeed, Marianne Mo~e has called attention to certain 
similarities between "Le Monocle de Mori Oncle" and 
"Prufrock" in another connection;2 and Edmund Wilson, 
writing of T. s. Eliot has demonstrated the impact of Jules 
Laforgue upbn "Prufrock,n and influence that obviously 
extends to Stevens as well, in the use of witty, colloquial, 
and sardonic language.3 
From this point on, throughout the· last ra lf of the 
poem, Stevens presents a series of parables. Twice, in 
stanzas VII and VIII he employs a variation on the device 
first used in the second stanza: "This parable, in sense, 
li 
amounts to this, he writes ;4 and again, "This trivial 
1. Louis Untermeyer, ad., Modern American Poetry (sixth 
ed.; New York: Harcourt Brace, 1942), p. 428. 
. il 
2. Moore, "Unanimity and Fortitude, p. 269. 
3. Edmund Wilson, 'Axel's Castle (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1931)~ PP• 103-04. 
4. Harmonium, P• 26. 
trope reveals -a way of truth. "1 Stanzas IX and X extend 
the rhetorical terms to a criticism of certain kinds of 
love poetry. Thus stanza IX is almost as much a stanza 
11about" poetry as it is "about":;.love: 
In verses wild with motion, full of din, 
Loudened by cries, by clashes, quick and sure 
As the deadly thought of men accomplishing 
Their curious fates in war,. come, celebrate 
The faith of forty, ward of Cupido. 
Most venerable heart~ the lustiest conceit 
Is not too lusty for your broadening. · 
I quiz all·sounds, all thoughts, all everything 
For the music and manner of the paladins 
To make oblation fit. Where shall I find 
Bravura adequate to this great hymn?2 
The justification of the manner and tone lies not merely 
in the skill with which the language is used, since, after 
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all 1 ends and means are generally one; nor is the mere 
accuracy of the description, however amusing and self-
contained, enough to save the lines from the more devastating 
charge of triviality. The stanza is at once a revelation 
and criticism of an aesthetic attitude, and its high spirits 
perfectly match and give point to the detachment that is 
part of the substance conveyed. One almost feels the de-
tachment physically. The ~it has body, in the literal 
sense, and is therefore not merely an intellectual device. 
Such lines as these give additional meaning to Stevens' 
1. Ibid., P• 27. 
2. Ibid., PP• 27-28. 
later work, in which there is an almost complete lack of 
physicality, and they indicate how difficult it is to de-
fine either his subject-matter or his manner, at least in 
any convenient capsule fo:rm. 
Stanza X continues the criticism: 
The fops of fancy in tbefr poems leave 
Memorabilia of the mystic spouts, 
Spontaneously watering this gritty soil. 
I am a yeoman as such fellows go. 
! know no magic trees, no balmy boughs, 
No silver-ruddy, gold-vernilion fruits. 
But, after all, I know a tree that bears 
A semblance to the thing I have in mind .. 
It stands gigantic, with a certain tip 
To which all birds come sometime in their time 
But when they go that tlp still tips the tree,.l 
It is understandable,iD·;th9-:cliiSlbt·df't~ extraordinary over-
lapping of wit and humor and wit; and high seriousness 
that "Le Monocle de Mon Oncle" reveals, why Stevens should 
outdo the romantic at his own game; but his attack on 
romanticism is not a mere belittling of romantic beliefs 
and attitudes, not, that is, a mere parody. The self-
deprecation is itself a romantic attitude, as the symbolic 
tree that is substituted for the "magic trees" is an ac-
knowledgement of a more profound and personal romanticism. 
The trouble'C'l>w.l th the magic trees is that they seek to pin 
down in a fixed, allegor'i cal image what must remain un-
fixed-- that is, what can be'defined only by admitting 
1. Ibid., P• 28. 
------ -----~ ----------
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its essential inderinability. If the tree is interpreted 
as the tree of love (and thus the "tree of life") its 
"tip" can be- understood as the actual experience of love~ 
the thing itself, which is greater and more vital than any 
"concept" or "idea" of love.. Love has life and the capacity 
for renewal only because it is experienced. Like beauty, 
. it is "momentary in the mind, 11 for beauty, acco':l:'ding to 
"Peter Quince at the Claviern has meaning only where ex-
perienced at first hand, '~in the flesh." 
There is a simular evasiveness in the criticism of 
sex that fo~10ws in Stanza XI: 
If sex were all, then every trembling hand 
Could make us squeak, like dolls, the wished-for words. 
But note the unconscionable treachery of rate, 
That makes us weep, laugh, grunt and groan 1 and shout 
Doleful heroics, . pine bing gestures forth 
From madness or delight, wi tbout regard 
To that first, foremost law~ Anguishing hourl 
Last night,, we sat beside a· pool of pink, 
Clippered with lilies scudding the bright chromes, 
Keen to the point of star light, while a frog 
Boomed from his very belly odious chords.l 
The high spirits momentarily waver on the brink of savagery; 
and against the extraordinary physicality·of much of the 
poem' a imagery, the "argument" of the first six and a half 
lines takes on additional earnestness. For example, 
there is the description· of the lovers in stanza VIII: 
Our bloom is gone. We are the fruit _thereof. 
Two golden gourds diat(3nded on our vines 1 
Into the autumn weather, spla.saed with frost., 
1. · Ibid., P• 29. 
Distorted by hale fatness, turned grotes~e. 
We hang like warty squashes, streaked and rayed. 
The laughing sky will see the two of us 
Washed into rinds by rotting winter rains .1 
The image has the almost excessively physical intensity 
of passages in "The Song of Songs, n but the element of 
the grotesque, and the clear suggestion of sexual ripeness 
on the verge of decay, in all the vivid "country colors 11 
of harvest -- that corms close to but does not decline 
into the merely erotic or exotic -- modifies the response 
to the image although it does not mitigate its impact. 
But to return to Stanza XI, the acknowledgement that sex 
is not "all," like the. "substance in us that prevails" 
and the persistence of the beloved "past meridian, n clear-
ly refutesthe charge that the poem is an attempt to treat 
love in hedonistic terms.2 The poem does not deny the 
importance of physical love; like Donne's "Valediction, 
Forbidding Mourning, 11 it includes the physical in order 
better to define the nature of love as a Whole. 
The final stanza sums up the conflicting themes in 
a deceptively simple series of contrasts that is in its 
own right a commentary upon the method and matter of the 
poem as a whole: 
1. Ibid., P• 27. 
2. Winters, ~· £!!., P• 117. 
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A blue pigeon it is, that circles the blue sky, 
On sidelong wing, around and round· and round. 
A white pigeon it is, that :flutters to the ground, 
Grown tired of :flight. Like a dark rabbi, I 
Observed, when ·young, the nature of mankind, 
In lordly study., Every day; I found 
.Man proved a gobbet in my mincing world. 
Like a rose rabbi, later, I pursued 
And still pursue, the origin and course 
Of love, but until now I never knew 
Tba t fluttering tbilmgs have so distinct a shade.l 
In a later poem, Stevens has written of ttthe pleasures of' 
.m,erely circulating," noting that: 
The garden flew round with the angel, 
The angel flew round with the clouds, 
And tbe clouds flew round and the cl cuds flew round 
And the clouds flew round with the clouds• 
Is there any secret in skulls, 
The cattle skulls in the woods? 
Do the drummers in black hoods 
Rumble anything out of their drums? 
Mrs. Anderson's Swedish baby 
'Might well have been Gennan or Spanish, 
Yet that things go round and again go round 
Has rather a classical sound.2 . 
ttLe Monocle de Mon Oncle" can be considered as such an 
exercise; and the :final stanza suggests that the medita-
tion bas been cut off because the mind has "grown tired of 
flight. n But the off-handedness is more apparent than 
real. In the later poem, the second stanza leaves the 
1. Harrronium, PP• 29-30. · 
2. Ideas of Order, P• 44. 
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reader to answer its questions as he will, and mrs than 
~aintly suggests that: 
The chances are when there's so much pretense 
0~ metaphysical profundity 
The obscurity's a fraud to cover nothing. 
I've come to think no so-called.hidden value 1s 
Worth going after .. Get.down into things 
It will be found 1:here 1s no more given there 
Than on the surface.l · 
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nLe Monocle de Mon Oncle" does not go so far~ The delight 
and exhilaration of the poet in the fluctuations o~ exper-
ience, his dell berate and assumed diffidence and his high-
spirited amusement that !~one 1 s sans e of humor f:isJ a 
clue to the most serious part o~ one's nature, 11 2 are in 
themselves justi~ication ~or what is generally called 
"ambiguity. n But the effect is not so much one o~ am-
biguity as o~ a whole that is greater tb:ln the sumo~ its 
parts Which we see in relation to the whole, every part 
vividly clear and bright, as in a mille~ior.t paperweight. 
There are, however, certain di~ficulties. Having 
di·scovered "That fluttering things have so distinct a 
sha.de," Stevens seems to have relinquished the certitude 
o~ direct statemtn t for the pleasures of exploiting his 
sensibility for its own sake, even trough he is. acutely 
conscious of his nmincing vorld.n So, too, the intelligence 
1. Robert Frost, ! Masque .2f Reason (New York: Henry Holt, 
1945), PP• 14-15• 
2. Moore, "Unanimity and Forti tude," P• 269. 
tends to assume an exclusively intellectual guise; or at 
least the emotion is· subjected to a "quiz" that transforms 
it "to make oblation fit" for the poet's "great hymn." 
Indeed, the title itself suggests a curious reticence that 
seems ·to 1!belittle" the passion and vitality of the poem 
as a mole. The title does suggest that Stevens fe:el.s un-
comfortaol7 self-conscious about dealing with experience 
directly and passionately, and therefore obscures his 
"subject" under an apparently irrelevant ·and ridiculous 
title. Insofar as his observations on love are excessive-
ly refined and aristocratic, they can be oo nsidered as 
characteristic of a precieux who enjoys such witticisms 
. . II 
as the pla'y upon the words "monocle'' and "mon oncle. 
The title is really a red herring. Even so, the stanzas 
foreshadow a preoccupation w.i..th poetry as the "subject of 
the poem," Tthioh characterizes so much of the. later work, 
and which imposes upon it a solemnity that often puts it 
at a disadvantage when it is compared with Harmonium. 
Poetry as the subject of the poem, or, more exactly, 
poetry as the fundamental reality of the WD'l'lq, suggests 
.that Stevens identifies himself with those writers for 
whom literature is more valuable and vital than experience 
itself; and there is always the danger that this will be 
so. On the other hand, the actual pel'ception of color, 
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shapes, and sounds as a pleasurable and v~uable thing in 
its own right and not as a ma:ans to an end, is very similar 
to the pleasure one takas in poetry, unless one reads for 
practical purposes of in formation or adificatione From 
this point, it is no great step to the belief that what 
a~periance makes of us, rather than what we make of exper-
ience, is poetry. The colors, shapes, sounds, perceptions, 
an·d ideas which we take in and which are transformed in 
the process of being taken in by the senses and the mind, 
shape our life and give it shape at one and the same time. 
Up to the end of 1935, however, and the publication 
of Ideas Ef Order, Stevens records these transformations 
and tran·sform1hgs in written poems that retain a good deal 
of tb9 colors, shapes, and sounds themselves, although he 
never presents them simply as obj acts in t hair own right, 
as the Imagists tried to do, as if they had not been 
affected by the mind tba t perceived them, and as if they 
had not affected that mind. So long, then, as perception 
of colors, shapes, and sounds, rather than the play or the 
transfor.mimg and transformation, gives pleasure, the poems 
retain a f~irly firm grasp upon what we generally think of 
as "objects." But once the pleasure shifts to the trans-
forming and transforms tiona, as ends in themselves, the 
ttobja_cts" tend to disappear, and the poems become mora and 
·mora f'luid, less 11 visible" because less concerned w:t th 
objects. The imagination, which is the transforming 
agent, the creative and shaping, making power, stil.l 
requires something to work upon; for this reason the 
objects never entirely disappear from the poetry. 
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D. From 1919 to Harmonium 
The publication of nLe Monocle de Mon Oncle" mark~ 
the conclusion of a series of experiments. In one way, 
all the poems to date had been trial flights; they are, 
in spite of the achieve~~ t they represent, a proving 
groun·d for the later work. Four years may not seem to be 
a very long period in a career that has been seriously 
dedtcated to poetry tor nearly forty years, but there is 
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a critical period for every poet, and Wordsworth is as 
good an example as any. With Stevens 1 the· critical period 
seems to have come at a time !hen. he wa~ alr,eady able tq 
cope with problems of technique and subject-matter at a 
rather high level of s,kill. Although age is not a crite-
rion for the detennination of performance in such matters, 
·the fact that Stevens was thirty-five when his first 
serious verse appeared seems to indicate that he had had 
time to decide pretty much what he wanted to d:> w:t th poetry 
when it becane of real interest to him. The amount of 
work tbat Stevens has held back from publication in one 
form or another also appears to be small. At any rate, 
Stevens was the oDly one of his contemporaries to wait 
nine years between the appearance of his first important 
work and the publication of a book, although when the 
book came it proved to be more substantial than the slim 
volumes, however carefully selected their contents, offered 
by T. s. Eliot, Marianne Moore, William Carlos Williams 
and the minor members of the experimentalist movement. 
The reception of Harnnnium by the critics can be inter-
preted to mean that the volum~ of seventy-four poems was 
a little too substantial for most of them. Even so, 
Stevens rejected some thirty-six pieces that had been 
published in magazines, most of them (at least twenty-
\ 
eight) belonging to the period between 1914 and the end 
of 1918.1 
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In addition to the satirical poems, Stevens omitted 
the play, "Three Travelers Watch a Sun:rise, ,;2 and the 
monologue, "Carlos among the Candles."3 Despite the merits 
of the two latter pieces, they are not characteristic of 
t~e main body of his work. Nor is it surprising that he 
also omitted a poem by Jean Le Roy, which he had "freely 
translated• i•4 These poems were all parts of the 11 experi-
..... 
ment 11 ; judged again s t some of the poems included in ~-
monium, they are no less successful, but they are slight 
and inconsequential, with one or two exceptions. To have 
included them wauld·have been to scatter the cumulative 
1. See Appendix A; also, Appendix B, Part 1. 
2. Poetry, Vol. VIII, No. 4, July, 1916, PP• 163-179. 
3. Ibid., Vol. XI, No. 3, Dec., 1918, PP• 115-123. 
4. "Moment of Light, 11 ~ Modern School, Vol. V, No. 10, 
Oct., 1918, PP• 289-91. · 
effect of the volume. As the book stands, the several 
threads of interest that the early poems reveal gradually 
merge into the pattern of the later poems written between 
1919 and 1923. 
For example, in "Peter Quince at the Clavier" there 
occurs what has become perhaps the moat famous passage in 
all t~ poetry: 
Beauty is momentary in the mind --
The.fitful tracing of a portal; 
But in the flesh it is immortal. 
The body dies; the body's beauty lives. 
So evenings die, in their green going, 
A wave, interminably flowing. 
So gardens die, their meek breath scenting 
The cowl of winter, d> ne repenting. 
So maidens die, to the auroral 
Celebration of a maiden's choral. 
Susanna' music touched the bawdy strings 
Of those white elders; but, escaping, 
Left only. Death's ironic scraping. 
Now, in its immortality, it plays 
On the clear viol of her memory, 
And makes a constant sacrament of praiae.l 
. The theme recurs in "Sunday Morning, u not only in the 
I" 
general argument of the poem, but here and there in the 
very imagery, as in the fourth stanza, where Stevens says 
that no promise of heaven "has en du.red / As April's green 
endures."2 In the fifth stanza, with its acceptance of 
death, occurs a passage that develops from tbe second of 
the three stanzas just q1oted: 
1. Harmonium, PP• 156-57. 
2: ~., P• 116. 
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Death is the mother of beauty; hence from her, 
Alone, shall come fulfilment to our dreams 
And our desires. Although she strew~ the leaves 
Of sure obliteration on our paths, 
The path sick sor.row took, the many paths 
Where triumph rang its brassy phrase, or love 
Whispered a little out of tenderness, 
She makes the wi 11 ow a hi ver in the sun 
·For maidens who were wont to sit and gaze 
Upon the grass relinquished to their feet. 
She causes boys to pile new plums and pears 
On disregarded plate. ~The maidens taste 
And stray impassioned in the litter:Ing leaves.l 
So, too, the general franework of ttLe Monocle de Mon 
Oncle" contains reminiscences of both poems, as in the 
fifth stanza: 
In the high west there burns a furious star. 
It is for fiery boys that star was set 
And for sweet-smelling virgins close to them. 
The me a sure of the intensity of love 
Is measure, also, ·or the verve of earth.2 
The theme is to recur again and again, but power-
fully transformed and refined, as Stevens moves in his 
meditations from one aspect of human consciousness to 
another. Meanwhile the various impulses were beginning 
to draw together. Stevens' next major appearances came in 
Poetry and The Dial, to which he contribu~ed three groups 
of poems between October 1919 and July 1922. The first 
of these, characteristically anti tled 11 Pecksniffiana, ~~ 
was made up of rour.teen poems, several of which have become 
1. Ibid., PP• 116-17. 
2. Ibid., P• 25. 
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famous: 11Fabliau of Florida 1 u "Homunculus et la Belle 
Etoile," "The Weeping Burgher," "Peter Parasol, 11 "Exposi-
tion of the Contents of a Cab," "Ploughing on Sunday, ii 
.. 
"Banal So:jum, "The Indigo Glass in the Grass, 11 "Anec-
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dote of the Jar," "Of the Surface of Things," "The Curtains 
in the House of the Metaphysician," "The Place of the Soli-
taires, 11 "The Pal try Nude Starts on a Spring Voyage," and 
"Colloquy w:t th a Polish Aunt. iil 11 Pecksniffiana" confirms 
the. di.soovery of Florida made a year or two earlier in 
"bdian River" and one or two other poems, and suggests a 
slight shift in the tone of the meditative impulse so 
characteristic of his work. 
Florida serves a druble purpose in the poems. At 
first it furnishes material for a series ·of short and 
brilliant observations not quite in the earlier quasi-
Imagist manner but nevertheless handsomely or grotesque-
. ly pictorial as the case may be. "Fabliau of Florida 11 
will serve as an example: 
Barque of phosphor 
On the palmy beach, 
Move outward into heaven, 
Into the alabasters 
And night blues. 
1. Poetry, Vol. XV, No. 1, Oct., 1919, PP• 1-11. Not 
all the poems were included in Harmonium; 11 Peter Parasol" 
and "The Indigo Glass in the Grass" hSve never been 
collected, and "Exposition of· the Contents of a Cab" was 
dropped from the 1931 edition. 
Foam and cloud are one. 
Sultry moon-monsters 
Are dissolving. 
Fill your black hull 
With wbi. te moonlight. 
There will never be an end 
To thi s droning of.' · t be surf .1 
Ail.though the .picture suggests ·the mystery of.' nature, it 
is·more effective as an evocation of a remote civiliza-
tion somewhat in the manner of the romantic image of the 
Indies and Peru created by Rameau in "Lea Indes Galan tes" 
or the moonlit Turkey of "Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail." 
The attention to such small matters as the .spelling of 
nbarque" and the selection of colors, expecially the 
"alabasters / And night blues" (rather than the less ·exact 
and single-edged singular), is not to be taken lightly, 
no matter how inconsequential the poem as a whole may 
prove to be. It is such attention to detail that makes 
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the difference between Stevens' ability to do a small thing 
with the utmost finesse and a lesser poet's static medio-
crities. The landscape in such a poem becomes in itself 
a work of art. 
· ·In this respect, another of the "Pecksniffianan poems, 
"Anec9-ote of the Jar, n accompli shes a good deal more: 
I placed a jar in Tennessee, 
And round it was, upon a hill.· 
It made the slovenly wilderness 
Surround that hill. 
1. Harmonium, P• 41 
The wilderness rose up to it, 
And sprawled around, no longer wild. 
The jar was round upon the ground 
And tall and of a port in air. · 
It took dominion everywhere. 
The jar was gray and bare. 
It did not give of bird or bu shi 
Like nothing else in Tennessee. 
The poem has received a considerable amount of co:rnn:ent, 
and given some of its critics trouble out of all propor-
tion to its intrinsic difficulties.2 Roughly, the poem 
states that the act of setting the jar upon the hill in 
Tennes.see transforms the "slovenly wilderness" to a land-
scape that still "sprawled" but was no longer "wild. i• As 
a man-made product, the jar is a symbol of the way in 
which man tames nablre; but the jar, although "tall and of 
a port in air, 11 is also 11gray and bare, 11 as ambiguous in 
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the last analys·is, as it is dominating. Like the impressive 
factory chimney, it symbolizes both nBn 's triumph over 
nature and his destruction and perversion of nature. That 
the wilderness is described as "slovenly" is neither mis-
leading nor imprecise. The landscape which men have bent 
. . . ~ . 
to their uses often ttsprawls, although it is ttno longer 
wild." Finally, the insistence of the rhyme in lines 
eight, nine, and ten certainly is calculated to emphasize 
1. ~., P• 129. 
2. Winters, .Ql?.• ill•, pp. 93-94. 
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the symbolic power of the jar; the.sound is hard, flat, 
and plainly stated. Its purpose can hardly be to illustrate 
man's superiority over nature. Nor is it characteristic 
of Stevens to belittle·"bird or bush.n Although he is any-
thing but a ttnature n poet 1 and although he regards the 
"shaping process" as essential to life,l he nevertheless 
does not content himself with the belief that the shaping 
p~ocess in itself is always admirable in its results. 
Although the jar transforms the wilderness -- although it 
has certain virtues -- the transformation is not pure 
gain. The po·em reveals the double aspect of the ordering 
principle wl thout taking a final stand on the matter. The 
poem t bus employs a peculiar: kind of self-enveloping irony 
that allows Stevens to comment upon the world as he sees 
it without intruding personally. In a much later poem, 
he writes: 
A. A Violent order is disorder; and 
B. A great disorder·is an order. These· · 
Two things are one. (Pages of illustrations.),2 
but in "Anecdote of the Jar" there is no formulation of 
principles 1 merely the concretely stated example. 
1. Jerome Mellquist and Lucie Wiese 1 edd. 1 Paul Rosenfeld: 
Voyager in the Arts (New York: Creative Age 1 1948), PP• 98-99, 
passim. 
2. 11 Connoisseur of Chaos," Parts of.!. World (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf 1 1942), p. 49. 
So it is in certain of the other Florida poems be-
longing to this period. There is at least one 1 "Indian 
River," as a matter of fact, that precedes "Fabliau of 
Florida 11 by tw or three years ·{1916-17) 1 but which was 
included only in the second edition of Harmonium: 
The trade-wind jingles the rings in the nets around 
. the racks by the docks on Indian River. 
I~ is the same jingle of the water among the roots 
under the banks of the palmettoes~ 
It is the same jingle of the red~bird breasting the 
orange-trees out of the cedars. 
Yet there is no spring in Florida, neither in boskage 
perdu nor on the nunnery beaches.l 
' The Florida of "Indian River" is not much like the Florida 
of the ~and-boom ciays and thereafter, although the "trade 
wind" and the "jingle" suggest those possibili tes. But 
in some respects, the poem combines the interest in land-
scape, the recurring fascination with color and sound, 
and the acute sense of language, however literary the use 
to which it is put, itn order to create soll'Sthing more 
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than a 11 picture of the floating world." Although this 
landscape has been invaded by man, it has not been domina-
ted, as in "Anecdote of the Jar"; rather, it retains its 
essential vitality and disorde.r -- it is a land without 
essential change, without spring, pr'lmitive and lonely, 
almost a period piece. The landscape is, therefore, roman-
tic; and the final line emphasizes not merely its romantic 
1. Harmonium, P• 194. Originally published without a 
·title as No. 9 of "Primordia," in The Soil, Voi. I, No. 2, 
Jan. 1 1917, PP• 76-78. --
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aspects but is itself a comment upon those aspects. "In 
boskage perdu" ·suggests the. outlandishness of the scene --
the phrase is akin to. the .anachronisms of the Elizabethans~ 
or the contemporary ba~kgrounds for mythological and sacred 
paintings of the Renaissance, although Stevens uses the 
words deliberately; 11boskage" is an old v.ord~ extremely 
rare in modern usage, and "perdu 11 as a word in English be-
longs to the remote past, for the most part, when French 
and English mixed in common speech.l Like the phrase, "of 
·a port in air," it belongs to the period of Skelton~ who 
uses both 11boskage" and "of a port. n2 nThe nunnery beaches" 
serves a similar purpo.se, although, unlike the "nunnery" 
in Ham let, the.re can be little d:1. sputa as to the meating 
here; in "Indian River," "nunnery" suggests both "Virgin" 
. and uoloistered." The line as a whole is one of Stevens t 
"tittery jokes," but it is not altogether pointless. 
In a Florida poem appearing somewhat later 1 the atti-
tude has become more complex: the image-making has been 
combined and .fused w1 th the exhilarations of accurate 
observation and the meditative impulse, so that the poem 
becomes almost a study for "The Comedian as the Letter 
C." 11 0 Florida, Venereal Soil" belongs to the third major 
1. Sir James A. H. Murray, ed., The New English Dictionary, 
Vola. II and VII, pt. I, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1888 
and 1905), PP• 1006 and 678. 
2. Ibid.-, Vol. VII (1909), PP• 1137-1145, pt. II. 
group of poems published between 1919 and 1922:1 
A few things for themselves, 
Convolvulus and coral, 
Buzzards and live-moss, 
Tiestas from the keys, 
A few things for themselves, 
Florida, venereal soil, 
Disclose to the lover. 
The dreadful sundry of this world, 
The Cuban, Polodowsky, 
The Maxi can v.o men, 
The negro undertaker 
Killing the time between corpses 
Fishing for crayfish ••• 
Virgin of boorish births, 
Swiftly in the nights, 
In the porches of Key West, 
Behind the bougainvilleas_, 
·After the guitar is asleep, 
Lasciviously as the wind, 
You come tormenting., 
Insatiable, 
When you might· .sit 1 
A scholar of darkness, 
Sequestered over the sea, 
Wearing a clear tiara 
Of red and blue and red, 
Sparkling, solitary, still, 
In t be high sea-shadow. 
Donna, donna, dark, 
Stooping in indigo gown 
And cloudy constellations, 
Conceal yourself or disclose 
Fewest things to the lover --
A hand that bears a thick-leaved fruit, 
A pungent bloom:::against your shade.2 
1. "Revue" (a group of six poems), ~ .ill:,&1 Vol. LXXIII, 
No. 1, July, 1922, PP• 89-93. 
2. Harmonium, PP• 80-82. 
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The contrar.r impulses are here reconciled in the off-hand 
manner of the statement. nA few things for themselves," 
a kind of catalogue, selected as carefully and apparently 
casually as to suggest something close to a wanton triumph 
of the senses over t be intellect, are played off agai nat 
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an equally elaborate but far more sophisticated configura-
tion of the mind that struggles toward coherence and order. 
As in "Le Monocle de Mon Oncle," or "Sunday Morning," the 
reconciliation of what one feels, hears, and sees with 
wnat one desires and What one conceives, involves an acknow-
ledgement of the demands of nthe dreadful sundry of this 
world." The more one takes in the more difficult the recon-
ciliation be~omes; but ~f the reconciliation.is not to be 
a mere ~makeshift, .it can hardl_y avoid coming fact to face 
with the demands· of imagination and reality, Florida as 
Venus as well as "Convolvulus and coral, ••• The Cuban, 
•• Poldowsky. The methOd is the method of comedy insofar 
as comedy involves a reconciliation of what we are and 
what the world is with what we want to be. The high 
spirits are not an evasion of the more serious difficul-
ties; rather they are the reflection of the perennial 
recurrence of delight in experience as an end in itself. 
This view of ccmedy may be romantic, bu't··fts claims are 
as strong as those which deny to comedy any really serious 
function by bel;t ttling the significance of the moments 
when we are at peace with 11 the dreadful sundry of this world. 11 
As in "Anecdote of the Jar," one major problem centers 
on the diction, upon Stevens' ability to renew or control 
the implications of key words by the way he uses them in 
context. "The negro undertake-r I Killing the time between 
corpses I Fishing for crayfish" is clearly a comic use of 
language, besides being witty: and the juxtaposition of 
"Convolvulus and coral, /Buzzards and live-moss," 
illustrates Stevens' skill at selection in a way that in-
dicates his willingness to risk the charge of neglecting 
the canons of propriety for the sake of precision and 
accuracy. To an admirer of consistency such deliberate 
flouting of the rules must. be almost immoral; and although 
Stevens sometimes carries his impulses to an extreme (as 
in the last line of rrindian. River"} his bravado is an 
·effective counterpoise to a deadening decorum. Even so, 
the real issue in "O Florida, Venereal Soil" con earns the 
use of "venereal," nThe dreadful sundry of this world, n 
"Virgin of boorish births," and "lasciviously." These 
words and phrases are largely responsible for what many 
cr:i. tics would call· the "wonderful ambiguity" of the poem.l 
More simply, they account for the essentially physical 
quality of the poem ~ithout destroying the fanciful and 
1. See, for example, William Van O'Connor, ~ Shaping 
Spirit, A Study £f. Wallace Stevens· {Chicago:. Henry Regnery 
Co., 1950), passim; and~ Harvard Advocate, Vol. CXXVII, 
No. 3, Dec., 1940 , PP• 11-31 1 _ passim. 
meditative effects. The words are used "realisticall yii 
rather than pejoratively; they are accurately descriptive~ 
not merely an excuse for startling the reader although 
they may, incidentally~ startle him. That Stevens has 
no:t paid sufficient attention to the capacity of his 
readers to cope with such problems may be true; on the 
other hand, 
F.ea·r of insufficiency is synonymous with in-
sufficiency~ and fear of incorrectness makes for 
rigidity. Indeed, any concern about how well one's 
work is going to be received, seems to mildew 
effectiveness.l 
Further, the· figure of "the lover 11 in the poem, 
although, it may be taken in its literal sense, has at 
least the capacity for .suggesting something more.. As in 
"Le Monocle de Mon Oncle," the drift of the poem is to .. 
-, 
wards npoetry" as "the subject of the poem"; the "lover' 
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is synonymous with the "poet~ tf as the etttraordinary interest 
in language suggests. The final stanza, with its groping 
toward a single, all-embracing symbol, "A hand that bears 
I " a thick-leaved fruit, A pungent bloom against your shade~ 
can best be justified in poetic terms, although as a 
symbol it is far from literary. The symbol attempts to 
reconcile the physical world and the world of ideas by 
1. Marianne Moore, "Feeling and Precision, 11 Sewanee 
Review, Vol. LII, No. 4, Autumn, 1944, P• 506. 
presenting the image of the fruit as the idea made flesh. 
The "spirit" or "idea" of Florida, Stevens suggests, can 
best be perceived on the level of actual experience, as 
beauty or love can bast be percei vad "in the flash." A 
mara glut of e.Jq>erienca, however, without selection, the 
mere "dreadful sundry" of the world, is vulgar and un-
desirable. 
The parallels and contrasts w.i th T. s. Eliot are 
illuminating: 
Burbank crossed a little bridge 
Descending at a·small hotel; 
Princess Volupina arrived, 
They were together, and he fell. 
Defunctive music under sea 
Passed seaward with the passing bell 
Slowly:.the God Hercules 
Had left him, that bad loved him well. 
The horses, under the axletree 
Beat up the dawn from !stria 
With even feet. Her shuttered barge 
~ned on the water all the day.l 
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Eliot works within the limits of a traditional narrative 
pattern; on the surface, at least, t.be details hang to-
gether with greater coherence than in the poem by Stevens. 
Both poems, however, deal with the degeneration and vul• 
gar.ization of the world; and in both poems modern man is 
the agent of decay. But the good order towards which Eliot 
looks is the order identified with the ·past, with the world 
1. Untermeyer, ~· cit., P• 435. 
as it is assumed to have been in the Renaissance. The 
order towards wrdch Stevens looks~ on the other hand~ is 
the "great disorder" of Nature. Although both poems 
attempt to suggest the orders they value by intellectual 
means -- Eliot by constant references to and parodies of 
Renaissance "documents" and attitudes, Stevens by the 
ju.xtapo·si tion of "things as they arerr and 11 tbings as they 
might be" -- Eliot appears ultimately to reject the sensuous 
and sensual elements of experience, by handling them in a 
vehemently satirical manner as Stevens appears to accept 
and magnify them. ·Stevens r inclusiveness, although he is 
.aware of "the dreadful sundry of this world, 11 thus allows 
him to retain a sense of at least "a few things for them-
selves," in other words, a sense of the comedy of life. 
His skepticism, despite its intensity and the depth of 
. . 
its roots, and ita ultimate effects upon the poetry, is 
not nearly so severe in its limiting consequences as Eliot's 
mortification and rejecti:'n of the f'lesh~ 
It is true that "The Cuban, Poldowsky, I The Me;tlcan 
women~ I The negro undertakeru do not have the actuality 
of "Burbank" and uPrlncess Volupine," but Stevens does not 
localize his distaste for present-day life wholly in a 
single class or condition. It is also true that Stevens 
loses dramatic impact and sharp definition of. his attitude; 
in a sense, Stevens wears the protective coloration of his 
impersonal! ty to disadvantage. He makes fewer intellectual 
and emotional commitments than Eliot, except in the extra-
ordinarily attractive matter of a tterrp ting to create his 
image of the world from the materials at hand in all their 
complexity. B~t Eliot's sharpness .is gained by a kind of 
"black and whiten exclusiveness" that Stevens rejects. 
The Florida poems thus have an unusual significance 
in Stevens' poetry. Florida furnishes him with a central 
image or symbol and a way of looking at experience, in 
other words, an objective correlative 1 at the very moment 
he seems to have felt the need of one. On the other hand, 
Stevens continued to experiment with other symbols: the 
shifting of the weather, as in "Ploughing on Sunday, 11 or 
ofthe·:seasons, as in "The Paltry Nude Starts on a Spring 
Voyage"; lost, unhappy, exiled,· or displaced personages, 
first as in "Colloquy with a Poiish Aunt" and "The Weeping 
Burgher, rr and later in 11The Cuban Doctor 1 " "The Doctor ·of 
Gene~a," and "From thO. Misery of Don Joost".; and poetry 
itself, as in "A High-Toned Old Christian Woman" and "To 
the One of Fictive Music." The drive is always towards 
the reconciliation of a1 intensely physical awareness of 
and delight in the world of sense with a meditative skep-
ticism, and always towards a· sense of poetry as the funda-
mental reality of the world. 
The p:>ems dealing with the n:Lost" people. are central 
to an understand:lngoof Stevens' later interests. For this 
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reason, it is well to consider one of these pieces, "The 
n Weeping Burgher, here: 
It is with a strange malice 
That I distort the world. 
Ahl that ill humors 
Should mask as wbi te girls. 
And ahl that Scaramouche 
Should have a black barouche. 
The sorry veri tiesJ 
Yet in excess, continual, 
There is cure of sorrow. 
Pe~it that if as ghost I come 
Among the people 9urning in me still, 
I come as belle design 
Of foppish line. 
And I, then, tortured for old speech, 
A white of. wildly woven rings; 
I, weeping in a calcined heart, 
My hands such sharp, imagined th:lngs.l 
The tone is not quite satirical. The state of mind that 
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the speaker reveals; however, is somewhat more than faintly 
ridiculous or is made so by his finickiness and his apparent-
ly unconscious revelation of a personality that is neither 
so .refined nor so free of pretensions as he would have one 
think. On one level, to substitute the word npoet 11 for 
"burgher" is to make clear nthe capacity for self•mockerytt 
which Mar.lanne Moor.e has pointed out in connection with 
some of Stevens' titles.2 As an image of tba attitude 
1. Hannonium, PP• 103-04. 
2. Moore, "Well Moused, Lion,n P• 86. 
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that the Puritanical poet takes towards experience and 
poetry, the poem is a skillful although not altogether 
original revelation. The detachment and disguise preserve 
the poem from an obvious kind of triteness, although they 
involve entanglenant in another equally dangerous, that is, 
an unfortunate preciosity. The nsubject 11 of the pie_ce, 
insofar as it can be isolat_ed, is Stevens r .. ~erception of 
the respectable citizen (or Puritan poet) whose code forces 
him to condemn the sensuous and sensual as "ill humors, n 
although he canrnt deny their attractiveness-- they dis-
guise themselves as "white girls, 11 that is, as s:om~thing 
desirable •. So, too, the citizen is regretful and a little 
shocked that so undeserving a person as Scaramouche should 
have _an elegant ca:rriage. The citizen· consoles himself 
n u with the rationalization that · the world was ever thus, 
.and attempts to convince himself that excess is the cure 
of sorrow, as Cotton Mather attempted to cure his own 
. misery by indulging it. The citizen thend prays that if 
he oa.q have another chance at life, he would like to come 
"as belle design/.0£ foppish line," that is, as a gallant, 
or his idea of a man of the VLO rld. HE! wants "old speech, 11 
the grand manner, excitement and life; but his image of 
the life he desires o:-- tta white of wildly woven ringsn --
is chaste (white) despite its wildness; he is incapable of 
imagining life. His.heart is unused, and his hands are-
only "imagined." 
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The poem is an elaborate conceit, too elaborate to 
absorb its own pretensions. For this reason, the poem is 
at once a serious hoax and an indictment of auch a hoax; 
it is an admission that poetry is sericus only When not 
solemn, 11a realization that the seducer is the seduced. 111 
The surface naivete is, of course, necessary to insYre 
the reader's awareness that mare is going on than meets 
the eye. What the cba racter in the story or the poem 
feels is not necessarily What the au thor felt, even though 
the way the author habitually looks at bis material may 
tell us a good deal about him incidentally. "The Weeping 
Burgher" is thus characteristic of Stevens insofar as it 
looks at the 11 subjectn from· a characteristic .vantage 
point. The poem bas more implication than some of the 
other poems in its own group; and it suggests much nore 
d:i.rectly end fully than "Indian River" or rrThirteen Ways 
of Looking at a Blackbird" an attitude toward poetry, but 
it is not necessarily therefore a better poem. The fond-
• ness for assuming a pose, the interest in rhymes that are 
as amusing as they are exactly ~ppropriate 1 (since, as often 
as not 1 Scaramouche and his kind get to ride in the best 
car.riages) 1 and the astonishing juxtaposition of the ex-
peqted and the unexpected are hall marks of Stevens' 
1. Moore, "Unanimity and Fortitude," p. 270. 
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poetry as a whole. Further, they represent, at least as 
handled in "The Weeping Burgher," a complication of earlier 
habits, a1tbough the poem is more modest in its aims 
than "Sunday Monm.ing11 and "Le Monocle de Mon Oncle. n 
It is natural that the symbols should overlap as 
Stevens turns them over in his mind's eye. Seeing "a few 
things for themselves" and feeling the need for a symbol 
that can adequately contain his belief that "there is a 
substance in us that prevails," he subjects the wo~ld of 
sense to a scrutiny that pierces its appearance without 
really destroying it. Thus the in two groups of poems 
that follow 11 Pecksniffiana," ''Sur Ma Guzzla Gracile, "1; al'id 
"Revue,"2 the speculative and abstract elements become 
sonBwhat more somber without, however, cancelling out the 
high color and comic_, playful awareness of "the dreadful 
sundry of this world. 11 The poems of "Sur Ma Guzzla Gracile" 
include "Palace of the Babies," nFrom the Wlisery of Don 
Joost, 11 "The Doctor of Geneva," "Gubbinal," ".The Snow Man," 
"Tea at the Palaz of Hoon, 11 "The Cuban Doctor.," "Another 
Weeping Woman," "On the Manner of Addressing Clouds," "Of 
. -
Heaven Considered as a Tomb, u rrThe Load of Sugar-Cane, 11 
and "Hibiscus on· the Sleeping Shores"; ·"Revue" includes 
1. Poetry, Vol. XIX, No. 1, Oct., 1921, PP• 1~9. 
2. The Dial, Vol. LXXIII, No .. 1, July, 1922, PP• 89-93. 
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"Bantams in Pine -Wo ads 1 " "The Ordinary Women," "Frogs Eat 
Butterflies. Snakes Eat Frogs. Hogs Eat Snakes," "A 
High-Toned Old Christian Woman," and "The Emperor of Ice~ja ••. 
Cream. 11 Between them, the two groups account for all but 
a few of the most characteristie and accomplished of the 
shorter poems in Harmonium', In almost none of the poems 
does Stevens fall into the barrenness of mere virtuosity; 
rather, there is a consolidation of past accomplishments 
in a new and increasingly inclusive form. 
By and large, the poems of "Sur Ma Guzzla Gracile" 
("on my little one-stringed gui tartt) form a series of 
variations upon a single pattern and theme. They present 
a scene as the embodiment of a state of mind or an actual 
dramatization of a state of mind, either in the first 
person or in the detached third person that is nothing 
more than an extended mental reflection; or they are 
analyses in the second person, addressed to characters who 
embody a particular state of mind. Of the group, "The 
Snow Man" is the finest representative: 
One must have a mind of winter 
To regard t be frost and _the boughs 
Of the pine-trees crusted with snow; 
And have been cold a long time 
· To behold the junipers shagged with ice, 
The spruces rough in the distant glitter 
Of the January sun, and not to think 
Of any misery in the -sound of the wind, 
In the sound of a few leaves 1 
Which is the sound of the land 
Full of the same wind 
That is blowing in the same bare place 
For the listener, who listens in the snow, 
And, nothing himself, beholds 
Nothing that is not there and the nothing that is.l 
What is most remarkable at first glance over and 
above the extraordinary sUbtlety of the observation and 
the equanimity with which the details fall into a pattern 
that is both exhilarating and measured, is the effect of 
the repetitions that begin in the third stanza and follow 
through w1 thout pause to the end o.f' the poem. More than 
any other poem yet considered, "The Sn.ow Man" reveals 
Stevens' skill in handling a technique that all too often 
degenerates into shear "technical dis play," which is 11a 
beastly ·noisa."2 As the device is handled her"" it gives 
the effect of a mind turning over 1 ts perceptions not 
merely for their own sake but in order to arrive at so~ 
foreseen and inevitable conclusion. On a less serious 
level, the device is similar to the one used in the game 
in which, by changing one letter at a time, it is possible 
to transform "dog" into "cat" in so. many moves. That the 
device retains certain aspects of a game the care about 
assonance and imitative sounds and the attention to the 
use of the definite article should make clear. 
1. ·Harmonium, PP• 16-17. 
· 2. Moore, "Feeling and Precision, 11 P• 502. 
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Part of the effect of the poem is bound up with the 
rhythms. The irregularities and apparent inconsistencies 
of the rhythmical structure 1 although they can be analyzed, 
and have been analyzed in terms of prosody, should not be 
divorced from the literal meaning of the words.l The 
words are, it is true, arranged according to a rhythmical 
pattern; but the pattern is a concomitant of the literal 
meaning -- in part, it arises from the subject-matter. 
The rhythm further reinforces the inperson ali ty of the 
meditative tone; but the detachment is equally dependent 
upon the use of the impersonal pronoun and the juxtaposi-
tion of semi-abstractions, of general, although not in-
exact words ("a mind of winter," nregard,n "a long time") 
and brilliantly concrete, almost tactile images ("the 
pine-trees crusted with snow1 11 "the junipers shagged w1 th 
ice," "The spruces rough in the distant gl1 tter / Of the 
January _sun"). It is in such freely contr.olled play that 
Stevens reveals his unflagging high spirits. The inter-
dependence of all these elements, like Stevens' obvious 
pleasure in their manipulation, is an essential part of 
the poem t s rre an ing. The d:t sturbing perception of "Nothing 
that is not there and the nothing that is," is thus 
1. Yvor Winters, Primitivism and De.cadence (New York: 
Arrow Editions, 1937), p. 118.---
mitigated, although the poem has an impressive seriousness 
that makes it one of Stevens' most memorable achievements. 
The element of the grotesque in "The Snow Man" is 
reduced to a minimum. In certain other po.ems, however, 
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it re-asserts itself. The casual fancifulness of "Hibiscus 
on 'the Slee.ping Shores," w-lth its evocat:ion of water sounds: 
whatever noise the motion of the waves 
Made on the sea-weeds and the covered stones;l 
or the elaborate dignity of "On the Manner of Addressi'ng 
Clouds": 
Gloomy grammarians in golden gowns, 
Meekly you keep the no rtal rendezvous, 
Eliciting the still sustaining pomps 
Of speech whieh are like musio so profound 
They seem an exaltation without sound. 
Funest philosophers and ponderers, 
Their evo cat:io ns are t be speech of clouds ;2 
-- such verbal magio finds its culmination in "Bantams in 
Pine-V:oods, n 'Wl th its amazi. ng configuration of sound and 
sense that combines the almo'st childish delight in ·~things 
as they are" w1 th a sophisticated assertion of the value 
of poetry: 
Chieftan Iffucan of Azcan in caftan 
Of tan with henna hackles, baltl 
Damned universal cock, as if the sun 
Was blackamoor to bear your blazing tail. 
Fat1 FatJ Fat! Fat! I am the personal. 
Your world is you. I am my world. 
1. Harmonium, P• 39. 
2. ~., P• 95. 
You ten-foot poet among incblings. Fatl 
Begonel An inchling bristles in these pines 1 
Bristles, and points their Appalachian tangs, 
·And fe~ra not portly Azcan nor his. hoos.l 
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. " Marius Bewley has said that the poem has been "overpraised, 
and has commented ·upon "its rather brassy appeal. n2 Yet 
the poem accanpliah3 s the admirable purpose of revealing 
Stevens' special qualities in extreme form without necessarily 
involving apeci~l knowledge of his general attitude toward 
poetry. Whether one assumes the "damned universal cock," 
"the ten-foot poet~'' to be the protagonist or the villain 
of the piece remains rel·atively ~important -- to burden 
the poem with grave symbolism is to break ita back. The 
conflict between the chiaftan and the. "incbling" has its 
real point in its vivid surface quali ~iss. t~t ar~ a ssan-
ti.ally not subject to an analysis of l'~'JPhrasa:bl~-:~ content, 
1n other words the poem vergas upon incantation; its 
sense is the sense of a sophisticated nursery rhyme. 
Spacial as the pleasure the poem gives may be, it is gen-
uine and unpretentious. The poem .has, to be sure, a 
faintly raucous quality; it belongs in the tradition of 
Edward Lear's. 11Nonsansa Alphabet," in some respects, 
1. ~., P• 128. 
2. Marius Bewley, 11The Poetry of' Wallace Stevens," 
Partisan Review, Vol. XVI, No. 9, Sept., 1949, PP• 898-99. 
although ·its effect is. :more hearly that of a sophisticated 
adaptation of the primi'iji ve, as in .the painting of Klee. 
The very assertiveness of "Ban tams in Pine-Woods" 
suggests a new and llX)re somber turn. "The Emperor of Ice-
Cream" and "Hymn· from a Watermelon Pavilion," however, 
which appeared at the same ttme, are both touched with: a 
melancholy that is not powerful enough to destroy the 
delight in e:x:pe rience for 1 ts own sake. ''The Emperor of' 
Ice-Cream" is a fantastic elegy, somewhat less gaudy than 
tte poems of' 11 Pecksnif'fiana" but nevertheless touched with 
il bra·vado 1 as an earlier poem, "Cortege for Rosenbloom, a 
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litany of' sorts, had been dominated by an interest in para-
dox and verbal music. The movement of the latter poem is 
steady and impressive enough to mitigate the satirical 
iconoclasm: 
It is turbans they wear 
And boots of fUr 
As they tread the boards 
In a region of frost, 
Viewing the frost; 
To a chirr of gongs 
And a chitter of cries 
And the heavy thrum 
Of the endless tread 
That they tread; 
To a jangle of doom 
And a jumble of· words 
Of the intense poem 
Of the sta,laictest prose 
Of' Rosenbloom. 
And they bury him there, 
Body and soul., 
In a place in the sky. 
The lamentable tread! 
Rosenbloom is dead.l 
"The Emperor of Ice-Creamn provides stiffer intellec-
tual problems: 
Call tbe roller of big cigars, 
The muscular one, and bid him 'Wh~p 
In .kitchen cups concupiscent curds. 
Let the wenches dawdle in such dress 
As they are used to wear, and let the boys 
Bring flowers in last month's newspapers. 
Let be be finale of seem. 
The only emperor is the emperor of ice-cream. 
Take from the dresser of deal, 
Lacking the three glass knobs, that sheet 
On which she embroidered fantails once 
.And spread it so as to cover her face. 
If her horny feet protude, they cone 
To show how cold she is, and dumb. 
Let the larr.p affix its bean. 
The only emperor is the emperor of ice-cream.2 
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R. P. Bla ckmur suggests that 11 the poem mt ght be called 
Directions for a Funeral, with Two Epitaphs, 11 and goes on 
to say: 
We have a corpse laid out in the bedroom and we 
have people in the kitchen. The corpse is dead; then 
let the boys bring flowers in last month's newspapers. 
The corpse is dead; but let the wenches wear their 
everyday clothe~, ___ or is it the clothes they are 
usedto wear at funerals? The conjunction of a mus-
cular nan vbi pping desirable desserts in the kitchen 
and the corpse protruding horny feet, gains its effect 
because of its oddity •- not of fact, but of expression: 
the light frivolous words and rapid netres. Once made 
·the conjunction is irretrievable and in its own 
1. Harmonium, PP• 136-37. 
2. Ibid., P• 109. 
measure exact. Two ideas or images about death --
the living and the dead -- have been associated, and 
are now permanently fused •••• 
The point is, that the oddity of association 
would not have its effect without the couplets 
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which conclude each ·stapza with the pungency of good 
epitaphs. Without the couplets the association 
would sink from wit to low humor or simple description •••• l 
On the otbe r mnd, the w1 t has become so much the immediate 
issue that the poem remains in some respects less satisfac-
tory than "Cortege for Ro·senbloom." The poem becomes very 
nearly an intellectual ~~force; "the oddity of asso-
ciation" is so vehemently a.sserted that the emotional 
impac~ -- even the zestful high spirits that the diction 
ot: the ·poem provides are weakened by the dis covary of a 
more complicated sense of paradox. Stevens seems to stretch 
his perception of the world as it appears and the world as 
it is to the utmost, not in any deliberate attempt to 
shock the reader or bewilder him with the finesse of his 
perceptions, but rather in an attempt to enlarge his field 
of vision, to take in more than he had heretofore achieved. 
The poem is an experiment, intellectually successful but 
poetically unresolved. It is also one of the poems which 
most significantly prefigure tbe special qualities of the 
later work; and it is understt:tndable that he should have 
at one time selected it as his favorite poem. His reasons 
for the choice are stated with characteristic obliquity: 
1. Blackmur, .QR• ill•, p. 231. 
This wears a deliberately commonplace costume, 
and yet seems to me to contain something of the 
esseptial gaudiness of poetry; that is the reason why 
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I 11~e it •••• I dislike niggling, and like letting 
myself go. Poems of this sort are the pleasantest on 
which to look back, because they seam to remain fresher 
than othera.l 
The ' " r commonplace, however, has been transformed or so 
sel~otad that it has acq.tired an excessive angular! ty; the 
"gaudiness" is not so muqh forced as it is arbitrary. The 
oddity of the association which Blackmur found so valuable 
looks like a letting-go· that has become so attractive as 
to give the effect of niggling. 
Despite these reservations, "The Emperor of Ice-Cream" 
takas ho~d of the mind; the oddity of association is some-
thing mora than mere mannerism. If the poem is taken as 
an elegy for a girl, the title which can be roughly under-
stood to mean that the authority f'or behavior is gaiety, 
be. comes mora uhderstan dable than it w:> uld otherwise appear 
to be; and in much the same way, the gaudiness becomes a 
disguise to protect the poet from the ravaging effects of' 
undisciplined and raw emotion. For the same reason, 
Stevena concentrates on events and details in the prepara-
tions for the funeral, which a child would notice -- the 
grotesquely inappropriate and ironically festive, even 
vulgarly exciting episodes. Steven a carries the device 
1. William Rosa Banet, ed., Fifty Poets (New York: 
Duffield and Green, 1933), p. 46. 
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to an extreme in the fl rst stanza; the back-room acti vi-
ties are almost violently sensual, involving "the muscular 
one" and "the wenchestt who "dawdle" with him and the -ttboys" 
who br.t ng the flowers •. The irregular couplet mich ends 
the stanza thus acquires a peculiarly bitter ironic tone: 
s:in ce the preparations for the funeral are for these 
people a sort of celebration, Stevens says, we may as well 
admit it -- ttLet be be finale of seem." But what is actually 
so also puts an end to "appearances," the ·pretences of 
-"seemliness." Therefore, the only authority or precedent 
for decorum is _that of gaiety and celebration. Even at 
times of death and tragedy, there is an ironic teeming 
Vi tali ty. 
The awareness of such vitality and persistence of 
life so pervades the atmosphere that even the corpse becomes 
grotesque, a kind of odditywhich is vulgar and repulsive 
in its silent il.'DlllObility. The corpse casts an aura of im-
poverishment and sha'!Jbiness over the scene; but there is 
no pity or pathos in the description, merely a kind of · 
impersonal disgust, almost resentment. Let us, then, see 
things as they are, let us look the facts straight in the 
face, Stevens re-iterates: life is a party, a celebration. 
,· 
What began as an elegy has thus- become a poem in praise 
of life. 
Beginning with a maslrl.ng of emotion similar to that 
with which Stevens starts, .John Crowe Ransom, in ttBells 
for John Wbi taside 1 s Daughter" :ne:vveal!s an analogous diffi-
dence about death which nevertheless does not go to such 
extremes as Stevens goes in his JOem: 
Thera was such speed in her little body~ 
And such lightness in her footfall, 
It is no wonder her brown study 
Astonishes us all. 
Her wars were bruited ih our high window. 
We locked among orchard trees and beyond, 
Where she took anna against her shadow, 
Or harried unto the pond 
The lazy geese, like a snow cloud 
Dripping their snow on the green grass~ 
Tricking and stopping, sleeping and proud~ 
Who cried in goose, Alas, 
For the tireless heart within the little 
Lady with rod that made them rise 
From their noon apple-dreams ·and scuttle 
Goose-fashion under the skiesJ 
But now go the bell a, and we are read;r, 
In one house we are sternly stoppe.d 
To say we are vexed at her brow~ study, 
Lying so primly propped.l 
With Ransom, the mask of vexation and annoyance does not 
completely obscure the sorrow and distraction; the tone 
is more sombre, a little quaint~ perhaps. Ransom projects 
into the pre.sent situation the memory of the little girl 
as she was before her death in an effort to cover up the 
emo.tion that is unwelcome but insistent. nBells for John 
Whiteside's Daughter" remains a true elegy. Ransom's poem 
1. John Crowe Ransom, Selected Poems (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf~ 1945), P• 8. 
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may be a great deal simpler -than "The Emperor of Ice-Cream, n 
less challenging to the wits, but it shares with Stevens' 
piece an essentially modern reaction against a direct treat-
ment of emotion in poetry. 
The special qualities of "The Emperor of Ice-Cream11 
tnat call attention to themselves when the poem is oo n-
sidered separately are given additional significance in a 
larger con text. Up to 11 Pecksniffiana, n the poems had not 
been notable for their intellectualism, although there 
had been a const~nt appeal to the mind in everything Stevens 
had written. Even the most tittery jokes had been motiva-
ted by a gusto for experience that was more than intellec-
tual or aesthetic in its origin; the states of mind that 
the poems revealed had an almost physical intensity. But 
with such pieces as . "The Snow Man" and 11The Weeping Burgher" 
began a process of intellectual refinement, a subtiliza-
tion in the use of symbols, that had diminished the sensuous 
effects. As the process continued, the symbolism became 
increasingly idiosyncratic and personal; in this respect, 
no Florida, Venereal Soil" and "The Snow Mann were deeper 
and more complicated poems than ttFabliau of Florida, 11 and 
nThe Weeping Burgher." 
Like "Ban tams in Pine-Woods, i• "The Emperor of Ice-
Cream" is marked by an obvious and unusual assertiveness. 
The impersonality and detachment persist, especially in 
the diction and the apparently casual, almost off-handed 
skill with which the phrases are turned and the rhythms 
flUctuate and shift. But the assertiveness of "Bantams 
in Pine-Woods," like the ambiguous p~radoxes of rrThe 
Emperor of Ice-Cream.," reflects an uneasiness that gets 
into the very substance of the poem. In "A High-
Toned Old Christian Woman" the nature of the uneasiness 
becomes clear: 
Poetry is the supreme fiction, madame. 
Take the no r al law and make a nave of it 
And fran the nave build haunted heaven. Thus, 
The con science is converted into palms, 
Like windy citherns hankering for hymns. 
We agree in principle. That's clear. But take. 
The opposing law and make a peristyle, 
And from the peristyle project. a masque 
Beyond the planets- Thus, our bawdiness, 
Unpurged by epitaph, indulged at last, 
Is ecpally converted into palms, . 
Squiggling like saxophones. And palm for palm, 
Madame 1 we are where we began • Allow, 
Therefore, that i'n: t:he,planetary scene 
Your disaffected flagellants, well-stuffed, 
Smacking their muzzy bellies in parade, 
Proud of such novel ties of the sublime, 
Such tink and tank and tunk-a-tunk-tunk., 
.May, merely may, madame, whip from themselves 
A jovial hullabaloo among the spheres. 
This will make widows wince. But fictive things 
Wink as they will. Wink most when widows wince .1 
The poem has been the center of a fairly extensive 
critical controversy. Yvor Winters objects to its basic 
assertion that "poetry is the supreme fiction, n obviously 
disturbed by what he takes to be a moral sacrilege; the 
1. Harmonium, PP• 100-01. 
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equation o:f :poetry and Christianity offends him.l :Soth 
T. Weiss2 and Marius :Sewley,3 however, defend Stevens 
against this charge, but only Bewley suggests a reason 
:for the failure of tne :p0em; 
• • • it is not much more than an effeo tive piece ef" 
rhetoric, and the fusion fails ·to occur imaginatively ••• 
Stevens says that the High-Toned Old Christian Woman · 
is aiming at very much the sam~ s0rt of ·thing _.;. per-
haps less effectively -- as ·tne low-tened artists of 
whom ahe would hardly a:pprove.4 
The very assertiveness, the almost argumentative qualit.y o:f 
.. "' - . ~· . 
the :poem, somewhat limits its effectiveness. Stevens is em~ 
. . . 
:ploying the techniques of discursive reason to arg:ue that ~f 
it is rationally :permissible to infer God an~ Heaven, it is 
rationally permissible to infer their opposites. Eut he 
merely asserts that the arguments are "fictive_"_ wi thou_t 
validating the superiority of "poetry" as opposed to reason 
. ., . . . 
or God. He cannot validate poetry by the use of reason (or 
even of poetry) any more than one can validate reason by 
the use of reason. The poem is one more instance in the 
quarrel between :poetry and philosophy; whatever side one may 
be on, the poem involves the intuitive leap from reason to 
insight. But Stevens states his argument in the bright, al-
most frivolous language whieh reveals his basic conviction 
that :poetry has a good deal of gaudiness and playfulness in 
1. Winters, "Wallace Stevens," :pp. _ _ 92-93, ;passim.·-
2. ~. Weiss, llfi:Le Nonsense of Winters-. Anatom:tl "Quarterly · 
Review of Literature;· Vol·. I, No. 3, Spring, 1944, pp. 227-28. 
. . . . .. ... 
Bewley~ .Ql2. -m., l':P· 908-09. 
. . 
4. Ibid., :P. 908. 
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it. But the :playfulness tends to clash with the ~rgument. 
- --
Xhe diction~ which is as odd in its way as the associa-
tion· aimed at in n'Jhe Emperor of' :Ice-Creamtt is self-con-
soiously contemporary and, for that r~ason, a little dated. 
But the poem is significant because it announces unmis~akably 
the doctrine toward Which the poetry ~ad been_poi?~i~. 
The discovery brings with it almost inevitably a saose of 
the poet's difference and isolation :from the ordinary man --
. - -
and in another poem published-at the same time, Stevens 
trains his dazzling rhetorical elegance u:l;>on 11 '1he Ordinary 
- . . . . -- .. 
Womentt; but the quick:, almost nonsense rhytbmical. patterns 
and internal rhymes shift the focus of interest from the 
satirical implications to the patterns and rhymes themselves: 
'Ihen :from their poverty they rO"se, 
From dry catarrhs, and to guitars 
'Jhey :flitted 
Through the palace walls. 
They :flung monotony behind, 
Turned from their want, and, nonchalant, 
They crowded · 
The nocturnal halls. 
'Ihe lacquered loges huddled· there 
Mumbled zay-zay and a~zay, a-zay. 
'lhe moonlight - · - · · · 
Fubbed the girandole_s. • •• 1 
"The Ordinary Women" suggests a way out. But it is 
in 11 'Jhe Comedian as the Letter C" that Stevens examines 
his past experiences as a poet in the light of this sense 
1. Harmonium, p. 18. 
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of differe1oe from the ~ rdinary man. The poem forms a 
fitting olilmax and om elusion to the work that has pre-
ceded it; t brings together the separate .strands of interest 
in a full- ess review; for that reason~ it demands special 
attention, although it has been the subject of no re exten-
sive disou sion t.ban any other ~ingle poem in Stevens' career. 
But b fore examinging 11The Comedian as the Letter err 
in detail, I it wru ld be well to consider briefly the nature 
of Stevens accomplishment up to this ti~e. Beginning as 
an Imagist and. a w.itty satirist of middleolass Puritan 
manners an moraLs, Stevens went on to explore the possi-
bilities o a poetry devoted to the recording of sensuous 
e~perienoe/ in all its color and detail and with all the 
gusto that gave it justification as an end .in itself. 
From the v~ry beginning, however, the poetry was marked by 
a nieditati/ve, often speculative quality that set it apart 
from the wfork of sucb. wri tars as Amy Lowell~ ·H. D., Alding-
ton, and tbose other poets of the period who celebrated 
the ob jec as interesting or valuable in and of itself. 
For Steve s, tbe object was valuable insofar as it created 
a state ·o mind or a state of being which was pleasurable 
and deligtktful; with other, more sombre states, Stevens 
had littl~ to do, a1 though "Sunday Morning" and "The Death 
of a Sold~er" indicate that he was not unaware that "serious" 
poetry in the conventional sense was still possible. 
This reaction a gat nst conventionally serious poetry, 
like the attractions of Imagt. sm, i·s, not d1 ffi. cult to 
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understand. Both were reactions .against the facile over-
wrought emotionalism and sentimental didacticism of a great 
deal of Vic tori an poetry. 'Jll:e~r3tr.oubJie; wl th Imagism was that 
it led to a sterile presentation of objects selected on 
the principle that aoy object has as much value or signifi-
cance as· any otta r object. Stevens obviously saw .the error 
of Imagism early; years later, in a series of epig~ams on 
poeti"y, he wrote, "Not all objects are equa~. The 1.1ice of 
Imagism was that it did not I"ecognize this•"l As for the 
sentimental didacticism of conventionally serious Victorian 
poetry -- and even such light poetry as the period produced 
Stevens reacted against it very much in the way olf\tnost otctb.e 
poets Who are identified with the renaissance of 1912 and 
after, by the use of disguises for emotion or the exploi-
tation of odd or long-neglected emotions. This attitude 
be shared with T. s. Eliot, William Carlos Williams, Marianne 
Moore, and the otbe r experimental poets of the day. But 
Stevens worked .out his poetic problems in a way that differs 
from as much as it resembles theirs. Starting from the 
premise that one's response to objects is what gives the 
objects IIB aning, he went further, and came to the conclu-
sion that the object has actual significance only insofar 
1. "Materia Poetica" (I), ~~ Vol. I, No. 1, September, 
1940, P• 3. 
as it transforms and is transformed by the mind, and par-
titmlarly by the imagination. An object acted 'Upon by the 
mi.nd, he believed, was nothing more than a counter which 
could be manipulated at will; one could transform a pig 
into a chair if one wished to do so, and call the result 
poetry. Conversely, mind at the mercy of objects, simply 
the repository of impressions and experiences, became a 
ragbag of miscellaneous; unsorted objects. As a way out 
of the dilemma posed by accepting one or the other of 
these blind alleys, Stevens proposed that poetry respect 
both the power of the mind to transform the object and 
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the power of the object to influence the mind. The poem 
was to be the result of this interaction. Thus the objects 
in the poems seldom appear as they do to the uncritical, 
unanalytical eye; the reader gets what might be called the 
mental rather than the physical aspect of the objects, and 
the more the mind meditates upon and transforms the object; 
the m re remote and strange it is likely to be when it 
appears in the poem. The "facts" or objects of the funeral 
preparations in "The Emperor of Ice-Cream" have been so 
changed by the meditation upon them that they almost cease 
to have any existence in their own right, and any reader 
coming upon the poem for the first time is likely to feel 
that Stevens has simply inverted the meaning of the facts, 
a meaning which they have acquired through long association. 
Or the smme _reade~ may feel that Stevens is obscuring the 
emotion he feels at the death of the girl because he 
wishes to avoid the sentimentality of rro st elegies written 
a generation or two earlier. It is quite likely that he 
is doing both, and the poem does have the character of a 
deliberate experiment. Its extreme intellectualism, given 
additional emphasis by the carefully brash diction and the 
elegantly frivolous rhythms, supports such a conclusion. 
On the other hand, objects deeply and truly perceived 
are felt to have the power to transform the mind: the 
snow man, looked at steadily and long enough, gives one 
"a mind of winter," as the s,t:actacle of teeming life in 
Florida give the mind vitality and high spirits. When 
the poet achieves a ~oper adjustment of the transforming 
power of objects and the transforming power of the mind, 
the poem "jells." Ideally, from Stevens 1 point of view, 
all the poems written down are evidence of such moments 
of adjustment; and since the world changes, there may be 
many poems written about one object, because a beach in 
the morning is not quite the same beach in the afternoon, 
nor the same beach a~ night, and so on, ad infinitum. The 
clima otic piece developed from this theory is to be "Sea 
Surface Full of Clru ds~" written in l923 or 1924, after the 
publication of Harmonium. 
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Meanwhile, Stevens has elucidated at least one of the 
ways in which he sees poetry as "the one reality I In this 
imagined world." Poetry has been equated, at least intellec-
tually, with the moments of life that count, that have 
real significance; the individual poem it self ha.s been 
established as tb9 symbol of such moments. He has thus 
aligned himself intellectually with the Romantic movement, 
and particularly with Coleridge, and Shelley in his respect 
for and trust of the creative imagination, in theory if 
not in practice. 
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E. "~e Comedian as the Letter C, '' a Synthesis 
nte :formulation of the :Prine iple that "Poetry is the 
supreme :fiction," that imagination, nthe magnificent cause 
. . . . .. -
of being, 11 which makes poetry possible, is n the o_ne _r_eali ty J 
In this imagined world, nJ. would seem to hav~ sugges_t~~- to 
Stevens a re ... e:xa.mination o~ his whole concept c:f :poe~ry 
from his new vantage point. -In a sense, the princi_ple ~~ 
been implicit in the poetry from the beginning: the :final 
stanzas of "Peter Quince at the Clav~er~ tt. and the_ insi_stence 
that ":Beauty is momentary in _the mind, • • /:But i_n the __ 
flesh it is immortal, n had predicated poetry as the means 
. . --
whereby such immortality should be achieved: 
Susa!llla 1 s mU.sic touched the bawdy strings 
Of those white elders; but, escaping, 
Left only death's ironic scraping. 
Now, in its immortality, it plays 
On the clear viol ef her memory; 
And makes a constant sacrrument of praise.2 
~e record of momentary calms, th~ pois~ which ~cc~mp~n~es 
an intense delight in the flux of expe!~enc~; the p~rce~-
tion of colors and shapes in all the "dreadful sundry of 
this world"; the sense of "a substance in us that prevails 11 ; 
and the discovery that even the most substantial of symbols --
"Another Weeping Woman, 11 Harmonium, :p. 44. 
. . 
Harmonium, p. 157. 
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the sun, a jar, .Florida -- are subject to change and decay, 
fluctuating with one's sense of their significance: all 
these tentative sallies resolve themseives in the discovery 
that poetry is the body and meaning of experience. The 
meditative poems had sug6ested that the states of mind 
they record have meaning only insofar as they possess the 
power to recreate not the original but a new meaning in 
the mind; and in this way, they become no re "real" than 
the experience which motivated them. From this point it 
had been only a stone's throw to the assertion that the 
poem is "the world's body~" although it is not the justi-
fication for life. 
As the first extended record of the search for a 
vantage point from which poetry can be ~garded as the 
force that substantiates experience, "The Comedian as the 
Letter C" has naturally been the subject of extensive 
comment and analysis. R. P. Blackmur regards the poem 
as 11a meditation, with instances., of man's struggle with 
nature •••• it turns out that the imagination can make nothing 
better of the world ••~ than the same insoluble lump it 
was in the beginning. tt1 Yvor Winters de:scri bes it as "a 
narrative poem in six parts, dealing with a poet who begins 
wi tb romantic. views of the function of his art and who 1 
1. Blackmur, ~~ ~., P• 249. 
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in reforming them, comes to abandon his art as super-
fluous. ill The late Hi Simons writes of it as an "allegory" 
which "tells both how a representative nodern poet tried 
to change from a romanticist to a realist and how he 
adapted himself to his social environment. "2 All these 
views offer valuable suggestions; and both Bla ckmur and 
Simons use the poem to illustrate the predicament of the 
modern poet in relation to society. The poem is concerned 
with such a relationship; but nora immediately and per-
tinently it is the record of the ways in which different 
atti~udes toward poetry affect the poet's ability to carry 
on his woik. The importance of poetry is never once, 
throughout the poem, in doubt; but the poet's varying 
attitudes toward poetry are subjected to the rrDst minute 
kind of scrutiny. The title itself indicates as much: 
the poet is to poetry as an initial is to a full name. 
Like Cm dide 1 who is mentioned in the poem, Crispin is a 
mere device for the exposition of a theory; unlike Candide 1 
his origin is lowly and ignoble. He is one of the figures 
~f classical comedy, nthe traditional valet-comedian. n3 
1. Winters, "Wallace Stevens, 11 P• 98. 
2. Hi Simons, "The Comedian as the Letter C': Its Sense 
II 
and Its Significance., The Southern Review, Vol. V, No. 3, 
Winter, 1940, PP• 453-54. 
3. lB!£., P• 454. 
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Like the valet in many classical comedies, he is the agent 
who carries out the intrigues that create the plot. Ex-
cept f'or him, there would be no action. At times, except 
for him, the comedy would become tragedy. But amusing as 
he is in his own right, the valet is seldom the hero of 
the piece; as a servant he gets a different kind of reward: 
like the fool, he is a privileged character who escapes 
punishment for saying and contriving what would in another 
person be offensive. In a sense, he .is the catalyst for 
the action; the world is transformed by his presence, but 
he himself remains more or less constant. 
Even with Crispin this constancy more or less prevails. 
Despite his adventures, despite his assumption of a variety 
of guises, he really does not develop as a character. 
Stevens puts him through his paces, transforms him at will 
from sentimentalist to realist and so on, but _the real 
significance of the poem lies in the analysis of the ways 
in which his experiences modify and-revolutionize the rela• 
tion of poet and poe.try. For• Stevens, poetry and the poem 
are all-important; the poet is merely an instance. 
In this respect, a note on the structure of the poem 
and at least a few geneval words about the diction are 
relevant to begin with. The poem is divided into six 
parts: I: "The World wi tJ::i.ou.t Imagination, n which describes 
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Crispin's journey from Bordeaux to Yucatan, the first leg 
of a projected tour that is to take him via Havana to 
Carolina; II: "Concerning the Thunderstorms of Yucatan, 11 
in which a sudden and terrifying experience with a tropical 
storm cuts short Crispin's stay in Yucatan; III: "Approaching 
Carolina,n 'VIh1ch describes Crispin's notion of Carolina as 
he sails north (apparently haVing foregone the visit to 
HavEDa), and his arrival in Carolina, which points up the 
difference between the Carolina he had imagined a:1 d the 
-
Carolina that he finds; IV: "The Idea of a Colony, 11 which 
deals with the effect upon Crispin of the New Wo_rld, and 
~s first ambitious plans following his denision to settle 
there; V: "A Nice Shady Home," which concerns it.self "WW. th 
c·rispin 's yielding to the pleasant environment in 'VIhich 
he finds himself, even to .the point of marrying and sett-
t'Img down; and VI: "And Daughters with Curls," which sums 
up Cris.pin 1 s adventur as, commenting briefly upon their 
significance, and implying that his four charming daughters 
should be his real achievement. 
Despite the varietyof his experience and the shift 
in his fortunes, Crispin maintains his sense of humor con-
sistently thrru ghout the poem. He learns much, and comes 
to new conclusions about the world, but he is not, in any 
ordinar,r sense, a protagonist; he is an illustration, the 
poet examined in ·the light of certain tradi tiona and atti-
tudes. It is Stevens' sense of these traditions and 
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attitudes that gives the poem its great significance in 
relation to the rest of his work. What happens, Stevens 
asks, to a poet who looks at the world from the classical, 
or the romantic, or the realistic point of view? And 
what happens to poetry? What does a particular vantage 
point or theory of poetry:offer? From what kinds of ex-
perience.., and from-what ideas, does a particular theory 
of poetry cut off the poet? 
Seen from this perspective, "The Comedian as the 
Letter C" is neither the pathetic disillusionment .in the 
power of imaglnation that Blackmur suggests, nor the 
denial of the validity of art, that W:itnters calls it, nor 
merely the record of a particular poet's struggle to adapt 
himself to his environment, that Simons calls it. Not 
for a moment does Stevens doubt the value and importance 
of poetry; had he giv~n up poetry as a·bad job of little 
or no consequence, be wru.ld almost surely have emphasized 
tbe insignificance of poetry in. order to make Crispin -:the 
center of attention. Nor is it likely that Crispin would 
. have maintained his basic equilibrium throughout the poem. 
Crispin may be upset by a thunderstorm, or overwhelmed by 
the sensuous landscape that he finds in Carolina, but not 
for long. He recovers his poise with amazing rapidity, 
and is seldom at· a loss for soma alternative course of 
action. Crispin, unlike the woman in ''Sunday Morning, 11 
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"Another Weeping Woman," and "A High-Toned Old Christian 
Woman 1 " is newer miserable. ·Although he is ultimately a 
failure as a poet 1 he does not drag with him in his de-
cline the whole structure of poetry. 
Significantly, the diction and rhetoric of the poem 
maintains the extraordinary high spirits with which it 
opens. Stevens seems .d'3lil'erately to have chosen a form 
difficult to hold at high pitch and most often regarded 
as giving the poet "breathing space. 11 Blank vez•se is, 
of course, the traditional line for narrative and epic 
poetry in English, and it offers infinite opportunities 
for variety and variation; but it is also by tradition 
bast suited for serious purposes, Ben Jonson's achievements 
in the medium notwithstanding. Stevens does have a serious 
purpose, but he goes about accomplishing it in an oblique 
way: he employs the line bast suited for spacious and ob-
viously serious purposes, and crowds it with a diction 
and rha'toric that are of the essence of intellectual comedy.; 
From the point of view of craft, the poem is a tour de 
force, and, it must be admitted, not completely a success. 
Thera are almost no run-over lines in a total of five 
hundred and seventy-three. Here and there the playfulness 
becomes extremely studied. And finally, . the diction some• 
times gets out of hand; its oddity and double-entendre 
are elaborated to the point of tedium. 
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The poem begins with the statement of' a position 
rcughly equivalent to that of' the eighteenth century poets 
as they are described by Gee ffrey Tillotson: "The eighteenth 
century poets ••• saw external nature, not as culminating 
in its own exquisite moments, but as culminating in man. "1 
So in the opening lines of the poem: 
Nota: man is the intelligence of' bis soil, 
The sovereign ghost. As such, the Socrates 
Of snails, musician of pears, principium 
And lex.2 
The wit depends in large measure upon the elaborateness 
of the diction; the interest in verbal display is akin 
to the virtuosity Wl.ich Pope so often delighted in. But 
man's intelligence as "sovereign ghost" is trivial. ~ 
Stevens thus ridicules the use to which thEJ virtuosity is 
put. His vantage-point allows him the opportunity for 
cri ticism1 apparently without. seeming to have criticism 
as his purpose. It is generally asserted that the Romantic 
poet concentrates upon "minute particulars, n 'that he is 
"musician of' pears. 11 But the Neo-Classical poet (such as 
William Diaper, 1686?-1717) also celebrated such trivia, 
\ 
delighted with 'li:leir fantasy: 
1. Geoffrey Tillotson, "Eighteenth-Century Poetic Diction, 11 
Essays and Studie a J;ur Members of ~ English Association, 
Vol. XXV'\Oxf'ord: . The Clarendon Press, 1940) 1 p. 66. 
2. Harmonium, P• 48. 
The Bats (a doubtful Kind) begin their Sleep, 
And to their Cells the darken 'd Glowa Worms creep; 
The coming Day the conscious Insects grieve, 
And with slow Haste the grateful H&rbage leave, 
Wreath o'er the Grass, and the moist Path pursue, 
Streaking with viscous Slime the shining Dew; 
In some close Shade a friendly Covert find, 
And Parent Earth receives the reptile Kind. 
Guilt, and the Day disturb the wily Snakes, 
And Urchins hide their Theft in thorny brakes. 
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All fly tbe Sun, and seek a cool Retreat, 
Nor envy buzzing Swarms, who joy in scorching Heat ••• l 
And although James Thomson in many respects can be called 
a precursor of Romanticism, he indulges in·a similar sort 
of extravagant fancifulness, as in the famous description 
of spring flowers in "The Seasons" or in the passage on 
color in "A Poem Sacred to the Memory of Sir Isaac Newton": 
Even Light itself, which every thing displays,~ 
Shone undisoover'd, till his brighter mind 
Untwisted all the ·sbi ning robe of day; 
And, from the whitening undistinguish'd blaze, 
Collecting every ray into his kind, 
To the charm'd eye educ'd the gorgeous train 
Of Parent-Colours. First the flaming~ 
Sprung vivid forth; the tawny Orange next; 
And next delicious Yellow; by whose side 
Fell the kind beams of all-refreshing Green. 
Then the pure ~~ that swells autumnal skies, 
Ethereal play'd; and then, of sadder hue, 
Emerg'd the deepen'd Indico, as When 
The heavy-skirted evening droops with frost. 
While the last gleamings of refracted light 
Dy'd' in the fainting Violet away.2 
The euphemisms of Neo-Classicism, like the extravagance of 
its personifications and the elegance of' its mock-heroics, 
1. Quoted by Geoffrey Grigson, ad., Before the Roman tics 
(London: George Routledge & Sons, 1946), PP• 208-09. 
2. .!!?.!..£!·, pp. 27 6-77. 
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are in their own way a kind of romantic excess -- if Roman-
ticism is to be characterized by excess. Stevens' fond-
ness for elaborate diction may be excessive; but he uses 
it in a way not unlike the way the Neo-Classicists use it. 
Geoffrey Grigson, c ommm ting upon the poetry of the En-
lightment, suggests that whatever else one may say about 
it, one must admit that it has "style."l Although the 
word is loose, it nevertheless is useful; and he further 
notes, in a comment upon his selection from Thomson's 
poem: 
Thomson may slide towards Romantic.ism, but for 
the fUll antithesis' of the centuries compare this 
prismatic praise with Lamb and Keats agreeing that 
Newton "had destroyed all the poetry of the rainbow 
by reducing it to the prismatic colours ••• we all 
drank 'Newton's health and confusion to mathematics. 1112 
Stevens maintains the diction he begins with through-
out the poem. But he starts from the Neo-Classical atti-
tude. His poet, to begin with, is described in terms that 
wouJ:d do credit to a mock-heroic satirist, and it is clear 
that Crispin is a gentlemanly poet (despite his origin 
and station in life) in the mann~r of the eighteenth century. 
He goes on from the beginning: 
Sed quaeritur: is this same wig 
. Of things, this nincompated pedagogue, 
Preceptor to the sea? Crispin at sea 
1. Ibid., PP• vii~x, passim. 
2. Ioid., PP• 343-44. 
--
Created, in his day, a touch of doubt. 
An eye most apt in gelatines and jupes 1 
Berries of villages, a barber's eye, 
An eye of land, of simple salad beds, 
Of honest quilts, the eye of Crispin, hung 
On porpoises, instead of aprl cots, 
And on silentious porpoises, wbose snouts· 
Dibbled in waves that were mustachios, 
Inscrutable hair in an ins0rutable world.l 
~-
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If The image of Erasmus Da~in, of "The Loves of the Plants, 
is misleading because of his dates (1731-1802); but 
William Diaper is again an appropriate example: 
The Lamprey, glowing with uncommon Fires, 
The Earth-bred S~pents purfled Curls admires. 
He no less kind mak.es amorous Retums, 
With equal Love the grateful Serpent burns. 
Fixt on the Joy he bounding shoots along, 
Erects his azure Crest, and darts his forky Tongue. 
Now his red Eye-balls glow with dmbled Fires; 
Proudly he mounts upon bi.s .folded Spires, 
Displays his glossy Coat, and speckled Side, 
And nse ts in all his Charms the wat 'ry Bride.2 
Whether the stiffness of Stevens 1 blank ver~e results 
frbm the influence of the closed couplet is a matter of 
conjecture; but line. after line of "The Comedian as the 
Letter c,n as the .few passages already qw ted show, 
reveals an epigrgmmatic quality not unrelated to that 
achieved by Pope and some of his contemporaries. 
Stevens sums up the weakness of the Neo-Classical 
position in a pass age whi oh de scribes Crispin's inability 
to cope with nature in the raw: 
1. Harmonium, PP• 48-49. 
2. Grigson, ..QE• ill·, p. 198. 
Crispin, 
The lutanist of fleas, the knave, the thane, 
The ribboned stick, the bellowing breeches, cloak 
Of China, cap of Spain, impsrative haw 
Of hum, inquisitorial botanist, 
And general lexicographer of mute 
And maidenly greenhorns, now beheld himself, 
A skinny sa:llor peering in the sea-glass. 
What word split up in eli eke ring syllables 
And storming under multitudinous tones 
Was name for this short-shanks in all that brunt? 
Crispin was washed away by magnitude.l 
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However unjust and unsympathetic a view this may be of 
the poetic possibilities of the eighteenth-century atti-
tude, even in our own time, it represents a perception of 
its limitations. Moreover, there is a tacit and ironic 
acknowledgement of the possibilities in the diction it-
self -- and the diction remains constant throughout the 
poem. 
Having lost his bearings, and feeling that he could 
not deny the validity of bi s ·experience -- he has to admit 
that he "was washed away by magnitude" -- Crispin 
Became an introspect! ve voyager. 
Here was the veri table ding an sic h, at last, 
Crispin confronting it, a vocable thing, 
But with a speech belched out of hoary darks 
Noway resembling:'~bis, a visible thing, 
And excepting negligible Triton,· free 
From the unavoidable shadow of himself 
That lay els.ewhere around him. Severance 
Was clear. The l.ast distortion of romance 
Forsook the insatiable egotist. The sea 
Severs not only land but also selves. 
Here was no help before reality.2 
1. Harmonium, P• 49. 
2. ~., PP• 51-52. 
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Stevens thus pierces the assumed certitude of Neo-Classi-
cism to reveal its weaknesses. Introspection, 'nthdrawal 
to the self, is as much Romanticist doctrine as Classical; 
in the perspective of time, the belief that "Man is the 
intelligen.ce of his soil" is a sentimental distortion in-
sofar as it assumes t bat man is the measure of the uni-
verse, even though the purpose of knowing the self for 
the Classicist was the discovery of one's proper relation 
to the universe in ethical and social terms, since the 
validity of the Classical theory rested upon the premi sa 
that individual man was capable of discovering the univer-
sal, or upon the premise that the universal was already 
known or simply waiting to be realized. Socrates' "Know 
th'Y'.-self" as a rallying cry of Romanticism meant the dis-
covery of one's individuality and idiosyncracy, the dis-
covery of a potential rather than an already existing 
order. Aware of the cross currents of tradition, Stevens 
refuses to simplify what cannot be simplified without dis-
tortion, if he can avoid it: alt.hough "romance" is a "dis-
tortion" in its implicit belief in tP."~l infinite possiloili-
ties of men, the belief that "man is the measure," in 
social, ethical, and other matters, also comas in its way 
to be a "distortion." 
Crispin now gives way to a kind of total immersion 
and delight in experience, until terrified by a thunder-
storm, dur.ing which he becomes acuteiy aware 
Of force, the quintessential fact, the note 
Of Vulcan.l · 
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But before he learns so much, he spends his time recording 
his pleasure in the jungle scene aro;und him: 
The fabulous and its intrinsic verse 
Came like two spirits parleying, adorned 
In radiance from the Atlantic ooign, 
For Crispin and his quill to catechize. 
But they came. parley.tng of such an earth, 
So thick with sides and jagged lops of green, 
So intertwined with serpent-kin encoiled 
Among the purple tufts, _the scarlet crowns, 
Scenting the jungle in their refuges, 
S~ streaked with yellow, blue and green and red 
In beak and bud and fruity gobbet-skins, 
That earth was like a jostling festival 
Of' seeds· gr·own fat, too juicily opulent, 
Expanding in the gold's maternal warmth.2 
Like the nineteenth-century poets as described by Tillotson, 
Cr:t spin is posed by Stevens as a man· with a "strong sense 
of the individual quality of experience," in which he sees 
11 the external world as no re startlingly beautiful and 
precious than anything £he has e>f his ownJ, than any-
thing f:he himselfJ can make. rr3 
Aware of the riot of nature, moved by it, Crispin 
nevertheless denies himself the pleasure of writing his 
hymn to moonlight, "the legendary moonlight that once 
burned/ In Crispinrs mind above a continent."4 The 
1. Ibid., PP• 57. 
2. Ibid., P• 55. 
.-
3. Tillotson, .Q.l2. ill· .t P• 65. 
4. Harmon iu.m, P• 58. 
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moonlight has become for Crispin a symbol of the imagination 
itself~ the power that transforms and gives significance 
to reality. For it is in the moonlight of imagination 
that Crispin sees America, but which, significantly, he 
cannot wholly trust. Despite his skepticism, Crispin is 
to have a place in ttthe book of moonlight, n in the poem 
that is to a elebrate the power• of the imagination.l The 
opening lines of Part III, nApproaohing Carolina," suggest 
as muoh: 
The book of moonlight is not written yet 
Nor half begun, but, when it is, leave room 
For Crispin, fagpt in the lunar fire, 
Who in the hUbbub of tds pilgrimage 
.Through sweating changes, never could forget 
That wakefulness or.meditating sleep, 
In whi oh the sulky strophes w.t llingly 
Bore up, in time, the somnolent, deep songs.2 
The poem as a woole suggests that it oan be understood as 
rrthe book of moonlight," the hymn to celebrate the trans-
forming power of the imagination, if not quite in the pure 
Coleridgean sense, since for Stevens, at least in "The 
Comedian as the Letter c," imagination is not merely a 
power of the mind but seems to have an independent existence 
of its own.3 In this respect, Cr~spin's doctrine goes 
1. Ibid., P• 58. 
2. 12.£. .2.!:!2., • 
3. I. A. Richards, ed., The Portable Coleridge (New York: 
The Viking Press, 1950), p:-516. 
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beyond Coleridge, reaching almost to the extreme view 
embraced by such writers as Novalia., for whom the success-
ful life of the imagination was actually to be lived, as 
in a separate ~rld, not merely envisioned in poetry. 
Crispin desires the real thing., "the veritable ding an 
sich" wbi ch he had experienced when confronted by the 
immensity of the sea.l His skepticism is not so much a 
matter of the intellect as it is an intensification of the 
romantic attitude: 
How many poems he denied himself 
In his observant progress, lesser things 
Than the relentless contact he desired; 
How many sea-masks he ignored; what sounds 
He shut out from his tempering ear; what thoughts, 
Like jades affecting the sequestered bride; 
And what d.escagts1 he sent to banishmentl 
Perhaps the Arctic moonlight really gave 
The liaison, the blissful liaison., 
Between himself and his environment, 
Vfuich was, and is, chief motive, first delight, 
For him, and not for him alone. It seemed 
Illusive, faint, more mist than moon, perverse, 
Wrong as a divagation to Peking, 
To him that postulated as his theme 
The vulgar, as his theme and hymn and flight, 
A passionately niggling nightingale. 
Moonlight was an evasion, or, if not, 
A minor meeting, facile, de lie ate .2 
The all-or-nothing attitude is no less Romantic than 
Crispin's own picture of his veyage: 
Thus he conceived his voyaging to be 
An up and down between two elements, 
A fluctuating between sun and moon, 
A sally into gold and crimson forms, 
1. Hannonium, P• 51. 
2. Ibid., PP• 59-60. 
As on this voyage~ out of goblinry, 
And than retirement like a turning back 
And sinking down to the indulgences 
That in the moonlight have their habituda.l 
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But the voyage to Carolina has unexpected consequences. 
In his imagination., 
America was always north to him1 
A northern wast or western north 1 but north, 
And thereby polar, polar-purple, ·chilled 
And lank, rl sing and slumping from a sea 
Of tlar~.- foam, receding flatly, spread 
In endless ledges, glittering1 submerged 
And cold in a boreal mistiness of the moon.2 
What he found, in actuality, was quite different; it had 
destroyed the 'tmoonlight .fiction, n and was to do more: 
Tilting up his nose, 
He inhaled the rancid rosin 1 burly smalls 
Of dampened lumber, emanations blown 
From warehouse doors, the gustiness of ropes, 
Decays of sacks, and all the arrant stinks 
That balped him round his rude aesthetic out. 
He savored rankness like a sensualist. 
He marked the marshy ground around tba dock-
The crawling railroad spur 1 the rotten fance 1 
Curriculum for the marvelous sophomore. 
It purified. It made him see how much 
Of what he saw he never saw at all. 
He gripped more closely the essential prose 
As being~ in a world so falsified, 
The one integrity for him, the one 
Discovery still possible to make, 
To which all poems were incident, unless 
That prose should wear a poem 1 s guise at last.3 
1. Ibid., P• 60. 
2. Ibid., pp. 58-59. 
3. Ibid., P• 62. 
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The experience has the so bering effect of a sudden shock; 
but Crispin's essential sense of proportion, his sense of 
humor, saves him. Temp13ramentally a comedian, he is able 
to take the experience in his stride; and aJ. though he 
immediately formulates a new position, he leaves room for 
an alternative: the new world offers so many opportuni-
ties for further experiment and so many delights that the 
mere writing of poetry seems trivial or "incident"; ·in 
other words, day-to-day life, wbi. ch we generally regard as 
11prose 1 •i reserving the name of "poetryn for its greatest 
moments, has become more exciting and exhilarating than 
the occasional rroments of poise and calm. This being so, 
the occasional monsnts become less :Sttgnificant than ordinary 
experience, and it becanes necessary to find a new defini-
tion of poetry. For Crispin, what had been prose is to 
become poetry, and life is to be a poem. 
Crispin now fixes upon the Naturalistic position: 
Nota: his soil is man's intelligence. 
That 1 s better. That 1 s worth oro ssing seas to find. 
Crispin in one laconic phrase laid bare 
His cloudy drift and planned a colony. 
Exit tbe mental moonlight, exit lex, 
Rex and principium, exit the whole 
Sheban~. Exeunt omnes. Here was prose 
More exquisite than any tumbling verse: 
A still new continent in which to dwell.l 
1. l£.!..9:•, P• 63. 
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The position is, in a sense,- the outcome of his Romantic 
.tendencies, his fondness for "minute particulars." But 
with Crispin, the Naturalism degenerates into a day-to-day 
satisfaction with the particulars of experience for their 
own sake, until he con:es to the conclusion that even "All 
dreams are vexing.: Let them be expunged. I But let the 
rabbit run, the cock declaim. "1 Before he reaches this . 
point, however, he has. dabbled with the Naturalistic 
doctrines that: 
The natives of the rain are rainy men. 
Although they paint effulgent, azure lakes, 
And April hillsides wooded white and pink, 
Their azure has a cloudy edge, their white 
And pink, the water bright that dogwood bears. 
And in their music showering sounds intone. 
On what strange froth does the gross Indian dote, 
What Eden sapling gum, what honeyed gore 1 
What pulpy palm distilled of innocence, 
That streaking gold should speak in him 
Or bask within his images and words? 
If these rude instances :7i~:pea:a-liJ themselves 
By force of rudeness, let the principle 
Be plain. For application Crispin strove, 
Abhorring Turk as Esquimau, the lute 
As the marimba, the magnolia as rose.2 
. 
Even though the diction remains the diction of artifice, 
its lightness and gaiety are little· more than a mask; 
a discussion of Naturalistic theory in rhetorical ter.ms 
1. Ibid., P• 68. 
2. .Ibid., PP• 64-65. 
that preserve 11 the essential gaudiness of poetry" is in 
its own right a criticism of that theory. 
Eventually, Crispin becomes a kind of realist, who 
admitted that 
Whoever hunts a matinal content 
May, after all, stop short before a plum 
And be content and still be realist. 
The VDrds of things entangle and confuse. 
The plum survives its poerns.1 
The "realism" that Crispin has cane to believe in here 
appears to be a development of the belief that objects 
have an existence and significance independent of the 
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mind that perceives them. Any perception or interpreta-
tion of a 11 plum11 is felt to be less than the thing itself, 
since it is inevitable that such perception or interpreta-
tion should be partial and incomplete. Impressed by the 
tremendous vitality and power over him of his environment, 
Crispin comes to the momentary conclusion that environ-
ment not only makes him what he is but tm t it is life 
itself, and that man is but a reflection of it. 
Even so, Crispin has exercised his mind to reach this 
conclusion; he himself has created, in a sense, this be-
lief. There bas been some relationship set up between 
Crispin and the plum; but having got rid of the imagina-
tion ( 11 the mental moonlight, ••• lex,/ Rex and principium, ••• 
1. Ibid., P• 69. 
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the whole / Shebangn}, w:hich is the power or agency that 
"dissolves, diffuses, dissipates, in order to re-create; 
or where this process is rendered impossible, yet still 
at all events . it struggles to idealize and unify, "1 
Crispin has come to an impasse that splits him off and 
separates him from the world of objects. He exists, the 
world, too, exists, but there is no real link between them. 
Crispin himself appears to realize the unsatisfactori-
ness of this ceo elusion; yet he will go no further. 
Married, and with a family, he passes on to his four 
daughters. his own experience, and they will either follow 
his own example or solve their problems in other ways, 
· succeeding where he has failed. In teaching them~-wbat he 
has to teach, Crispin's so-called realism gives way to 
fatalism: 
The fatalist . 
Stepped in and dropped the chuckling down his craw, 
Without grace or grumble.2 
Without Stevens' having said so in so ma~y words, Crispin 
has come to the conclusion that the "substance in us that 
prevails" survi vas pretty much by accident. 
In a sense, Crispin has seen his life come full circle 
and beyond. At one point, realizing that "The plum survi vas 
1. Richards, QR• cit., p. 516. 
2. Ibid., P• 77. 
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its poems," he had "hasped on the surviving form, /For 
. ~ 
him, of shall or ought to be in is. 1 Echoing Pope, 
Crispin modifies "Whatever is, is right" to "Whatever is., 
is." Philosophically., the idea is somewhat absurd, al-
though it has the me.r.tt (however dubirus) of confirming 
the actuality of both the plum and Crispin. Indeed, 
Crispin goes almost as far as to suggest that the plum 
is to be regarded in a "practical" sense, although his 
own characterization of its existence as an object in its 
own right is still an "interpre1bation, n and is therefore 
still the result of his own experience of plums: 
It may hang 
In the sunshine placidly, colored by ground 
Obliquities of those who pass beneath, -
Harlequined and ma.zily dewed and mauved 
In bloom. Yet it survives ii) its own form, 
Beyond these c.hanges, good, fat, guzzly frui t.2~ 
.. 
It should be unnecessary to insist that the "good, fat, 
guzzly fruit" is to be taken as anything more than a 
definition, although an eccentric and new one;. Clothed 
in fable, subsumed to the purposes of poetry, the idea 
acquires at least as much me~ning on the poetic level as 
a good many other ideas that are philosophically suspect. 
Like the "Let be be finale of seem 11 in ltThe Emperor of 
Ice-Cream," the lines from nThe Comedian ·as the Letter en 
1. .ill.Q;., p. 70. 
2a. ~·~ PP• 69-70. 
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have no valid existence in their own right; and if Crispin 'a 
conclusion is even less paraphrasable than the line from 
n_The Emperor of Ice-Cream," the context in which it occurs 
buoys it up and gives it at least tha appearance of validity, 
much as the conceit of the compasses in Donne's "Valedic-
tion: Forbidding lVlourningn or even Pope r s If Belinda smiled~ 
and all the world was gay" have validity not in any literal 
or practical sense but on their own term~, by what on~ can 
If · II 
only refer to as poetic logic. · 
Crispin's conclusion, however, is not necessarily 
Stevens' conclusion. Indeed, Crispin himself survi vas in 
his poem, and exists w:i.. thin it; "The. Comedian as the Letter 
err is the substance in Crispin that prevails, since~ with-
out the poem there would be nothing to speculate about, no 
meaning to untangle. Crispin as the· poet is the subject 
of' the poem; Crispin's attempts, however futile, to dis-
cover the meaning of Ji f'e 1 to 11 ve life completely as a 
poet, furnishes the subject matter. 
The poem ends wi tb Stevens 1 apologi!_ for Crispin: 
Score this anecdote 
Invented for its pith, not cb c trinal 
In form though ·in design, as Crispin willed, 
Disguised pron11nciamento, summary, 
Autumn's compendium,· strident in.itsel.f 
But muted, mused, and perfectly revolved 
In those portentous accents, syllableSj 
And smnds of music coming to accord 
Upon his law, like their inherent sphere 1 
Seraphic proclamations of the pure 
Delivered VIIi. th a deluging onwardness. 
Or if the music sticks~ if the anecdote 
Is false~ if Crispin is a profitless 
Philosopher 1 beginning with green brag, 
Concluding fadedly, if as a man 
Prone to distemper he abates in taste, 
Fickle and fumbling, variable, obscure, 
Glozing his life with after-shining flicks, 
Illundnating, from a fancy gorged 
By apparition, plain and common things, 
Seep estering the fluster of the year~ 
Making gulped potions from obstreperous drops, 
And so distorting, proving what he proves 
Is nothing, what can all this matter since 
The relation comes, benignly, to its end? 
So may the relation of each man be clipped.l 
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"The Comedian as the Letter:· C11 thus is a fitting climax 
to the studies that had preceded it. More than any other 
poem to date, it asserts the value of poetry; more nearly 
completely, it makes· poetry the subject of the poem. It 
-
suggests a conclusion, at least of one phase of Stevens' 
work, and except for a few fragments and the two shorter 
pieces, "Academic Discourse at Havana" and "Sea Surface 
Full of Clouds," it represents the last word about poetry 
that Stevens was to utter for several years. Both the 
"Acadanic Discourse" and "Sea Surface Full of Clouds" form 
a link .between the early and the later work, and they will 
be so considered. 
1. ~· I PP• 77 -789 
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Chapter II 
"Farewell to Florida" 
A. "The Pleasures of Merely Circulating" 
The publication of Harmonium toward the end of 1923 
brought the first phase of Steven,,'. career very nearly to 
its close. One imp:~ rtant poem, "Academic Discourse at 
Havana," appeared in Broom too late for inclusion in the 
volume;1 another, "Sea Surface Full of Clouds,n was 
published solll9 months later.2 Except for "Red Loves Ktt," 
which followed the next mont h,3 Stevens published nothing 
nora until 1929, when "Academic Discourse at Havana" re-
appeared in The Hound snd. Horn. 4 His first "ne~!!~ poems, 
"The Sun This March11 5 and "Annual Gaiety,"6 were published 
in 1930. The next year Knopf re-issued Harmonium in a 
revised and apparently definitive edition, despite the fact 
that the original edition was reported to have ·sold only 
1. Under the title, "Discourse in a Cantina at Havana"; 
Broom, Vol. v., No. 4, Nov., 1923, pp. 201-03. 
2. The Dial, Vol• LXXVII, No. 1, July, 1924, PP• 51-54. 
3. The Measure, No. 42, Aug., 1924, PP• 8-9. See Appendix A. 
4.. Hound ~ Horn, Vol. III, No. 1, ·Fall, 1929, PP• 53-66. 
5. The New Republic, Vol. 62, No.·l6, 16 Apr. 1930, p. 242. 
6. Untermeyer,.·.Q.P· cit., p. · 289. 
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a li ttl a mora than a hundred copies.l Three poems, as 
noted elsewhere, were dropped from the new edi tion;2 
fourteen others were added: "The lVIm Whose Pharynx Was 
Bad, 11 "The Death of a Soldier 1 11 "Negation, 11 "The Surprises 
of the Superhuman , 11 11Sea Surface Full of Clouds" II "New 
England Verses, 11 "The Public Square, 11 and "Indian River," 
all having had periodical publication between 1915 and 1924; 
and "The Revolutionists Stop for Orangeade," "Lunar Para-
phrase," "Anatomy of Monotony," "Sonatina to Hans Christian," 
"In the CJ,.ear Season of Grapes," and "Two at Norfolk 1 11 all 
of which seam to have been published for the first time in 
the revised edition of Harmonium.3 Whether the latter six 
poems belong to the period of Harmonium is of no great im-
portance to anyone but the bibliographer; Simoas says that 
Stevens' first period "was followed by one of complete 
abstinence from wri t:tn g 11 ;4 and Stevens himself has said 
that after the publication of the first edition of Harmonium, 
"poetry was forgotten, n:ore or less. Business of being a 
corporation lawyer; advancement. But poetry came back, 
1. Hi Simons, 11Vicissitudes of Reputation, 1914-19401 " 
Harvard~~~~ Vol. CXXVII, No. 3, Dec., 1940, P• 36. 
2. See Appendix A. 
3. Hi Simons, "Vicissitudes of Reputation," P• 8. 
4. Ibid., P• 37. 
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intermittently., in spite of himself. nl 
In subject-matter, diction, and rhythms, both "Lunar 
Paraphrase" and "Anatomy of Monotony" would appear to 
belong to the period of "Sunday Morning. 11 "Lunar Para-
phrase," especially, evokes the qualities of that poem: 
The moon is t be rro ther of pathos and pity. 
When, at the wearier end of November, 
Her old lignt moves along the branches, 
Feebly, slowly, depending upon them; 
When the body of Jesus hangs in a pallor, 
Humanly near, and the figure of Mary, 
Touched on by hoar-frost, shrinks in a shelter 
Made by the leaves, that have rotted and fallen; 
When over the houses, a golden illusion 
Brings back an earlj_ er season of quiet 
And quieting dreams in the sleepers in darkness 
The moon is the mother of pathos and pity.2 
The poem is an exercise in what Robert Frost has called 
"texture" ;3 the balancing rhythms of the l:i,nes, intensi-
fied by the feminine endings, are experimental and ;_ . ;; 
inconclusive, and the final restatement of the opening 
line inadequately resolves the lines that precede it, as 
if Stevens had suddenly grown tired of the poem. "Anatomy 
of Monotony, 11 technically, sounds very much like a study 
for "Le Monocle de Mon Oncle." Its two eleven-line 
stanzas are c m racteristically meditative, although they 
lack the brilliance of the longer poem. 
1. Ford, ~· cit., P• 6. 
2. Harmonium, P• 183. 
3. Robert Frost, "'lhe Constant Symbol," The Poems .Qf Robert 
Frost (New York: The Modern Library, 1946),:p. xv. 
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nThe Revolutionists Stop for Orangeade" and "Sonatina 
for Han a Christian" employ the grotesquerie of "Peckaniffiana" 
with no conspicuous differences, although they illustrate 
Stevena' ability to employ brilliant sound effects and what 
seem to· be the devices of nonsense for the purposes of 
intellectual comedy, suggesting a good deal more than he 
actually says. "In the Clear Season of Grapes" and "Two 
at Norfolk," however, very clearly suggest the poen:s of' 
Transport to Summar and evan oertai n passages in nAn 
Ordinary Evening in New Haven, n which, formally, is Stevens' 
most advanced accomplishment. 
"In the Clear Seaacn of Grapes" both enriches and 
subtilizes to a considerable degree much of the image-
making skill and the meditative impulse that so strongly 
mark the later poems of Harmonium; here, rowever, the · 
high spiri ta seem to be under firmer control -- the poem 
shows a little of the melancholy that "The Man Whose 
Pharynx Was Bad" and "The Death of a Soldier" had revealed: 
The mountains between our lands and the sea --
This conjunction of mountains and sea and our lands 
Have I stopped and thought of ita point before? 
When I think of our lands I think of the house 
And the table that holds a platter of pears, 
Vermilion smeared over green, arranged for show. 
But this gross blue under rolling bronzes. 
Belittles those carefully chosen daubs. 
Flashier fruitsl A flip for the sun and moon, 
If they mean no more than that. But they do. 
And mountains and the sea do.. And our lands. 
And the welter of frost and the fox· cries do. 
Much more than that. Autumnal passages 
Are overhung by the shadows of the rocks 
And his nostrils blow out salt around each man.l 
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The vitality and the enthusiasm for expm'ience remain 
constant; the diction is exuberant: "Vermilion smeared 
over green," "gross blue, 11 "daubs," "flashier fruits, n 
nflip," "the welter of frost." Like the final image, 
that sets up a correspondence between the whiteness of the 
breath in autumn air and the salt spray blown back from 
the sea by the wind, the words convey that almost physical 
sense of the thing itself without being photographic; the 
poem has its analogue in the still-lifes of Braque, as 
more frequently the :poems come to do. Further, the unex-
pected word tends here to have a rro re organic function than 
in some of the more decorative poems; it seems to have 
been chosen less for the sake of achieving what Blackmur 
calls the "oddity" of association .. than for its justness 1 2 
that is, for its accuracy as observation and its power to 
release connotations. So it is with the verse line itself. 
More regular than Stevens' usual free-verse line, it 
approximates blank-verse without becoming a poor imitation 
thereof, although from time to time it matches the norm, 
1. Harmonium, PP• 190-91 
2. Blackmur, QE• ~., P• 231. 
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not only syllabically but rhythmically (as in lines eight, 
eleven, and thirteen, allowing for a pace that stretches 
the blank-verse line no more than Shakespeare and Jonson 
do). More often, the line contains eleven syllable (only 
the second line bas twelve); but such a line as "Flashier 
fruits1 A flip for the sun and moonn gives all the appear-
ance of regularity w1 thout quite giving in to the demands 
of an absolutely regular prosody. The slight irregulari-
ties are further disguised by the tendency of the stanzas 
to exist as units rather than as groups of lines. The 
form allows Stevens greater freedom than blank-verse 
generally gives him, since in blank-verse the continual 
end-stopping of the lines hampers the now of the poem. 
Finally, articles and conjunctions and demonstrative adjec-
tives occur liberally and do their part in loosening the 
structure of the line. 
All these devices occur in other; poems from Harmonium. 
But the three-line stanza of "The Snow Man," for example, 
or even rrPalace of the Babies," which most closely approx-
imates the later work in certain rhythmical respects, tend~ 
to be more irregular or to move somewhat less deliberately. 
Both "The Snow Man rr and· "Palace of the Babie s 11 are touched 
with melancholy; but their melancholy derives more from 
the subject matter than from the conjunction 'of subject 
matter, irr.agery, and movement. 
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II For this reason, "Sea Surface Full of Clouds, one 
of Stevens' most astonishing displays of verbal and music-
making virtuosity is not so much an advance upon the greater 
part of Harmonium as a refinement of certain obvious quali-
ties that the book reveals. The poem is a re-creation of 
five states of mind experienced during a Mexican cruise. 
Each part is composed of six three-line stanzas employing 
a multiplicity of rhetorical and scund effects that recur 
in all the other parts, slightly varia d or al tared. The 
opening stanzas are, therefore, the "theme": 
In that November off Tehuantepec, 
The slopping of the sea grew still one night 
And in the morning summer hued the deck . 
And made one thin~ of rosy chocolate 
And ~~' umbrellas. Paradisal green 
Gave s·uavi ty to the perplexed :tm chine 
Of ocean, which like limpid water lay. 
Who, then, in that ambrosial latitude 
Out of the light evolved the moving blooms, 
Who, then, evolved the sea-blooms from the clouds 
Diffusing balm in that' Pacific calm? 
C'etait mon enfant, mon bijou, mon ame. 
The sea-clouds wbitened far below the calm 
And moved, as bloo111s rrnve, in the swimming green 
And in its watery radiance, while the hue 
Of heaven in an antique reflection rolled 
Round those flotillas. And sometimes the sea 
Poured brilliant iris on the glistening blua.l 
With apparErl tly a min i111um. of means, that is, adhering 
strictly to the form hera created, Stevens sets out to 
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compose four "variations" upon his theme. All the signifi-
cant details recur throughout the four remaining parts of 
the poem: the opening line remains unchanged in all five 
parts; the poet thinks of "chocolate" ·in line four, as he 
rhymes "green" and "machine" in lines five and six. The 
suggestion of clouds reflected in the water follows, and 
a question leads to the statement in French that answers 
it in line twelve. An image of the shifting relationship 
between sky, clouds, and ocean leads to a final burst of 
light and a recurrence of a clearing "blue.n The occasional 
use of rhyme varies from stanza to stanza, except in the 
first and third, fifth and six, and fifteenth and eighteenth 
lines; elsewhere the rhyme varies, although it n~ver really 
becomes so sporadic as to seem accidental. Much more sig-
nificant, however, is the way i.n which Stevens vari as the 
basic images with which he b~gins. Thus he thinks success-
ively of "chop-house chocolate," ttporcelain chocolate," 
"musky cbo colate," and finally "Chinese chocolate"; the 
umbrellas are subjected to a similar transmutation: they 
are "sham," "pied," "frail," and "large." The "green" 
is "sham-like," "uncertain, rr "too-fluent," and"motley." 
The "Machine I Of ocean" is 11tense, n ~'tranced," "dry, 11 
and "obese." Interestingly enough, too, this most "modern" 
of verbal tone poems has something of an analogue in 
Friedrich Martens' !g Account of Several Late Voyages and 
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Dis.coveries, published in 1694. 
According to the. colour of the Skies·, the colour 
of the Sea is changed. If.the Skies be clear, the 
Sea looks blew as a Sa:phir; if it is covered some~- -
what with Clouds, the Sea is· as- gr·een as an E'merald; 
if there be a soggy Sunshine, it looketh yellow;. if-
it be quite dark, like unto the colour of Ipdio6"; or 
in stormy and cloudy weather, like black S<>:pe, o-r 
exactly like unto the colour of black Lead.l 
. . -
The figure ef the ocean as a 11machine-" belong~- equ_ally 
to the age of the quincunx and ~ohn Dennis's :praise of the 
o-rder of Nature-. rt is unlike1y that St~vens was dire_otly 
influenced by Martens or the scientific writings of the 
. . . 
Enlightenment; but it does seem to be true that Stevens 
now and then looks at the world from a similar _l>_oint of 
view, and that his diction, as indicated else~here, 
reflects certain Neo-Classical attitudes as well as certain 
Neo-Classical rhetorical mannerisms. But the :poem is 
organized in all its_ parts almost accor_ding to_ fo~l~;. 
it suggests nothing else so muCh as_ some of the more p~~7~. 
ful sets of variations that Mozart used to play as encores. 
The exactness with which Stevens follows his form is all 
the more remarkable because it so clearly reveals a sense 
of knowing how and when to vary it. For example, he repeats 
the second line exactly in the second and third parts of 
the poem, but varies it in the fourth and fifth; thus 
1. Grigson, .!r£• oi t. ,- .P. 140. Although Martema· was d6scrib-
ing the Arctic seascape, the parallel is extraordinary. 
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"The sloppinf of the sea grew still one night" becomes 
successively! 11The night-long slopping of the sea grew 
I 
still" and "Night stilled the slopping of the sea." 
I 
I 
But the duration of each variation remains constant; and 
I 
each accompl~shes as much as the opening section. 
The poem! rema:i. ns a marvelous evocation of a tropical 
seascape, dedpi te 1 ts being a tru r de force in the obvious 
sense. Unlil-qe moat of his other work, nsea Surface Full 
of Clouds" isi almost canpletely rhapsodic, although the 
i . . 
deliberate "o~di ty" of the umbrellas and the chocolate 
I 
tempers the mrre richness of the effect and holds the poem 
more or less fn li~e with his other work. The adjectives 
I 
are as characleristic as one wruld e:x;pect; but they run 
the risk of pTeciosity -- however boldly -- and of being 
aimed at achi~ving a very special and limited kind of 
I 
accuracy, tha~ is, the accuracy of a state of mind seeing 
the tropical i ocean as a transient fantasy. It is probably 
' 
true, in addi~ion, that they are intended to reveal another 
aspect of the i "capacity for self-mockery, 11 in the almost 
excessive ind~lgence in color and samd, that Marianne 
! 
Moore has found so attractive,l as well as a suggestion 
I 
of the ultimaTe skepticism in the use of such deliberately 
odd ~':Phrases is "chop-house chocolate" and " sham um-
brellas," thaJ becomes increasingly clear in the poetry 
as a whole. At my rate, the cumulative effect of' the 
I . 
1. Moore, 11WJ11 Mau sed, Lion," p. 86. 
I . 
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poem is mt to be denied; it overcomes the resistances to 
it and stands firmly upon its own merits withrut striving 
for any further effects than those m:i.ch rise to the surface. 
It is pure poetry in the best sense of the word, exhilarat-
ting, and not likely to be dlplicated by Stevens himsel·f 
nor by his contemporaries. 
The poem is, nevertheless, a landmark in Stevens' 
career, since it brings to perfection his aesthetic delight 
in experience. "Academic Discourse at Havana" poses a 
some what different problem, for it is both end and beginning. 
Stevens omitted the poem from the revised edition of 
HariiDnium; what in retrospect seems to be a very good 
reason, though not necessarily the real one, is that the 
poem suggests more clearly than his other early pieces a 
sense of the artist' a isolation from bi s society. Further-
more, because the poem so clearly looks forward to the 
poena that concern themselves not merely with poetry as 
the subject of the poem but with poetic theory, discussion 
of certain of its aspects can best be postponed to B:l other 
chapter. Nevertheless, the poem shows certain technical 
and formal affinities with the poems that compose Ideas 
of Order certain of which should be mentioned here. 
The poem opens with; a brief description of life as 
the visitor to Havana sees it: 
Canaries in the nnrning, orchestras 
In the afternoon.·.,, balloons at night. That is 
A difference, at least, from nightingales, 
.Jehovah and the great sea-worm. The air 
Is not so elemental nor the earth 
So near. 
But the sustenance of the wilderness 
Dbes not sustain us in the m~tropoles.l 
The spirit of alienation from life as it is ordinarily 
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lived is ironic: the difference betwe.en 11canaries 11 and 
"nightingales" is not taken at face value merely, nor as 
a positive release; the poet's characteristic skepticism 
has become no re intense, and the delight in experience 
for its own sake has given way to a distrust of "the 
surface of t hings."2 "Sea Surface Full of Clouds" re-
veala·the transiency of appearances, it is true, but w:t th-
out any visible regret or bitterness. "Academic Discourse 
at Havana, 11 on the contrary, reveals an intense disillusion-
ment about the permanence of "beauty in the flesh, n the 
endurance of "April's green, n that had informed and supported 
the high spirits of Harmonium. The poem goes on to say: 
Life is en old casino in a park. 
' The bills of the swans are flat upon the ground. 
A mcs t desolate wind has chilled Rouge-Fatima 
And a grand decadence settles down like cold.3 
This loss of belief in illusions stems from the failure 
of the myth of "things as they are" to sustain its vitality; 
1. Ideas of Order, p. 34. 
2. Harmonium, P• 97. 
4- Ideas· of Order, P• 34. 
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like Christilni ty in "Sunday Morning," it has grown reno te 
I 
and apparently comes nonly in silent shadows and in dreams. "1 
! 
Its decay is !also tied up with a growing sense of the in-
creasing vul,arity of life, and the people's increasing 
lack of concern for discriminating between the true and 
false glitteJs of the world: 
I The toil 
Of thouglht evoked a peace eccentric to 
The eye ~nd tinkling to the ear. Gruff drums 
Could be~t, yet not alarm the populace. 
The indo~ent progressions of the swans 
Made earth come right; a peanut parody 
For peanFt people.2 
The net result of this general failure to attend to the 
distinction bltween the true and the false was that 
I 
11 seren er myth~ 11 the myth of poe try, nThis urgent, ccmpetent, 
serener myth J!, Passed like a circus. "3 The poet had been 
unable to pe rEmade his audience that what he had to say, 
! 
what he was uf to, was of any real consequence. The world 
had be.come do¢nated by "politic man, n for whom "Imagination" 
I 
is "the fatefUl sin,n and poetry had been reduced to senti-
! 
mentality ( "Gtan dm.otbe r and her basketful of pears") or 
1. Harmonium p. 114. 
2. Ideas of rder, P• 35. 
3. Ibid., P• ,35. 
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"mere sound."l The poet keeps his equilibrium in spite 
of the failure of his purpose: nto ·reconcile us to our 
selves in those / True reconci lings, dark, pacific ·words" ;2 
and thus he carries one step farther the belief that had 
been foreshadowed without being predictable in the posi-
tion originally taken in "Sunday Morning" and the final 
stanzas of "Peter Quince at the Clavier." He has not, then, 
so much shifted his original position as modified it. The 
long experiment of Hannonium and perhaps the silence of 
six years tb..at followed its publication are in tbl.s way 
more clearly understandable. The no at vehemently ·assertive 
poems of the book, such as "A High-Trpned Old Christian 
Woman" and 11 The Emperor of Ice-Cream," are marred by a 
certain bravado; only "To the One of Fictive Music, 11 with 
its longing for "The imagination that we spurned and crave, "3 
states with the passiona.te serenity and poise of "Sunday 
Morning" or "The Snow Mann the theme that is to dominate 
the greater part of the later poetry. "Academic Discrurse 
at Havana" is tinged with bitterness in its parts; its 
high spirits and wit are. nn re clearly a nieans to an end, 
a disguise for the poet; but it masters its melancholy 
with as little apparent effort as a poet may. 
1. 121£., P• 36. 
2. Ibid. , p. '91 • 
3. HarmoniUm., P• 150. 
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B. Ideas of Order · 
The poems of Ideas of Order reflect Harmonium and 
occasionally go beyond it. Some of them, such as "Sailing 
after Lunch," "Meditation Celestial & Terrestrial, 11 "How 
to Live, What to Do,n "Some Friends from Pascagoula," 
"The Brave Man," and "~utumn Refrain" suggest .l::l.armoni:!!!!! 
or earlier poems in Harnonium more than any new departure. 
The hilarity and gusto are renewed with an astonishing 
force; but here and there, even in th1s group, there is 
the suggestion of a difference: 
It is the word pejorative that hurts. 
My old boat goes round on a crutch 
And doesn't get under way. 
It 1 s the time of the year 
And the time of the day. 
Perhaps it 1 s the lunch that we had 
Or the lunch that we should have had. 
But I am, in any case, 
A lTD st inappropriate man 
In a most unpropitious place.l 
It may be that the use of the first person accentuates 
the difference, since the personal pronoun had appeared 
only infrequently in Harmonium, and then in a dramatic 
framework. Here it is more difficult to be sure about 
the degree of detachment, that is, whether the poet is 
speaking in his own voice, or not. The poem has a certain 
1. "Sailing after Lunch, 11 Ideas of Order, p. 7. 
gaiety, but it is more mordant than had been expected. 
As Stevens goes on, the d1 fferenc e becomes sharper: 
Mon Dieu, hear the poet's prayer. 
The romantic should be here. 
The romantic should be there. 
It ought to be everywhere. 
But the romantic must never remain, 
Mon Dieu, and must never again return. 
This heavy historical sail 
Through the mustiest blue of the lake 
In a really vertiginous boat 
Is wholly the vapidest fake •••• 
It is least what one ever sees. 
It is only the way one feels, to say 
Where my spirit is I am, 
To say the light wind worries the sail, 
To .say the water is swift today, 
To expunge all people and be a pupil 
Of the gorgeous wheel and so to give 
That slight transcendence to the dirty sail 1 
By 1i ght, the way one feels 1 sharp whi te, 
And then rush brightly through the summer air.l 
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The rhythm has not quite the verve and point of many earlier 
exp~rin:·ents; the manner is alrrost too casual m d off-hand,,··:. 
to be convincing, the more so since the poem concerns it-
self directly with poetic theory. It is as if Stevena 
has s·ubsti tuted thl s casual rhythm for a momentarily lost 
grip upon eJ!Perience. The ugliness of life which he had 
ridiculed in "Gubbinal" and "Another Weeping Woman" has 
int~uded into the poetry. 
"Meditation Celestial & Terrestrial," however, is 
another matter: 
1. Ibid., PP• 7-8. 
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The wild warblers are warbling in the jungle 
Of life 9;nd spring and of the lustrous inundations, 
Flood on flood, of our returning sun. 
Day after day, throughout the winter, 
We hardened ourselves to live by bluest reason 
In a world of wind and frost, 
And by will, unsmken and florid 
In mornings of an gular ice, 
That passed beyond us through the narrow sky. 
But what are radiant reason and radiant will 
To warblings early in the hilarious trees 
Of summer, the drunken mother?l 
The skeptical_almost dominates the meditative, and there 
is a certain tentativeness in the rhythm; but the abstrac-
tiona and general words are gi van sensuous presence by the 
adjectives that modify them: "radiant reason" and "hilarious 
trees." 
There is a similar, slightly mellowed high-spirited~ 
ness in "Some Friends from Pascagoula," that makes its 
effect without use of the 11 tum-ti-tum11 sound effects of 
"Ploughing on Sunday": 
Tell me more of the eagle, Cotton, 
And·you, black Sly, 
Tell· me row he descended 
Out of the morning: sky. 
Describe with deepened .voi·ce 
And ro ble imagery · 
His slowly-falling round 
Down to the fishy sea. 
Here was a sovereign sight, 
Fit for a kinky clan. 
Tell me again of the point 
At wbi. ch the flight began, 
1. Ideas of Order, P• 12. 
Say how his heavy wings, 
Spread on the sun-bronzed air, 
Turned tip and tip away, 
Down to the sand, the glare 
Of the pine trees edging the sand, 
Dropping in sovereign wings 
Out of his fiery lai~. 
Speak of the dazzling wings.l 
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In other poems, however, the differen cas become nnre 
acute. In a sense, the world of Harmonium was past re-
trieving when Stevens came to set down the poems of Ideas 
of Order. And many of the best poems in the collection 
re fl act this chang e. There is, for example, "Lions in 
Sweden If: 
No more phrases, Swenson: I was once 
A hunter of those sovereigns of the sou 1 
And savings banks, Fides, t'he sculptor's prize, 
All -eyes and size, and galled Justitia, 
Trained. to poise the tables of the law, 
Patientia forever soothing wounds 
And mighty Fortitude, frantic bass. 
But these shall not adorn my souvenirs, 
These lions, these majestic images. 
If the fault is with the soul, the sovereigns 
Of the soul must likewise be at fault, and first. 
If the fault is w.I. th the souvenirs, yet these 
Are the s~itself. And the 'Vvhole of the soul, Swenson, 
As every man in Sweden ·will concede, 
Still hankers after lions, or, to sbi ft, 
Still hankers after sovereign images. 
If the fault is with the lions, send them back 
To Monsieur Dufy's Hamburg, whence they came. 
The vegetation still abounds w.ith forms.2 
1. Ibid., P• 15. 
-· 
2. Ibid., P• 13. 
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The essential good nature and the sense of playfulness 
are here reasserted with a broader, more even-tempered 
sweep than might be expected of the J.:X)et mo had found 
canaries ultimately no different from nightingales. The 
deliberately grandiose manner suddenly dissolves in· vdt; 
like the amazingly self-satisfied lions that'guard the 
steps of the Scottish Union and National Insurance Company 
building in Hartford, Prudential's Rock of Gibraltar, or 
other symbols of public trust (Faith, Justice, Fortitude), 
which motivate tl::e poem; the flamboyant rhetoric buckles 
under its own we~ght 1 and the unexpected r aferanc a to 
Raoul Dufy comically saves the poem by suddenly punctur:ing 
its own pret.ensions, as Dufy in his painting caricatures 
. parades and official state occasions in his painting 
with sparkling, gay colors and slapdash virtuosity. As 
Dufy is the m ti thesis of heavy-handedness (Hamburg, and., 
from the point of view of the French, most other things 
Garman}, so the truly "sovereign images n are to be found 
elsewhere than in the dead symbols of puolic institutions 
and stale traditions. 
"Anglais Mort a Florence" invests the earlier "portrait 
of a state of mind" with more somber overtones: 
A little less returned for him each spring. 
Music began to fail him., Brahms, although 
His dark familiar, often walked apart. 
His spirit grew uncertain of delight, 
Certain of its uncertainty, in which 
That dark companion left him unconsoled 
For a self returning mostly memory. 
Only last year he said that the naked moon 
Was not the moon he used to see, to feel 
{In the pale coherences of moon and mood 
When he was young), naked and ali en, 
More leanly shining from a lankier sky. 
Its ruddy pallor had grown cadaverous. 
He used his reason, exercised ht s will, 
Turning in time to Brahms as alternate 
In speech. He was that music and himself. 
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They were particles o~ order, a single majesty: 
But he remembered the time when he stood alone. 
He stood at last by God.r s help and the poll ce; · 
But he remembered the time wben~:he~'stood:,alone. 
He yielded himself to that single majesty; 
But he remembered the time when he stood alone, 
When to be and delight to be seemed to be one 1 
Before the colors deepemf:rd and grew small.l 
Against the scmberness of rrThe Snow Man," "Anglais Mort a 
II Florence takes on a very dark tone indeed. Here there is 
nothing comparable to the glitter of the ice on .the trees 
in the sunlight;. and the repetitions of "But he remembered 
the time when he stood aloneu carries wl th it an increasingly 
passionate effect. The dependence upon forces outside one-
self is ironically the symbol of loss of vitality; yet 
there had been a time when exhilarations of the moon had 
given him the sense of freedom that he has lost. The 
1. Ibid., pp. 42-43. 
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irony is such that it comes full circle; the difference 
between dependence upon the moonlight (the imagination) 
and God ·and the police is the difference between life and 
death. When the mind is no longer capable of creating 
its own order it dies. Brahms thus becomes a symbol of 
the creative power of art; curiously, however, the poem 
suggests. thf$t dependence upon the art of others is the 
way to decay and death, and the e~ential solemnity of 
most of Brahms' work makes that composer a perfect image 
of the kind of disintegration which overtakes the pro-
tagonist of the poem. 
But the poem also gives a clue to the way out of the 
1.mpasse it so poignantly defines. 11 He was that music and 
himself. I They were particles of orde·r, a single majesty ••• " 
Like the title of the book itself, Ideas of Order, the 
sentences avouch the rieed for and the healing power of a 
' coherent, self-sustaining form. In "Waving Adie1,1, Adt eu, 
Adieu," the doctrine is stated in terms that reveal a 
close kinship technically and formally with the belief in 
the divinity 'Within the self stated so often and so elo-
quently in Harmonium: 
To be one's singular self, to despise 
The being that yielded so little, acquired 
So little, t@o little to care, to turn 
To the ever-jubilant weather, to sip 
One' s· cup and never to say a word, 
Or to sleep or just to lie there still, 
Just to be there, just to be beheld, 
That would be biddtng farewell, be bidding farewell. 
One lik s to practice the thing. They practice, 
Enough ,or heaven. Ever-jubilant, 
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What is there here but weather, what spirit 
Have I xcept it comes from the sun?l 
The sun as t~ .source of life is not, of course, a private 
symbol, nor Jas it so when Stevens first used it in "Sunday 
I 
Morning." He):>e, however, it takes on somewhat more personal 
meaning; it s~gests that the survival of the spirit not 
I 
only depends ~pan the sun but also upon the continuance 
l 
of one's own breati ve power, as Sir Thomas Browne observed: 
"Life is a pul-e flame, and we live by an invisible sun 
II I within us. 1 
In "Even ng without Angels" and nThe Idea of Order 
at Key West," Stevens affirms the creative power of poetry 
with great el quence, and in the latter poem, he equates 
I 
tbe creation ~f order with the creation and fixing of the 
world. WithoJt the poet, he says, the world does not 
I truly exist; ~be poet creates the world for us, because 
he ( 11 she" in jhe poem, suggesting that poetry is the 
imaginative p wer as well) makes our experience significant, 
gives it orde), it~ own order, and therefore rraaning: 
I It was her voice that made 
The sky ~cutest at its vanishing. 
She measu!re d to the hour its soli tude. 
She was t~e single artiXicer of the world 
In which !she san g. And when she sang, the sea, 
Whatever s~lf it had, became the self 
1. Ibid., P• 16. 
That wa 
As we b 
Knew th 
Except 
The poe 
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her song, for she was the maker. Then we, 
held her striding there alone, 
t there never was a world for her 
he one she sang and, &inging, made.l 
marks the discove~y of a cause for being 
that is to refresh and give new vitality to the work 
that follows it. Like tiLe poems that bring Harmonium to 
its climax, "The Idea of Order at Key West" has signifi-
above its own merits; unlike some of those 
poems, it is · ts best de.fence. Formally it is an advance 
upon the earl er poems; the. blank-verse line has acquired 
greater 
variety 
and is capable of producing a greater 
ects; the diction it self is quieter, rno re 
traditional a d mellower, and the fondness for dazzling 
sound effects I and odd associations in and for themselves 
is subsumed t deeper and more telling purposes. In a 
s~nse, try becomes purer as· these new qualities 
become mare the purity comes net from a with-
drawal from e erience so much as from the impingements 
the universe challenges the delight in experience 
for its own s The purity of these later poems comes 
in part, then from a co nvi cti on that the health of an art 
is inextricab up with the artist's ability to give 
his experienc order, for without order experience has no 
meaning. 
1. Ibid., P• 18. 
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So broa a shift in attitude need not, however, destroy 
the validity Lf what has preceded the change. But a re-
examination olf one's earlier attitude and doctrines, "to 
test the real\," is almost certain to be one result of the 
change. The ~oems of Ideas of Order partly fulfill this 
I -
function; som~, like "The Pleasures of Merely Circulating," 
I 
are reminders\ of an earlier manner; others are extensions 
I 
and criticism~ of that manner. "Sad Strains of a Gay 
i 
Waltz," for e~ample, is a revaluation of "Tea at the Palaz 
of Hoon. ~r Th' polar differences of the two pieces are 
i 
more impressi e than any similarities. The earlier poem 
is all elegan e and self assurance: 
Not less because in purple I descended 
The west rn day through what you called 
The loniliest air, not less was I myself. 
What was the ointment sprinkled on my beard? 
What werJ the hymns that buzzed beside my ears? 
What was \tbe sea whose tide swept through me there? 
Out of ·mJ mind the golden ointment rained, 
And my e~rs made the blowing hymns they heard. 
I was my~elf tbe compass of that ·sea: 
! 
I was th~ world in which I walked, and what I saw 
Or heard :or felt came not b\Ttl'fr:om ·~self; 
And there! I found myself more truly and rro re strange .1 
I 
I 
The rhythms a~e so calculated tte. t tbe strong beat falls 
i 
emphatically ulpon the personal pronouns and the reflexives. 
The ultimate e\ffeot is one that magnifies the poet's skill 
in manipulating his measures; it is literary without being 
I 
1. Harmoni um.l P• 111. 
·' 
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dependent upon the no re obvious tools of tbs trade. 
Furthermore, as a statement of the pleasures of solitude, 
the poem suggests that the function and justification of 
poetry is self-realization. 
"Sad Strains of a Gay Waltz," however, is literary 
in another less objectionable sense. True·, it is a 
commentary upon the earlier poem, a criticism of its limi-
tatiops; but it is comprehensible without reference to 
the earlier poem, and although it does noJt reveal the finesse 
and polish of "Tea at the Palaz.of Hoon, 11 its rhythms are 
sturQ.ier: 
The truth is that there comes a t1.me 
When we can mourn no more over music 
That is so much motionless sound. 
There comes a time when the waltz 
Is no longer a mode of desire, a mode 
Or revealing desire and is empty of shadows. 
Too many waltzes have ended. And then 
There's that mountain-minded Hoon, 
For whom desire was never that of the waltz, 
Who found all form and order in solitude, 
For whom the shapes were never the figures of men, 
Now, for him, his forms have vanished. 
There is order in neither sea nor sun. 
The shapes have lost their glistening. 
There are these sudden mobs of men, 
These sudden clouds of faces and arms, 
An immense suppression, freed, 
These voices crying without knowing for what, 
Except to be happy without knowing how; 
Imposing forms they cannot describe, 
Requiring order beyond their speech •••• l 
1• Ideas of Order, PP• 9-10. 
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Elsewhere there are parodies of other earlier poems. but 
almost always the lines are loosened and incomplete. Com-
. .. . . ~· . 
parisons are odious, of course, and without the remarkable 
:poems o·:r Harmonium to set the later :poems against, Ideas 
of Order would seem more remarkable as a whole than it 
appears to be. 
Among the parodies_~ "Like Decorations in a Nig~er 
Cemete}'Y11 is "serious". enough, although rather thin. The 
piece is a .series of epigj:.a.ms similar to the 11New England 
Verses" and "Th-irteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird." 
Some of them are mere jottings~ 
How easily the feelings flow this afternoon 
Over the simplest words: 
It is too cold for work, now, in the fields.l 
Others have the suggestive o~J.iqueness of certain images in 
nr,e Monocl.e deMon Onole": 
The birds are singing in the yellow pati0s 1 
Pecking at more J.asoivieus rinds than ours, 
From sheer Gemut1ichkeit.2 
Even more, the 11 1ascivious rinds" bear out the :prediction 
- . . 
made in the. parable l'resented in the eighth stanza of 11Le 
Monoclett: 
1. Ibid.' 
2. Ibid., 
our bloom is gone. We are the fruit thereof •••• 
We hang like warty squashes, streaked and rayed, 
The laughing sky will see the two ·of us · 
Washed into rinds by rotting winter rains.3 
:P<. 46. & 
-
:p. 47. 
3. Harmonium, :p. 27 
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The more ext$nded image is worked out with a zest that the 
I . 
'!Uasi-epigrarh from nLike Decorations in a Nigger Cemetery" 
i 
lacks; the n~heer Gemutlichkeit" that infects the singing 
I birds seems to have infected the poetic impulse as well. 
What islnew in the poe~s of Ideas of Order can best 
be delineate1 by reference to the opening piece, entitled, 
significantl~, 11Farewell to Florida." Here there is some-
thing like t~ spirited gaiety of the poems of Harmonium1 
I . 
I 
but the exhiJaration is deeper and less fanciful. Florida 
as a symbol ~s become inadequate and ambiguous: 
·.Her min{, had bound me round. The palms were bot 
As if I ,11 ved in ashen ground, as if 
The lea~es in which the wind kept up its srund 
From my.INorth of cold whistled in a sepulchral South, 
Her South of pine and coral and co raline sea, 
Her hom~, not mine, in the ever-freshened Keys, 
Her day~, hero ceanic nigpts, calling 
For mus$c, for whisperings from the reefs •••• 
I hatedithe weathery yawl from which the pools 
Disclosed the sea floor and the w.ilderness 
Of.wavi~g weeds. I hated the vivid blooms 
Curled over the shadowless hut, the rust and bones, 
The tre~s like bones and the leawes half sand, half sun. 
To stanq here Dn the deck in the dark and say 
Farewel~ and to know that that land is forever gone 
And tha~ she will not follow in any V\0 rd 
Or look,: nor ever again in thought, except 
That I ~oved her once ••• Farewell. Go on, high ship.l 
The music is lnot so subtle nor so sweet as the music of 
I 
Hannonium or lt'The Idea of Order at Key West." But the 
loss is partt'y compensated for in the greater urgency of 
the words as 
1 
ords; as counters of music that is not "mere 
sound." Tbo,gh the. adjectives are not so dar.lng and 
I 
1. Ideas of !order, PP• 3-4. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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magnificent as before, they are equally exact; and an image 
such as "the leaves half sand, half sun 11 extends the possi-
bilities of the poetry by a great deal. It is in such 
images as these that Stevens is to find a sUbstitute for 
the larger symbols that no longer satisfy him. In this 
respect, the poetry is to become more personal and idio-
syncratic; the knowledge that the world is what we feel 
about it rather than what we see also suggests a total re-
examination of earlier beliefs and attitudes. 
"Farewell to Florida" announces Stevens' desire to 
free himself from the tyranny of objects, and whatever 
its intrinsic merits or defects as a poem, it occupies an 
important place in the development of Stevens' poetic 
practi~e. Without denying the tremendous power of objects 
in shaping the character of· the mind, the poem clearly 
suggests that henceforth the poet will be more concerned 
with the power of the mind over objects. 
Further, it implies a complete reject:io n of Crispin's 
notion that "The plum survives its poemstt; indeed, as 
Stevens goes on to develop his new ideas, he comes in-
creasingly to believe not that 11The words of things entangle 
and confuse," but that things have no real meaning or 
significance except in words. Thus an already grqwing-· in-
tellectualism will not be the result so much of its dealing 
with difficult "social," "economic, n or "ethical" ideas 
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and concepts as such, but something much nora tenuous and 
at the same time more inclusive: the transforming power 
of the imagination, its essence, if it can be isolated, 
and its significance in resolving the world in flux and 
freeing man from the tyrannies of change itself as well 
as of resistance to change. 
It is an ambitious program, and it seems to involve 
acceptance of Stevens' own belief that poetry is at least 
the equal of philosophy as a rre thod of investigating the 
facts and principles of reality, human nature, ?nd conduct., 
of life itself. The difficulty with Stevens' belief is 
that it runs counter to so many otha r beliefs and involves 
acceptance not only of the premises implicit in such a 
belief, but also the validity of what appears to be the 
infinite variety that poetry demonstrates. Stevens does 
not wish to make poetry compete with philosophy or 
science, because he assumes that poetry cannot prove, in 
the final analysis, but can obly demonstrate its validity. 
But because it makes use of the whole man, it uses the 
techniques of philosophy and reason, of science and per-
haps of technology, and thereby becomes difficult in spite 
of its intention, which is, ultimately, to "piece the 
world together." 
I 
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I c. "The Poetic Substance• 
The disc\overy that what we see has :no intrinsic 
value, or at feast exhausts its va~ue unless it can be 
given form, brightens the significance of poetry even 
more dramaticrlly than a reading of "The Comedian as the 
' 
Letter C11 woid suggest. In "The Idea of Order at Key 
Westn and "Academic Discourse at Havana" the real emphasis 
is placed on ihe idea of poetry, at least by implication: 
"~ poet" in I the latter poem, whose "rarities are ours," 
I 
who is to "reboncile us to our selves in those I True 
reconcilings, \dark, pacific words, I And the adro'-ter 
harmonies of ~heir fall, 11 is no particular poet, certainly 
not the poet ,hat Crispin had failed to be.l "The poet" 
has become t pQet as maker, the embodiment of the life-
principle, the emphasis shifts in certain later poems 
from poetry t the poet so conceived. The poem is now 
the instance; lin this re spa ct, Crispin r s observation tha:t 
reality had [ 
:made him see how much 
Of what ~e saw he never saw at all. 
He grippe1d more closely the essential prose 
As being \in a world· so fal si fie d, 
The one ihtegrity for him, the one 
Discovery! still possible to make, 
To which ~11 poems were incident, unless 
That prosl should wear a poem~s guise at last;2 
I 1. Ibid., P• r7• 
2. Harmon i um,
1 
P• 62. 
surely prefigures the possibility of such a conclusion. 
But nThe Comedian 11 is Crispin's certain monument, his 
immortality made flesh. Since the poem itself is the 
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focus of attention, there is a constant emphasis upon the 
concrete and the physical details crowd upon each other 
in an almost bewildering fashion, and more often than not, 
the noun is midified by an abstract or wit~y adjective: 
nt1 cloudy knee, u "pensive purple," "suzerain soil" ;1 the 
later poems, however, tend to rever-se this manner, and 
the abstract or general nouns are modified by concrete 
adjectives and phrases, as in the conclusion of rrThe 
Idea of Order at Key West": 
As the night descended, tilting in the air, 
Mastered the night and portioned out t..,he sea, 
Fixing emblazoned zones and fiery poles, 
Arranging, deepening, enchanting night. 
OhJ Bless.ed rage for order, pale Ranon, 
The maker's rage to order words of the sea, 
Words of the ~ragrant-portals, dimly-starred, 
And of ourselves and of our origins, 
In ghostlier demarcations, keener sounds.2 
The reversal is neither complete nor absolute, but the 
sensuous element in the poetry tends more and no re to be 
subjected to a constant refinement and di. slocation; for 
Stevens as for Plato, the real becomes identified with 
the ideal. Like Plato, too, Stevens must resort to fable 
1. Ibid., pp. 68-69• passim. 
2. Ideas of Order, P• 19. 
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and analogy to make his concepts understandable. But Stevens' 
idealism is focussed on an ideal world of illusion which 
exists only in the mind, and which is to be grasped only 
by intuition and imagination. In other wGrds, Stevens 
attempts to reconcile Plato's idealism (the belief that 
the idea.is the true reality) with a complementary, and 
for Stevens, not absolutely contrary idealism that strives 
to express the individual as the universal and the vital 
reality of the sensuous imagination, which depends upon 
and gives the individual its uni:versal and essential sig-
nificance. This attempt to reconcile the two ideals of 
the universal and the individual makes Stevens something 
of a Romantic l?lator.iis~t; and his difficulties arise from 
the struggle to achieve a definition of reality that will 
satisfy and reconcile the poles of his thought. 
The later poetry, then, is understandably marked by 
a restlessness that contrasts vividly with sue h stable 
and immediately accessible im.ages of the world as "Banal 
Sojurn 11 and "Domination of Black, 11 or such meditations as 
"The Snow Man" and "Of Heaven Considered as a Tomb," which 
emphasize the imaginative survival of beauty in the flesh. 
Like "The Comedian as the Letter C," "Owl's Clovern 
occupies a special place in Stevens' career. In many 
respects, it is a companion-piece to the earlier poem; 
but whereas "The Comedian" i.s described within· the::: .. :~ 
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limits of the text itself as an "anecdote," "Owl's Clover" 
is described in different terms: 
In ••• Owl's Clover, while the poems reflect 
what was then going on in the world, that reflection 
is merely for the purpose of seizing and stating 
what mak~s life intelligible and desirable in the 
midst of great change and conrusion. The effect of 
Owl•s Clover is to emphasize the opposition between 
things as they are and things imagined; in short, 
to isolate poetry.l 
The statement gives at least a clue to the differences 
that set "Owl's Clover" apart from "The Comedian." 
Structurally, the earlier poem is conceived as a unit; the 
later poem, however, is regarded as a group of related 
pieces, and although the narrative interest of "The 
Comedian" is subsidiary to the incidentals, the nstoryrr 
carries at least part of the burden. Further, "The 
Comedian n does not question the validity of "things as 
they are," m r does it involve any serious doubt as to 
the function of poetry, for poetry is implicitly regarded 
as being the staying power of life. In "Owl's Clover;" 
the validity of poetry depends upon the poet's capacity 
to impose his order upon rrthi ngs as they are," for the 
world of "The Comedian" has fallen into decay and the 
delight in experience for its own sake has been lost. 
"Owl's Clover," then, has to create its own symbols 
and justify itself in a new way. Its form, consequently, 
1. The Man vui t h the Blue Guitar {New York: Alfred A. 
Knopr;-1937):--Author~tatement on dust jacket. 
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is much more argumentative and discursive than that of 
nThe Comedian, n and its parts, although related to the 
total effect, are more loosely bound to each other. The 
ideological interest is heightened at the expense of 
structural unity; even as a sustained meditation, however, 
. the poem fails. Its speculations become remote and private, 
despite the col!lll13.nding power of the somber rhetoric into 
which they are cast. That the poem was not in its original 
form altogether satisfactory to Stevens himself is indi-
cated by the drastic revisions he made between its first 
appearance and the later version published in ~ Man with 
the Blue Guitar.l Of the original eight hundred and 
sixty-one lines Stevens omitted one hundred and forty-nine, 
most of them given over to elaborations of points already 
made, often rhetorically brilliant and on occasion cla ri-
fying the argument, but tending to emphasize the discursive 
effect of the poem as a whole. 
The c.entral symbol around which the IX> em is built is 
"a group of marble horses" seen first on "another evening 
in another park": 
So much the sculptor had foreseen: autumn, 
The sky above the plaza widening 
Before the horses, clouds of bronze imposed 
On clouds of gold, and green engulfing bronze, 
The rna rble leaping in the storms of light. 
So much he had devised: white forelegs taut 
To the muscles' very tip for the vivid plunge, 
1. Owl's Clover (New York: The Alcestis Press, 1936). 
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The heads held high and gathered in a ring 
At the center of the mass, the haunches low, 
Contorted, staggering from the thrust against 
The earth as the bodies rose on feathery wings, 
Clumped carvings, circular, like blunted fans, 
Arranged for phantasy to form an edge 
Of crisplng light along the statue's rim. 
More than his muddy hand was in the manes, 
More than his mind in the wings. The rotten leaves 
Swirled round them in immense autumnal sounds.l 
The poem is to be an analysis of the power of a work 
of art t~ sustain its vitality when exposed to various 
sets of values and beliefs, even various environments. 
In its proper setting, the statue dominates its environ-
ment.; the sculptor had failed, however, to imagine it 
against the unpredictable human background: 
But her he had not fore·seen: the bitter mind 
In a flapping cloak •. She walked along the paths 
Of the park with chalky brow scratched ever black 
And black by thought that could not understand 
Or, if it understood, repressed itself 
Without any pity in a somnolent dream. 
The golden clouds that turned to bronze, the sounds 
Descending, did not touch her eye and left 
Her ear unmoved. She was that tortured one, 
So destitute that nothing but herself 
Rerna ined and nothing of herself except 
A fear too naked for her shadow's sb.ape.2 
The bitterness of the woman's mind dwar;f's and distorts 
the vary outlines of the statue, reduces it to "marble. 
hulk."3 As the embodiment of "things as they are," 
1. The Man with the~ Guitar, PP• 39-40. 
2. Ibid., P• 40. 
3. ~., P• 41. 
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egocentric, pre-occupied with self, she reduces art to 
its raw materials; ultimately her presence transforms the 
whole atmosphere. But the eveni~g touches her mind, too: 
If tbe sky that followed, smaller than the night, 
Still eked out luminous wrinklings on the leaves, 
Whitened, again, forms formless in the dark, 
It was as if transp~rence touched her mind. 
The statue stood in stars like water spheres, 
Washed over by thai r green, .thai r flowing blue. 
A mood that had become so fixed it was 
A manner of the mind, a mind in a night 
That was whatever the mind might. make of it, 
A night that was that mind so magnified 
It lost the common shape of night and came 
To be the sovereign shape in a world of shapes.l 
However powerfully the mind may affect the appearance of 
the world, Stevens indicates,.the mind is hopelessly 
frustrated unless it can objectify itself in the world of 
appearances. Thus there must be rapport between the w6rld 
of appearances and the mind, for each affects the other, 
although a balance is almost never reached. 
The poem goes on to demonstrate the way in which 
the totalitarian mind distorts the statue; in a society 
in which the highly individualistic values of art have to 
be subjugated to mass values• 
The thing is dead ••••• Everything is dead 
Except the future. Always everything 
That is is dead except what ought to be. 
All things destroy themsel vas or are destroyed. 
These are not even Russian animals. 
They are horses as they were in the sculptor's mi~d. 
They might be sugar or paste or citron skin.,. 
1. I'id., PP• 41-42. 
The statue seems a thing from Schwa·rz 1 s, a thing 
Of dank imagination, much below 
Our crusted outlines hot and ~e with fact, 
Ugly as an idea, not beautiful 
As sequels without tbought.l 
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As a parody of the party-line applied to aesthetics, the 
lines have vivid if somewhat facile sharpness. Later on 1 
Stevens inveighs against the adherents of all absolute 
beliefs, employing the mock-courteous salutation of "Mes-
dames, n which he had used in "A High-Toned Old Christian 
Woman"; and he also identifies the absolutist's mind with 
Shelley's, lumping all its manifestations together in a 
single group. Under the absolutist dispensation, "this 
gawky plaster will not be here 11 : 
The stones 
That will replace it shall be carved, "The ~ 
Appoints These Marbles Of Itself To Be 
Itself." No more than that, no subterfuge, 
No memorable muffing, bare and blunt.2 
Stevens contrasts the essential sterility and falsity 
of a poetry or a poetic vision that images only itself 
with an image of the "trash can at the end of the world" 
to which the utopians will ro nsign the ;,ma!contents who 
would threaten the symmetry of their imageless world. 
The horses, the sculptor, the rich, and even 11 the poor 
manu lie there: 
1. Ibid., PP• 44-45. 
2. Ibid., P• 46. 
Parts of the immense detritus of a world 
That is completely waste, that moves from waste 
To waste, out of the hopeless waste of the past 
Into a hopeful waste to came.l 
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In a world of force and the mass will, even the wreck 
of art is better than its subjugation, for at the end of 
the world to which the malcontents are assigned, 
There even 
The colorless light in which this wreckage lies 
Has faint portentous lustres, shades and shapes 
Of rose; or what will once more rise to rose 
When younger bodies, because they are, younger, rise 
And chant the rose-points of their birth, and when 
For a little tim~, again, rose-breasted birds 
Sing rose-beliefs. Above that urn two lights 
Commingle, not like the .commingling of sun and moon 
At dawn, nor of summer-light and winter-light 
In an autumn afternoon, but two immen ae 
Reflections, whirling apart and wide away.2 
Neither extreme is desirable; but having gone so far, 
Stevens is faced with a choice, apparently unable or un-
willing to invoke the ambiguous resolution suggested in 
11 Anecdote of the Jar tt; hi a immediate interest i.s political 
as much as poetic, and something of a distraction. Almost 
as a footnote to this inescapable choice, Stevens invokes 
the permanence of change, ,for it is the awareness of change 
that ;reconciles him; ultimately, to its depredations:" 
\ 
It is only enough 
To live incessantly in change. See how 
On a day still .full of summer, When the leaves 
Appear to sleep within a sleeping air 
1. Ibid., PP• 46-47, passim. 
2. Ibid., PP• 47-48. 
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They suddenly fall and the leafless sound of the wind 
Is no longer a s:.oumd of summer. So great a change 
Is c •::nstant. The time '30U call serene descends 
Through a moving chaos that never ends •••• 
Leaves are not always falling and the birds 
Of chaos are not always sad nor lost 
In melancholy distances.l 
It is at such moments as these tbat "Owl's Clover" attains 
its fullest measure of power. How different its power is 
from the witty excellences of "The Comedian as the Letter 
C" can be indicated by noting the difference in the move-
ment of the verse line and the quality of the image:cy. 
The relaxation of the measure has not altogether rectified 
the tendency of the line to exist as a unit; and the con-
versational, or rather, the more nearly nearly colloqui~l 
rhythms tend to destroy the form. The diction, too, for 
the most part, is looser: the passage dealing with the 
t1trash can at the and of the world" is by no means as 
inventive as the best of "The Comedian 1 " and the "shades 
and shapes / Of rosa" are a little forced. On the other 
hand, the sense of the chaos and confusion of the world 
of "things as they are" is more dramatic -- and the breadth 
of the vision comp:~nsates in part for the loss of wit. In 
the best passages, like the one just quoted, the loss of 
wit is more than compensated for by the almost Keatsian 
1.. Ibid. 1 pp. 48-49 • 
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opulence and the unabashed vitality with ~hich the melan-
~ 
choly is faced up to and transformed into a fresh romantic 
vision.-. 
The conclu~iing lines of the pEissage reveal both a 
falling off from the manner of "The Comedian" and an 
almost desperate attempt to recall that manner: 
You held 
Each other noving in a chant and danced 
Beside the statue, while you sang. Your eyes 
.Were solemn and your gowns were blown and grief 
Was under every t emple.;.tone. You sang 
A tragic lullaby, like porcelain. 
But change composes, too, and chaos comes 
To momentary calm, spectacular flockS 
Of crimson and hoods of Venezuelan green 
And the sound of z in the grass all day, though these 
Are chaos and of archaic change. Shall. you, 
Then, fear a drastic community evolved 
From the whirling, slowly and by trial; or fear 
Men gathering for a :ll1igh~r flight of men, 
An abysmal migration into a possible blue?l 
One obvious difficulty is that an image such as "A tragic 
lullaby, like porcelain," seems to have no frame of reference: 
in relation to the poem as a whole. The oddity of asso-
ciation has become almost a habit of mind, an exploitation 
of a device for its own sake; eminently Mallarmean, the 
figure is only remotely clarified by its context. Even 
though Stevens may be parodying the gestures of the woman 
whom- he describes, and criticizing their false beliefs 
(as he criticized the Christianity of the "high-toned old 
Christian woman"), the aptness of the image is almost 
1. Ibid., P• 49. 
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exclusively intellectual. A lullaby can be tragic by an 
effort of the w.ill; what a lullaby has in common with 
porcelain, except delicacy or fragility, is difficult to 
see -- and the tragic and the fragile tend to cancel each 
other out. The "spectacular flocks I Of crimson and hoods 
of Venezuelan green I And the sound of z in the grass all 
day" are n:ore irrmediately accessible, and not because of 
any inherent superiority of natur~l imagery; but the 
momentary calm of a flock of tropical birds at rest, their 
brilliant color itself restless, or the constant sound of 
insects, a movement that is part tjf the calm of a late 
sunmer day, bear out and enrich the statement that "change 
composes, too,n The latter image recalls the lines from 
"Le Monocle de Mon Oncle"; "And you? Remember how the 
crickets came / Out Qf their no ther grass, like little kin." 
The poem as a whole vacillates between an increasingly 
personal kind of symbolism and a no re public speech that 
intensifies the transitional qualities of the w rk. Part 
III, "The Greenest Continent!' deals with the effect of 
environment upon a w rk of art. To the question, "Could 
the statue stand in Africa," the answer is: 
The marble was imagiQed in the cold. 
Its edges were taken from tumultuous wind 
That beat out slimmest edges in the ear, 
Made of the eye an insatiable intellect, 
Its surfaces came from distant fire; and it 
Was meant to stand, not in a tumbling green, 
Intensified and gran diose, but among 
The conmon-places of which it formed a part 
And there, by feat extenuations, to make 
A visible clear cap, a ·visible wreath 
To men, to houses, streets and the sq..:talid whole.l 
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Stevens also takes time out to comment upon the decay 
of Europe:. "The he a van of Europe is empty. But there was / 
A heaven once, a heaven all sel~s. It was /The spirit's 
episcopate, hallowed and high," and it fulfilled its 
function in allowing each man the perfect freedom that his 
spirit desired.2 In one of the passages omitted from the 
revised edition, Stevens allows himself the luxury of 
sketching in a Europe -- or a heaven· of E1:1rope -- as he 
imagines it to have been in an astonishing P.arody of what 
the tourist conceived Europe to be, and to which he op-
poses in a later passage the vision of the heaven of E~rope 
as "the spirit's episcopate." The omitted passage is worth 
salvaging for the finesse of its extravagance: 
The heaven of Europe is. empty, like a Schloss 
Abandoned because of taxes ••• It was Enough: 
It made up for everything, it was ~11 selves 
Become rude robes among white candle _lights, 
Motions of air, robes nnving in torrents of air, 
And thrru gh the torrents a jutting, jagged tower 1 
A broken wall -- and it ceased to exist, became 
A Sc bloss, an empty Schlossbi bliothek, the books 
For sale in Vienna and Zurich to people i-n Maine, 
Ontario; Canton. It was the way 
Thjngs jutted up, the way the ja6ged stacks, 
The foul immovables, came through the clouds, 
Colossal blaclt:s that leaped across the pp:lhts, 
Of Boucher pink, the sheens of Venetian gray. 
1. Ibid., PP• 54-55. 
2. Ibid., PP• 50-519 passim. 
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Part IV, "A Duck for Dinner,'1 introduces a speaking 
character and an element of narrative that bas the salutary 
effect of tightening up the rhYthms and diction, thereby 
giving concreteness to the theory of pOe'tl'y that be is 
attempting to formulate: 
The Bulgar said, "After p+neapple with fresh mint 
We went to walk in the park; to r 1 after all, 
The workers do not ri~e, as Venus rose, 
Out of a violet sea. · They rise a bit 
On summer Sundays in the park 1 a ch ck 
To a million, a duck with apples and without wine.nl 
The observation is interrupted by a meditation on the 
difference between the poet and the ordinary man: 
Buckskins and broad•brlms, e.rossers of d1 vi des, 
For whom men were to be ends in themselves, 
Are the cities to breed as the mountains bred? For you 
Day came upon the spirit as life oomes 
And deep winds flooded you; for these, day comes 
A penny sun in a tinsel sky,· unrhymed. 
And the spirit wr.t thes to be wakened, writhes 
To see, on oe no re 1 this hacked-up world of tools. 
In their cadaverous Eden 1 they desire 
The same down-dropping f~it-in yellow leaves. 
The scholar's outline that you bad. the print 
Of poets, the Italian lives preserved 
For poverty are gaudy o to these. 
Their destiny is just as much machine . 
As death itself. It will, it will be <hanged., 
Time's fortune near., the sleepless sleepers moved 
By the torture of things that will be realized., 
Will, will 1 but how and all of ·them asking how. 
These li vas are not your lives, 0 free, 0 bold 
That 10 de your horses straight away.2 
The original version bad differed significantly in the 
final lines: 
The Man with the Blue Guitar., P• 58. 
-----
2. Ibid., PP• 58-59. 
••• the Italian lives preserved 
For poverty are gaudy bosh to these. 
Their dest.iny is just as much machine 
As death itself, and never can be chan gad 
By print or paper, the tr.t vial chance foregone, 
And only an agony of dreams can help, 
~ot the agpny of a single dreamer, but 
The wide night mused by tell-tale muttering, 
Time's fortune near ••• ~ 
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The revision avoids the excessively romantic e~sion of 
"an ag>ny of dreams," but it also omits the extrao-rdinary 
- -
image that suggests the power of poetry: 11The wt de night 
mused by tell-tale muttering. 11 · ·At any rate, neither version 
carries the conviction of a parallel passage in "Academic 
Discourse at H~vana 11 : 
••• let the poet on his balcony 
Speak and the sleepers in their sleep shall move, 
Waken, and watch the moonlight on their floors.2 
The meditation is broken into agpin by the Bulgar: 
The acrid Bulpr said, "There are more things 
Than poodles !n Pomerania." These men, 
Infected by unreality, rapt round 
By dense unreason, irreproachable force, 
Are cast in pandemonium, flittered, howled 
By harmonies beyond known harmony. 
These bands 1 these swarms, these nD tions, what of them? 
Of what are they thinking, of what, in spite of the 
duck, 
Are they bEd.ng p:trt, of what are they .feeling the 
strength, 
Seeing the fulgent shadows upward heaped, 
Spelling out pandects and haggard institutes? 
Is each man thinking his separate thoughts or, for once, 
Are all men t bin king togetherf'as one, thinking 
Each other's thoughts, thinking a single thought, 
1. Owl's Clover, PP• 46-47. 
2. Ideas of Order 1 P• 37. 
Disclosed in everything, transcended, poised. 
For the syllable, poised for the touch? But that 
Apocalypse was not contri veer for parks,. 
Geranium budgets, pay-roll water-falls, 
The clank of the carrousel and, under the trees, 
The sheep-like falling-in of di. stances, 
Converging on the statue 1.,lY'h~1;e and high. 111 
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Stevens does not really invoke Hamlet; the gesture is in-
consequential. The elaborations of the idea that the world 
may be.momentaril:y composed in change are thoroughly in-
fected with the ''essential gaudine~s .o.f poetry, tt and the 
passage is felicitous in this way if no.other. Curious-
ly enough, the :p:>wer .of 'poetry -- ~0 bring the world to-
gether- in self-realization .... _ is one. justification for the 
writing o.f poetry in the eyes of_- a. very different poet: 
. ·. 
We may speak··after s~:ptence, resenting judgment • 
. How can the _world know anything so intimate as what 
we were· intending to·- do? The answer is the world' 
. presumes to know. The ru11:hg passion in man is not 
as Viennese as ·is claimed.-· It is rath:er a. gregarious 
, ." :, . instinct to keep together by minding each other's 
business. Grex rather than sex. We must be pre-
served from becomin~. ~greg:t:ous.2 -
_ :BUt ·the power o.f .. po~,~~y dissolves in the presence 
of a work that is shapec;l ,by formula rather than. "Ghe -·force 
of im1igination: 
Then Basilewsky in the band-st~nd play~d 
11 Concerto for Airplane and Pianoforte, 
The newest Soviet. reclame ~ ' <Profound 
Abortion, fit for the enchanting of basilisks. . 
They chanced to think: suppose the futufiff' f~iis~ · 
1. The Mm with the Blue Guitar~ PP• 59-60. 
2. Robert Frost, nThe Constant. Symbol, 11 pp. xvi-xvii~ 
That's what did it. Everything did it at last. 
The binders did it with armorial books. 
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And the ceoks, the cooks, the bar-men'· and the maids, 
The churches and their long parades, Seville 
At Ea.ster on a London screen, the seeds 
Of Vilmorin, Verhaeren in his grave, 
The flute on the gramophone, the Daimlers that 
Dissolved the woods, war and the fatal farce 
Of war, the rust on the steeples, these jutted up, 
Tbe sa streaked the not her-of-pearl, the lunar cress. 
Everything did.l · 
"Heaven, 11 he goes on to say, was never "that Salzburg of 
- . ~ 
the skies. "2 But the delineation of the decay of Europe 
perfectly catches the complaint of the snobbish tourist 
who remembers too well Europe "as it used to be, 11 and the 
passage bears a close relation to certain poems of T. s. 
Eliot: for example, the picture of London in 1'The Waste Land": 
The river t s tent is broken: the last·· fin.gers of leaf 
Clutch and sink into the· wet bank. The wind 
Crosses the brown land, unbe.ard.. The nymphs are 
departed. · 
Sweet Tbames, run softly, till I end my song. 
The r.tver bears no en:pty bottles, sandwich papers, 
Silk handkerchiefs, e.a.1!db:o~l!d boxes, cigarette ends 
Or other testimony of sumner nights. The nymphs 
are departed. 
And their friends, the loitering heirs of city 
directors; 
Departed, have left no addresses. 
By the waters of Lanan I sat Cbwn and wept ••• 3 
1. Owl's Clover,·pp. 31-32. 
2. Ibid., P• 32. 
3. T. s. Eliot, The Waste Land and Other Poems (London, 
Faber & Faber, Ltd., 1940),~ 33=34. 
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The bitterness that the Stevens passage reveals is stated 
with something like the old gusto, if a little superficially; 
but Stevena resents tbe intrusions of "the frul immovableatr 
-
of commercialism, vulgarity, materialism, and war as the 
permanent conditions of life. ·Eliot, on the other hand, 
cri tiaiz&s the degeneration of' -spirit; .like Yeats, be feels 
tkfhe beat lack all conviction, while. the worst / Are full 
0. f 'I"'J:: ssionate intensit'17'. 111 Yet 
.- t1 Stevens, :~wi tM•:Y'ea.te';.~ shaires the 
conviction that the spirit can recover from its sick-
ness; be asserts the indomitability of the individual, 
rather than the dependence of the individual upon his 
adherence to an encompassing tradition. 
The highly individualistic convictions that "Owl 1s 
Clover" as a 'whole reveals account in large part for its 
.diff:i.'eulties. Tbe<)outlines of the diction remain clear; 
the rhy'&b:llls, although they have loosened since "The 
Comedian as the Letter c, 11 are characteristic. Even the 
meditative form is :f81niliar. But the poem lacks a de.f'l ni te 
core of narrative or structural interest; the statue is a 
good deal le sa Sl. bstantial than a Crispin, whatever Crispin's 
deficiencies as a character. So; too, with the general 
drift of the poem: the isolation of poetry involves a 
good deal of artificial separation of form and content; 
and theory in general is hard on poetry. 
·1. · William :Butler Yeats, "The Second Coming," Collected Poems 
(New York: Macmillan, 1938), :p. 215. 
--~------ -- -- ----- ----
If plati 
As tH{~ls 
Is only 
What man 
What ).es 
What s(nJP 
As the m 
ude and inspll.ration are alike 
and if reason, fatuous fire, 
nothe]i.' egois.t wearing a mask, 
of folk-lore shall rebuild the world, 
er man shell measure sun and moon, 
animal di. ctate our .fates? . 
the state, not as the state the man,.l 
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Not all works are equal; not all artists are equal. The 
poet mo is s ccess.ful "Confounds all opposites and spins 
a sphere I C ated like a bubble, of bright sheens, I With 
a tendency 
is whether 
mobs. ii3 
as it ~loats away."2 But the problem 
such poet exi st.s .. "In an age of conoei.!tric 
tarily it may be. t~t 
· The sprawlers on the grass 
See more than marble in their eyes, see more 
Than the horses quivering to be gone, f'lasbad· through 
With senses chiseled on bi:oigbt stone. They see 
The metro oli tan· of mind,, they reel · · · 
. · The cantil of the composition, in vbich 
They live. They see a·nd . .feeJ.. t bemselves, seeing 
And .feel g the world in which they live.4 .. 
.But nothing en ur.es, :t;lOt. eyen the peri'ect 11.0rk. :. Change is 
the , as Ste~ens had-~tated as long.ago as 1915, 
in ttsunday .Morning.n Here~ then, is aJ explanation of 
•. 
Stevens' ins is en ce upon re-saying wbat be has said before, 
the constant r -examination of experience and the re-
1 teration of ages and ideas. 
2 •. 
31 
• r_. 
The Man wi 1iih the Blue Guitar, 
Ibid-:-p~~-- · 
Ibid., P• l1. 
PP• 60-61. 
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The final section of the poem, "Sombre Figuration 1 " 
presents the figure of a possible poet whose function is 
to resolve change: 
There is a man whom rhapsodies of change, 
Of which he is the cause, have never changed 
And never will, a subman under all 
The rest, to whom in the end the rest- return, 
The man below the man below tbe man, 
Steeped in night's opium, evading day.l 
Such a poet is the man of imagination, and imagination, 
though 1 t 11has an ·end," is the way by which the world can 
learn 
to feel again 
The reconciliation, the rapture of a time 
Without imagination, w.ithcut past 
And without future, a present time,2 
if wtvat the world wants is "m&X.ely' to be / For the gaudium 
of being. "3 The section is a defence and a recapitulation 
of the oonfusion that has tonnented Stevens ~~ his in-
creased awareness of the power of poetry. Although the 
poem remains essentially a Cboument of critical and 
aesthetic interest, it opens directly into the later 
-poetry; wi tb. ttThe Man with the-- Blue Guitar, n it states 
the particular problem of poetry' in our time as S_tevens 
understands it. 
1. Ibid., P• 66. 
2. Ibid., P• 71. 
3. Ibid.,-p. 71. 
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Whereas "Owl's Clover" is an attempt to "isolate 
. -
poetry," "The Man. with the Blue Guitar" ''deals w.i. th the 
incessant conjunctions between things as they are and 
"1 things imagined. The di~ferenoes between "things as 
they are and 1:hings imagined" bad produced brilliant but 
not altogether satis~aotory results; and Stevens is 
generally most successful when he has a positive purpose. 
His almost con.stan't exploration of correspondences in 
the . poems that follow "The Man with the Blue Gui tar11 bas 
produced his liveliest and most acute observations, despite 
.. .a tendency to indulge in private perceptions that are 
analogous to the "ti ttery jokes1• o~ his first poems. 
The experiment o~ 11 0wl 's Clover" pays remarkable di vi-
S-ends in "The Man 'Wl. th the Blue Guitar." The poem com-
prises thirty-three variations on a theme, none o~ ·them 
longer than sixteen lines. The stanza ~orm is a rough 
approximation of a tetrameter couplet occasionally given 
the consonance o~ rhyme. Steve.ps oharaoter1zes the poems 
as "notes, n explaining t bat, 
although the blue guitar is a symbol of the imagina-
tion, it is used nos t af ten simply as a re~erenoe to 
the individuality of the poet, meanin$ by the poet 
any man of imagination. 2 · . 
1. Ibid., author's. statement on the du~t-jaoket. 
g. Loa._ .... 
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The form is more accessible than that of "Owl's Clover"; 
and the shorter line quickens the pacs, allowing Stevens 
to assume the off-hand manner that is so often associated 
with his work. Further, although the symbol of the blue 
guitar is less romplex than that·- of the marble horses in 
"Owl's Clover," it has the advantage of familiarity. 
Musi oal instruments figure in the poetry almost from the 
beginning: _there are the "viol" and the ••clavier" in 
--
"Peter Quince, u the "mandolines" of nAnecdote of Men by 
-· 
the Tbousand,n the "guitars" of "The Ordinary Women."-
The identification of poetry with music likewise tends to 
be persistent and reaches its most eloquent expression in 
"Academic Disc_ourse at Havana" and "The Idea of Order at 
Key West. 11 Finally, the analogy between poetry and painting 
has deep roots. Obviously "the blue guitar" has fts point 
of reference in the painting of Picasso, as the text of 
the poem itself makes clear at one point; but it should 
be recalled that a: passage in ttte Monocle" makes apecific 
reference to painting: 
If :rl:l9n at forty will be painting lakes 
The ephemeral blues must merge for them in one, 
The basic slate, the universal hue. 
There is a substance in us that prevails.l 
Stevens was fifty-eight when he wrote nThe Man w1. th the 
--
Blue Guitar"; the an~icipated disillusionment suggested 
in the lines of the earlier poem did not prevail, and the 
1. Harmonium, P• 25.-
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long struggle to maintain a sense of the constant renewal 
of life is triumphantly achieved in the later poem. 
Stevens picks up his theme not only from a contempla-
tion of Picasso put also from Verlaine 's ttMandoline, tt 
which also deals with the po_wer of poetry: 
Las donneurs de serenades 
Et las belles ecouteuses 
Echm gent des propos • fades 
Saus les ramures chanteuses • 
••• 
Leurs courtes vestes ·de· soia, 
Leurs longu~s robes a queues, 
Leur elegance, leur joie 
Et leurs molles o~bres bleues, 
Tourbi llonnent dans :ijlextase 
D'une luna rose et grise, 
Et la mandolins jase 
. Parmi lea frissons de brise.l 
The poem may well have .been the··· inspiration of "The 
Ordinary Women,n with its evocation of night and musi·o, 
and the effect of the music upon the women: 
How explicit the, coif.fll:i-es became, 
The diamonq. point, the· sapphire point, 
The sequins·· · · · 
Of' the civil. fan sJ 
Insinuations of desire, 
Puissant speech, alike in each, 
Cried quittance ·- · · 
To tha w.i. okle ss halls. 
Then from their poverty they rose, 
From dry guitars and to catarrhs 
They flitted 
Through the paiace walls.2 
' ~ •") .. , f. ••·.• "'; "'( ~ 
1. Paul Verlaine, Oeuvres Completes, Vol. I (Paris: 
Albert Messein, 1919), p. 102. 
2. Harmonium, p. 20. 
'.;:..: .. 
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The reference to the "propos fades" suggests the fin de 
c, ,_ 
siecle quality of !tf!!l guitars," and indeed "The Ordinary 
Women" as a mole is closer in SJ;i.rit to "Mandoline" than 
is the later po_em. 
Even so, the kinship between "Mand.oline" and 11The 
Man with the Blue Guitar" is clear. Stevens, however, 
asserting for poetr~ a public function, attacks his 
problem in absolute terms: 
The man bent over his gut tar, 
A shearsma.q of: sorts. The day was green. 
They said, ."You ·have ·''a blue guitar, 
11 You -do not play things as they areo 
The man replied,."Things as they are 
Are changed upon the blue guitar. 0 
And they said then, 11 But play, you must,-
A tune beyond us, yet ourselves, 
,., ... ,. 
A tune upon--the blue guitar 
Of things exactly as they are."l 
-
"They"· are not merely the ··critics of Stevens' poetry, nor 
the pi.ofessionally iriterested,"but "the sprawlers on the 
grass," "the ooncentrip. miRs of manit whose lives JB. ck 
coherence and direction. The jingling regularity of the 
opening stanzas establishes a ·rapport between the poet' and 
. . 
his public, a rapport .. that inevitably tends to break down 
as Stevens develops his thesis. 
The thesis is :oo t developed according to any fixed 
pattern, but rather by the· suggestion of al temati ves and 
i. The Man with the Blue Guitar, P• 3. 
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possibilities, as in the poet's own statement of his limi-
tations brought into sharp·o~o~~ion to his desir~s: 
r· cannot bring a world quite round, 
Although I patch it as I can. 
I s1 ng a hero's head, large e'19 
And bearded bronze, but not a mm , 
Although I patch him as I can 
And reach through him almost to man. 
If to serenade almost to man 
Is to miss, by that,. things as they are, 
Say that it is the serenade 
Of a man that plays a blue guitar;l 
which stands in contrast to: 
Ah, but to play man number· one, 
·To drive tts daJge:r-in his heart, 
To l.ay his brain upon the board 
And pick the acrid o olors out, 
To nail his thought across the dOor, 
Its wings spr·ead wide to rain and snow, 
To strike his living hi and ho, 
To tick it, took it, turn it true, 
To banJ it from a savage blue, 
Jangl~g the metal of the strings ••• 2 
The alternatives become increasingly complex, although 
the couplets of the poem fall, to all appearances, as softly 
upon the ear as "the patterned correspondences in Handel 1 s 
Sonata No. l,n3 Momentarily, Stevens pauses to re-iterate 
1. Ibid. 1 P• 4. 
2. Ibid., P• 5. 
3. Moore, nunanimity and Fortitude," p. 268. 
the doctrine that poetry composes life 
beyond the compass of change 6 
Perceived in a final atmosphere; 
For a moment final, in the way 
The thinking of art seems final when 
The thinking of god is smoky dew. 
The tune is space. The blue guitar 
Becomes the place of things as they are, 
A composing of senses of the guitar.l 
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Later, he examines the nature of the composition that the 
blue guitar can achieve, real izil':\g that "it is the chord 
" 
that falSifies, n2 and acknowlec1ging. that poetry and the 
poet are one. 
The blue guitar 
And I are one. The orchestra 
Fills the high hall with shuffling men 
High as the hall. The whirling noise 
Of a multitude dwindles, all said, 
To his breath that lies awake at night .. 
I know that timid breathing. Where 
Do I begip and end? And where, 
As I strum the thing, do I pick up 
That ~ioh momentonsl~ aeolares 
Itself not to be I ~d yet 
Mus.t be. It ~be •thing else.3 
Such speculation naturally leads to a questioning of the 
validity of even the symbolic nature of the blue guitar: 
1. The Man with~ Blue Guitar, P• 8. 
2. Ibid., P• 13. 
3. Ibid., P• 14. 
Is this picture of Picasso's, this 11 hoard 
Of destructions," a picture of ourselves, 
Now, an image of our society? 
Do I sit, deformed, a naked egg, 
Catching at Good-bye, harvest· moon, 
Without seeing the harvest or the moon? 
Things as they are have been- destroyed. 
Have·'7,.,I? Am I a man that is dead 
At a table on Which the food is cold? 
Is r.rry thought a memory, not alive? 
Is the spot on the floor; there, w~~~ or blood 
And whichever it may be, is it mine? 1 1 
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The solution is neither mystical nor merely the develop-
ment of an 1ricre asing sympathy towards the poet and a corre-
spondingly off-banded regard !Btu• 11 things as they are. 11 
Although the skepticism with which Stevens regards the 
possible function of poetry shifts more or less deoisf;vely 
in . the d1 reotion of a skeptic~sm toward the ordi~ary man 1 
he does not try deliberately to epater lee bourgeois. 
The. "incessant conjunctions between things as they are and 
things imagined" leads to a douple-barreled statement that 
prepares the way for a· possible point of vantage:· 
Poetry is the subject of the poem, 
From this the :p~em i.ssues and 
To tbi. a returns. Between the tvo 1 
Between issue ·and return, there is 
An absence in reality, 
Things as they are. Or so we say. 
But are tbese separate? Is it 
An absence for the poem, which ac~uires 
1. Ibid., p. 17. 
Its true appearances there, sun's green, 
Cloud's red, earth feeling, sky that thinks. 
From these it takes. Perhaps it gives, 
In the universal intercourse.! 
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Frop. this possibility issues the·resolution of the poem, 
. . ~ :• ' 
the belief that repetitions are not mere repetitions, that 
"One keeps ~n playing year by year, / Concerning the nature 
of things as they are. "2 The possibility also prefigures 
the end of pure speculation and a return to the wrl ting 
of poetry: "Throw awg:y the lights, the definitions," 
Stevens sgy a, 
And say of what you see in the d,ark 
That it is this or that it is that, 
But do not use the rotted names. 
How should you walk ··:tn'-that space and know 
Noth:ing of the madness .?f space, 
Nothing of its jocular procreations? 
·Throw the lights away. Nothing must· stand 
Between you and the shapes you take 
When the crust of shape has been destroyed. 
You as you are? You are yours§l:f. 
The blue guitar· surprises yw. if; 
It is inevitable that such a conclusion should remind 
one of Shelley and the "Defence of Poetry," with its figure 
1. Ibid., P• 24. 
2. Ibid., P• 25. 
3~ Ibid., P• 34. 
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. "1 of man as an "Aeolian lyre. Unlike Shelley, Stevens 
does not insist upon the inspirational and refor.ming (in 
the political sense) power of poetry, nor does he look 
for poetry to be a means to the achievement of "the true 
112 and the beautiful, in a w:>rd, the good. For Shelley, 
too, the intervals between the great moments of divine 
~nspiration are times of loss and regret, and although 
the world without poetry is for Stevens essentially barren, 
he comes to accept the indestructibility of poetry as 
assurao ce of the eons tan t refreshment of the spirit: 
That generation's dream;·aviled 
In the mud, in Monday'~ dirty light, 
That's it, the only dream th&l knew, 
Time in its final blocnt, not time 
To come, a wrangling ·of two dreams. 
Here is the bread of· .. t:tme to come, 
Here is its actual stone. The Jpl'ead 
Will be our bread, the· stone will be 
Our bed and we shall sleep by night. 
We shall forget by day~ . except 
The moments when we chose to play 
The imagined pine, the imagined ja.y.3 
The figure of "Monday 1 s dtrty light" is a fitting figure 
to stand beside "the dreadful sundi:-y of this world." 
1. Smith and Parks, ~· cit., p. 557. 
2. Ibid., P• 558. 
5. The Man with the :Slue Guitar, P• 35. 
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For poetry to Stevens is a· celebratory thihg~ his day of 
rest and the momenta:t»Y: resolution of confusion an-d change. 
It is "Sunday Morning" transformed. 
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Chapter III· 
"~e Supreme Fictio:ra" 
A. A Reca.pi tula tion: Four Poems 
~Man~ ~Blue· .Gu=i.-t;;ar=- includes two other poems: 
"A Thought_ Revolved,_u which is really a grou;p of_ ~_our ~i_eces, 
and "~e Men j}mt ue. Falling, 11 which wo_n. ~or. s~~.v_e~s. the 
:Nation Prize for 1936. O:f the_ bo()k, Robert_ Fiztgearald says: 
Almost all of Wallace Stevens' poems might go 
u·nder th~ title he~e- given to a: set. of. ~our·: A. ~ou@t 
Revolved. In our tlme al'Jy poetry "Whl.ch actually suc-
ceeds in being a thought revolve·d, i; e., displayed 
by the fantastic inind Tn its trtf!f facets ·and circling 
to a point· ·of r~st, seems extra.ordina.ry because there 
is sa littJ.e lik~tit. Most poems start with the need 
to objeotil'y some :fragment of real.ity,· or to embody 
an experienoe, or to declaim, or to work avfa.ble ou·t · 
of the ima.gina tion. :rn ·any e:·a.se they seldom owe their 
form to intellectual coherence.l 
. .. ~. .. - . 
His point is sugg~st~~e, fo;o. i~. i_s oer~a.i~y ~r:u~- _o~ 
Stevens that his medita~iv~ h.ab~t. ~f-~ind su~j~c~s e~~r­
ience to a shaking in the kaleidoscope·_ of_ hi~ in_t~lleo_t 
and imagination, his sensibility a.:nd h.i~ emot~o~.'. ~!!. a:t;t 
apparentl.y endless but_ never e~~tl:r repeti t_i_ve _ ~r~c~ss. 
~e material, the subje.ct-ma.tter, remains_ mor~ o~ l_e~s 
constant; the ways of dealing wi~ it vary a good ~~~1, of 
course, but not so much that a good many of _its ~ieaes 
cannot be recognized, ~o matter how often they are shifted 
and change their shape • 
1. Robert Fitzgera1d, 11 n::Lougl\ts Revo1ved," Poetry, Vol.. 
LI, No. 3, Dec., 1937, p. 154. 
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For this reason, and for the better reason that nThe 
Man with the Blue Guitar" represents the climax of Stevens' 
discussion or the poetic substance that had begun a good 
many years before, it may be of some use to pause here in 
order to suggest again the nature and variety of his accom-
plishment to date. Taking another lead from F1 tzgerald~ 
one may examine briefly four poems drawn from various 
stages of Stevena 1 career that more or leas "atart 11 in 
the four ways that Fitzgerald suggests. Their purposes 
will, of course, overlap. 
The four poana are "To the One of Fictive Music~" 
which belongs among the climactic pages of Harmonium; 
"Academic Discourse at Havana," about which something has 
already been said; and the two poems that form the tail-
piece to ~ !!!1 w1 th the ~ GUitar. The two earlier 
poems have a good deal in common, formally and thematically; 
but the differences in the point of view that each repre-
sents are notable. So it is with the two later poems, 
although here the differences are mora apparent, at least 
on the surface, than the similarities. 
"To the One of Fictive Music" is an address to the 
poet, rich w1 th all the rhetorical distinction of "Sunday 
Morningff and nLe Monocle de Mon On ole 1 n but refined and 
muted, deepened: 
Sister and mother and diviner love, 
And of the sisterhood of the living dead 
Most near 1 nost clear, and of the clearest blooms, 
And of the fragrant mothers the most dear 
And. queen~ and of diviner love the day 
And flame and silm:ner and. sweet fire, no thread 
Of cloudy ail ver sprinkles in your gown 
Its venom of renown, and on your head 
No crown is simpler than the simple hair. 
Now, of the music summoned by the birth 
That separates us from the Vllnd and sea, 
Yet leaves us in them, until earth becomes, 
~ being so such of the things we are, 
Gross effigy and simulacrum, none 
Gives motion to per.f"eotion more serene 
Than yours, out o.f our imperfections wrought, 
Most rare, or ever of more kindred air 
In the laborious weaving that you wear. 
For so retentive of themselves are men 
That music is intensest W1ich proclaims 
The near, the clear, and vaunts the clearest bloom, 
And of all vigils musing the obscure, 
That apprehends the most W:l.ich sees and names, 
As in your name, an image that is sure, 
Among the arrant spices of the sun, 
0 bough and bush and scented vine, in whom 
We give ourselves our likest issuance. 
Yet not too like, yet not so like to be 
Too near, too clear, saving a little to endow 
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Our feigning with the strange unlike, whence springs 
The difference that heavenly pity brings. 
Fbr this, musician, in your girdle fixed 
Bear other perfumes. On your pale head wear 
A band entwining, set w1 th fatal stones. · 
Unreal, give back to us what once you gave: 
The imagination that we spurned and crave.l 
More precisely and clearly, .more absolutely, than 
any of the other poems in Harmonium, "To the One of Fic-
tive Music" is the embodiment of a yearning. Its urgency 
is akin to the Romantic compulsion to record the intense 
moments that are the center and significance of being, 
at least from the Romanticist's point of view-- for such 
1. Harmon! um~ pp. 148-150. 
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a poet, the intensity of an experience is the criterion 
of its worth and truth, But all too often, such a cri te-
rionma:.Res of poetry no mre than a lyric cry. Stevens 
avoids this error by weighting his figure of "the one of 
fictive music" with symbolic, almost mythic significance; 
the. rhetoric in which it is clothed, although decorative 
and aristocratic, and aiming at an "essential gaudiness," 
however well bred, is not high flown in any negative sense. 
Elaborately .self .... conscious as the diction is, it yet re-
tains real vitality, partly because· the invo.lved syntax 
supports it, partly·by being played off against plain., 
simple words. The formal language works in the same way 
in Emerson's "Days"; the common ground of the two poems 
is not merely the sharing of a central image but also the 
creation of a mood of austere regret and longing: 
Daughters of Time, the hypocritic Days, 
Muffled and dumb like barefoot dervishes., 
And marching single in an endless file, 
Bring diadems and fagots in their hands. 
To each they offer gifts after his will, 
Bread, kingdoms 1 stars, and sky that holds them all. 
I, in my pleached garden, watched the pomp, 
Forgot my morning wt shes, hastily 
Took a few herbs and apples, and the Day 
Turned and departed silent. I, too late, 
Under her solemn fillet saw the scorn.l 
Whether Stevens owes anything directly to Emerson in 
"To the One of Fictive Music" is less important than what 
the kinship reveals in documenting.the character of Stevens 
1. F. o. Matthiessen, ed., The Oxford Book of American· 
Verse, (JewlW6rk: Oxford University Press, 1950), p. 107. 
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as a poet. It is gene~ally assumed that Stevens learned 
most f'rom the Symbolist poets of the 19th oentu·ry, and cer-
ia~ his debt to them is real. But there is no reason 
to suppose that the Symbol,ist influence is the only or 
even the dominating influence, at least in the early poems. 
A poet uses whatever is valuable to him; the notion that 
the Metaphysical poets remained unused until they were 
redt scovered by way of the French poets of' the nineteenth 
century, who exercised so strong an influence on the Ima-
gists and their contemporaries, can be disproved by an 
examination of Emerson himsel.f', or o.f' Emily Dickinson, 
Frederlck Goddard Tuckerman, Trumbull Stickney, and Will-
iam Vaughn Moody, al~ o.f' whom pay homage in one way or 
another to John Donne and George Herbert., all of whom em-
ploy the conceit· in ways almost exactly parallel to the 
ways that Donne and Herbe~t employ it. 
More significantly, however, "To the One of Fictive 
Music" ma~ks a b~eak with the usual manner of' Harmonium. 
If, in some respects, it returns to the kind of music·and 
the kind of theme explored in "Sunday Morning," it does 
so with the experience of all the experimentation between 
to enrich and deepen its tones. Further, as one of the 
few poems in the book which forthrightly declares its 
subject to be poetry, its distinguishing characteristics --
diction, rhythms, imagery -- set it apart from the other 
•,'·. ··I" 
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poems; its very singularity suggests an examination of 
later poams in relation to it. For with Stevens what is 
said once is alno st certain to be re-said. In one way or 
another, many of the· poems in Ideas !2,l Order re-say earlier 
poems; none of them more notably,·. however, than "The Idea 
of Order at Key West" restates "To the One of Fictive 
Music. n The ttneed to embodyu the experienced reality and 
power of poetry recurs again and again in the later poems, 
and continues to do so. 
ttAcademic Discourse at Havanatt works tta fable out of 
the.imagination," somewhat'in the manner of "The Comedian 
as the Letter c." Its subje.ot, too, is poetry; but the· 
parable of "the grand decadence of the perished swans"l 
is representative of the fusion of the parables that give 
body to "Le Monocle de Mon Oncle" and the profoundly un-
quenchable zest for sensuous experience (despite momentary 
lapses) with an increasingly deepening conviction that 
poetry is the final arbiter of what civilization is or oan 
be. "Owl's Clover" descends almost directly from this 
line; so, too, do "Sad Strains of a Gay Waltz~" "Anglais 
Mort a Florence," and ttHow to Live. What to Do": 
Last evening the moon rose above this :rook 
Impure upon a world unpurged. 
The man and his companion stopped 
To rest. before the heroic height. 
Coldly the 'W1 nd fell upon them 
In many majesties of sound: 
1. Ideas of Order, P• 37. 
They that had left the flame-freaked sun 
To seek a sun of fuller fire •••• l 
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The issue of "Academic Uds~ourse at Havana 0 would 
also include, in some respects, 0 The Idea of Order at Key 
West," since the latter poem is also a 11 fable 11 ; but its 
direct descendents belong to a slightly different group, 
touched with melancholy, but rhetorically more flamboyant 
and glittering than the descendents of "To the One of 
Fictive Music.". The best of them show up in °Notes toward 
a Supreme Fiction" and "An .Ordinary Evening in New Haven." 
"A Thought Rewlved" is really a group .. of four poems 
bound together by a common tone of high, rather strident 
grotesquerie. The first., "The Mechanical Optimist, 0 is a 
re-statement of "A High-Toned Old Christian Woman," iri'the 
':tllanner of T. s. Eliot 1 s Sweeney poems: 
A lady dying of diabetes 
Listened to the radio 1 
Catching the lesser dithyrambs. 
So heaven collects its bleating lambs. 
Her useless bracelets fondly fluttered, 
Paddling the melodic swirls, 
The idea of god no longer sputtered 
At the roots of her indifferent curls.2 
The po'ei!l is really an.e:x:ercise, its rhythms appro-
priately jazzy, in· a genre that Stevens had not really 
explored since the 'Teens. Ideas .Q! Order bad contained 
a ban dful of poems more or less in the idiom, but none 
l. Ibid. I P• 14. 
2. The~ with the~ Guitar, P• ?5. 
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had the biting satirical quality of' "The Mechanical Opti-
mist. n Curiously enough, the directly satirical impulse 
in Stevens almost always strips him of' the protective 
coloration his usual detachment provides •. 
AlnDst as if aware. of' the excess that "The Mechanical 
Optimist" had suggested, Stevens turns his vd thering glance 
upon his whole environment. "Mystic Garden & Middling 
Beast" re-examines the poet's po.sition in society with an 
assertive flamboyance that is . suggestive of' "The Empe·ror . 
of Ice-Cream," juxtaposing the "commonplace" and the rare, 
the abstract and the concrete, in a rather hard-bitten 
idiom that does not quite come to focus: 
The poet striding among the cigar stores, 
Ryan's lunch, hatters, insurance end medicines, 
Denies that abstraction is a vice except 
To.the fatuous. These are his infernal walls, 
A space of stone, of inexplicable base 
And peaks outsoarlng ·possible adjectives. 
One man, the idea of man, that is the space, 
The true abstract in which be promenades. 
The era of the idea of man, the cloak 
And speech of' Virgil dropped, that's where he walks, 
That's where his hymns come ·crowding, bero•hymxus 1 Cborals for mountain voices and the moral chant, 
Happy rather than holy but happy-high, 
Day hymns instead of constellated rhymes, 
Hymns of the struggle of the idea of god 
And the idea of man, the mystic garden and 
'.rhe middling beast, the garden of paradise 
And he that created the garden and peopled it.l 
The poet obviously gets the better of things; Hart-
ford (or whatever city one wishes to substitute) ~akes 
the brunt of the irony. Like Dr. Johnson, Stevens has 
1. Ibid., P• 76. 
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little sy.q1pathy for mediocri ~' but his criteria for -excel-
lence are net so ~harply defined. The poem affirms the good-
. . .. -
ness of the ima.giJJa. tive view of ~ife, _and of __ the __ self_; man 
is the measure of thi~s onlY when free to realize his pawers 
tllrough the exercise· of the tra.»sferming ima.ginatioD.. Ya.n is 
himself only when. ima.gi:na.t_ive; ~us ~i_nation is "Sist~r 
and mother and diviner love," ~e l_ife force, _sa.lu~~<i.witb 
such intense rhetoric in. "To the One ef Fictive Music. 
. . . - . . 
1b.e third poem i_n fl:l.e_ serie_s, _ "?:toma.n~~qu~ ~ffa._bu_la.tio~, n 
m~entarily intensifies th~ grotesquely ironic statement of 
_.,Mystic Garden &: Middli:ng :Beast": 
He sought an earthly leader·wno could stand 
Wi thc;>ut ;panache,· without ooc'ka.de, 
Son only of man and sun of men, 
!the outer captain, _ _the inner s~~n_t, 
!he :pine, the :pillar a~d tbe ·:pr ie·s t, · 
'!he voice,· the book, ·the· hidden we1.11 ~e faster's feast amd hea.vy-frnited· star; 
~e fa~ert the beater of the _rigid drums, 
· E:e that at midnight touches the gtiitar, _ 
~e soli tude, the barrier, ·the Pol'Ef · · · · 
In Paris,- oelui qui cba.nte et :p_leure, ·~··1 
As a statement of the mission or_ role o_f the poet, the p_oem 
}?as at least am e~aging _variety. _ Stevens is an_ ol(l ~l'!d_, _ 
of oaurse 1 at such de1iberate1y e1egant cata~ogues and P~r.a­
doxes as· "The faster's feast and heavy fruited s:tar," ~ich 
have ~eaning by a kind_ of sleight-of-hand tha~ is ~1most_ too 
s1iok. ~e catalogue of ~e idea~_:poe~'s a.t_t;-~~~-tea:{ ~~ ~-. 
little heavy handed, here; the facilit.y is neither disposed to 
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the end of comed:y, as in nThe Cow.edian as the Lette:rr··c.,n 
where the piling-up of images graduall:r enriches md 
deepens the perception without destroying the high spirits., 
nor :fully directed toward the powerful climax that the more 
full:r expanded metaphors of "Le Monocle de Mon Onole" and 
the later "Notes toward a Supreme 'Fiction·n achieve. The 
-
conceit of "son" and "sun" in line three, like the allit-
' ' "' 
.. 
eration in line five, is the more objectionable because., 
despite its propriety, it remains .primaril:r a de_vice! it 
functions rhetorically rather than organically. So 1 too 1 
"the pole / In Paris, celui qui chante at pleure,n remains 
something of a deliberate mystification; the figure evokes 
Chopin olearl:r enough., but it lacks real urgenc:y. 
The· final poem, "The Leader.,"_P.resents a parod:r of 
"t)l~ earthly leader" sought b:r the poet: 
the moralist hidalgo 
Whose whore is Morning Star 
Dressed in metal, silk and stone, 
Syr1nga,·cieada, his flea.l 
In some respects 1 "The Leader" is the most success-
ful of.tbe group. It serves, too~ to pull together and 
in part to justify the arbitrary use of rhetoric that 
appears to be, in the other poems, an end in itself. On 
the other band, the virtuosity that all four poems display 
is tainted with an implicit moral argument that never 
really becomes clear, although the whole poem rests upon 
. ' 
tba epigra:ll'Jllatic paradox that: 
Poetry is a finikin thing or air 
That lives uncertainly and not for long 
Yet radiantly beyond mnch lustier blurs.l 
Even so, the satire upon the world of 11things as 
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they are" is more savage than that turned upon the poet. 
The extravagance w:t th wbich the poet is satirized is 
suspect!' The savagery with which the ordinary world is 
pictured, on the other band, gives no quarter. The diff-
erence is essentially the difference between Congreve and 
Wycherley: Congreve's complete detachment allows him per-
fect .freedom in the han dli·ng o.f his characters, end allows 
the spectator to see everyone's foibles without prejudice; 
Wycherley' s moralistic fervor, however subtly disguised, 
although it does not break the back o:f his comedy, tends 
to destroy its finest effects because it does not leave 
the spectator free to choose among th~ fools and knaves 
who people his plays. So with "ATho-ught.Revolved,u the 
case against the philistine is from the beginning stronger 
than the case against the poet. The point of the fable 
is all too clear. 
"The Men That Are Falling" is a return to the finely 
.. 
meditative . .form that characterizes Stevens at his best. 
More compassionate and spacious in its sense.o.f the split 
between the poet and his world, the poem turns upon an 
intense desire to reconcile the two: 
1. "~ke Decorations in a Nigger Cemetery," Ideas ~ 
Order, P• 51. 
God and all angels s:t ng the world to sleep, 
Now that the moon is rising in the beat 
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And crickets are 2oud again in the grass. The moon 
Burns in the mind on lost remembrances. 
He lies cbwn and the night wind blows upon him here. 
The bells g~ow longer •. This is not sleep. This is 
:::.: ,..' ·,·aesire. 
Ah! Yes, desire • • • this leaning on his bed, 
This leaning on his elbows ori his bed, 
Staring, at midnight, at the pillow that is black 
In the catastrophic room ••• beyond despair, 
Like an in tenser instinct. What is it he desires? 
But this he cannot know, the man that thinks, 
Yet life itself, the fulfilment of desire 
In the grinding ric~rac, staring steadily 
At a head upon the pillow. in the dark,. 
More than·sudarium1 speaking the speech 
Of absolutes, ·bodiless, a bead 
Thick-lipped from riot and rebellious cries, 
The head of one of the men that are falling, placed 
Upon the pillow to repose and speak, 
Speak and say the immaculate syllables 
That he spoke only by doing what he did. 
God. and all angels, this was his desi.re, 
Whose head lies blurring here, for this he died. 
Taste of the blood upon his martyred lips, 
0 pensioners, 0 demagbgues and pay-menl 
This death was his belief though death t's a stone. 
This man loved earth, not heaven, enough to die. 
The night wind blows upon the dreamer, bent 
Over words that are life's voluble utteranoe.l 
The combination of the meditative end the fabulous 1 
the assertive and the yearning, :focuses in a new form. 
1. The Man with the Blue Guitar, PP• 81-82. 
,._,_._ --
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The poem stands.- like "Ash Wednesdayn in T. s. Eliot's 
career, as a landmark 1 a ·point of new departure and sum-
ming up. The apparent relaxation of rhythm and diction 
that had seemed to characterize so much of the work be-
tween Harmonium and ~ Man w.t th the Blue ..;;G.::u:.:::i..:;.t.-ar=- here 
justifies itself in an essential rightness and firmness --
the image is romantic, a rejection of "the man that thinks," 
and a .facing o.f "lost· remembrances, n o.f nan intenser in-
stinct. n But the image. is .not an evasion, a withdrawal 
from difficulties;. the symbol of the severance of body 
and head ha~ its own precision. Nor is the poem a fresh 
start, a rejection of what Steve~ns has .written earlier: 
;bhe :rhetoric, for example, is clearly characteristic, 
a'lthough the interest in the odd and grotesque is clearly 
held in control; the assertiveness, although mellowed, 
remains, particularly iri the .final couplets. Although 
"The Men_ That Are Falling" pl"eoedes "Th~ .Man .w.1 tb the Blue 
'""'• 
Guitar,n it prefig'QI'es the latter pciem. str':loturally and 
thematically, and is, in many ways, a finer accomplishment. 
ttThe Man w.t·tb the Blue Guitar" is, for all its charm, 
~ 
something of a tour de force. 
---- --· 
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B. Some Preliminary Studies: Parts 2£ ~World 
Many of' the poems written after "The Man with the 
Blue Guitar" carry the burden of that poem a little 
heavily. They are s~udies for "Notes toward a Supreme 
Fiction," and as such have clinical and historical in• 
terest. Some of them -- "Poetry Is a Destructive Force," 
nThe Poems of Our Climate, n·· "Study of Two Pears," "Add 
.. 
This to Rhetoric,n "Connoisseur of Chaos, 11 "The Well· 
Dressed Man with a Beard," ttMan and Bottlett -- are more 
than studies, achieving a fine richness of texture and 
wholeness o.f form quite different from what might, expec-
ted in a study. Stevens explores his symbols in these 
poems not so much in·· a new way as in a way that discovers 
their freshness; but it is a freshness at once familiar 
and n~w, mellower but more incisive, as in "Add This to 
Rheto:r-ic n: 
It ·is posed and it is posed. 
But in nature it merely grows. 
Stones pose in the falling night; 
And beggars dropping to sleep, · 
They pose themselves and thei:r rags. 
Shucks ••• laven dar moonlight falls. 
The buildings pose in the sky 
And, as you paint, the clouds, 
Grisaille, impearled, profound, 
Pftt. • • In the way. you sp e.ak 
You arrange, the thing is posed,· 
Wbat in nature merely grows. 
Tomorrow when the sun, 
For all your images, . 
Comes up as the sun, bull fire, 
Your images will have left 
No sh~dow of.themselves. 
The poses of speech~ of paint~ 
Of music -- Her body lies 
Worn out, her arms fall down, 
Her fingers touch the ground. 
Above her, at the left~ 
A"'Brush of wbi,te, the obscure, 
The moon without a shape, 
A fringed ey~ in a crypt. 
The sense creates the pose. 
In this 1 t moves and speaks. 
This is the figure and not 
An evading metaphor. 
Add this. It is to add.l 
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Formally, the poem recovers some of the high spirits 
of the early wor.k; even though the scope is in some ways 
curtailed. The zest here is focused upon the ironia aware-
ness of the limitations of art, and the good humor wi tb 
which Stevens delineates them may well be sufficient proof 
that the unsuccessful m d partly successful experiments in 
grotesquerie, even tl::e successful ones, such as 11The 
. . 
Comedian as the Letter c," have their reward. In the 
earlier poems, the zest bad been spent upon the delights 
of sensuous experience or the meditations that arise .from 
such experience, although always with an emphasis upon 
th~ir Value as poetry. The "~ubject 11 o:f "Add This to 
- -
Rhetol"io11 is itself artj the poem plays with the idea that 
nature has significance only when reduced to order -- 'but 
it does so with an enveloping irony that successfully 
heightens the impol"tanoe o:f art by seeming to make :fun of 
it, by clearly· revealing the 11artifioiality of artlf and, 
1. Parts Q! ~World, PP• 16-17. 
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conversely, its natu.ralness, since for Stevens nothing is 
more natural than acceding to the creative ;mpulse. 
The relation of the poem to earlier pieoes can be 
illustrated almost at random. nGubbinal,n ·for example, 
states tbat: 
That strange flc:nrer, the sun, 
Is just what you say.· 
Have it' your way. 
The world is ugly, 
And the people are sad.l 
But the earlier poem does not really explore th~ re-
lation between one's _point of view and _hi~ vision of the 
world -- the dramatizatio.n is not e,nalyzed, and the total 
result is a little arbitrary if also amusing. 11The Virgin 
· Oarrying a Lantern" deals w1 th the problem from a some-
what different, more expository point -of view: 
There are no bears among the roses, 
Only a negress who supposes 
Things false and wrong 
About the lantern of the beauty 
Wbo walks there; as a farewell duty, 
Walks long and long. 
The pity that her pious egress 
Should fill the vi gil of a negress 
With beat so strong.2 . 
Like the story o:f Susanna, which deais with the d1 a-
parity between things as they are. arid things imagined, 
and which may be said in some ways to ac()oun.t for a cen-
tral theme in the poetry as a Whole, the ·fable of "The 
1. Harmonium, P• 144. 
2. ~., P• l20. 
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Virgin Carrying a Len tern" is grist to Stevens' theory 
that poetry is the true substance of tba world, that a 
valid image of the v.orld is one that reveals its meaning 
in its artifice. 
Finally, there are such poems from the early period 
as "Floral Decorations for Bananas" and 0 Tbe Revolution-
ists Stop for Orangeade," whioh contribute more than in-
cidentally to such later poems as nAdd This to Rhetoric." 
-
In 11Floral Decorations," Stevens parodies the preoieux. 
who carries to an extreme the knowledge that the style is 
the man: 
·.·' .. 
·Well, nuncle, this plainly won't do. 
These insolent, linear peels 
And sullen, hurricane shapes 
Won't do with your eglantine. 
They require something serpentine. 
Blunt yellow in such a roomll 
, The atmosphere is far from that o:f ttKing Lear"; but 
'· 
"nunclett is the Fool's -word, and the Foo:t is the king's 
one trustworthy advisor except :for Kent in disguise. The 
fool's advice here turns upon itself -- truth seems to be 
posited merely as a matter of taste. In nThe Revolution-
ists Stop for Orangeade,n What seems to be nonsense (but 
is merely feigned. nonsense) turns out to be· the kind of 
sense that Shakespeare's fools often possess: 
Hang a feather by your eye, 
Nod and look a little sly. 
This must be the vent of pity, 
Deeper than a truer ditty 
Of the real that wrenches, 
Of the quick that's wry.l 
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By what seems to ha.ve:,beeD' ~-e-~J.ong ,way,aroundt'<.:steve·ns 
comes to momentary rest in tbe conviction that his prac-
tice between 1929 and 1937 bad seemed .to deny or had im-
perfectly stated. In ttAdd This to Rhetorictt the· off-
handedness is natural. and casual within the limitations 
that the definition of the subject implies; the ultimate 
effect is one of a much greater inclusiveness than any 
striving after large-scale significance could possibly 
achieve. The poem has all the earmarks of an incisive 
improvisation; and the incisiveness can best be suggested 
by noticing the way in which the final line depends for 
its effect upon its very matter-of•faotness. Even though 
the line embodies an assertion, it does so without re-
sorting to external violence. The effect depends partly 
upon· the rhythm, too: the free dis cipl.ine of the movement 
is not merely a matter of repetitions and variations in 
sound and accent, however; it depends upon its being 
attuned to the cavalier manner in Which a theory of art is 
delineated. Thus the.play between the 0 pose 0 and the 
"falling," between active and passive voice, between ele-
gance and commonplace, is held in deliberate but easy 
balance. Further, such a figure as "A fringed eye in a 
1. Ibid., P• 177. 
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crypt," although it can be t:ttaced to "Hang a feather by 
you:r eye," 'is not significant beoause it can be so d.ocu-. 
mented, but because it balances the ridiculous and the 
fantasy of art in a single stroke: it :tteveals and criti-
cizes at one and the same time. So it is, with the play-
ful description of the sun. The sun will rise, Stevens 
says, "as the sun," that is, as itself, for all the 
artist's images, adding "bull•fire" with no apparent 
awSl"eness that his own description 'is cut from the .same 
oloth as the painter's image. Unlike Plato, who ala:> 
thought in images, and knew their dage:tts, Stevens does 
not deny them to us; he simply points out their limits. 
In so doing, he points to the limit of a.rt as he reveals 
its capacity. 
In a series of epigrams published sho:tttly after the 
appearance of the first poems -- and in many ways, the 
best poems -- of Parts of a World,· Stevens observed, 
. -- - --~-
"Poet~ increases the feeling for· reality.nl In the 
light of this poem Ell d the others that reveal a similar 
intention, including those mentioned at the beginning of 
the present section as well as "The Glass of Water," 
. "Dry: Loaf 1 " "The Man on the Dump,u ttThe Latest Freed Man, It 
and ttoountry Words," his meaning is clearly less damaging 
to reality in its everyday sense than a good deal of the 
1. ttMateria Poetics." (II), ~~ Vol. II, No. 3, Fall, 
1942, P• 28. 
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later poetry and much of the poetic theory imply. l?oetry has 
its limits; with Stevens it is almost a rule that the' less he 
insists upon its value 1 the more effectively he asserts its value. 
- -
Elsewhere in Parts Qf ~ World, Stevens does not achieve 
so mu.ch. Many of the poems remain "Illustrations o:f' the JJ?oetio 
as a Sense," as he once called some of them.l The wit is 
stl!ained and apologetic. They lack the "radiance" that Stevens 
cherishes, and are essentially "f'inikin. u Dr. J"'ohns_on1 s un-
sympathetic toward the kind of wit employed by the metaph~sical 
poets may smack too much of imperiousness; but his words can 
- -
be applied to Stevens• wit as it emerges in certain poems: 
If that be considered as Wit, Which is at once· 
natural and new, that which, thougb. riot obvious , is, 
upon its first production, ae-Jm.owledged to be just; 
if it be tba't;. i:whfelL1'lie 1tlia.m never found it, wonders 
how he missed; to wit of this kind the metaphysical 
poets have seldom risen~ Their 'thoughts are often 
new, but seldom naturalJ they are no·t- obvious,· but 
neither are they just; and the reader, ·far from won-
dering that he missed them, wonders more frequently 
by what perverseness ef industry the~ were ever found. 
But wit, abstracted fram its effects upon the 
hearer, may be more rigorously and PhilosoPhically 
considered as a kind of discordia: coneors; a C0Dlbina-
tion of dissimilar images, or d~soovery of occult re-
semblances in things apparently unlike. Of it, thus 
defined, they have mere than enough. ~e most hetero-
geneous Hteas are yoked by violence together; nature 
and art are ransacked fer illustrations, comparisons, 
and allusions; their learning instructs, and their 
1. Foetry, Vol. LIV, No. 4, July, 1939, pp. 177-83. 
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subtil ty surprises; bUt the reader commonly thinks 
his improvement dearly bought, and, though he some-
times admires, is seldaa pleased.~ 
Among the poems that re-v:eal the_ justness of Dr. John-
son's remarks, "Les l?J.us_Belles Pages" can be ta.kea as 
representative# 
~e milkman came in the moonlight and the moonlight 
Was less than moonlight. Nothi~ exists by itself. 
~e moonlight seemed to. 
Two people·, three horse&:f,. an ox 
And the sun, the waves together in tb.e sea..-
!lhe moOnlight and Aquinas seemed to. Re spoke, 
Kept speaking, of God. I changed the word to man. 
The automaton, in logic self-contained, 
EXisted by itself. or did ·the saint survive? 
Did sev.era.l spirits a.ssttme. a. single shape? · . 
- . 
Theology after breakfast sticks to the eye.2 
~e poem discovers qualities better described as 
"dis cordia conoors" than as "1hat ••• which is at once 
na. tura.l and new •" It is easy enough to understand how 
the milkman's appearance in the moonlight changed the look 
of the moonlight and therefore its singular and self-con-
tained exiatence. The transition to Aquinas is equally 
easy, although its shock value would seem to be its 
greatest asset Aquinas is an imperfeet and ostentatious 
symbol to display Stevens' argument that no matter hR 
distasteful a man's belief may be, the way in w.nich it 
. is expressed is the criterion which determines not so · 
1. Smith and Parks, ~· ~., p. 461 
2. Parts of~ World, p.·ll3. 
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a criticism of his own impatience with the lack of inclu-
siveness and therefore the inadequacy of his own symbol 
for "the dreadful sundry of tbis m rld." 
The poem fails primarily because the shifts in tone 
are too violent and rapid within the. grandiose framework 
that is cut down to something like an epigram before the 
foundations of the framework have been secured. Although 
the poem has a good deal of "idea" content, the wit strains 
the seams of the poem apart, with the result that it fails 
to be a self-contained md self-propelled, self-justifying 
entity. Further, the title itself involves an elaborate 
conceit, the point of which is best illust~ated by refer-
ence to a poem written a few years later: 
Livre de Toutes Sortes de Fleurs D'Apres Nature. 
All sorts of flowers. That's the sentimentalist.l 
Like the volumes of "norceaux cboisis," or the "choix 
des plus belles pages," the Friendship's Offerings and 
Love's Tokens, Aquinas read by excerpts that gather the 
purple passages together is a sentimental gesture. Stevens' 
titles, it is true, are occasionally exercises in deception, 
but here the implication is clear, although not really con-
vincing. The se1r-mooker7 displayed by the title in this 
instance is retributive.2 From beginning to end -- from 
title to epigrammatic last line·-- the poem is characterized 
1. "Esthetique du Mal," Transport !Q. SUllliller, P• 41. 
2. · Moore, "Well Moused, Lion, n P• 86. 
by a fragmentarinass that is never really resolved; its 
total effect is only that of its parts.· The oddity of 
association is not worked out in convincing terms; the 
effect is that of a series of false starts oo noludad by 
a witty gestura. 
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The weakness of poems designed to nillustrate" "the 
poetic as a sense" is that they tend to become theoretical 
poems rather than poems that g:t ve body to.::a theory. But 
in such pieces as "The Poems of Our Climate," "Poetry Is 
a Destructive Force,·" "The Man on the Dump," and "study 
•i., 
of Two Pears 1 " the theory is dl.. othed in an image that 
translates the theory into "tbe veritable thing.·~ In 
"Study of Two Pears" Steven~ achieves a notable victory 
over his increasing tendency to think of ~ife as "the 
reflection of literature~ttl The doctrine is almost never 
stated purely, without equal awareness that "It is life 
that one is trying to get at in poetry";2 but many of the 
poems in .Parts of ~ World empb:asi.ze the former point of 
view at the expense of the. latter. "Study of Two Pears," 
with its negative statement of resemblances or correspon• 
dances, satisfies both conditions of the paradox: 
1. "Materia Poetica 11 (I), ~~ Vol. I, No. 11 Sept., 
~ 
1940, P• 3. 
I 
Opusoulum paedagogum. 
The pears are not viols, 
Nudes or bottles. 
They resemble nothing else. 
II 
They are yellow for.ms 
Composed of curves 
Bulging toward the base. 
They are touched red. 
III 
They are not flat surfaces 
Having curved outlines. 
They are round 
Tapering toward the top. 
IV 
In the way they are modelled 
There are bits of blue. 
A bard dry leaf hangs 
From the stem. 
v 
Tbe yellow glistens. 
It glistens with various yellows, 
Citrons, ora::1ges and peens 
Flowering over tbe skin. 
VI 
The shadows of the pears 
Are blobs on the green cloth. 
The pears are not seen 
As the observer vd lls.l 
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Although the poem is "a little illustrative (peda-
gogical) wot>k, n designed to prove that pears are pears,·: it 
also presumes to show how they dominate any attempt to 
1. Parts 2! ~ World, PP• 12-13. 
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describe them. They are an end in themselves; their attl"i-
butes are inseparable from their manifestation as essen-
tial parts of the whole. Color and shape are not secondary 
attributes, for example, any more than in a painting by 
Braque the apparent distortion of a mandolin or a pitcher 
is to be separated from the oolor and the total al"rangement. 
From this point of view, 11Study of Two Pears" is a paint_er's 
poem, and the analogy to Braque holds. At one point, Ste-
vens paraphrases Braque w1 th approval, . saying that "Usage 
is everything (Les idees sont de$tinees a etre defor.mees a 
1 1usage. Georges Braque, Verse No. 2),u and the poem 
suggests that "usage" implies the· power of the pears to 
determine our way of looking at the· world: what we see is 
not only what we are but what actually is.l 
On a small scale, the exhilaration that such ~phde&$ 
achieve is real and within obvious limits complete. But 
for brooader purposes, nei tb.ero the device of an 11opusculum 
paedagogum" nor the fable of "on the Road Home" or "The 
•· 
Man on the Dump" is sufficient. The longer poems of Parts 
of~ World lack the cohesive strength of even "Owl's 
' 
Clover," although "Montracb.et-le-Jardin" bas the warmth of 
-
a personal reoord, and some stanzas of "Examination of the 
Hero in a Time of War, tt which attempts. to construct a sus-
taining symbol, are olean out·and impressive. On the other 
1. •Materia Poetica" (I), P• 3. 
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hand, "Extracts .from Addresses to the Academy of Ideas," 
ttLife on a Battleship," and uThe Woman That Had More 
Babies Than That" require something more precisely formal 
than a self-dissolving d scourse on the sim.ila:t-ity of the 
"false and the true" or the oneness of "law and evidence," 
to hold them toge\her. For such paradoxes, the lyrical 
pleasures of ''Loneliness in Jersey City" and "Anything Is 
" . 
Beautiful if You Say It Ia,n which develop from "Disillu-
sionment of Ten O'Clock" and similar pieces, and the 
gaudier tune of "The News and the Weather't ·are more appro-
priate. Best of all is. the "sombre figur~tion" of "Con-
trary Theses (I).," which moves away from the speculative 
and toward the dramatic: 
Now grapes are plush upon the vines. 
A soldier walks before my door. 
The hives are heavy with the combs. 
Before, before, pefore my door. 
And seraphs cluster on the domes., 
And saints are brilliant in fresh cloaks. 
Before, before, before my door. 
The shadows lessen on the walls. 
The bareness of the house returns. 
An acid sunlight fills the balls. 
Before, before. Blood smears the oaks. 
A soldier stalks before my door.l 
1. Parts Qf~ World, P• 152. 
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The resemblances requir~ _ ~o _ i_ntelle_otu_a.l_j~stifioa.tion, 
a.l though they re:Pay study; their subtleties are pervasive 
. . . 
a.na. precise_. 
on tb.e whole Parts of a World sketches in the out... 
.--- ~'.. . .. . . - ~. 
lines of ''Notes _towar~ ~ Su~reiJ1e. ?.!'~c.tif):tJ:u_; ~-t~ s:ym~ols_, 
a.J.tb.ough they -~re li~ed· with earlier ~~.o_ls,. l~~k ~C!.r-: 
ward more olea.rly __ tha.n ba.~a.rd. The ~igur_e of the poet 
as "ma.j_or man," uoa:p~ta.n :r;>r_o_:f'u~d:o_," a~ _"_-~h~ fictive hero" 
domina. tes a. good ~.JW. _o_f_ tb.e~ poel!':s. a~. p~e_f~~~es . ~~ 
assa.ul t on_ the _achieyeme_n~ !'~ a. __ n~e_ntr~l ~oe try, u tha.t is, 
a. mythol.ogy to e~body s~even~_'_ ?_e;tier_ ~~·- . . . .. - _ .. 
~e poet is the·. intermediary between'pe·o:ple 
and the wor~d in which they ;t:ive and,· also, be-·· - · · 
tween :people as between _themselves; but not between 
:people and some other worl.d.l . . . . . . .. . .. 
It is no accident the._~ d.ur~~ this s~e. peri~~_,_ ~~e-
vens began working out in de_ta~l tbe outl~n,~_s. of. ~o~tic 
theory on. a. more formal ~c~le ·th~n _ !J.~~etofo!e f ~f.te_r_ 
almost thirty years of :writing ~o_etry, __ Stevens turned to 
prose partly, perhaps, bec_a.use _th~ ;poe't!Y. i~self showed 
signs of beoaming a mere veh~ole for theory. A poet 
attempting to create a. new my:thol_ogy face~ th~ enormou_s 
if self-appointed task of re~embering tha. t "t;lhe measure 
of the poet is. the measure ~f h~s. s~nse_ o~ _the world and 
of the extent to whiCh it involves the sense of other 
1. "Materia l?oetican (II), p. 28• 
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people.nl Such a poet is in one sense no different from 
the poet who realizes, like Robert Frost, that nEvery 
poem is a new metapbor inside or it is nothing. And there 
i:s a sense in which all poems are the sane old metaphor 
always.n2 But a sense of dedication such as Stevens' in-
volves him in paradoxes that tend to become ruthlessly 
self-conscious. As theory and pra.ctice become more and 
more closely interwoven, the dividing line between poetry 
and poetics blurs. To insist that the distinction must 
be maintained is faLse; but the poem must finally be 
perceived as a poem, and the poet~cs as p·oetics. 
1. nEffects of Analogy," The Necessary Angel, PP• 123..:24. 
2. Frost, "The Constant Symbol,"·P• xvi. 
1 (f 
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c. "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction" 
"Notes toward a Supreme Fiction" remains first and 
foremost a poem. Its subject is the nature of' the imagi.--
nation; its form is a series of' thirty "meditations" of 
varying kinds, externally bound together by a regularly 
repeated stanzaic structure. Even so, the poem embodies 
a good deal of speculation, as the titles of' its three 
major sections indicate: "It Must Be Abstract," "It 
Must Change," "It Must Give Pleasure.n These are, Stevens 
indicates, minimum requirements for any 11 central poetry," 
that is, a poetry that gives significance to life, that 
fulfills its function as a ttsupreme f'iction.tt 
~ 
The poem begins with a prologue, a confession and 
de-dication, that can only be described as·a love poem, in 
which all the threads and fragments of' a ·passionate devo-
tion to poetey are brought to full expression: 
And for what, except for you, do I feel love? 
Do I press the extremest book of' the wisest man 
Close to me, hidden in me day and night? 
In the uncertain light of single, certai·n truth, 
Equal in living changingness to the light 
In which I meet you, in which we sit at rest, 
For a moment in the central of our being, 
The vivid transparence that youbring is peace.l 
Tbis is devotional poetry iri the strictest sense, but it 
is a kind of devotional poetry possible in the "absence 
of' any authority except force, operative or imm:inent,"2 
1. Transport !2 Summer, P• 116. 
2. "The Noble Rider and the Sound of' Words," . The Necessary: 
Angel, P• 17. 
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rather than within the framework of tradi~ional beliefs. 
In any oase 1 the prologue indicates the seriousness of 
the discourse that is to foll.ow and suggests indirectly 
that the three polar points upon which the meditations 
depend are not to be considered separately. Even while 
Stevens demonstrates that imagination or poetry (that is, 
the idea of poetry) "must be abstract,n he demonstrates 
. 
that "it must change" and "give pleasure.n 
The poem is composed from the ~nside out rather than 
in a series of progressions, since the poem as a whole must 
also be a poem in its parts. At times, the emphasis throws 
the reader's attention toward the "idea" indicated by the 
divisional titles; but even this emphasis is variable. The 
effect of the poem as a whole is similar to the effect of 
a painting such as Paul Klee's "Around the Fish" or "A 
Gay·Repast," in which a momez:1tary poise is given to "ab-
stracted" objects in an extraordinarily gay manner. Thus 
the first of tb.e ten :rne.-df·-ta:~i®ns that comprise ttrt Must Be 
Abstract" strongly emphasize the importance of nthe first 
. 
idea" and also take cognizance of "change" and If pleasure": 
Begin, ephebe, by perceiving the idea 
Of this invention, this invented world, 
The inconceivable idea of the sun. 
You must become an ignorant man again 
And see the sun again wi tb an ignorant eye 
And see it clearly in the idea of it. 
Never suppose an inventing mind as source 
Of this idea nor for that mind compose 
i\ voluminous master folded in his fire. 
How clean the sun when seen in its idea 
Washed in the remotest cleanliness of a heaven 
That bas expelled us and our iwages • • • 
The deatb,·of one god is the death of all. 
Let purple Phoebus lie Un umber harvest, 
Let Phoebus slumber and die in autumn umber, 
Phoebus is dead, ephebe. But Phoebus was 
A name .for something tba t never could be nan ad. 
There was a pro jeot .for tbe sun m d is. 
There is a project .for the sun. The sun 
Must bear no name, gold flourisher, but be 
In the difficulty of what it is to be.l 
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- Despite the obvious "pleasure" in alliteration that 
goes far to explain t be play w.t th "Phoebus" end 0 ephebe 1 ° 
neither word is new in Stevens' vocabulary. "Ephebe" 
appears in "Life on a Battleship" where. it is used to 
-
characterize the authoritarian young men, the reformers, 
who would create the world in the image of a theory that 
is not base~ upon experience: 
Tbe captain said1 
nThe ephebi say that there is only the whole, 
The race, the nation, the state.2 
In "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction," the satirical 
implications of the vord more or less give way to a literal 
usage and 0 ephebe0 as a synonym for the young poet; des-
pite the obvious appropriateness of "Phoebus" as a symbol 
of t~e sun·; and even the juxtaposition of two Greek words, 
there can be little doubt that the combination- suggested 
itself to Stevens as much for its effectiveness as sound 
1. ~ransport !2. Summer, PP• 117-lS. 
2. Parts .2f J! World, P• 62. 
as for its sense. The poem is hardly intended to convey 
any serious impression of the world of Plato or Aristotle; 
the play wi tb metaphysics is carried on in purely poetic 
terms. So it is wtth the images centering on "purple 
Phoebus" l-y1ng in "umber harvest, tt in ''autumn um.ber. 11 
Phoebus, although the god of the sun, wears purple as an 
indication of bis royal rank rather than the gold that 
represents the sun itself, and to which Phoebus is opposed. 
Further, the purple (in ancient Greek times, probablV crim-
son) suggests the fall of the leaves, the death of mmm.er, 
and the return to earth, to the umber, whence it sprang --
for with Stevena, as early as "Sunday Morning," the idea 
of god had been created by men; even the sun, ideally, 
should move 11naked among [men) like a savage source," and 
is thus regarded as divine: only in a figurative sense.l 
Here, however, the sun is itself "the inconoei vable idea" 
of the world that is to "bear no name, gold .t'lourisher, 
but be /In the difficulty of what it is to be." The para-
dox is similar to the paradox uttei*ed in "The Snow Man, 11 
where Stevens gives a looal habitation to what oan have. 
no habitation, a name ·to the nameless. 
The poem continues with an admonition against the 
creation of a god -- "an inventin~ mind .·as source / Of this 
idea"; but the reasons for the rejection of a god, here 
given the sharp epigrammatie statement of "The death of one 
1. Harmonium, P• 118. 
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god is the death of all,". remain within the poem a postu-
late, despite the illustrations which support it. "In-
ored1blett·:is:~1mplioitly equated with "inoonceivablen. and 
."unimaginable" in Stevens' work, both in practice and 
theory; and all three terms in praotioe actually become 
interchangeable. In theory, Stevens differentiates care-
fully between''"conception" and "perception .. " Nowhere 1 
however, does the differentiation ?ecome so important as 
the m:utual interpenetration of apparently irreconcilable 
opposites. The opening stanzas of "Notes toward a Supreme 
Fiction," for example, develop from a paradox that must 
be held at arm's length and sorutin'ized simultaneously 
by the intellect and the. senses, by the full intelligence. 
As with. any serious 'V\0 rk, the total meaning rises from the 
interplay of all its forces. But since with Stevens more 
than with mat poets there is ·an almost constant blurring 
of the conceptual and perceptual, .what for him may be the 
surest sign of success may for the reader appear as the 
deliberate eulti vation ·of confusion. The extreme to which 
Stevens' position carries him can best be illustrated by 
his statement that "In poetry, you must love the m rds, 
· the 1 de as, the images m d tb.e· tthytbms with all your capa-
city, to love anything at all, ttl which oar~ie s to an ob-
sessive extreme the _romantic impli·oations of seeing the 
worl.d singly. The difficulties of the post tion will be 
1. "Materia Poetics." {II), p. 28. 
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considered elswb.ere; for the present it is sufficient to 
observe that as the poetry becomes more inclusive and the 
interpenetrations become more complex, it also becomes a 
poetry that has to be accepted on its own terms, and, 1n 
a sense, less and less open to ordinary standards of criti-
cism. It demands increasingly the acceptance of its own 
premises apart from the practice of. other poets, and al-
though its qualities invariably command the respect of' 
the reader, it has to solve the problem of defining its 
own premises as it goes along. 
"Notes toward a Supreme Fiction" as a ~ole does not 
nprogress" -· and although the poem embodies an argument 
of sorts 1 its method of presenting the argument is to 
shuttle back and forth between one pole and another, to 
visit upon any momentary resolution of images and ideas 
a tireless and bewildering skepticism. More clearly than 
at any time before, Stevens rewrites his earlier work in 
••Notes toward a Supreme Fiction." The sense of' change 
and isolation of his own identity, is so strong, apparent-
ly, in Stevens that his poetry tends to become a sequence 
of illustrations to an undefined text. For this reason, 
the later poetry very often appears to achieve a precision 
that is not a precision at all. -On the other hand, the 
precisions of "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction" are not 
merely more delicate and refined than those of the earlier 
work, but they carry with them, at least at their best, 
their own justification: 
·Not to be realized because not to 
Be seen, not· to be loved nor hated because 
Not to be realized. Weather by Franz Hals, 
Brushed up by brushy winds in brushy clouds 1 
Wetted by blue, colder for white. Not to 
Be. spoken t to, w.t t bout a roo f, without 
First fruits, without the virginal of birds, 
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The dark-blown ceinture loosened; not relinquished. 
Gay is, gay was, the gay forsythia 
And yellow, yellow thins the Northern blue. 
Without a name and nothing to be desired, 
If only imagined but imagined well. 
My house has changed a little in the sun. 
The fragrance of the magnolias comes close, 
False flick, false form, but f~seness close to kin. 
It must be visible or invisible', 
Invisible or visible or both: · 
A seeing aod unseeing in the eye. 
The weather and the giant of the weather, 
Say the weather,· the mere weather 1 the mere !ir: 
An abstraction blooded, as a man by thought. 
The exhilarations of the later poems differ markedly 
from those of Harmonium. Here there is as much pleasure 
in the making of the poem as in the poem itself. The 
sensory experience which informs the structure, which 
gives it vitality and point, is subjected to a kind of 
analysis that makes it both somewhat less than itself and 
endows it with special significance. Spring has meaning 
in the poem rather than in its own right; it must be ima• 
gined to have meaning. And the poem, wbioh is the actual 
embodiment of the act of imagining, is therefore the true 
testament of spring and the power of imagination~ 
1. Transport !,2 Sumner, pp. 122-23. 
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For this reason, the most momentary impressions and 
the most remote interpenetrations of sensory experience 
and imagination become means to the end of writing poetry. 
The only constant in such a poetry is the perennial re-
currence of certain attitudes and responses through change, 
some of mioh adquire the quality of symbols, although not 
in any systematic fashion nor with any absolute consist-
tency. Such symbols as do possess stability, such as the 
sun, are used in an essentially traditional manner; by and 
large, Stevens accepts them as they come to him, although 
he extends their meaning by adding to them certain indi-
vidual implications, as in the identification of the sun 
with the poet and the source of poetry~ At other times, 
~, tid'we;~ar, although the symbol starts from a trad.i tional 
.···:tHise, it is developed in highly personal terms that tend 
to reduce it to an idiosyncratic rhetorical device. Thus 
the figure of the poet as an Arabian in the following 
lines stands close to the edge of preciosity, although it 
retains enough of the traditiona;t.identifioation of the 
poet with the magician whose art demands incantation, to 
be effective: 
We say: At night an Arabian. in my room, 
With his damned hooble-hoobla•hoobla•bow, 
Inscribes a primitive astronomy 
Across the unscrawled fores the future casts 
And throws his stars around the floor. By day 
The wood-dove used to chant bis boobla-hoo 
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And still the grossest iridescence of ocean 
Howls boo and r.t ses and bowls boo and falls. 
Life's nonsense pierces us with strange relation.l 
The final line grows convincingly enough out· of its 
context; it serves as a-- comment upon t be function of the 
poet whose nonsense, more than a little suspect by being 
identified with prophecies and astrological prophecies at 
that, brings order to the nonsense of life itself. The 
whole atmosphere of divination is of course heightened by 
the explicit suggestion that the poet creates his order 
(his astronomy or image of the universe) as one throws 
dioe. The reference to the wood-dove muld seem to mean 
that there exists a kind of natural poetry,· a poetry of 
nature, a meaning further supported by the statement that 
"still the grossest iridescence of ocean / Howls boo and 
rises and bowls boo and falls" -- that is, the momentary 
coming to form even of the waves of the sea is itself 
testimony to the universal existence of the poetic impulse 
and, ironically, to its col!llstant change and need for re-
newal. Finally, the c·oncluding line with its deliberate 
characterization of life as "nonsense". suggests· an essen-
tially comic attitude toward life, although it is a seri-
ous kir;~d of comedy. 
Elsewhere, the symbolism tends to become completely 
idiosyncratic; thus the animals in the following lines, 
· 1. ~· , PP• 119-20. 
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although they may have significance for Stevens$ would seem 
to exist largely for their own sake. Their justification 
for existence is their highly decorative quality, which is 
carried even further than the "brushy winds in brushy clouds" 
:and the "gay forsythia n of the lines quoted above: 
The lion roars at the enraging desert, 
Reddens the sand w.i. th his red-colored noise 1 
Defies red emptiness to evolve his match• 
Master by foot and jaws and by the mane, 
Most supple chall anger. The elephs,nt 
Breaches tba darkness of Ceylon and blares, 
The glitter-goes on surfaces of tanka, 
Shattering velvetest far-away. The bear, 
The ponderous cinnamon, snarls in his mountain 
At suxmner thunder and sleeps through winter so ow. 
But you, epbebe, look from you-r attic window, 
Your mansard with a rented piano. You lie 
In silence upon your bed.. You clutch the oorner 
Of the pillow in your band. You writhe and press 
A bitter utterance from your writhing, dumb, 
Yet voluble of dumb violence. You look 
Across the roofs as sigil and as .ward 
And in your centre mark them and are cowed ••• 
These are the heroic children whom time breeds 
Against the first idea -- to lash the lion, 
Caparison elephants, t$aeh bears to juggle.l 
Although Stevens uses the lion, the elephant, and the 
bear as symbols of "natural" poets to be tamed and brought 
to subjection by the conscious· poet, bent to his will, 
the bao~ground against which they are seen is to be jus-
tified ultimately as being interesting in its own terms: 
1. Ibid., PP• 121-22. 
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the colors and noises are ornamental. So 1 too, the image 
of the young poet tends to dissolve in fantasy; the man-
sard and the rented piano are the poet poeticized ... - so 
tbat the poet becomes a little like Rudolfo in "La Boheme," 
but with the difference that Stevens sees through the image 
to its core of l'ldioulousnes·s,. although at the same time 
he pays the poet the highest of tributes. 
Elsewhere Stevens characterizes poetry as a lion, 
calling it "a destru.cti ve force": 
He is like a man 
In the bOdy of a violent beast. 
Its muscles are his own • •• 
The lion sleeps in the sun. 
Its nose is on its paws. 
It can kill a man.l · 
In the stanzas quoted from nNotes toward a Supreme 
Fiction,;rt however, the lion symbolizes the raw material 
of poetry~ and although it is possible to reconcile the 
two images by· seeing the lion untamed in both instances 
as the "idea" of poetry, poetry in the raw, which is 
destruct! ve so long as 1 t remains uncontrolled, the com-
promise breaks the back of "Poetry Is a Destructive Foree." 
by•naenmi~~ its seemingly spontaneous and humorous 
seriousness. The elaboration of the lion image in "Notes 
toward a Supreme Fiction" involves a re-adjustment of .per-
spective, yet the two poems intenningle. So it is with 
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"the first idea": in the opening stanzas, ima.gi~ ti.oD: .is 
symbolize_d in and as a fixed order t~t _is to lle~,·diseDvered 
by the :poet; later it is to ?e regarded ~s- _th~ force that 
:prese~es poetry from the _s~erility o~ ~d.hering to a_fixed 
order. ~e accuracy of S~e:v~.n_s 1 -in~icgh_t into ()U_r ~cil~a, ... 
tion _betw~_en orde;r_ aJ?-~ <;t_is~rd~r i~ cl~~r~ ~ut _the us~- of ~ 
sing~e_ term to _icllus~rate ~t vacil.J.ation~ the d_es_i~e '!tJ~­
change, empba.sizes the dif'ficul.ty of fol.lowing the argument 
# • • ··' ~ - ' ~ • • - • • • • • • - • ,.. ~ - ~ ..... ~- ,. • • " • ' 
of the poem. St~v~ns ~.se_s _ illlagi:na.ti_on_ ~~. the _:Princ~pl~S_ w~i_c~ 
creates a.nd destroys order; it is the :principle which creates 
. . - . - '- ~- .. . .. . 
the :pull between "a few things for themselves" a.nd the 
• r ~ • .. o • '•• • • ' 
"blessed rage for order. tt _Occas iona.llr it res111 t~ in an 
a.mbigui ty that appears to be cul. tivated for its own sa.ke. 
~- ~ .. .. . - . --. . . . . ..- -- ~ - - - .. 
When symbols _recur_ i~ separate_ poem.s, ~e effect. is to make 
each poem somethingless than complete in itself'. 
Mar ius Bewle~ _justifi_e_s _ thi~_ in_t~rmin~~ing o;r: ~g~. _ . 
and symbol from poem to :poem, however, on plausible _grou~ds: 
_ f:T.t would notJ be correct to say tha:t the· late 
work rela te·s to the early as the ·sum· o£ ·a· :problem re-
la. tea to the digits it totals,- :f'or some·tliing as been 
added in ·the late work· that was not present. 11!1.-how-
ever piecemeal a state, before~; ·VJha.t this additi·on 
is may be only a. complex ba.~ance; an infUsion o·:r re-
markable :poise·,· but. it !§.. new.... Its .Presence liiay 
·have contriouted: ·to: ·tna.t sense of change· in Stevens' 
work that·le·a some·ari·tics in the-late· ,.tJ.iirties to 
think that he had taken up 1he socia1. burden; but· 
actually what was being ·ta:k:en u:P were the· :f'amil iar · 
meanings of the early verse,·but ·taken u:p, in fact, 
into What was sometimes ·a new dilne'nsion o:r· poetic 
reality (new,· at any" rate for Stevens),· and o·ccasion-
ally one could turn aside- and look downward from~ 
the new use to the old use of an identical. image, 
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and realize with a sense of delicious disoo'v.'ery 
that one now, perhaps, really read the earlier poem 
for the first time. ··Stevens' poetry shares this 
abilit.y to be read profitably both forward and back-
ward with Eliot's :Poetry. When the nPrelude·s" were 
first printed in :BJ.a.s·t in 1915 they mu:st have seemed 
little more than remarkable Ima.gi·s-t poems, y-et 
· Eliot had sh·owe"d almost uncannt prevision· in mam .. 
ing them, and returning ·now from the Quartets to 
th'ose early opening 'themes, .. their :i.mages acquire, 
through the resonance of all the· later work, a. 
depth and meaning that ·was surely- not present t0 
their earliest readers.l 
. . . .. .~ . . .. . . ·- ' ,. 
Bewley tends to make th~ e~rly poems ~alu53-?l~ ?eca.us_e 
they- oan absorb the later poems; they- a.re better poems, he 
. - - . ' . . . ~- ... 
feels, because the later poems make the.m understandable. 
His method tends to :make a Model T Ford "delicious" beoause 
. . . . . ~ ,.. . ' . . 
the 195~ model gives it "depth a.n~ ~e_an_ing. "- _ ?3_e~1er._ d~es, 
however, see severe_ limitati!J~S _i~ Ste-v:ens' _ea~_l;Y_ ~or~, 
and he reads ":f'orwa.rc:t and ?ac~drr _li_ke _an_ ~xpert;_ but_~~ 
tends to read the later p_oe:try a~ _th~_ ~xp_en:se _of the_ ~-~1~­
poetry •- that is, he prefers the refinement o:t "Notes to-
ward a Supreme Fiction" to tb.e simp;e:r (a~d _ther_e_~or~, _for 
him, 11oruder") effects of_Harmonium.~ :Bu~ refinen~:en~.i~ not 
an absolute test of :poetic excellence; although_ ~e_s~etches 
of a master are always of int~re_st, . h~s individual works 
have to be judged on their o:wn merits_. ~e ~bit of: se~_ing 
in Milton's sonnet on his twent,y-third birthday a very re-
. . .. . ~ . - . - ,,. . 
ma.rkable poetic achievement because it_ "prefigures" Mil ton's 
sense of vocation distracts many readers fro.m its real if 
. . •· . . 
l imi teti! merits • 
1. EBwley, o~. cit., pp. 895-96. 
2. Jb1 d., :pp. 895-906, mssim. 
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With Stevens, the lack of a really consistent devel= 
opment in symbolism and the waywardness with which be 
handles his symbols, like the highly rarefied atmosphere 
in which they occur, make for misunderstandings and lend 
them.sel ves to a good deal of intellectual web-spil:ming 
that transforms Stevens into the image of a Milton and 
destroys his very character as a poet. A great part of 
that character depends upon Stevens' ability to sustain 
his role as a comedian and a wit; and wit is nature is 
is opportunistic. Despite nr. Johnson's disapproval of wit 
~tais a "kind. of discordia. concors," his definition 
,, 
focuses upon tbe essential elements of surprise md dis= 
· parity, the qualit'Y' of unexpectedness that we identify 
with tbe school of Donne. In Stevens, a temperamental 
skepticism of such :radical in tensity is constantly in 
danger of becoming second nature; it is saved only by 
Stevens' being skeptical about his own skepticism and his 
profound conviction that tbe "substance in us tbat pre-
vails« is creative arid thus the source of renewal: 
The poem :refreshes lif'e so that we share, 
For a moment, tbe jirst idea ••• It satisfies 
Belief' in an immaculate beginning. 
And sends us 1 winged by an unconscious will• 
To an immaculate end. We move between tbese points: 
From that ever-early candor to its late plural 
And the candor of them is the strong exhilaration 
Of wba t we feel :from what we think, of thought 
Beating in the beart, as if blood newly came# 
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An elixir, an excitation, a pure power. 
The poem, through· candor, brings back a power again 
That gives a candid kind to everoything.l 
It is against this background that Stevens places his 
Aroabian "With his damned hoobla-boobla-boobla-how" and 
11Inscri bes a primitive geometry I I Across the unscrawled 
fores the future casts. 11 The juxtaposition is immediate 
and unqualified~ the figure, although dangerously close to 
preciosity, achieves a momentary relevance that saves it 
from mere arbitrariness, although it does not altogether 
avoid the implication of having been deliberately chosen 
for its originality as much as for its appropriateness. 
The conflict between the singular vision, the original, 
individual image of man and the tendency to generalize 
and abstract, for the sak.e of appearances of comm.unication, 
or for·whatever purpose however> high-minded, is at the 
root of the matter: 
The major abstroaction is the idea of man 
And major man is its exponent, abler 
In the. abstroaat than in his ftngular, 
More fecund as principle than particle, 
Happy fecundity, flor-abundant force, 
In being more than an exception, parot, 
Though an heroic part, of the oommonal. 
The major> abstract! on is the comm.onal, 
The inanimate, difficult visage. Wbo is it? 
What rabbi, grown furious w1 th human wish, 
What chieftain walking by himself, crying 
Most miseroable, most victorious, 
1. Transport ~ Summer, p. 119. 
Does not see these separate figures one by one, 
And yet see only one 1 in his old coat, · 
His slouching pantaloons, beyond the town, 
Looking for what was, where it used to be? 
Cloudless the morning. It is he• The man 
In th~t old coat, those sagging pantaloons, 
It is of him, ephebe, to-make, to·conf~ct 
The final elegance, not to console· 
Nor sanctif'j7"1 but plainly to propouna.l 
Such a desire, with its fusion of intentions, makes clearer 
. . -
at least in intellectual terms, Stevens' wish to 
Throw away the lights, the definitions, 
And say of wba t you see in the ··dark 
That it is this or tl:le.t-it is tbat, 
But do not use the rotted names. 
How should you walk in tbat · space and know 
Nothing of the ~adness ~f ~pa~e, 
Nothing of its ja cular procreations? 
Throw the lights away. Nothing_ ·must· stand 
Between you ·and the shapes you take 
When the crust of shape has been_ destroyed. 
You as you are? You are yourself. 
The blue guitar surprises you.2 
. . 
It olarifies, too, Ste.vens 1 intentions when be says 
"Let be be finale of seem,"3 or "For realists what is is 
what should be, 114 although without making the poems in 
which these utterances occur more or less than they are 
l. Ibid., PP• 126-27. 
2. ~Man with the~ Guitar, P• 34. 
3. "The Emperor of Ice-Cream, Harmonium, p. 109. 
4. "The Comedian as the Letter C,. Harmonium, P• 71. 
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on their own terms.,· w.t thout destroying or re-creating their 
fabric. Even so close a parallel as the description of 
Crispin as "the pricking realist I Choosing his element 
from droll confect / Of was and is and shall or ought to 
be"l is more valuable in its illundnation of Stevens' gen-
eral attitude toward poetry and his belief in its "essen-
tial gaudiness" than for its effect upon the value of the 
gi van poem. At any rate., the self-consciousness with 
which he uses the word ttconfect" in "Notes toward a Su-
preme Fiction" involves a kind of literariness that is 
somewhat more apparent than its use iX'l "The Comedian"; 
like the "sagging pantaloons,tt the device is a little too 
deliberate., a little calculated. The stanzas as a whole, 
rich as they are in meaning, are somewhat less self-con-
tained than they propose to be. 
The finest passages of "Notes toward a Supreme 
Fiction" are self-contained. Thus the delineation of 
wor.n-out poetic symbols that have "not changed enough" 
in the opening stanzas of "It Must Change,tt is as fine in 
its own way as E. E. Cummings 1 extraordinary "Poem, or 
Beauty Hurts Mr. Vinal" J and the restatement of the burden 
of n0w1 's Clover.," although made in simpler and less in-
clusive terms, is inoisi ve and fresh: 
1. Ibid., P• 68. 
The great statue of the General Du Puy 
Rested immobile~ though neighboring catafalques 
Bore off the residents of its noble Place. 
The right, uplifted foreleg of the horse 
Suggested that~ at the final funeral, 
The music halted and the horse stood still. 
On Sundays, lawyers in their promenades 
Approached this strongly-heightened effigy 
To study the past~ and doctors:~ having bathed 
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Themselves with care, sought o~ the nerveless frame 
Of a suspension~ a permanence~ so rigid 
That it made the General a bit absurd, 
Changed his true flesh to an inhuman bronze. 
Thera never bad been, never could be~ such 
A man. The lawyers disbelieved, the doctors 
Said that as keen~ illustrious ornament~ 
As a setting for geraniums, the. General, 
The very Place Du Puy, in fact, belonged 
Among our mare vestigial states of mind. 
Nothing had happened because nothing had changed. 
Yet the General was rubbish in the end.l 
As the poem continues, Stevens more and more often 
returns to the device he had used so often in Harmonium 
and Ideas .Qf. Order, clothing his 8 ideas" in small fables 
that allow him.to achieve the detachment and use the slight-
ly grotesque diction he so often favors, without undue 
self-consciousness. Tbe fable as a dramatic device thus 
becomes increasingly significant in Stevens' later work; 
and it often parmi ts the fusion of idea and perception at 
a single stroke with more than ordinary emotio~al impact: 
On a blue island in a sky-wide water 
The wild orange trees continued to bloom and bear, 
Long after the planter's death. A few limes remained, 
1. Transport !£ Summer, PP• 129-30. 
Where his house had fallen, three _scraggy trees 
weighted 
With garbled green. n:tese were the planter's turqu·oise- - ·· · ·· -· ~ ·· · 
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And his ora.:nge blotches, these were l:lis zero green, 
" . - . - . .. - . . . . .. ' . 
A green baked greener· in the greenes 'C sun. 
ntese were- his· beaches, his ·sea-myrtles· .in 
'White sand, his :pa.tte_r of th~ long_ s~~-s_l:ush_es. 
~ere wa.e an is~a.nd beyond him"onwhioh rested, 
An island to. the Boutb., o:n which rested like · · · 
A mountain, a. pine-apple pungent as Cuban su:rmner. 
. . . " . 
And la-bas, · la-bas··, the cool. bananas grew, 
Hung hea.vil.y ·on the great banana. tree, -
Which pierces clouds and bend$_ on ha~~ tb:e worl.d. 
l{e thought often of the land :from which· he came, 
Row tha. t whole· coun t:rY ·was a· mel on,· ·pi:tik 
If see~ righ_tly and yet _a._ ~oss_ib:l~. r~d. 
An unaffected man in a negative 1ight.. . . 
Could. not have· borne his"l.abor ·nor have· died ·- •
1 Sighing that he should l.eave ~e banj_o.'~ __ twang. 
~e poem is es_e~ntiall.r a fable tha_t_ ~e':lc~ipe~. the life 
of the poet, and c~r~c terizes him with all the fine~se tb.a t 
is almost s~:ccnd na. ture _in Steven~. Tn:e poet_ ~s _ ~. 11 ~l~n_t~~" 
who leaves behind him the garden that he has cultivated and 
• ~ • • • •• .. '>.. • ~ • • • -· - • 
envisioned• that is, his ~oems •. He, is __ a man, _i~ci~en~l~y, 
like General Du l?o.J?:, who "a.f'fec_tsu~~etl?-ing.perma.nent; un-
like tb.e General, he is a man of imagina tio~•- .. 
II It Must Change". is in s ~e. wars. . m~s ~ clearly the 
center of "N_C!Jtes toWard a Supreme Fictiono" 'lhe __ e,s_s~.n~i_al­
ly me_di ta. tive_ form: in 'Which i_~ i_s cast a.~hiey_ee c_oher_ence 
in the constant creation of :paradoxes that are for tb.e most 
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pa~t olea~ly defined. At one point~ for example, Stevens 
writes a fable in which Ozymandias is oonf~onted not by a 
mere traveler,. not the sculptor, but by "Nanzia Nunzio~" 
who nwent / Alone and like a vestal long p~epa~ed1 1' who 
met him as 
the woman stripped more nakedly 
Than nakedness, standing befo~e an inflexible 
Orde~) saying I am the contemplated spouse .1 
For Stevens the occasion is not so much an opportunity to 
comment upon the Shelleyan insight as to observe that 
there is no such thing as nakedness: 
A fictive covering 
Weaves always glistening from the heart and mind.2 
Whatever else the observation signifies 1 it indicates the 
powerful and romantic nature of imagination and suggests 
that illusion may well be the substance of life. 
11It Must Give Pleasure" obviously' completes the dis-
course; life as illusion and constantly changing illusion 
must be refreshed aJ d renewed if it is to be endured --
but the obligation is no more than a reflection of "things 
as they are." The poem as a whole thus becomes something 
more than an argument; it is a vision of the world and of 
life as the poet sees it: 
To sing jubilas at exact, aooustomed times, 
To be o~ested and wear the mane of a multitude 
And so, as part, to exult with its great throat, 
1. Ibid., P• 134. 
2. Ibid., P• 135. 
To speak of joy and to sing of it, borne on . 
The shoulders of joyous men, to :feel the heart 
That is the common, the bravest fundament. 
This is a facile exercise • Jerome : 
. Begat the tubas and the fire-wind strings, 
The golden fingers p~eking dark•blue air: 
For companies of' voices moving there, 
To f1nd of sound the bleakest ancestor, 
To find of light a music issuing 
Whereon it falls in. more than sensual mode. 
But the di :fficultest rigor is .forthwith, 
On the image of what we see, to catch from that 
Irrational moment its unreasoning, 
As when the sun comes rising, when the sea 
Clears deeply, when the moon hangs on the wall 
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Of heaven-haven. These are not things transformed. 
Yet we are shaken by them as if they were. 
We reason about them with a later reason.l 
Essentially, this is the pleasure of experience first 
and unqerstanding or analysis afterward; it is the identi-
ty of the self with the thing perceived and felt, a kind 
of' empathy. That the statement of the position is diffi-
cult, at least in poetic terms, is understandable, for the 
poem itself tends to disappear in the experience or·in the 
speculations that come a~ter it: 
When at long midnight the Canon came to sleep 
And normal things had yawned themselves away, 
The nothingness was a nakedness, a point, 
Beyond which fact could not progress as fact •••• 
•••• 
The nothingness was a nakedness, a point 
1. Ibid., PP• 137-38. 
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Beyond which thought could not progress as thought. 
He had to choose. But it was not a choice 
Between excluding things. It was not a choice 
Between~ but of. He chose to include the things 
That in each other are included~ the whole, 
The complicate~ the amassing harmony.l 
Recalling Stevens' belief that ttinconoeivable" and 
"unimaginable" are more o:r less the same~ it is not im-
possible to see the logic of this conclusion. What Ste-
vens comes to~ essentially~ is a position similar to that 
of the man who rejects the concept of infinity as meaning-
less because it surpasses man's ability to imagine it; on 
the other hand~ his idea of "the whole~ involves a stretch-
ing of the will and the imagination to its greatest limits 
indeed, as a comment upon the almost mystical position 
he takes in the stanzas just quoted~ Stevens points to the 
dangers of attempting to fix 11tbe. whole" in the· stanzas 
that follow: 
Be imposes orders as he thinks of them~ 
As the fox and snake do. It is a brave affair. 
Next he builds capitols and in their corridors, 
Whiter than wax, sonorous, .fame as it is, 
He establishes statues ~.f reasonable men, 
Wbo surpassed tbe most literate owl, the most erudite 
O.f elephants. But to impose is not 
~o discover. To discover an order as of 
A season, to discover summ.er and know it, 
To discover winter and know it well, to .find, 
Not to impose, not to have reasoned at, all, 
Out of nothing to have come on major weather, 
1. ~., PP• 142-43. 
It is possible, possible, possible. It must 
Be possible. It must be that in time 
The real will .from its crude compoundings come, 
Seeming, at first, a beast disgorged, unlike, 
Warmed by a desperate milk. To find the real, 
To be stripped of every fiction except one 1 
The fiction of an absolute -- Angel, 
Be silent in your luminous cloud and hear 
The· luminous melody of proper sound.l 
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The paradox becomes self-consuming rather than self-
completing. As in 11 0wl 1 s Clover, 11 the skepticism with 
which any wholeness is contemplated can be overcome only 
by a kind of mysticism of insistence; and the passage 
echoes the earlier poem in its almost passionate conviction: 
Their Cmen 's] destiny is just as much machine 
As death itself. It will, it will be changed, 
Time 1s fortunes near, the sleepless sleepers moved 
By the torture o.f things that will be realized, 
Will, will, but how and all of them asking how.2 
In uNotes toward a Supreme Fiction," the .figure of 
the angel assumes great importance, for it seems to be 
upon the angel that the possibility of realizing the 
"whole" depends. Since for Stevens the angel is a part 
of reality, an image created by man to express his long-
ing for a supreme fiction and bis s:ense -- his intuition 
-- that such an absolute is possible·, the image serves a 
double purpose. The ability to imagine the angel for 
Stevens thus becomes the sign of an ability to become the 
1. ~., PP• 143-44. 
2. The Man with the Blue Guitar, P• 59. ____ ......,._,_ 
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ange~: and "majesty is a mirr~ of the self."l ~e angel 
is, then, imaginatien itself ~n~ the vital :p~~nci~~e that 
makes self•realizatiGn possible. It is the creative fo~ce 
that differentiates man from the lower animals who can do 
all that ordinary men, _o~ .men wi_thout ~gination,_ can. do: 
that is, "~ose an order." I:rro_~ically en:o:ugh, the ~:n. . . 
with imagination is ~ikely to se~m a_~onster to ~e_ o~~inary 
man: ••a. beast disgorg_ed, uillike / ~arm~d by a desperate 
milk," if only because he is different. 
. •· 
Whether the :possibi~i :tY' of' .. ~e- vih?l~ is_ ey_e:: to be .... 
come an actualio/ is left u~ns:were~ _i~ tb.~ p_o~m~ Stevens 
more or ~ess concludes his present speculations with an 
equation ofpoei and angels, at ~east in creative power; 
· · · · I can 
Do all that angels oa.n. · I enjoy like· them," · 
Like ·men. bes_ide~, like men in light secluded, 
Enjoying angels.2 
And in a :passage that suggests an a.Ealo~ ~e_twe~n: the f?.._ights 
and singings of angels_, po~ts, ~nd: ?ir~s,_ wh~n they p_au!3e _ . 
in their "preludes, practicing/ Mere repetiti~ns,_11 ~e says: 
~ese "things at least comprise 
An occupation, an exercise,_ a work, 
A thing final in itself and, therefore, good# 
One of the vast repe·ti tiona fiMl iil · 
Themselves and_, there:f~re,_ good, the going round 
And round and round, the merely going round, 
Until merely going round is a final· good, 
The way wine comes a. t a. table in a wood. 
1. Tra.nspor~ to Summer, :p. 145. 
2. ~., :p. 145. 
And we enjoy like n:en ~ the way a leaf' 
Above the table spins its constant spin, 
So that we look at it with pleasure, look 
At it spinning its eccentric measure. Perhaps~ 
The men•hero is no~ the exceptional monster1 
But he that of repetition is nest master.l 
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The doctrine canes close to that of significant fo~, 
and, in this way, it stands for pure poetry. But the puri-
ty is not a purity of exclusion: "Clear water in a bril~­
:·.liailtbbnl,/ Pink and white carnations ••• one desires / 
So much· more than that •• • ./ • •• one v.ould need more ••• n2 
Stevens, like certain other men who have felt the power-
ful attraction and significance of things in and of them-
selves, sees tne world transcendently in its own terms. 
Even Thoreau~ wboin he hardly resembles in any other way, 
would have understood "the merely going round," although 
he might have re j acted the refinement and t be particular 
kind of fancif'ulness that Stevens employs elsewhere~- of 
the spinning leaf, as he enjoyed textures and movements. 
The .difficulty of ttNotes toward a Supren:e Fiction" 
finally seems to stem from its dependence upon an unstated 
premise, the conviction that "The imperfect is our para-
dise."3 Even so, the momentary calm that emerges from 
the resolutions of confusion, the awareness of the vision 
itself', symbolizes in all its fulness the power of poetry. 
1. Ibid., PP• 145-46. 
2. nTbe Poems of Our Olimate,n Parts_!2f..! World, pp. 8-9 •. 
3. ~., P• 9. 
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At the very end ot the poem proper, Stevens restates his 
conviction the more simply as he states it with a greater 
power: 
That 1 s it: the more than rational distortion, 
The fiction that results from feeling. Yea, that. 
They will get it right one day at the Sorbonne. 
We shall return at twilight from the lecture 
Pleased that the irrational is rational, 
Until flicked by feeling ••• 1 
And in an epilogue'that makes no excuse for his idiosyn-
cratic vision of the world, he brings together the soldier's 
war and the struggle of the poet to achieve, to discover 
"the whole." 
The two are one, 
They are a plural, a right and left, a pair, 
Two parallels that meet if only in 
The meeting of their shadows or that meet 
In a book in a barTack, a letter from M8lay.2 
The parable may not be powerful enough to survi.ve the 
skepticism of those who would make of poetry a means of 
consolation; but it is compassionate and truer in its 
acknowledgement of' chance than a vision of' the world in 
which the only order is the order of violence. Ferhaps 
it does console by reconciling us to change and accident, 
even imperfection, as a possible order. 
1. Transport to Summer, P• 147. 
2. ~·• P• 148. 
Chapter IV 
"The Ultimate Po'em Is Abstract" 
A. A Study in Aesthetics: "Esthetique du Mal" 
11Notes toward a Supr~~e Fi~tionn is tJ:!~. ni!-'tb wave 
of an incoming -~_de. I~ sums ~P Steve~s' oonst~nt oon-:-
oern with_tbe r.elation of poet, poem, and poetry. !!£-
monium, although it prefigures the later work in many 
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ways, emphasizes the t bing rna de, the poem; its high spirits 
are the reflection of a sense of' "a few things for them-
selves." The m~ditative impulse, apparent almost from the 
beginning, seldom dominates the delight in "the dreadful 
sundry of this world";· Qrispin in nThe Comedian as the 
Letter C," as an embodiment of this delight, moves like 
an incidental figure against a background at least as 
fascinating as be. Ideas of Order and "The Man with the 
Blue Guitartt concern themselves with the poet as the in-
forming spirit and the belief that experience b.Ss signifi-
oa~ce in direct proportion to the poet's ability to ''make 
us see the world as i-t is- and as it may be when trans-
figured by tlB imagination; in such poems the "few things 
for themselves" tend to become illustrations. Parts of a .........,;.;;...;;;.-. __
World lays the groundwork for too belief that poetry it-
self, the idea of' poetry~ is. more significant than the 
poem or the poet ~ ~; thus it shifts the direction of 
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the work away from both the Classical and Romantic tradi-
tions in the ordinary sense, toward a tradition that can 
only be described as mystical~ In certain respects, mysti-
cism is the veey pattern of romanticism; but it transcends 
the ordinary limits of a romantic philosophy in its free 
use of any ideas it may find in a variety of contexts. 
The belief tba t poetry is not merely the spirit made flesh 
but proof of the existence of the spirit is a kind of 
romantic faith in its extremity; but it is not the result 
of seeing "the external world as.more startlingly beauti-
ful than anything (the poet has of his ownl" or can ttmake, n 
at least in any ordinary sense .1 ·Stevens can be said to 
bold a mirror up to nature only insofar as nature is to be 
understood in terms somewhat ak~n·to the terms in wbich 
tbe Neo-Classic poets use the word. What is romantic in 
Stevens is his holding up the supreme moments of poise 
and resolution in change; what is mystical is his convic-
tion that poetry is ~be way into "the whole, / The com-
" 
plicate, the amassing harmony" is which he believes in 
the alnnst Augustinian terms of credo quia absurdum.2 
For Stevens, however, man remains the creator of the 
universe, of nature -- his mysticism, then, is essentially 
materialistic in origin. ·If this seems to be a contradic-
tion in terms, it is nevertheless as close as one can come 
1. -Tillotson, .2.:2• ill•, P• 65. 
2. Transport _!g:: Suxrmer, p• 143. 
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to a delineation of his position. If "man makes nature" 
is simply an inversion of the Romanticist doctrine that 
"nature makes man," the paradox is mere wilfulness; but 
it would seem to represent at least as valid a position 
as many in our time and one more fruitful in its achieve-
ments than those that strictly programmatic beliefs have 
provided. Further, the shifting relationships among poet, 
poem, and poetry that Stevena explores, although they may 
never lead to anything more than "notes~" as Wylie Sypher 
has observed somewhat plaintively1 ought to present as 
11 completeu an image of the universe as any poetry can.l 
No single poem, no single poet, no single theory of poetry 
is to be seriously regarded as "complete," although it is 
t~e that some poems, like some poets and theories of 
poetry, manage to give us a momentary illusion of complete-
ness. Whether t be failure to achieve a "supreme fiction 11 
1.s inherent in Stevens'. philosophy is ultimately of far 
less significance than his occa~ional achievement of the 
illusion of completeness. 
In "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction," although ~~'A 
little string speaks for a crowd of voices"2 and the riches 
of the poem are little short of astonishing, there is 
1. Wylie Sypher, uwallaoe Stevens:. Connoisseur in Chaos," 
Partisan Review, Vol. XIII, No. 1, Winter, 1946, P• 94. 
2. Transport to Summer, P• 130. 
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lacking a sense of the 0 destructive .force" o.f poetry (11It 
can kill a man. "1), nthe evilly compounded, vi tal I 1 11 that 
returns upon itself': 
There would remain the never~resting mind, 
So that one would want to escape, come back 
To what bad been .so long composed. 
The imperfect is our paradise. 
Note that, in this bitterness, delight, 
Since the imperfect is so hot is us, 
Lies in .flawed words and stubborn sounds 1 2 
Alm:> st as if in compensation for this omission, Ste-
vens writES in 11Esthetique du Mal 11 a study not so much of 
evil in Baudelaire's sense of the word, and thus of the 
attraction of evil, as of the perennially x»ecur.ring sense 
of frustx»ation and disappointment, disillusionment and 
despair, that dOndition expex»ience and affect our image of 
the world, of things as they ax»e. As might be expected, 
the poem follows no prescribed pattex»n of development or 
progression; compared to "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction," 
it seems almost totally lacking in formal coherence. Its 
fifteen sections tend to separate into individual medita-
tions upon its "subject,".and even so, the subject is de-
fined not so much in direct statement as by implication. 
The poem opens with a description of a philosopher-poet 
11at Naples writing letters hons / And, between his letters, 
rea ding paragraphs ./ On the sublime": 
1. "Poetry Is a Destructive Force," Parts g!.~ World, P• 6. 
2. 0 The Poems of Our Climate," Parts£!~ World, P• 9. 
Vesuvius had groaned 
For a month. It was pleasant to be sitting there, 
While the sultriest fulgurations, flickering, 
Cast corners in the glass. He could describe 
The terror of the sound because the sound 
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Was ancient. He tried to remember the phrases: pain 
Audible at noon, pain torturing itself, 
Pain killing pain on the very point of pain. 
The volcano trembled in another ether, 
As the body trembles at the end of life. 
It was almost time for lunch. Pain is human. 
There were roses in the cool cafe. His boGk 
Made sure of the m:>st correct catastrophe. 
Except for us, Vesuvius might consume 
In solid fire the utmost earth and know 
No pain (ignoring the cocks. that prow us up 
To die) • This is a part of the sublime 
From which we shrink. And yet, except for us, 
The total past felt nothing when destroyed.l 
It is characteristic, of course, that the awareness of 
pain is tied to verbalization; the speculation upon pain 
actualizes it, gives it body and significance, since the 
world is what one sees and feels, and what one sees and 
feels depends in turn upon the expression, the for.m, one 
creates. Vesuvius as the source of one's awareness of 
pain becomes such by the interpenetration of mind and 
volcano. 
So, on the other hand, the constant reiteration of 
"the syllables I That would form themselves,n the repeti-
tions that ftesist such interpenetration, come to "communi-
cate I The intelligence of his despair, express I What 
meditation never quite acbieved. 112 The separateness of 
the volcano -- or, as the figure of the moon that takes 
1. Transport ~ S~r, P• 38. 
2. Ibid., P• 39. 
its place suggests more pointedly -- gives variety and 
renewal to the meditation: 
The moon rose up as if it bad escaped 
His meditation. It evaded his mind. 
It was part of a supremacy always 
Above him. The moon was always :free .from him, 
As night was :free .f'ro.m him. The shadow touched 
Or merely seemed to touch him as he spoke 
A kind o.f' elegy he :found in space.l 
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The inconstant moon, waxing to wane and wm ing to 
wax, is in its very changeableness the perfect symbol :for 
the imagination and also :for the way in which the imagina-
tion renews itself; "night andth.e iJ)lagination being one 1 11 
the moon, night, and shadow tend fu be 1.ddenti:fied with 
imagination. The volcano, on the ·other hand, invoking as 
it does a more or less constant response, having become 
:fixed, loses its .. power as a source of renewal and there-
fore as a source o.f' poetry. The meaning we attach to the 
volcano becomes the volcano; the volcano changes so little 
that it cannot evade the mind -- hence stasis becomes i 
pain. Consequently, pain is opposed to freedom:' 
It does not regard 
This freedom, this supremacy; and in 
Its own hallucination never sees 
How that which r·ejects it saves it in the end.2 
Its evil is by implication its resistance to change; but 
as with any poetic statement o.f' ideas, a literal, single 
l. l22.· .ill·. 
2. ~· ~-· 
definition of terms is impossible and undesirable. The 
paradox that what ·rejects evil "saves it in the end" is 
of course poetic and bas meaning po.etic.ally rather than 
pbiloso:phically9 although we must be ~ to know pain. 
It is the evil resistance to change. that makes the 
idea of God in "Esthetique du Mal" untenable: 
The fault lies with an over-human god, 
Who by sympathy bas made himself a man 
And is not to be distinguished, when we cry 
Because we suffer, our oldest parent, peer 
Of the populace of the heart, the reddest lord, 
Who has gone before us in experience~! 
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The image is the image of Ecclesiastes: the vision of God 
as the exhaustion of spirit that rests upon a conviction 
of ttnothing new under the sun." For a1 though individual 
man cannot exhaust the universe, the god he postulates 
as changeless and omnisoi~nt destroys the possibility of 
discovery. Thus. a 11Li vre de Toutes Sortes de Fleurs 
D'Apres Nature. / All sorts of flowers" is also evil1 
since it presumes to exhaust the possibilities of discov-
ery; and it is, in addition, "sentimental. tt2 ··In illus• 
tration of his point, Stevens goes on to say: 
When B~ sat down at the piano and made 
A transparence in which we beard music, made music, 
In which we heard transparent sounds, did he play 
1. Ibid., P• 40. 
2. Ibid., P• 41. 
All sorts of notes? Or did he play only one 
In an ecstasy of its associates, 
Variations in the tones of a single sound, 
The last, or sounds so single they seemed one?l 
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The function of poetry (or music) is to discove:t> an illu-
sion of the whole, but not a literal whole that can be 
measured by its adherence to a changeless totality. The 
validity of poetry after all is the validity of individuality: 
And then that Spaniard of the rose, itself 
. Hot-hooded m d dark•blooded, rescued the rose 
From nature, each time he saw it, making it, 
As he saw it, exist in his own especial eye. 
Can we conceive of him as rescuing less, 
As muffing the mistress for her several maids, 
As forsaking the nakedest passion for barefoot 
Philandering? ••• The genius of misfortune 
Is not a sentimentalist. He is 
That<.ev11, that evil in the self, from which 
In desperate hallow, rugged gesture, fsult 
Falls out on everything: the genius of 
The mind, which is our being, wrong and wrong, 
The genius of the body, which is our world, 
Spent in the false engagements of the m1nd.2 
Tbe m:lnd and the body are not to be separated; anything 
leas than a total "seeing" and "making" is ttmuffing the 
mistress for her several mids," an error tat Pope had 
noted in the "Essay on Criticism": 
The gen'rous critic fann'd the poet's fire; 
And taught the world with reason to admire·. 
Then Criticism the Muse's han.dmaid prov'd, 
To dress her charms, and make her more belov'd: 
But following wits from that intention stray'd; 
Who could not win the mistress, woo'd the maid; 
Against the poets their own arms they turn 1d, 
Sure to hate most the men from whom they learn 1de3 
1. Ibid., P• 41. 
2. Ibid., PP• 41-42. 
3. Smith and Parks, .QJ2• ~~ P• 388. 
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However widely they may differ in practice, Pope and Stew 
veD.S retain the common belief that poetry _is_ am attempt to ~ee 
the world whole-J the common ground ~ey _shar:e_ i_n_ "!his -~tter 
they share also with Thoreau, Sidney, and_ Shelley._ Stevens' 
attitude grows out _of ~is habi~al d~s~rust of P.Ure intellect or 
pure emotion; the senses and the mind.Sh?uld make ~n~'- h~ ~e· 
lieves, not two:. It is in this eonnectien that his remarks on 
. . . ·~ · .. -
poetry as a. vocation a_cquire u~sual si_gD:ifica.nce.: 
If we were all alikeJ if we we·re mill.ions ·or people 
saying do, re, · mi in unison,· one :Poet ·would be enough 
and· Resied himself wou1.d do very well. Every.tb.ing he 
saia weuld b·e· in no need of expounding or would. have··· 
been expounded long· a.gcf. But we- are . not all a1ike· and 
everything needs ex:PO'unding all ·tb:e · time because·, as 
people l.ive and die, each cn!le· :perceiving life and death 
for himself, and mostly lbllf a.lld in himself', there de-
velops a curiosity about the perceptions of others. 
This is wba t :makes it possib1.e to ge on saying new 
things about old things~ ~e--fa.ct is tha.t· the saying 
of new things in Dew ways i:s· -grateful ·to· us.· If a. boot-
black' says tha. t lie· was s E> 'tired that he · 1a.y d"own like 
a dog unde:r a. -tre·el he-is saying·a.·new thing about a.n:·· 
old thing, in a new way.· ·xis· new viay is not· a ·l"iterary 
novelty; it is an unaffected sta. tement of his IJereeption 
of the thing•l · . . . ·. _ . _ . . .. . _ .. . .. 
From Stich a. poin_~ of view, ;poet:r~ i_s e_s_sentia.lly a me~p.~ 
of discovering not merely Who and what wear~ as_i?~~vid~~ls, 
but the bond that keeps us together so long as it does not 
• - - # - • -
spend. itself merely in "the fa.l.se engagements of the mind" 
Gr 11 the gESnius of' the body" in mere intellectual web-
spinniDg or sensuous excitement. 
1. Samuel French Morse, ~ of~ {Cummington: Cumming-
ten l?ress, 1943), 11 IntroduotJ.on, 11 p:p. vi-vii.-
From this point~ "EsthErtique du Mal u explores the 
manifestations of' evil and the contrary condi tiona in 
which evil is overcome or reduced to impotence: 
The sun~ in clownish yellow; but not a clown, 
Brings the day to perfection and then fails. He 
Dwells in a consummate prime~ yet still desires 
A further consummation. For the lilllar :m:::>ntb. 
H$ makes the tenderest. research~ intent 
• On a transmutation which; when seen, app~ars 
To be askew. And space is .filled with his 
Rejected years. A big bird peaks at him · 
For food. The big bird' s haney appetite 
Is as insatiable as th·e sun'so The bird 
Rose from an imperfection of its own . 
To teed on the yellow bloom of the yellow fruit 
Dropped down from turquoise ,leayes. In the land-
s c c.p0 sd:pe of . .. 
The sun, its grossest appetite becomes less gross~ 
Yet, when corrected~ has its curious lapses, 
Its glitters, its divinations of serene 
Indulgence out of all celestial sight. 
The sun is the country wherever h6 is. The bird 
In the brightest landscape downwardly revolves 
Disdaining each astringent ~!paning, · 
EVading the point of redness, not content 
.To repose in an hour or season or long era 
·Of the country colors ccrowding against it, since 
The yellow grassman's mind is still immense, 
Still pl"omises perfections cast. away.l · · . 
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The image of the bird as "the nevel:"-resting mind, It the 
intellect that divides the self',·is easily distinguishable, 
although as a symbol it, too, .is not to be fixed if it is 
.. 
to retain its vitality as poetry-, The relation of the. 
bird. to the pigeons used in nsunday Morning" and 11 Le 
Monocle de Mon Oncie" is nore tenuous, although even in 
the early poems they suggest the. impermanence of' a fixed 
order. 
1~ Transport to Summer, PP• 43-44. 
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. 
A passage on 11the death of Satan" suggests that the 
poem is basically an attack upon modern idealism; and it 
is at this point that Stevens discovers a means of clari-
fying his paradox of salvation through freedom stated 
earlier in the poem. It is also here that Stevens comes 
closest to Baudelaire; the "blue phenomena" destroyed with 
Satan represent experience out off from the poet by the 
denial that Satan is part of reality: 
The death of Satan was a tragedy 
For the imagination. ·A capital . . 
Negation destroyed him in his tenement 
And, with him, many blue ph~nomena. 
It was not the end he had foreseen. He knew 
That his revenge created filial 
Revenges. And negation was eccentric. 
rt had nothing of the Julian thunder-cloud: 
The assassin flash and rumble ••• He was denied.l 
In oertain·respects the argument of the poem here. 
shifts ground; although the death of Satan is one of "the 
--:' . 
false engagements of the mind,u .the denial of evil as a 
permanent condition of .life stems not so much f'rom a lack 
of change in our ability to perceive the constant changes 
of the world as from a confusion of ends and means. Ste-
vens posits the ideal .in ttNotes toward. a Supreme F~ction" 
as "A thing final in itself' and, ~here.fore, good: / One 
of the vast repeti tiona. final, in / Themselves ·and, there-
fore, good"; but in_ ttEsthetique du Mal" evil is first 
seen as the result of repetitions that evade or resist 
change and t bus become meaningless, and subsequently is 
1. Ibid., P• 45. 
-
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identified with the mere denial of Satan that is a con-
comitant of a sentimental repetition of the idea of the 
perfectibility of man. Stevens is certainly not talking 
about "original sin"; but his use of the trappings that 
belong to the concept of original sin creates confusion. 
In 1 ts own terms the passage reflects a common concern 
at the disappearance of a sense of evil in modern life 
that Stevens shares with such different poets as Robert 
Frost, .John Crowe Ransom, and T. s. Eliot. Frost, for 
example, makes a similar point in! Masque£! Reason.where. 
he describes Satan as being 0 like a sapphire wasp I That 
flickers mica wings," of whom God says: 
He's unhappy. Church neglect 
And f'igurati ve use have pretty well 
Reduced him to a shadow of' himself'.l 
Ransom has wr.t tten a good :man-y: of his poems on similar 
I 
-
themes, as well as an extended defense of' a vital recrea-
tion of God as the single source of good and evil.2 
The idealism that Stevens attacks is thus a senti-
mental idealism which denies the existence of' evil as 
part of reality. Poetically, at least, the denial itself 
is an evil that exists outside reality; it is an abstrac-
tion that 0in / Its own hallucination never sees / How 
that which rejects it saves· it in the end.n The problem 
1. Robert Frost, A Masque of Reason (New York: Henry 
Holt, 1945), PP• 20 and 22.-
2. .Jobn Crowe Ransom, God without Thunder (London: G. 
Howe, 1931). 
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of bringing evil back into reality so that it can be 
dealt with bas to be solved by the reject.ion o:f the sen-
timental idealism that is one o:f the ":false engagements 
of the mind." The difficulty of arguing such a point in 
poetry is the di:fficuJ. ty of giving body to something close 
to scholastic philosophy which is at the same time humanis-
tic in its drive. Stevens rejects what he believes to be 
a sentimental idealism for what he believes to be a valid 
idealism, and in so doing rnns the gauntlet of substitu~­
ting one "choice / Between excluding thingsu for another. 
For this reason, Stevens is more successful in illustra.tf;-
·ting ~ur "blessed rage for order" and the evils of an ex-
cluding ord~r than ttthe centre of a diamond,n the momentary 
resolution of change ttthat brings us peace." 
Life is a bitter aspic. We are not 
At the centre of a diamond. At dawn, 
The paratroopers :fall and as .they :fall 
They mow th~ lawn. A vessel sinks in waves 
Of people, as big bell-billows from its bell 
~ll•bellow in the village steeple. Violets, 
Great tufts, spring up from buried houses 
Of poor, dishonest people,. for whom the steeple, 
Long since, rabg out :farewell, farewell, farewell. 
Natives of poverty, children of malheur, 
The gaiety of lm guage is our seigneurG 
A man of bitter appetite despises 
A well•made scene in which paratroopers 
Select adieux;. and he· despises this: 
A ship that ro,Jils on a oon:feoted ocean,: 
The weather pink, the wind in motion; and this: 
A steeple that tip~tops the classic sun's 
Arrangements; and the violets t exbumo. · 
The tongue caresses these exacerbations. 
They press it as epicure, distinguishing 
Themselves from its essential savor, .· 
Like hunger that feeds on its own hungriness.l 
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Like the idealism which he attacks, there is a false 
reality, or a :false realism, and tbe double concept of a 
sense of' reality leads Stevens to some very bard words 
that never satisfactorily resolve the dilemma. On the 
whole, 0 Estbetique du Mal" never quite frees itself' of' 
dialectic; the a~gument is never really clothed in a clear-
ly defined "fiction that results from feeling." The poem 
-
is an aesthetic approach to norality. 
1. Transport !Q. Summer~ PP• 48-49. 
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B. R~petitions and Restatements: Transport to Summer 
Like the best poems that follow the rather long period 
of intense speculation which produced 00wl 1s Clover" and 
"The Man with the Blue Gp.itar," the shorter pieces written 
around "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction" and "Esthetique 
du Ma1 11 are characterized b:r a release from tension. At 
times one is aware of an increasing fragmentariness, as 
in the three pieces printed under the title "Certain Phe-
nomena of Sound," which require something more than a 
common interest in sound to hold them together. On the 
other hand, the best of these poems continue to say "new 
things about old things" with appropriate amplitude. 
Such a poem is nDebri. s of Life and Mind": 
There is so 11 ttle ·that is olose and warm• 
It is as if we were never clo.ildren. · 
Sit in the room. It is true in the moonlight 
That it is as if we had mever _been young. 
We ought not to be awake. It is from this 
That a bright red woman will be rising 
And, standing in violent golds, will brush her hair. 
She will speak thoughtfully the words of a line. 
She will think about them not qJJ.ite able to sing. 
Besides, when the sky _is so_ bl~e, things sing themselves, 
Even for her, already for her.· · She will listen 
And feel that her color is a meditation, 
The most gay and· yet not so· gay as · :t t was. 
Stay here. Speak of familiar things a.while.l 
1. ~., PP• 66•67. 
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The old concerns and images remain: night., the woman, 
blue sky, gaiety; but the thoughtfulness and the medita-
tive impulse are the more effe.cti ve because the compassion 
ia not limited to the object as symbol. The "subject" is 
admittedly poetry., and the woman is a symbolic figure --
its particular.s lend t h~msel vas to explication in poetic 
terms. Bu.t the essential foroe of the poem is centrifu-
gal; the poem illustrates unselfeonsciously the precept 
that nusage is everytbingtt because it invades the con-
sciousness directly and naturally. The same quality is 
to be found in "A Completely New Set of Objects.," which 
unexpectedly returns to Stevens' native Pennsylvania for 
. .it.~ central metaphor with a sense of discovery and re-
freshment. And there is throughout the later poems in 
the book an increasing sense of release from an oppressive 
and consuming stdea that the world exists merely as ma-
terial for poetry. 
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c. "The Pure Good of Theory" 
Elsewhere, however, the p~etry becomes the vehicle 
for a good deal of rarefied speculation that no amount of 
explication can rescue from the charge of being simply an 
immensely skillful propounding of doctrine.. It is as if 
Stevens had taken literally the challenge of that passage 
in the "Notes" in which he set down the proposition, 
The man 
In that old coat.J' tJ:lqse sagging pantaloons, 
It is of him, ephebe, to make, to confect 
The final elegance,· not to console 
Nor sanctify, but plainly to propund,~ 
without, however, establishing a context that will give 
the doctrine point. For all its· implicit distrust of 
system and formal pattern, "Esthetique du Mal" has the 
poetic advantage of dealing with the aesthentic problem 
of evil in sensu:otlis terms. In many of the poems, not all 
of which can be so typifi~d, the title is itself an in-
dication of an increasing tendency to substitute the theory 
of poetry for poetry: "The Creations of Sound," 11The 
Motive for Metaphor,u "The Pure Good of Theory" (which 
bas all the earmarks of b.eing a continuation of "Notes 
toward a Supreme Fiction"), "Two Versions of the Same 
Poem-- That Which Cannot Be Fixed," 11Men Made out of 
Words," "Thinking of a Relation between the Images of 
Metaphors,tt and,. most clearly, "Description without Place.:U. 
1, Ibid. 1 PP• 126-27 • . 
The last of these poems strips to the barest bones 
the form of "The. Man w1 th the Blue Guitar 1 11 but because 
it foregoes the real if deliberate music· and amiable 
playfulness of the earlier poem, it seems to strain for 
ita effects: 
Things are as they see;med to Calvin or to Anne 
Of England, to Pablo Neruda .in Ceylon, 
To Nietzsche in Basell to. Lenin by a lake. 
But the integratio~s of the past are like 
A Museo Olimpico, so much 
So little, our affair, which is the affair 
Of the possible: seemings that are to be, 
Seeminga that it is possible may be.l 
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The effect of the poem is cumulati'lre, it is true. Even 
so, Calvin, Anne of England, Neruda, »~ and Lenin 
really share very little; Calvin, Anne, and Neruda are 
mentioned only once, as illustrations of the fact that 
"things are as they seemed" to those individuals, and 
Nietzsche and Lenin are presented in the following sec-
tion as instances of the varying ways in which a man 
affects his environment: 
Nietzsche in Basel studied the deep pool 
Of these discolorations, mastering 
The moving and the moving of their forms 
In the much-mottled motion of blank time. 
His revery was the deepness of the pool, 
· The very pool, bis thoughts the colored forms, 
· 1. Ibid. 1 P• '71. 
The eccentric souvenirs of human shapes, 
Wrapped in their saemings~ crowd on curious crowd, 
In a kind of total affluence, all first, 
All final, colors subjected in revery 
To an innate grandiose, an innate light, . 
The sun of Nietzsche gildering the pool, 
Yes: gildering the swarm-like manias 
In perpetual revolution, round and round ••• 
Lenin on a bench beside a lake disturbed 
The swan a. He was not the man fb r swans •. 
The slouch of his body and his look were not 
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In suavest keeping. The shoes, the clothes, the hat 
Suited the decadence of those silences, 
In which he sat. All chariots were drowned. The swans 
Moved on the buried water where they lay. 
Lenin took bread from his pocket, scattered it •• 
The swans fled outward to remoter reaches, 
As if they knew of distant beaches; and were 
Dissolved. The distances of space and time 
Ware one and swans far off were swans to come •••• 1 
It is also true that "Description without Place" is 
an occasional piece, having bean read as the Phi Beta Kappa 
poem at Harvard in 1945;2 The effect, however, is that of 
.tbe tittery joke gone solemn and therefore wrong. Spec-
ulative rather than meditative, and even as speculation so 
loosely jointed- as to be a parody of Stevens at his best, 
the poem recaptures neither the high spirit.~ of "Thirteen 
Ways of Looking at a Blackbird" nor the dazzling virtuosity 
1. Ibid., PP• 71-73 •. 
2. ttNotes on Contributors," Sewanee Review, Vol. LIII, 
No. 4, Autumn, 1945, unpaged. 
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of such other poems on poetry as "The Poems of Our Climate" 
or "Connoisseur of Chaos. u The figures of Nietzsche and 
Lenin are literary without being purposive; surely the 
treatment of neither figure reveals any vivid insight into 
character, and although it is safe to assume that the 
figures have symbolic value, the suspicion remains· that 
they were chosen for decorative value. The poem is ulti-
ma-tely marred by a failure to avoid talking down to its 
reader. The patient explanation of a difficult idea that 
the poem undertakes is made trivial by over-expansion 
which becomes increasingly tedious as it fails to cohere. 
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D. "A Primitive like an Orb" 
Mm y of the poems in Transport ~ Summer, for all 
their dexterity and char.m, suffer from a kind of acute 
sense of discovery. Like "The Emperor of Ice-Cream.," 
which makes an issue of combining the "essential gaudi-
ness of poetry" and the ttcommonplace guise.," these later 
pieces reveal with great self-consciousness the discover-
ies Stevens was making at the time he was laying the 
official foun~tiona of his aesthetic and poetic theory. 
Up to 1934, Stevens had committed to publication no prose 
except for a letter written about 1917 to William Carlos 
Williams,l and a brief note on nThe Emperor of Ice-Cream. n 
In 1934-·and 1935, he wrote an appreciative introduction 
to Wiiliam Carlos Williams• Collected Poems, 1921-1931 
and an equally appreciative review of Marianne Moore's 
Sel·ected Poems. Except for an occasional tribute or 
response to a request for information by edito:,rs of antho-
logies, Stevens published no further prose until 1942. 
Meanwhile, he had read m d lectured at Harvard, on the 
Morris Gray Fund, although his remarks have never been 
published. 2 In 1942 he participate_d izL;a symposium at 
Princeton, where he read "The Noble Rider and the Sound 
of Words." Since then., he bas lecturedwith increasing 
1. William Carlos Williams, "Prologue," !Q!:! !!! ..!!!!! 
(Boston: Four Seas Co., 1920). pp. 17-18. 
2. O'Connor, £e• ~., p. 50. 
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frequency. It is thus not altogether surprising that the 
poems of this period reflect the concerns of the lectures, 
particularly since Stevena has· always practiced his art 
with a strong sense of dedication. In recent years, bow-
ever, the interpenetration of poem· and theory has become 
mre strongly marked; the diction of his verse has become 
increasingly dominated by the vocabulary of the science 
of rhetoric and the language of critic ism and philosophy$ 
The poems of Harmonium, it is true, are shot through with 
words from the rhetorician's lexicon, but they present a 
bard surface of fact and image.· that gi vas them, on the 
whole, greater variety than the later poems, many of 
which seem to melt together in a single mass. Further, 
the diction of the early poetry, although given to 
Latinisms and tags in other languages, as well as gaudy 
archaisms and rarely used words, is poetic in a special 
sense akin to the dict~pn of eighteenth century poetry, 
for besides insisting upon .and making clear an essential 
difference b.etwean verse and prose, it is used as an in• 
strument of precision however precious or special the 
effect aimed at may be. By comparison w.ith some of the 
later poems, evan "The Emperor of Ice-Creamn achieves an 
immediacy of effect, even a precision, that sets it apart • 
. And although the drift of the early poems is always toward 
"poetry" as "the subject of' the poem," the hard surface 
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is vivid and attractive enough to satisfy if not exhaust 
one's interest in "meaning." The later poems, by and 
l.arge, do not present so bri~iantly sensuous a surface: 
they become increasingly speculative and less and lass 
meditative. 
For example, a poem called "Man Carrying Thing," 
. despite its intellectual interest, is a little bloodless: 
The poem must resist the int~lligence 
Almost successfully. Illustration: 
A brune figure in winter everting resists 
Identity. The thing he oa~ries r~sists 
The most necessitous sense. Accept them, tben, 
As secondary (parts no~ quite perceived 
Of' the obvious whole, ·uncertain particles 
· Of the certain sol~d, tbe primary free from doubt, 
Things floating 'like the first· hundred flakes of snow 
Out of a storm we must en dura all night, 
Out of a storm. o:f secondary· things), 
A horror of t boughts that suddenly are real. 
We must endure our tbou@:lts all night, until. 
The bright obvious stands 'motfonless in cold.l 
The doctrine stated in the opening lines smacks a little 
too much of intellectual horseplay; ,it is an unnecessary 
gloss to a text that would have nnre point without it., 
. although it is probably true t ha.t one would not take the 
poem ubeheaded" in qu.i te the same way. · Aotually, the 
poem is a fable with the "moral" placed at the beginning 
rather than at the end; since the final line ~s the climax, 
1. Transport· ~ Sunnner, PP• 81-82. 
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with its brilliant evocation of the exhilaration and 
poise that comes on a clear morning after a snowstorm, 
it is perfectly placed at the end, to clinch an insight 
into the way our confusions and difficulties suddenly and 
momentarily resolve. The poem is an exploration of corres-
pondences; but the opening couplet makes it less than a 
self-contained, self-revealing instance by insisting upon 
"interpreting'' the instance as an 111llustration.n One 
has the uncomfortable feeling that Stevens is pulling the 
reader's leg or that he does not trust the reader. Al-
though the d1 strust may be we 11 founded, no amount of pre-
liminary e~lication will save a poem. From this point 
of view 1 the much earlier poem, "The Snow Man 1 11 whi oh 
"Man Carrying Thing" resembles in a number of ways, risks 
a· good deal more and achieves more, partly because its 
climax is allowed to rise free of its whole context in a 
long, sustained and constantly developing image that re-
~rns naturally upon itself without any sense of obliga-
tion to do so. 
There are, of course, other poems which are free of 
this nillustrative" quality. "A Woman Sings a Song for a 
Soldier Come Home" is such a poem: 
The wound kills that does not bleed. 
It has no nurse nor kin to know 
Nor kin to care. 
And the man dies that does not fall· 
He walks and dies. Nothing survives 
Except what was, 
~nder the white clouds piled and piled 
Like gathered-up forgetfulness, 
In sleeping air. 
The clouds are over the village, the town, 
To which the walker speaks 
And tells of his wound, 
Without a word to the people, unless 
One person should come by chance, 
This man or that, 
So mu.ch a part of the place, so little 
A person he knows, with whom he might 
Talk of the weather --
And let it go, with nothing lost, 
Just out of the village, at its edge, 
In the quiet there.l 
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Slight as the poem is, it nevertheless is self-con-
tained. It swallows its own references; and without fore-
going anything essential to Ste~ens' most characteristic 
manner, serenely delineates the loneliness and longing 
that accompany and define change. What is unusual, per-
haps, is the intensity of emotion the poem conveys, for 
it is true that as the poetry becomes increasingly marked 
by a pervasive skepticism it intellectualizes and rtsees 
through" the sensuous world of appearances. Such skepti-
cism also tends to emphasize the idios~crat:tc element in 
such matters as rhythm, rhyme, and stanza for.ms as wall as 
diction; although a traditional element persists, reasser-
ting itself powerfully from time to time, it does so very 
I 
unpredictably. The use of rhyme in 11A Woman Sings a _Song 
for a Soldier Come Homen is, for all its looseness, a 
l. ~., PP• 92-93. 
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model of precision, pointing up the inner relationships 
of the three parts of the poem: the statement of the first 
stanza; the restatement and extension of the second and 
third stanzas; and the fable of the four final stanzas, --
all tied together and returning upon themselves. Similar-
ly, line four reiterates and varies line one; and the image 
of the clouds, repeated in line ten, also pulls together, 
as the statement of no "kin to know / Nor kinr to care" is 
given body by the "one person,tt "A person (the soldier) 
knows, w:t th whom be might / Talk of the weather." 
The same precision emerges i~ certain of the poems 
about poetry. Unlike "Man Carrying Thing," the really 
successful pieces in this genre return to the pleasures 
of rhythms and rhyme in much the manner of simi;Lar poems 
in Harmonium. There is, for example, the comment upon 
Marianne Moore's poem, "A Carriage from Sweden," which 
Stevens calls "The Prejudice against the Past": 
Day is the children's friend. 
It is Marianna's Swedish oart~ 
It is that and a very big bat. 
Confined by what they see, 
A~iline pedants treat the cart, 
As one of the relics of the heart. 
They treat the philosopher's bat, 
Left thoughtlessly behind, 
As one of the relics of the mind ••• 
Of day, then, chlldren make 
What aquiline pedants ·take 
For souvenirs of time, lost time, 
Adieux~ shapes~ images 
No~ not of day, but of themselves, 
Not of perpetual time. 
And, therefore 1 aquiline pedants find· 
The philosopher's hat to be part of the mind, 
The Swedish cart to be part of the heart.l 
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More complex, in a sense more literary and limited than 
such sophisticated "nursery rhymes" as "The Revolutionists 
Stop for Orangeade" and "The Apostrophe to Vincentine," 
"The Prejudice against the Past" deliberately and with 
tongue in cheek indentifies poetry with children and open-
ly suggests that "the sound of words" and the deU.ght in 
"making," the play, are "the motive for metaphor," the 
will to poetry. 
It is from such roots that the most rewarding and 
best of the recent poems have sprung. Among these, "A 
Primitive like an Orb" gathers up the symbols and theses 
of Transport !Q Summer much as. Mozart's last string quin-
tet restates and carries forward .into new realms even the 
extraordinary music that precedes it. First published 
separately in pamphlet form, in 1948 1 the poem stands at 
about the halfway mark in ·~ Auroras of Autumn.2 It is, 
more than most of the shorter ·poems in his most recent 
1. Ibid., P:P• 100•01. 
2. A Primitive like an Orb, "a floem by Wallace Stevens 
wi tb-drawings ·'6y KurtSeligmann, tta Prospero pamphlet" 
(New York: Gotham Book Mart, 1948). . 
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volume, self-sustaining. Although acceptance of the poem 
depends upon acceptance of its initial postulates, Stevens 
states his premises more humorously and simply than usual: 
The essential poem at the center of things, 
The arias that spiritual fiddl.ings make, · 
Have gorged the cast-iron of our lives with good 
And the cast-iron of our works. But it is, dear sirs, 
A difficult apperception, this gorging good, 
Fetched by such slick-eyed nymphs, tJ;lis essential gold, 
This fortune's finding, disposed and re-disposed 
By such slight genii in such pale air.l 
Acceptance of the premise is easier than usual, since 
it is stated as a fact rather than as prelnise .... and the 
contention that "Poetry is a finikin thing of airtt is 
clothed in images that reveal the accuracy of the idea 
w1 thout arguing it: the gaudiness of poetry is given body 
by the dredging up from poetic convention the figures of 
"nymphs" and ttgenii" which Stevens sees through and reviv-
ifies by his qual.ifications ·of "slick-eyed" and "slight." 
It is the weather eye turned upon such conventions that 
distinguishes Stevens' use of them in ·nA Primitive like an 
Orb" as it is a similar critical discrimination that saves 
Pope's euphemisms and periphrases from bathos. With Ste-
vens, the device becomes a means of exploiting the ironic 
implications of his premise, but since it is a personal 
irony, it empha~izes the idiosyncratic qual! ties of the 
figures rather t ban the traditional and conventional. 
1. The Auroras of Autumn, p. 61. 
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For some readers, such irony borders upon self-indulgence; 
it is no accident, than, that in the fourth stanza Stevens 
echoes Theseus in A Midsummer Night's Dream, paying the 
ppet tribute where Theseus inveighs against him: 
One poem proves another and the whole, 
For the clairvoyant men that need no proof: 
The lover, the believer and the poet. 
Their words are chosen out of their desire, 
The joy of language, when it is themselves. 
With these they celebrate the central poem, 
The fulfillment of fulfillments, in opulent 
Last terms., the largest, bulging still w.I.tb more, ••• l 
The figure implicit in the premise is that of the 
globe, the circular shape traditionally identified with 
perfection: "It is I As if the central poem became the 
world I I And the world t be central poem, each one the 
mate / Of the other. 112 It is the figure of the sun, and 
the sense of identification with the sun explicitly stated 
in the seventh stanza of "Sunday Morning." But it is 
something nnre: nAvis, a pringiple.," "a giant," 
And in bright excellence adorned, crested 
With eve~y prodigal, familiar fire, 
And unfamiliar escapades: wbirroos 
And scintillant sizzlings such as children like, 
Vested in serious folds of majesty, 
Moving around and behind, a following, 
A source o:f' trumpeting sera phs in the eye,· 
A source of pleasant outbursts on the ear.B 
The innocence, evasi veness 1 and play, all suggested by 
poetry's importance and delight to children, are thus 
1. Ibid., P• 63. 
2. Ibid., PP• 63-64. 
3. ~., P• 65. 
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part and parcel with poetry's seriousness, sophistication,. 
and power. Like the "orbu of' the :title, poetry is perfect 
and simple, natural and therefore· ''primitive, n -- it is 
thus "the whole." Like Heraoleitus' law of' change, it is 
the constant that is greater than any individual embodi-
ment or expression ofcbange: 
That's it. Tbe lover writes, the believer hears, 
The poet mumbles and the painter sees, 
Each one, his .fated eccentricity, 
As a part, but part, but tenacious particle, 
Of' the skeleton o.f the ether, the total 
O.f letters, prophecies, perceptions, clods 
Ot: color, the giant of nothingness, each one 
And the giant ever changing, 11 ving in change.l 
1. Ibid., P• 67. 
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E. l'.!!!. Auroras !2.! Autumn 
The title of Stevens' fifth book, Transport~ Summer~ 
bad suggested an intense preoccupation with the momentary 
resolutions of change that had come to symbolize for him 
the "fulfillment of fulfillments" that is poetry. Much 
of the energy that informs it is spent ·upon the establish-
ment of principles which, although subject to change them-
selves, will assure the refreshment and renewal of the 
poetic impulse. For this reason, the poems "about'' poetry 
tend to dominate the book and invest many of the other 
pieces with a burden of argument and assertiveness that 
they might not otherwise reveal. The latest poems in the 
volume more or less work free from such assertiveness; 
"The House Was Quiet and the World Was Calm, n "Continual 
Conversation with a Quiet Man,u "Extraordinary References, .. 
"A Lot of People Bathing in:. a Stream, n "The Pastor 
Caballero," and especially "Credences of Summer" in addi-
tion· to several others noted earlier. 
~ Auroras ~ Autumn reveals an analogous preoccu-
pation at a somewhat different level.; The second section 
of the title poem suggests that summer is not the only 
source of fulfillment; that the solitude of autumn and 
winter is not necessarily w.t thout its fulfillments:·· 
Farewell to an idea ••• A cabin stands 1 
Deserted, on a .beach. It is .wtrl. te, 
As by a custom or according to 
An ancestral theme or as a consequence 
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Of an infinite course• The flowers against the wall 
Are white, a little dried, a kind of mark 
Reminding, trying to remind, of a wb.i te· 
That was different, son:etbing else, last year 
Or before, not the white of an aging afternoon, 
Whether fresher or duller, whether of winter cloud 
Or of winter sky, from horizon to horizon. · 
The ~ind is blowing the sand across· the floor. 
Here, being visible is b'eing white, 
Is being of the solid of white, the accomplishment 
o:r an extremist in an exercise ••• 
The season changes •. A cold wind chills the beach • 
. The long lines of it grow longer, emptier, 
· A darkness gathers though it does not fall 
And the whiteness grows less vivid on the wall. 
The man who is walking turns blankly on the sand. 
He observes how the north is always enlarging the change, 
With its frigid brilliances, its blue-red sweeps 
And gusts.of great enkindlings, its polar green, 
The color of ice and fire and solitude.l 
The sense of isolation and loneliness in change. seems to 
develop from such earlier perceptions as rrFarewell to 
Florida," in which the dissatisfaction with the South, 
with perpetual summer, literally and symbolically, is not 
completely resolved. Such.a perception, too, is the verso 
of· the dissatisfaction wi~b the symbol of the statue 
nimagined in the cold,n .in "Owl's Clover.tt More austere, 
1. ~., PP• 4-5. 
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closer to tragedy than the image of summer, the whiteness 
of autumn and the blaze of the aurora borealis has its 
fullness and dignity too. 
The simplest and most direct statement of the idea 
is to be found in "The Beginning": -
So summer comes in the end to these few stains 
And the rust and rot of the door. through which she went. 
The house is empty. But here is where she sat 
To comb her dewy hair 1 a touch1ess light, 
Perplexed by its darker iridescences. 
This was the glass in which she used to look 
At the moment 1 s being, without history, 
The self of summer perfectly perceived, 
And feel its countcy gaiety and smile 
And be surprised and tremble, hand and lip. 
This is the chair from which she gathered up 
Her dress, the care fulest, commodious weave 
Inwoven by a weaver to twelve' bells ••$ 
The dress is lying, cast-off, on the floor. 
Now, the first tutoyers of tragedy 
Speak softly, to begin with, in the eaves.l 
Except for the faintly precious "tutoyers" and the slight-
ly far-fetched use of "twelve bells" to suggest the per-
fection of the weaving of summer's garment, its quality 
· of high noon, the poem is free of mannerism. Like much 
that is most memorable in Stevens 1 work, the poem is at 
1. . Ibid. 1 PP• 36-37 • 
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once a description and a meditation; like a good deal of 
the poetry that follows u:pon an~ refines a. new discovery, 
it ~chi eves a serenity that is missing from its earliest 
statements. 
It is hardly surprising, then 1 that ~ Auroras sa! 
Autumn as a whole shows an unevenness comparable to that 
of P~ts g! ~ World and Transport ~ Summer. At their 
best 1 as in the more spacious form of the title poem, 
the working out of the definition of the new symbol and 
its implications as it affects other symbols in the work, 
is leisurely enough to permit a completeness of develop-
ment that saves the poem from becoming an intellectual 
illustration: 
An unhappy people 1n a happy world -- . 
Read, ;raabbi, the phases of this difference • 
. An unhappy people in an unhappy world --
Here are too many mirrors for misery. 
A happy people in an unhappy world --
It cannot be. There's nothing there to roll 
On the expressive tongue, the findJng fang. 
A happy people in a happy world --
Buffol A ball, an opera, a bar. 
Turn back to where we were when we began: 
An unhappy people in a happy world. 
Now, solemnize the secretive syllables. · 
Read to the congregation, for today 
And for tomorrow, this e.xtremi ty, 
This contrivance of the spectre of the spheres 1 
Contriving balance to contrive a whole; 
The vital, the never-failing genius, 
Fulfilling his meditations, great and small. 
In these unhappy he meditates a whole~ 
The full of ~ortune and the fUll of fate, 
As if' he lived all lives, that he might know, 
In hall harridan, not hush.fu.J.. paradise., . 
To a haggling of wind s.nd weather, by these lights 
Like a blaze of summer straw, in winter's nick.l 
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The sense of poetry becomes simply 11 contriving balance to 
contrive a whole," but it is not an escape to "hushful 
paradise. rr For all its seriousness 1 it invol vas a holi• 
day sense. The figure of the rabbi, for Stevens synony-
mous with the philosopher, represents the intellectualizing, 
rationalistic distrust of the imagination; the poet, on 
the other hand, is not only the "buffo" but the man who 
percei vas "a ·haggling o:r wind and weather," "The compli-
cate, the amassing harmony.n 
There are times, however,· when the manner strains 
.away from the. gay and wayward seriousness toward something 
much more solemn, something more rabbinical. Tbe sense 
of vocation becomes a little oppressive. For example, 
there is the figure of tbe poet descended from Sidney, in 
"Large Red Man Reading," wbo 
••• laughed., as he sat there reading, from out of 
the purple tabulae, 
The outlines of being and its expressings·, the 
syllables of its law: · · 
Poesis~ poesis, the literal characters~ tbe vatic 
lines;~ · 
or the figure of Melpomene, evoked in "In a Bad Time": 
1. Ibid., PP• 20-21. 
2. Ibid., P• 29. 
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Sordid Melpomene, why strut bare boards, 
Without scenery or lights, in the theatre's bricks, 
Dressed high in heliotrope's inconstant hue, 
The muse of mis_ery? Speak loftier lines. 
Cry out, "I am the purple muse. n Make sure 
The audience beholds you, not your gown,l 
-- such passages and figures for all their skillful de-
lineation carry less conviction than· literary contrivance. 
The poet as .priest is a little too much like Pater; ·the 
address to Melpomene, although it reveals Stevens' in-
sight into our contemporary confusion .of misery and trag-
edy, makes too much of "heliotrope's inconstant hue" --
ironically and unintentionally the reader beholds the 
gown more clearly than the spirit. Similarly, "Page from 
-
a Tale, 11 which picks up tags from Yeats ("The Lake-I$le 
of Iinnisfree") and Strauss ("The Blue Danube") to illus-
trate the power of poetry under the most adverse of condi-
tions, is a ~ ~ force that returns to an earlier 
manner of grotesquerie without freeing itself of ti tteriness: 
~ ~~ §.2. ~ • • • Hans listened by the fire. 
New stars that ware a foot across came out 
And shone. And a small cabin build there. 
So lind. The wind blazed as they sang. So lau. 
The --gre'at ship, Bt;tlayne, lay frozen in thesea:-
The one-foot stars were couriers of its death 
To the wild limits· of its habitation. 
These were not tepid ·stars of torpid places 
But bravest at midnight and in lonely spaces, 
They looked back at Han.s' look with savage faces.2 
1. ~., p. 35. 
2. ~ .. , P• 23. 
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F. Variations ori a Theme: nAn Ordinary Evening11 
The oo re and climax of The Auroras of Autumn is the 
long poem, "An Ordinary Evening in New Haven," the original 
version of which was written for tlle celebration of' the 
one hundred and fiftieth anniversaV1·of' th~ founding of 
.... 
the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences,l and later 
expanded and rearranged .from eleven to thirty-one stanzas. 
It gathers up the ideas of. "A Primitive like an Orb," 
"Notes toward a Supreme Fiction," and "The Auroras of 
Autumn" in f'ami.liar meditative fashion: like "A Primitive 
like an Orb," it concerns i t~el.f with "the essential poem 
at the center of things"; like the "Notes," it deals with 
the mutations of the imagination, and resembles that poem 
most closely in form; like 11The Auroras of Autumn," it 
strives to define the nature of one's reconciliation t~ 
solitude as well as to "the whole.n It goes almost with-
out saying that all four poems develop all these themes, 
although in. separate ways and in different proportions. 
As the three earlier poems derive from and represent an 
extension of preceding works, so "An Ordinary Evening in 
New Haven" can be traced to Harmonium• 
What is new in "An Ordinary_ Evening in New Haven" is 
the re-examination of 11~eal;ty11 -- the study of the diff-
-erences between. and the conjunctions of 11 things as they 
1. Ibid., P• v. 
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are" and "things imagined"undertaken first on an exten-
sive scale in "The Man with the Blue Guitar" seems to have 
led Stevens to the conclusion that his earlier concept of 
reality was insufficient, a conclusion als.o borne out by 
his later essays. Significantly enough, the poem does 
not appear to be worked out in quite the same way that 
the earlier poems are worked out. Its major premise, for 
example, does not appear until the final stanza of the 
poem; although it can be taken as a conclusion, it does 
not seem to be a final development like the end of "Notes 
toward a Supreme Fiction." ·From one point of· view, the 
later poem acquires a density of purpose that gives it a 
more clearly defined formal unity than the "Notes n: the 
f'l.nal stroke has to be adequately prepared for so that it 
· will support all that has preceded it. It must be inevit-
able 1 natural, and oonclusi ve and it must be dramatically 
effective although it is cast as a meditation. 
The opening stanzas relate clearly and directly 
to the conclusion, even though they do not necessarily 
determine it: 
The eye's plain version is a thing apart, 
The vulgate of experience. Of this, 
A few words, an and yet, and yet, and yet -~ 
As part of the never-ending meditation 1 
Part of the question that is a giant himself: 
Of what is this. house composed if not the sun, 
These houses, these difficult objects, dilapidate 
Appearances of what appearances, 
Words, lines, mt meanings, not communications, 
Dark things without a double, after all, 
Unless a second giant kills t.he first --
A recent imagining of reality, 
Much like a new resemblance of. the sun, / 
Down-pouring, up-springing and inevitable, 
A larger poem for a larger. audience, 
As if the. crude collops came together as one, 
A mythological form, a festival sphere, . 
A great bosom, beard and bei.ng, alive with age.l 
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Any prose statement of t Q.e theme, at least as it is de-
fined in the opening stanzas, is/liltely to distort the 
readerts perspective. Wbat is immediately obvious, how-
. ever, is the way in which the poem picks up bits and pieces 
from earlier poems, modifying them· for purposes that become 
clear only as the poem develops. Thus the opening echoes 
se()tion LX of nit Must Changett {"Notes toward a Supreme 
Fiction"): "The poem goes from the poet's gibberish to / 
The gibberish of ~he vulgate and. back again"; the "giant 11 
and the "festival sphere" develop from 11A Primitive like 
an Orb" and the 11bubble, of bright sheens" in "A .Duck for 
Dinner" (ltOwl 's Clover") 1 from "the pleasures of merely 
circulating, 11 and perhaps from the figure of the serpent 
in "The Auroras. of Autumn," as well as from almost innumer-
able other circular symbols that reach as far back as 
"Sunday Morning"; and the "recent imagining of reality ••• 
1. Ibid., PP• 110-11. 
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As if the crude collops came togetb~r .as one" derives 
directly from section VII of "It Must Give Pleasure" ("Notes 
toward a Supreme Fiction"); 0 The real will from its crude 
compoundings come." Although earlier poems imply the crea-
tion of a myth as the support for Stevens' resolution of 
opposites in change, the emphasis here is sharper and more 
certainly defined; the twin images ofthe two giants, 
appearance and imagination, resolve in mythological terms 
the dilemma which had threatened to break the back of many 
of the later poems. 
Incidentally and on a smaller scale, the opening 
stanzas employ numerous devices long associated with Ste-
vens in a characteristic but perhaps new way. The des-
cription of the poem as "A few words, an.·and yet, and 
yeti and yet~ is simply a .less .flamboyant version of the 
"damned hoobla-hoobla-boobla-how," and its relative direct-
n'ess gives it point and attractiveness, at least so far 
as some readers are concerned, that the more elaborate 
and witty version lacks. Furthermore, the "few words" 
describe Stevens r own habit of unceasing qualification and 
apparent contradiction and in this way suggest the inten-
tion of the poem. Similarly, the· descr·iption of the houses 
as ttthese difficult objects, dilapidate / Appearances of 
what appearances" involves the kind of semi-abstraction 
of objects associated with the painting of Cezanne, in 
order to make even more concrete and specific certain as.;.. 
pacts of the objects. 
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The crowding together of' a variety of' symbols, as in 
the final stanza above, is also a familiar device; the 
symbols are not so much interchangeable as they are com-
plementary. Elsewhere;· the symbols are handled somewhat 
more systematically. In section V1 for example, occUI" 
the following lines: 
Inescapable romance,_· inescapable choice 
Of dreams, disillusion as ·the last. illusion, 
Reality as a thing seen by the mind, 
Not that which is but that vvhich is apprehended, 
A mirror, a lake of reflections in a room, 
A glassy ocean lying at the door, · 
A great town hanging pen dent in a shade, . 
An enormous nation happy in a style, 
Everything as unreal as real can be, 
In the inexquisite eye.l 
Although the abstractions in the opening stanza and 
in the first line of the second stanza are balanced against 
each other, the illustrat!ons which follow them move in a 
kind of ever-enlarging, c'lllliulative progression, from the 
personal (the mirror) to the universal (everything); even 
so, Stevens doubles back from one group of images (mirror, 
a lake of ref'le_ct1.6ns, a glassy ocean) into a second group 
(town, .nation) before. reaching his climax. The mirror, 
the lake, and the ocean are tied together by the corre-
spondences that exist among t heim; the mirror reflects a 
small amount of light (like a puddle); a room reflects a 
1. Ibid., P• 118. 
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greater amount (like a lake), since its surfaces are·gener-
ally larger than those of mirrors; the out-of-doors. reflects 
a vast and apparently limitle_ss amount of light {like an 
ocean). ·The correspondences exist on at least two other 
levels: a mirror usuallY re.flects a··'s1ngle face,· a room 
ordinarily reflects more people·.; and the. out-of-doors in-
cludes the whole; and th'e "glassiness" is characteristic, 
of course, of the mir.ror, the reflections in 1a room, and 
the ocean. On a more tenuous level, the word "reflections" 
itself is heavily weighted, to indicate not only the re-
turn of light. from surfaces as well as "contemplations," 
but also "the bending back 'of a part upon itself; also the 
part so bent back, n and perhaps· ncri ticism or animadver-
sion. "1 Tb.e last two implications arise from the defini~ 
tion of reality as "not that which is but that which is 
apprehended, tt so that there is. a·.' sense in. which the size 
of the mtrror(lake, or ocean) one -looks into. is of no 
significance:· one sees what one willa to see "by the mind." 
The "disillusion" thus becomes clearly the knowledge that 
one cannot escape the s.elf, that one sees the world in his 
own image. From this point of vantage, Stevens' frequent 
identification of the ideal state of being, the perfect 
symbol of poise, as a diamond, a crystal sphere, "a festival 
1 •. Webster's ~ Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield: 
G. & c. Merriam, 1949), P• 711. .· 
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orb 1 " becomes clear, since symbolically at least these 
substances are self-illuminating, their light is an inner 
light, like the sun's, self-renewed. 
"A great town hanging pendent. in a shade" and "An 
enormous nation happy in a style".culminating in "Every-
thing as unreal as real can be" follow a similar pattern 
of enlargement and expansion. The characterization of 
the town not so much as "hanging pendent in a shade" and 
therefore as suspepded in shadow· (under a cloud, at night) 
or not clearly perceived, as fixed in a certain attitude 
or color, is strengthen·ed by the description of "an enor-
mous nation happy in a style," like Victorian England or 
Czarist Russia, which, although it moves away from the 
merely personal and egocentric, remains nevertheless an 
in tell actual characterizati-on. It is also fals.e, Stevens 
suggests, insofar as it does not take into account the 
departures from the "style" setup as typical. Like the 
conventional views of the eighteenth ~entury expressed in 
survey textbooks, such an image reveals ironica~ly the 
inaccuracy of intellectual generalizations. 
The combination of these images in their final form_, 
"Everything as unreal as real can be, / In the inexquisite 
eye," suggests that. rea,lity can· not be defined merely as 
what "is apprehended," since mere sensory apprehension 
leads only to distortion. The poi_nt is not o.riginal with 
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Stevens; historians, economists, psychologists, and philos-
j 
ophers have had to meet this charge. The 11realisticu nove~-
ist -- more particularly, the naturalistic novelist -- has 
had to meet it inc.reasingly in recent years. What gi vas 
point to Stevens' restatement of the charge is the elegance 
and bravura of his language. His seriousness is free of 
' . . 
·the invective that nora solemn moralists en:{Ploy. Although 
the aesthetic approacp. to .morality in 11Esthetique du Mal11 
had not been altogether convincing, it pays off handsomely 
at such moments as this.· 
Between section and section of "An Ordinary Evening 
in New Haven" there is often a similar, larger coherence. 
· But the poem does not move according to any formula or 
fixed pattern. Roughly, it follows the same kind of tri- · 
parti.te scheme that the "Notes" follow. Sections I-X are 
concerned chiefly with aspec.ts and def~nitions of reality, 
and particularly with the relation of "the eye t s plain 
version" to our longing for spiritual security. Sections 
XI-XX contemplate some of the ways in which the longing 
is satisfied: chiefly by t.he exercise of the imagination, 
but also by memory and.the discovery of repetitions in 
the pattern of experience; by the ide_ntitication of the 
poem as "the cry of its occasion/ Part of the res itself' 
and not about it," -- that is, by giving experience mean-
ing in tor.m. Sections XXI-XXX deal with the interpenetrations 
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of the life of reality and the life of imagination, fact 
and poetry. The final section is a summing up and the 
statement of tbe basic premise of the poem -- so placed, 
perhaps, to give the poem a kind of circular shape of its 
own, although the imperfection, as Stevens might call it, 
has the function of confir.ming the unshakable belief that 
"the imperfect is our paradise." 
The working out of this scheme also illustrates Ste-
vens' habit of expanding his material. In the original 
version, what is now section VI was originally section II. 
What has been added can be taken si~ply as illustration 
of the material stated in section I, by way of Qla:ttifica-
tion. But it is more than that, since the meditations· 
which comprise sections II-V as the poem now stands en• 
rich the meanings of key words -- reality, romance., illu-
sion, appearance. The result is a cumulative intensifica-
tion of meaning similar to the cumulative meaning achieved 
by the expanding metaphors cited. in section V; and although 
there is a similar fusion and intensification in "Notes 
toward a Supreme Fiction," the mere fact of the division 
of that poem into three parts tends to separate and empha-
size the split between "things as they are" and "things 
as they are imagined. 11 The continuum of "An Ordinary 
Evening in New.Haven" allows for greater play and flow 
between one section and another; the apparent lack of burry 
or commitment to any fixed structural scheme removes 
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pressures that might otherwise tend to reduce certain sec-
tions to the status of illustrations. By the. time Stevens 
reaches what is now section VI, he seems to have come upon 
his ideas in the very manner he so much approves; post-
ponement has allowed him to prepare for a master stroke 
in the manner of a dis~overy rather than invention: 
Reality is the beginning not .the end, ' 
Naked Alpha, not the hie:roph~nt Omega, 
Of dense investiture, with luminous vassals. 
It is the infant A standing on infant legs, 
Not twisted, stooping, polymatbic Z, 
He that kneels always on the edge of space 
In the pallid perceptions ot its distances. 
Alpha fears men or else Omega's men 
Or else his prolongations of .the h~an. 
These characters are around us in the scene. 
For one it is enough; for one it is not; 
For neither is it profound absentia, 
Since both alike appoint themselves the choice 
Custodians of the glory of the scene, 
The immaculate interpreters of life. 
But that's the differ:ence: in. the end and the way 
To the end. Alpha continues to begin. 
Omega is refreshed at every end.l 
Although it should. be clear that Omega is equated in 
the poem with imaginatrion as Alpha is equated with reality, 
and although the metaphor of the alphabet which joins them 
together as parts of a whole is neither difficult nor 
esoteric, its ultimate e.ffect is given additional .point 
by all the sections· that precede it. The metaphor is the 
1. The Auroras of Autumn, pp •. 120-21.• 
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more typical, in its own right, since it gathers to it 
the implications of metaphors from earlier poems, arguments 
and images that elsewhere are handled more or less theoreti-
cally. Without appearing to be insistent, the figure sug-
gests not merely a definition of reality but also the ver-
bal character of reality, and thus echoes a conviction ex-
pressed in "The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words": "A 
poet's words are of things that do no exist without the 
words, ttl as well as a clarification of the statement that: 
It is one of the peculiarities of the imagination 
that it is always at the end of an era. What happens 
is that it is always attaching itself to a new real• 
ity, and adhering to it. It is not that there is a 
new imagination but that there is a new reality.2 
The metaphor becomes one of "the. secretions of insight, n3 
which, paradoxically 1 "• .•. So far beyond the rhetorician's 
touch,"4 reveals that "sense exceeds all metaphor,r and 
demonstrates that "An Ordinary Evening in New Haven," 
This endlessly elaborating'poem 
Displays the theory of poetry, 
As the life of poetry. A more severe, 
More harassing master would extemporize 
Subtler, more urgent proof that the theory 
.Of poetry is the theory of life I 
1. The Necessary Angel, P• 32. 
2. ~., P• 22. 
3. "Things o:f Au.gust·,n ~ Auroras .Qf Autumn, P• 181. 
4. "Bouquet o:f Roses in Sunli_ght," -!!!! Auroras .Q.! Autumn, 
P• 43. 
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As it is, in the intricate evasions of as, 
In things seen and unseen, created from nothingness. 
The heavens, *he hells, the worlds, the longed-for lands.l 
The escape from the naked reality described as "every-
thing as unreal as real can be" is not without its dangers. 
The life of the imagination involves, ultimately, some re-
solution of this paradox, which, by its own excesses, it 
simply tends to invert: ··everything as real as uni"eal can 
be. Approached from this· point of view, nAn Ordinary. 
Evening in New Haven" pretty much repeats "The Comedian 
as the Letter C, 11 but it starts from the opposite end. 
CI'ispin came to believe that the IDI'ld of appearances is 
"the vel'i table ding an sich, n the poem, and in so doing 
deprived himself of bis vecation. In the later poem we 
begin with the wol'ld of appearances only to discover that 
the life of the imagination tends to make life "the re-
flection of literature," in which 
the pure sphere escapes the impure, 
Because the thinker himself escapes. And yet 
To have evaded clouds and men leaves him 
A naked being with a naked will 
And everything to make. He may evade 
Even ·his own will and in his nakedness 
Inhabit the hypnosis of that sphere.2 
~bus the life of the imagination also comes to be incom-
plete, since it too leaves the poet without a vocation, 
living his poem. In its way, the alternative is a return 
1. The Auroras Q! Autumn, pp. 164-65. 
2. Ibid., PP• 148-49. 
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to the opening of "The Comedian as the Letter cIt: ttNota: 
man is the intelligence of his soil, tl although it is a 
return the 10ng vr_ay a}.4ound. 
Here, however~ this conclusive statement on the life 
of the ima.gina tion is simply :tne prepara_tion for a :fiEal 
assault. Section ~I begins with a_ d_enia~: _ 
But he may net. He may not evade· his will, 
Nor the wills of other men; and-he cannot evade 
~e will e>f necessity, the :Will~ _of wills_--
Romanza out of the black shepherd's isle, 
Like the constant sound of the water of the sea 
In the hearing of the shePherd and ~is black :forms; 
out of the isle, but not of any isle·. 
Close to the senses there lies another ·is"l.e 
And there the senses give and nothing take, 
The opposite of Cythere, an isolation 
At tbe center, the object of tb."e will,· this :place, 
llie thi:m.gs around -- the alternate romanza 
. . . 
out of the surfaces, the windo'Ws, · the 'walls, 
The bricks grownbrittle in time's :poverty, 
The clear. A celestial mode is :paramount, 
If enl.y in the branches sweeping in the rain;_ 
~e two romanzas, the distant and the ·near, 
Are a single voice in the boo-ha of the wind.l 
"The G:p:posite of Cythere,n then, "the alternate romanza," 
. -
implies the equipoise of imagination and reality as the 
:proper resolution of the :paradox and the justif'ioatiom of 
:poetry. The figures by which the :paradox is resolved are 
and remain somewhat esoteric, although eaoli half' e"f the 
whole, tbe life of imagination and the life of' reali~, 
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can properly be desribedas a "romance," since each is an 
excess, a part taken for the whole. At any rate, since we 
live in change, since our perfection is our imperfection,. 
such an equipoise will not last long. And in the follow-
ing sections, Stevens goes on to demonstrate in a series 
of' fables and parables some of' the various ways in which 
the momentary equipoise that is poetry can be achieved, 
as he demonstrates in earlier sections of' the poem the 
possibilities and limitations that come without the poise 
with too much imagination, with too much reality. 
Such an equation of' imagination and reality diminishes 
the dazzle of' bravura and color in "An Ordinary Evening 
in New Hayen." The poem does not possess great surface 
flash and rumble -- the tink-tonk of the rain in a rain 
pipe, Professor Eucalyptus, a fable of mariners in 11the 
land of' the citrons," the boo-ba of the wind, a fuchsia 
blossoming in a can are most of what remain from the spate 
of' images that crowd the "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction." 
Even so, there are moments when the bravura returns, a 
little subdued, but never more subtly controlled: 
' ' 
The last leaf that is gping to. fall has fallen. 
The robins are la-bas, the squirrels, in tree-caves, 
Huddle together in the knowledge of' squirrels. 
The wind has blown the silence of summer away. 
It buzzes beyond the horizon or in the ground: 
In mud under ponds, where the sky used to be reflected. 
The barrenness that appears is an exposing.· 
It is not part o:f what is absent, a halt 
F.or :farewells, a sad hanging on :for remembrances. 
It is a coming on and a coming forth. 
The pines that were fans and fragrances emerge, 
Staked solidly in a gusty grappling with rocks. 
The glass of the air becomes an element -• 
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It was something imagined that has been washed away. 
A clearness has returned. It stands restored. 
It is not an empty clearness, a bottomless sight. 
It is a visibility of thought, 
In which hundreds of f!Iyes, in one mind, see at once.l 
Although an occasional fragment of preciosity remains, 
the robins 0 la-bas, 11 the "knowledge of squirrels, n there 
is an increasing directness and excitement elsewhere, as 
in the description of the pines blown by the wind and the 
clarity of uthe glass of the air," which simply and with-
out apparent artifice takes on the symbolic purpose of 
the diamond and the crystal .sphere o:f earlier poems. So, 
too, the solitude of autumn becomes the means whereby this 
simplicity is achieved; after the transport to summer, 
the exhilarating nrestoration 11 i·s 11A coming on and a com-
ing :forth, n malie possible as the final section of the poem 
reveals in its statement o:f the premise: 
·These are the edgings and inchings o:f :final form, 
The swarming activities of the formulae 
O:f statement, directly and indirectly getting at, 
Like an evening evoking the spectrum of violet, 
A philosopher practicing scales on his piano, 
A woman writing a note and tearing it up. 
1. Ibid., PP• 168-6~. 
It is not in the premise that reality 
·Is a solid. It may be a shade that traverses 
A dust, a rorce that traverses a shade.l 
The poem returns upon i tself·•, Although it may be 
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nor the essence, not yet well perceived,rr2 it suggests 
that the essence is not a niggardly denial or the validity 
of our experience, but an affirmation. 
Since the publication of The·. Auroras of Autumn., 
--- -- ----~ 
there has been no apparent diminution of the poetic im-
pulse, although only a handful of poems are available for 
examination. What is to come will in all likelihood be 
as uneven and unpredictable in many ways as what already 
stands as one of the major achievements or contemporary 
poetry. But it will be characterized by the integrity 
of renewal, 11a coming on and a coming forth." 
1. Ibid., PP• 170-71. 
2. Ibid., P• 136. 
PART II 
Theory and Gr1 tic ism 
Chapter I 
A Letter to William Carlos Williams 
Sometime after the publication of!!.~ Quiere~ 
the first book by William Carlos Williams to attract any 
attention, Wallace Stevens ~ote a letter to .the author 
in which he set forth certain views on poetry. It is 
only by aoci dent that the letter has beeri ;preserved; that 
it has been preserved is a stroke· of good fortune for the 
cl:'itie as well as for the literary historian, since its 
contents give substance to the theory that Stevens' poetry 
as a whole represents a single although constantly ex-
panding point of view. Although!!~ Quiere was publish-
ed in 1917 1 Stevens' letter did not get into print until 
19201 when it was published a-s part of the "Prologue" to 
Williams' fifth. book, KOra in ~.1 The letter can,.there-
fore, be dated only l'Ougbl.y, but in all pl'obability it 
was written not later than 1919~ 
Even so, the letter is remarkable on several counts. 
First and foremost it reveals an extraordinary sense of 
vocation in a poet still more or lass unknown and still in 
process of discovering his form. Second, the idi·om in 
1. William Carlos Williams, Kora in Hell (Boston: Fcur 
Seas Company, .1920), "Prologu&;""p'p." 17-18. 
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which it is written is thoroughly characteristic; its 
major points of refference and authority are essentially 
those of the later criticism and theory. Finally, the 
letter embodies a criticism of Williams' poetry which is 
the more cogent for its fastening upon his virtues as well 
as his vices. For these reasons~ it is proper to repro-
duce the whole letter, or as much of it as bas survived: 
What strikes me nost about the poems.<L:of ,g 
~ Quiere 7 themselves is their Ca'sual character 
• • • Personally I have a distaste for miscellany. 
It is one of the reasons I do not bother about a 
book myself. 
•••• My idea is that in order to carry a thing 
to the extreme necessary to convey it one has to 
stick to it; •• Given a fixed point of view, realis-
tic, imagistic or What you will, everyt~ing adjusts 
itself to that point of view; and the process of 
adjustment is a world in flux, as it should be for 
a poet. But to fidget with points of view leads 
always to new beginnings and incessant new beginnings 
lead to sterility. A single manner or mood thorough-
ly matured and explbited is that fresh thing, etc •• 
One has to keep looking for poetry as Renoir 
looked for colors in old walls, woodwork and so on. 
Your place is 
-- among children 
Leaping around a dead do g. 
A book of that would feed the hungry. 
Well a book of poems is a damned serious affair. 
I am only objecting that a book that contains your 
particular ~ality shculd contain anything else and 
suggesting that if the quality were carried to a 
communicable extreme, in intensity and volume, etc. ••• 
I see it a 11 over the book, in your landscapes and 
portraits, but dissipated and obscured. Bouquets for 
brides and Spencerian:'C:sic ?compliments .for poets ••• 
There are. a very few men who have anything native in 
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them or for whose wo!'k I'd give a Bolshevic ruble ••• 
But I think your tari trums not half mad enough. 
I return Pound's letter ••• observe how in every• 
thing he does he proceeds wi.th greatest positiveness 
etc. · · 
/CPostscriptJ I.· think, after all, I should 
rather send this than not, although it is guarrel-
somely full of' my own ideas of' dis·cipline.I 
Although Stevens was nearly forty when the latter 
was written, his reputation had not really been establish-
ed. The new poetry movement was at. most six years old; 
Stevens had been publishing p!'of'essionally less than four 
years, occasionally in Poetry but for the nD st part in the 
. . . 
more radical magazines such as Others, Rogue, and The 
Soil:, nost of' which had very short lives and disappeared 
before they cw.ld make. their influence .felt. Tme, he had 
won a prize for a Verse play and had attracted the atten-
tion of such influential literary entrepreneurs as Carl 
Van Vechten and· Amy Lowell, and it is not stretching 
probability to assume that he bad been. approached and 
urged to publish a "slim volume' 1t as so many of the rebels 
w.t.th whom he was identified were doing. But Stevens bided 
his time. Much of what he had publisba d up to 1918 was 
merely experimental, a set of exercises. that he would al• 
most certainly not wish to preserve· and which, as a matter 
of fact, he has never collected. He was, in other words, 
still finding the "fixed point of viewff wbi ch he wan ted. 
l.. ~· . ..2!!!.·. 
It is also interesting to observe the emphasis given 
to the idea that a fixed point of view is essen~ial to 
the achievement of a poetrr of a.D,:7 oonsequenoe. Here 
Stevens reverses the usual attitude toward what is usually 
called "maturity, 1t since he believes that the process of 
maturing consists not so much in adjusting to things as 
they are but rather in bending the "world in flux" to one's 
point of view" The position in a sense involves a rejec-
tion of the idea of progress or at the very least a skep-
ticism toward the idea, that Stevens shares with such appar-
ently different poets as Frost and Eliot~ With Frost the 
position is native, and its expression too comes early: 
They would not find me changed from him they knew --
Only more sure of all I thought was true.l · 
With Eliot it also seems to be native, although it is ex-
pressed somewhat more indirectly~ symbolica1ly and drama-
tic ally. 
The· concern wl th a fixed point of view has purely 
poetic implications, of course, and with Stevens it may 
be assumed that his inststence is directed exclusively in 
this direction. Although it must be admitted that the 
letter concerns itself with literary matters only and that 
quite naturally other subjects wculd seem to be an intru-
sion, the intense serio.usness with wbi ch Stevens speaks 
1. Robert Frost, ~ Poems Q! Robert Frost, P• 4. 
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is an indication of a more than ordinary sense of dedica-
tion: "One has to keep looking.for poetry" prefigures a 
much later statement that "the whole m rld is material 
for poetry, n1 just as a book of poems' being na damned 
serious affair" looks forward to the concluding pages of 
11The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words," which state with 
great eloquence the belief that the role of the poet "is 
to help people to live thai r li vas. "2 
Finally, as to the idiom, the letter is written with 
a cool detachment that amounts, ironically, to something 
almost like difftdence, despite its obvious seriousness. 
An enthusiasm for poetry so pervasive as to argue that it 
will 11 feed the hungry" is not usual; and the lines quoted 
from Williams, like the reference to Renoir's search for 
"colors in old walls, woodwork and so on, 11 is something 
more than r:the dilettante's idea of poe try. By contrast, 
the "bouquets for brides and Spencerian L,sic 7 compli-
ments for poets" suggests a temperamental distaste for the 
occasional as well as for miscellany, for anything, that 
is,. less than what is "native," no matter how special or 
different it may be. But with this conmitment to poetry 
goes an apparent off•handedness and playfulness, a canni-
ness that wears a mask of "quarrelsomeness" and diffidence 
about personal ideas of 11 di. scipline." 
1. "Materia Poetica" (II), p. 28. 
2. The Necessary Angel, p. 30. 
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Poetically, the "fixed point of view*' can best be 
illustrated by a comparison ·of an early poem and a recent 
one. One can choose almost at random; Marius Bewley, for 
example, compar~s one.or the "Six Significant Landscapes" 
and "The Pastor Caballero 1 11 in this way, although his 
chief intention is to' reveal not only the "ever~continuing 
n 
marvel of "the interacting veins. of life between his 
early and late poems, 11 which Marianne Moore has noted,l · 
but also, and more specifically, "in fulness of detail 
what Stevens is talking about."2 But for the purpose of 
showing how certain habits of looking at the world and of 
expression persist even when the "subject•matter" varies 
a good deal, two poems apparently quite different in their 
intention may be more suitable. For this reason, "The 
Doctor of Geneva" and the seventh of the group gathered 
together under the common title, 11Things of August," make 
an excellent pair •. "The Doctor of Geneva" belongs to 
1921;3 "Things of Augusttt belongs to 1949.4 Both poems, 
however, deal with the dilemma posed by the disagreement 
between what we generally call practice and theory or 
1. The Harvard Advocate, Vol. CXXVII, No. 3 1 Dec., 1940, 
P• 3~ Quoted by Bewley, ~· ill• 1 P• 895. 
2. Bewley,~·~., PP• 895-906 1 passim. 
3. It was first published in Poetry,· Vol. XIX, No. 1, 
Oct., 1921, P• 3. 
4. It was also first· published in Poetry, Vol. LXXV, 
No. 3, Dec., 1949, p. 131. 
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fact and theory. 11The Doc tor of Geneva"· illustrates this 
dilemma in terms of a fairly common kind of experience: 
a man brought up in Switzerland with its little lakes is 
suddenly exposed to the immensity of the Pacific Ocean, 
and the event comes to give him a new vision of the world, 
a new perspective. The poem from nThings of August" 
presents the dilemma from another point of view: a man 
who has struggled to achieve the ideal fin.ds the ideal 
unsatisfactory; but he also discovers that his experience 
of the ideal acquires a new perspective after he has re-
turned to ~he famili~r and imperfect 11'things at. home. 11 
11The Doc.tor of Geneva 11 is cast in the familiar mould 
o·f a meditative fabl·e: 
The doctor of Geneva.stamped the sand 
That lay impounding the Pacific swell, 
Patted his stove-pipe hat and tugged his shawl. 
Lacustrine man had never been assailed 
By such long-rolling opulent cataracts~ 
Unless Racine or Bossuet held the like. 
He did not quail~. A man so used to plumb 
The nmltifarious li.eavens felt no awe 
Before these visible, .voluble delugings, 
Which yet found means to set his sirmnering mind 
Spinning and hissing with oracular 
Notations of t be wild, the ruinous waste, 
Until the steeples of his city clanked and sprang 
In an unburgherly apocalypse. 
The doctor used his handkerchief and sighed.l 
1. Harmonium, PP• 42-43. 
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The external descriptive matter is handled rather sketchily: 
the doctor wears a stove-pipe hat and a shawl; he carries 
a handkerchief. On the other hand, there is a good deal 
of attention to psychological desqription; and words that 
suggest temperament and attitude, values rather than facts 1 
dominate the poem. For example 1 "lacustrine" suggests 
not merely the place where· the do otor was born but also 
an attitude toward experience, as ."insular" suggests. more 
than geograpb:y when' applied to a "man." So, too, "Racine 
or Eossuet" although they describe the books that the 
doctor reads and the source ·of his attitudes, serve the 
additional function of making the doctor in so me respects 
a· reflection of the distinguished French classicists. 
Finally, the promi'nence of Latinisms within the frame-
work of .the meditation itself, roughly frq.m line three 
up to the final line, is a device for revealing character, 
despite Stevens' characteristic fondness for such expressions. 
Whatever precisiqn the poem achieves is 'in one way 
illusory. It derives in part from the interplay between 
th.e physical details and the expansive, highly connotative 
language of the meditation; furtheimore, the words tend 
to release more suggestion than denotation: "opulent," 
1tmultifarious, n "voluble delugings," "oracular," and 
11apocalypse" are all words eminently suited to intensifying 
· the apparent limitlessness of the Pacific as it is 
abstracted into the doctor's imagination. Finally, the 
figure of' the "simmering mind I Spinning and hissing 
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with oracular /Notations," although it may be regarded 
as merely descriptive of' the way in which the Pacific 
affected the doctor, suggests a figure central to Stevens' 
poetn as a whole, "the. going .zound /And round and round, 
the merely going round, / Until merely going round is a 
final good."l Indeed, the "spinning" leads to a vision of' 
Geneva: "In an unburgherly apocalypse," in a revelation; 
·and it is this revelation, brought about not by the sight 
of' the ocean but by its sounds, which establish in his 
mind a new V"isio n of' his native city. The "correspondences" 
between the srund of' the waves and the steeple bells of' 
Geneva are only suggested, but there is no doubt that they 
exist. Mere size would not be enough to achieve this re-
velation, since Switzerland has its mountains, ~ich are 
also huge; and the doctor is also on familiar terms with 
Racine and Bossuet, both. of' whom have acquainted him w.tth 
grandeur. 
The seventh poem of' "Things of August" is also a 
meditative f'able, although the protagonist, has no name 
and is given no costume: 
He turned f'rom the tower to the house, 
From the spun sky and the high and deadly view, 
To the novels on the table, 
The geraniums on the sill. 
1. Transport !Q Sumner, pp. 145-46. 
He could unders tarid the things at home. 
And being up high had helped him when up high, 
As if on a taller tower· -
He would be certain to see 
lliat, in the shadowless a tm.osphere, 
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nte knowledge of things lay round but unperceived: 
'Jhe heigltt was not quite :proper; · 
'Jhe position was wrong-. 
It was curious te have to descend-
Andt seate-d in the nature of his chair, 
To feel the satfsfactieils 
Of that transparent air.l 
J"ohn ::Berryma,B, commenting upon the poem, _salTs,. "The style 
••• is almost automatic; its music, ~t_s reflections, its 
iinagery, its form, have be~n at ~e poet t s disposal without 
effort now for many yearsn; and he further charges Stevens 
. . -
with writing to please himself, with "taut_ology" {_"._ •• _'~e­
ing u:p high had helped- him when u:p high") and 11-prolixity" 
. - .... - . 
(in the final stanza) .2 ~e :poem is not brilliant or 
. . ~ . . .. ·-·. -
especially exciting, but it isf as :Berryman's criticism 
indicates, characteristic. For this very reason, and de-
. . . . -~ . -- -· 
spite its possible :t'ailimgs, it is ev~_de~ce of Stevens' 
having maintained "a fixed point of view •" 
To begin with, the_ on1y ~ction_, _ ph~s ic_al action,. tha. t 
is, described in the poem i_s co_Bfi:m_e~ to the opening st~:n.za; 
and the on1y external "properties" are "the novels on the 
1. ~ Aureras crf Autu:rnm~ p:p. 184-85. 
2. "Critical Supplement t0 Peeti:y;" prepared ·by· J"oh:n · · 
:Serr;rna.n, Poetry,. Vol. LXXV~ No. 3, Dec.,. 1949,. pp• 8-9, 
'Pas sm. 
. ~- .. 
• ~.'I • 
. ;; 
------~·-· 
' .. 
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table, / The geraniums on the sill.," and possibly the 
tower., although it really has no existence except as a 
symbol. Even the chair in .the final stanza exists as part 
of the meditation., "abstracted" by the imagination to a 
degree that is hardly attempted in Harmonium and in "The 
Doctozo of Geneva" in particular. A phrase such as "the 
nature of' his chair" has "meaning" only insof.'azo as it 
supports and is in keeping wi tb the "tE:lxture" of' the medi-
tation; the chair exists somewhat in the manner of Plato's 
bed, in The Republic, although not as an "ideal" (and 
therefore "zoeal") chair, since it zoemains "his n chair. 
The chair, then, e.xists. as "his" awareness of the comfort 
or confirmation it gi vas, ·as "the life that is lived in 
i t."l In comparison, the stove-pipe bat, the shawl, and 
the handkerchief of 11Tbe Doctor of Geneva" are not abstrac-
ted at all; and "lacustrine man," the nlong ... l .. olling cpu-
, ·lent cataracts," "Racine or Bossuet," tbe "visible, vol-
uble delugings,"· and so on, present an almost impenetrable 
su.rface of' solid fact. Nevertheless, the process at work 
in the one poem is the process at work in the other, al-
though it· appears to have been carried to such an ex-
treme in the la.ter poem that the meditation becomes more 
tangible, more ·like an impenetrable surface than "the 
1. ~Necessary Angel, P• 25. 
.-.:; 
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novels on the table .t I The geraniums on the sill, n which 
have significance only insofar as they, too 1 are abstrac-
ted by the imagination. 
What is true of "the nature of his chair" is also 
true of "the. spun sky and the high and deadly view." 
What is true of the no"Vels and the geraniums is true of 
"the tower" and "the bouse .n But the poem elaborates and 
complicates this simple correspondence in a paradox ex-
plored in the meditation. From the protagonist's point 
of view., "things at home 11 can be abstracted into the ima-
gination and thus seemingly acquire significance w1 thout 
great effort, because long experience with them bas assured 
their presence in the imaginationJ they have been abstrac-
ted into the imagination so often that they seem, by them-
selves, to be imaginatively charged; like a piece of steel 
drawn across" a magnet, they acquire magnetic power of their 
own. The tower, on the other hand, is not familiar 1 and 
if it is to have any significance, it must be abstracted 
into the imagination by an effort of the will •. The abstrac-
tion that' the protagonist has been a'J:)le to achieve with 
the tovJ~~'seems to him unsatisfactory although it has 
"spun" the sky and given.him.:a "high and deadly view," 
for despite these accomplishments, the clear vision and 
.~e_y_e!~j;Jgn that "being up high" had helped him to achieve, 
he had not been fulfilled: ''The height was not quite 
proper; / The. position was wrong. 11 ttThe knowledge of 
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things £lying 7 round but unperceived, n the poise of 
fulfillment had not come.,· although the e.xperience had 
suggested that "on a taller tower" it might come. But a 
return to the familiar., a return home., affirms the good-
ness of the e.xperience; there is a carry-over from the 
experience with the tower, which is new and unique, at the 
moment when it is seen to be f;limilar to the experience 
w:l th "things at home." In this way, too, the experiences 
resemble and correspond with each other and thus give each 
other vitality. 
In both poems there is emphasis upon the intuition 
of a new sense of the world by means of revelation; it so 
happens that the revelation -is. regarded a little diffi-
dently by both protagonists -- the doctor "sighed," and 
"he" found it "curious to have to descend I And • • • / 
To feel the satisfactions •• •'' The revelation is also 
characterized in both poems by the juxtaposition of the 
limited and the immense: . in "The Doctor of Geneva," 
"Lacustrine man" looks. out upon the Pacific; in the later 
poem, the protagonist, who "could understand the things 
at hone rr (geraniums and novels) is exposed to the sky and 
a "high and deadly view." 
One swallow, ·of course, does not make a summer., and 
one illustration-is certainly inadequate support of the 
thesis that Stevens has worked from "a fixed point of 
view" since 1920. Figures as similar as "The Doctor of 
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Geneva" and the "he" of the poem .from u'l'hings of August" 
recur again and again. The !'lorida of no Florida, Venereal 
Soil, " .for example, with its opposition of "a few things. 
for themselvesn and "the dreadful ·sundry of .this world'' 
is transformed into a "dump" in a poem written some twenty 
years la tar; tbe "lover" ·in. the early poem is similarly 
transformed into "The Man on the Dump": 
Day creeps down. The moon is creeping up. 
The sun is a oorbeil of flowers the moon Blanche 
Places there, a bouquet. Ho-bo. • • The dump is full 
Of images. Days pass like papers from a press. 
The bouquets come hare in the papers. So the sun, 
And so the moon, both come, and the janitor's poems 
Of every day, the wrapper on the can of pears, 
The oat in the paper-bag, the corset, the box 
From Esthonia: the tiger chest, for tea. 
The fresbne~s of night has been fresh a long time. 
The freshness of morning, the blowing of day, one says 
That i:t; puffs as Cornelius Nepos reads, it puffs 
More than, less than or it pu;ffs like this or that. 
The green smacks in the eye, the dew in the green 
Smacks like fresh water in a can, like the sea 
On a cocoanut - ... how many men have copied dew 
For buttons, how many women have covered themselves 
With dew, dew dresses, stones and chains of dew, heads 
Of the floweriest flowers dewed with the dewiest dew. 
One grows to hate these things except on the dump. 
· Now, in the time of spring (azaleas, trilliums, 
Myrtle, viburnums, daffodils, blue phlox), 
Between that disgust and this, between the things 
That are on· the dum~ (azaleas and so on) . 
And those that will be (azaleas and so on) 1 
One feels the purifying change. One rejects 
The trash. 
That's the moment when the moon creeps up 
To the bubbling of bassoons.· That's the time 
One looks at the elephant-colorings of tires. 
Everything is shad; and the moon comes up as the moon 
(All its images· are in the dump) and you see 
As a man (not like an image of a man), 
You see the moon rise in the empty sky. 
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One sits and beats an old tin can, lard pail. 
One beats and beats for that which one believes. 
That's what one·wants to get near. Could it after all 
Be merely oneself, as superior as the ear 
To a crew's voice? Did the nightingale torture the ear, 
Pack the heart and scratch the mind: And does the ear 
Solace itself' in peevish birds? Is it peace, 
Is it a philosopher's honeymoon, one finds 
On the dump? Is it to sit among mattresses of the dead, 
Bottles, pots, shoes and grass and murmur aptest ~= 
Is it to hear the ·blatter of· grackles and say 
Invisible priest; is it to eject, to pull 
The day to pieces and cry stanza my stone? 
Where was it one first heard of' the truth?· The the.l 
Although the poem is much more than an illustration of a 
conflicting interest in "things for themsel vas" and the 
significance that such things acquire when illuminated by 
or abstracted into the imagination, its subject is expli-
citly that conflict. Compared with no Florida, Venereal 
Soil" it is very much "A larger poem for a larger audience."2 
But it, too, reveals adherence to a ·fixed point of view in 
its· baing essentially a restatement of the earlier poem, 
subtilized and enriched. 
The catalogue of objects -- 11 the wrapper on the can 
of pears, I The cat in the paper•bag, the corset, the box 
I From Esthonia: the tiger chest, for tea" -- like the , 
collection of spring flowers and the "Bottles, pots, shoes 
and grass," is similar to the catalogue of "Convolvulus 
and coral, I Buzzards and live-moss, I Tiestas from the 
1. Parts £! ~ World, PP• 22-25. 
2. The Auroras of Autumn, P• 111. 
- -
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keys • • • I The Cuban, Poldowsky, I The Mexican women, I 
The negro undertaker. ttl: In the earlier poem, however, 
the poet is hardly more than the receiver of impressions; 
in the later poem, the objects acquire meaning only as they 
are perceived by the man of imagination. In other words, 
the objects no longer stimulate the imagination, but re-
quire the transforming illumination of the imagination 
(the moon-light) to have real meaning. Further, although 
the earlier poem bad also suggested in its ·final stanzas 
the transforming power of the imagination, it had gone so 
far as to suggest that the function of the imagination was 
to 11 disclose I Fewest things to the lover.n2 In "The Man 
on the Dump," the function of the imagination is to compose 
an order large enough to include everything one sees; it 
allows one to 11see I As a man;" that is, with complete 
self-realization. 
Even so, and taking these differences into account, 
both poems reflect a preoecupation .with the interpenetra-
tions of objects and imagination. One finds a similar 
parallel between "The Snow Man" and its concern wi tb 
"Nothing that is not there and the nothing that is, 11 and 
\ 
"Man Carrying Thing, 11 wbi ch deals with nThe bright obvious 
.[""wbichJ .stands motionless in cold." Stevens does not 
1. Harmonium, P• 80. 
2. Ibid., PP• 81-82. 
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J:teally J:te-wJ:ti te the same poem again and again 1 since his 
peJ:toeption of the wo;r-ld involves continual ttadjustments" 
to change. The nconstant" in Stevens' pJ:taotice as in his 
theoJ:ty is his belief that the imagination is what gives 
objects theiJ:t significance 
stabilizes the wo J:tld. 
it is imagination which 
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Chapter II. 
Preliminaries and Incidentals 
"The fixed point·: of view" proposed in Stevens' 
letter to Williams is revealed in Harmonium, although it 
is not there "thoroughly matured and e.xploi ted," as the 
later poetry makes clear. Whatever the ultimate explana-
tions for the silence between 1924 and 1929 may be, it 
seams likely that dissatisfaction with that point of view 
as it is expressed by Harmonium may in some measure have 
bad something to do with it, perhaps as tnuch as the 
failure of the book to establish Stevens as a significant 
modern poet, at least w1 th the critics arid the public. 
At any rate, the silane~ was complete; it was not until 
1933 that Stevens broke his sil·ence to contribute a brief 
prose statement to an anthology of "favorite poems" by 
contemporary writers. What he had to say upon that occa-
sion is significant largel~ for its almost epigrammatic 
characterization of "the essential gaudiness of poe:try," 
in his remarks on ttTbe Emperor of Ice Cream" ;1 1 t is no 
more absolute or binding than the statement be contributed 
to· This I! M.z ~, nine years later, and for which he 
selected "Domination of Black": 
1. Benet, ~· .£U., p.· 46. 
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Poetry is poetry and- one's 0bj ec·tive ·as· a ;poet 
is to achieve :poetry, :precisely a:s one'·s objective 
in music is to achieve music. n:tere are peets who · 
would regard that as a scandal and who would say that 
a poem that had ne importance excep~ its importance 
as :poetry had no importance at all, and that a poe·t 
who had no objective except to achieve poe'tcy was a 
fribble and something less than a man of reason.l 
:Being "a fribble and something less than a man of 
- -
reasen" is nothing more 0r l.ess_ tham being a -":pure" .. po~t, 
in the ordiEary sens_e of the werd;_ it is char_a.cterist~c 
0f a poet who dislikes nniggling 11 and likes letting him-
• • - J ~.. ~· ¥ - ~ - -
self go to speak of poetry in such intractabl.e terms.2 
Such occasional and informal remarks as these recur 
. . -· . 
fairly :frequently ~oughottt the past twenty years. Among 
them, :fer exam)?le, is the note contributed te the Oxford 
Anthology of American Literature: 
My intentien in poetry is to write :poetry:- to· 
reach alild express that which,- without aey particular 
definition, everyone receg:qizes te be poetry, and 
to do this because I feel. the need ef doing it. 
There is such a complete freedom now-a-days in 
respect to technique that I am rather· ililcl.ine·a· to dis-
regard form so long as I am fr-ee and can express my-
self· freely. I don't knew fif anything,· re·spectiEg 
ferm, that makes much difference. ~e essential ·-- · 
thing in form is to be free in whatever form is used~· 
A free f'erm does net assure freedom. As a f0rm, it is 
just one mere form.- Ss that it c·omes to this, I su~­
pose, that I believe in freed~ regardless of form. 
1. Whit Burme tt, · ed ~, ~is ,!!. :M:.y :Ses t (New York: Dial 
Press, 1942), p. 652. ·_ 
2. Benet, ~· cit., p. 46. 
3. William Rose :Benet and Norman Holmes Pearson, edd., 
Oxford AlilthGllogy· of American Literature (New York: Oxford 
University P:ress,19.36), p. 1.325. 
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Such a position is both detached and rebellious 2d 
more than a little evasive~ although its drift is clear; 
that it appeared in 1936 when Stevens was most aggressive-
ly under attack from tbe literary Left may in part account 
for its self-conscious diffidence. But the.re is a simi-
lar coolness in the answers to an inquiry conducted by 
~ Verse~ Geoffrey Grigson 's noisy and valuable maga-
zine, in 1934: 
1. Do you intend your poetry to be useful 
to yourself o~ others? 
.!£]. consciously. Perhaps l cb n 't ~ ~ 
word useful. 
- ..--......-.-..= 
2. Do you think that there can now be a use 
for narrative poetry? 
There ~ !!Q.!! be !i! ~.fQ.!: poetry £! any ~· 
It depends .Q!l the poet. 
3. Do you wait for a spontaneous. impulse 
before writing a poem; if so, is this impulse 
verbal or visual? 
~ often. When the immediate impulse !!! 
verba1, there !!1 ~ doubt, ~ group of impulses. 
4. Have you been influenced by Freud and how 
do you regard him? 
No. I have not read Freud except ~ Inter-
i?retatioil.- - -
5. Do you take your stand with any political 
or politico-economic party or creed? 
l ,!!12 afraid.! don't. · · 
6. As :a poet what distinguisbes·you~ do you 
think, from an ordinary man? · 
Inability to ~ .!!!!!£h point to ~ ~ Q! .!E. 
ordina:ey m· !ill!. chances ~ .!E. ordinary m 
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himself ~ very little point .:E.2 g.l 
To the Puritan mind, such answers must seem guiltily 
evasive, the natural and inevitable consequences of a 
self-destroying relativism. But it is possible and·more 
logical to see in them a creditable resistance to partisan 
pressures. The same may be said for Stevens' answers to 
two other inquiries, the one conducted by another British 
magazine, ~wentieth Century Verse ,2 which concerned it-
self with "Americanism" and an "American tradition" in 
poetry so phrased as to stack the_answers; the other, simi-
larly alan ted, conducted by Partisan Review. in 1939, aimed 
specifically at scarifying Walt Whitman (arbitrarily set 
up as a straw man against Henry James, as a symbol of a 
"usable past"), the "corruption" of literary standards by 
. . . . " trliterary supplement.s" and "advertising, the failure of 
America to find a place for "literature as a prot:essionrt 
within the present economic system, and so on.3 Stevens' 
reply to the last of these "situations" as they are called, 
is 'cogent and witty, if a little arbitrary: 
I have not tried to make a living by writing. 
However, the fact that writers commonly take advan-
tage of "su.ch crutche·s as teaching and editorial 
work" 1s nothing that entitles writers to indulge 
1. New Verse, No. 11, Oct., 1934, PP• 2 and 15.. Ques-
tionson p. 2; answers on P• 15; Italics mine. 
2. Twentieth Century Verse, Nos. 12-13, Oct., 1938, P• 112. 
3. Partisan Review, Vol. _VI, No. 4, Summer, 1939, PP• 25-26. 
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th~mselves in spasms of self•pity. Most people avail 
themsel vas of crutches of one sort or another: lawyers 
promote business. enterprises; doctors marry rich women 
and buy and sell securities. I think that there is 
a place in the present economic system for literature 
as a profession.l 
Material of this kind, hOwever, has-interest not so 
nn1ch as a measure of poetic beliefs as it does for the 
literary historian or tl::e biQgrapher. More closely rela-
ted to Stevens' aesthetic and theory are his occasional 
tributes to fellow poets, and particularly to John Crowe 
Ransom, William Carlos Williams, and ~arianne Moore ,.,-.'whd.Jch 
help to place him temperamentally.and intellectually 
among his oontemppraries. The bri.ef statement contributed 
to the Harvard Advocate in praise ofT. s. Eliot is some• 
what less to the point: 
I don't know what there is (any longer) to say 
about Eliot. His prodigious reputation is a great 
difficulty. 
While that . sort .of thing: ·more. or less complete 
acceptance .. of it~ helps to create. the poetry of any 
poet, it ~lso helps to destroy it. · 
Occasionally I pick up EliotJs poems and read 
them, eliminating from my mind all thought of his 
standing. It is like. having· an opportunity to see, 
in an out of the way place, a painting that has made 
a great stir: for example, it is like .having a Giotto 
in what is called a breakfast nook. 
·.' 
Reading Eliot out of the pew, so to speak, 
goes on keeping one· young.. He remains an upright 
1. Ibid., P• 40. 
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ascetic in a world that has grown exceedingly rloppy 
and is growing floppier.l · · . 
The wit is a little precious and unduly elegant, no 
matter how pointed; it is, in its way, as evasive as it 
is non-committal, and it suggests that Stevens respects 
the later Eliot mo~e than he admires him, although read-
ing Eliot "goes on keeping one young." His somewhat 
longer note on the poetry of Martha Champion, 2 like the 
introduction to ~ Q! ~' by Samuel French Morse 6 3 is 
devoted largely to matters that he discusses at greater 
length in his later essayse 
Stevens bas written two tributes to Marianne Moore 
and two to Williams. His first essay on Miss Moore was 
a review of .her Selected Poems, which was published in 
England an.d which. remains the most striking and closely 
written appreciation of her poetry to date. The piece is 
also interesting for its more general discussion of the 
romantic element in poetry. After. characterizing the ro-
.:mantic element in·poetry that seeks out merely the exotic 
as "a relic of the imagination, 11 and quoting w-lth appro val 
from A. E. Powell's ~ Romantic Theory .Q!. Poetry to the 
effect that the romantic poet seeks to reproduce for us 
"~reeling as it lives within· himself; and for the sake 
1. The Harvard Advocate, Vol. CXXV, No. 3, Dec., 1938 
P• 4L 
2. Ann Winslow,· ed., 'l'ri.al Balances (New York: Macmillan, 
1935). PP• 155-57. 
3. Morse, ££• ~., PP• v-vii. 
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of' a feeling which be tbin:k:s interesting or important be 
will insert passages which contribute nothing to the 
effect of the whole .,•iLl he goes on to define the roman tic 
:'J,n another way: 
the romantic in its other sense, meaning always the 
living and at the same time the. imaginative, the 
youthful, the delicate and a variety of things which 
it is not necessary to try to particularise at the 
moment, constitutes the vital· element in poetry. 
It is absurd to wince at being called a romantic 
poet. Unless one is that, one is not a poet at a11.2 
The gist of the argument is to define life as romance~ 
and to equt:jtte, insofar as one can do so, romance and life: 
The romantic that falsifies is rot and that is true 
even though the romantic inevitablY falsifies: it 
falsifies but it does not vitiate. It is an asso-
ciation of' the true and the f.alse. It is not the 
true. It if! not the false. It is both. The school 
of poetry that believes in sticking to the facts 
should be stoned if it was not sticking to the facts 
in a .world in which there are .no facts: or. some such 
thing.3 
For Stevens, such a definition_ or description is_ less 
an evasion than a massive paradox"'tbat involves having 
one's own experiences of· the·. empirically real while 
striving to reach not merely the universal but the ideal. 
Described symbolically., .it is like a parabola;. The 
falsification that he· attrib1_1tes even to a vita.l romantic 
is no niore nor less than the incompleteness of any single 
1. Life and Letters 
P• 6~-
To-day, Vol. XIII., No. 2., Dec., 1935, 
. . 
2. ~., P• 64. 
3. Ibid., P• 65. 
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view. The integrity with which he faces up to tbi s 
inevitable incompleteness is, 'in a sense, a major source 
of difficulty for him. His skepticism, which sta~ts out 
to be a .means to an end, can be resolved either by follow-
ing a rigidly logical pattern -- in which case he is 
simply skeptical about his skepticism; or it can be 
brought under control by being subsumed to an inclusive 
sense of order, which he calls rtthe whole" in "Notes to-
ward a· Supreme :Fiction," and from which a thorough-going 
skepticism naturally shrinks• When,, in reply to an in-
quiry conducted by the editors of Partisan Review in 1948 1 
Stevens said: 
The JX>et records his experience as poet in 
subjects and words which are part of that experience. 
He knows that nothing but the truth of that experience 
means anything to him·or to anyone else,l . 
he was not so much denying his skepticism as attempting 
to resolve it in inclusive terms. For nowhere in his 
wrl ting is there evidence that his· skepticism destroys 
consciousness or life, or what he comes to call in his 
other essay on Miss Moore, "About One of Marianne Moore 1s 
Poems," reality: "not the thing but the aspect of the 
thing," "individual reality" as opposed to "the reality 
of isolated fact.n2 
1. "The State of American Writing, 1948: Seven Questions," 
Partisan Review, Vol. XV, No •. a, Aug., 1948, p. 884. 
2. "About One of Marianne Moore 1s Poems," The Necessary 
Angel, PP• 94-95, passim. 
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Indeed, this later essay is only incidentally an 
essay about Miss Moore's poetry. Primarily it is an 
attempt to discover the poet's meaning for reality, an 
attempt which characteristically is resolved in paradox. 
But it is also significant in the total body of Stevens r 
theory and criticism for its rejection of the Platonic 
position and for its statement that "After all, it is the 
subject in poetry that releases the energy of the poet.nl 
For Miss Moore, the particular subject is the ostrich. 
For Stevens 1 the subja ct is poetry or the idea of poetry 
. released not only by what he sea~ but also by the way the 
imagination transforms the idea. In the light. of his 
remarks upon .Plato 1 poetry .for Stevens is, like reality, 
not necessarily a solid, but "It may be a shade that traver-
ses / A dust, a force that traverses a shade. tt2 At any 
~ate, it can be sensed, perceived, touched and felt: 
••• poetry has to do with matter that is foreign 
and alien. It·is never familiar to us in the way 
in which Plato wished the conquests of the mind to 
be familiar. On the. contrary its function, the need 
which it meets and which has to be met in some way 
in every age that is not to become decadent or bar-
barous, is precisely this contact with reality as it 
impinges upon us from outside, the sense that we can 
touch and feel a solid reality which does not wholly 
dissolve itself into the conceptions of our own minds. 
It is t be individual and particular that does this. 
No fact is a bare fact, no individual· fact is a uni-
verse in itself.3 ·· . 
1. Ibid., P• 96. 
2. ~Auroras~ Autumn, p. 171. 
3. The Necessary Angel, p. 96. 
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Although such an argument stands on the brin~ of 
nominalism, it is not a barren nominalism that denies the 
existence of a universal; it simply denies that concep-
tualism and idealism are the whole story, as it denies an 
exclusive realism. In a recent essay, Harold H. Watts 
places Stevens among the nominalists who argue that 
11only what sense gives us is real," and that ttonly that 
. . 
which' demonstrably canes from one precise experience is 
real, and whatever is a composite of the impacts of var-
ious sense-experiences· must be discarded."l As a conse-
quence, 
One might say that Stevens thinks of each 
human consciousness as a non-Leibnitzian monad. 
The unit of consciousness-which the great German in-
fused with knowledge when it appeave.d that no know-
ledge could reach it from without seems, in Stevens, 
to be made into glass. It becomes a clear medium 
through which pass, from all points of the compass, 
the impressions that a moment or a minute provides. 
Stevens calla thi~ clear crystal "the central." 
But the phrase should not mtslead us. 11The c.entral" 
or '*the central mann is still. man emptied. It pas 
no infused knowledge which enables it to establish 
effective correspondences with the external world 
!'rom which it is shut· o:f'f.2 
For Stevena it is tr1,1e that reality must be "appre-
hended," grasped with intuitive understanding; but that 
is hardly an achievement open to "man emptied, 11 man.pure-
ly "passive.'' "The central" is to be grasped by 
1. Harold H. Watts, ·"Wallace Stevena and the Rock of 
Summer," Kenyon Review, Vol. ·xrv, No. 1, Winter, 1952~ 
P• 127. . 
2. Ibid., P• 127. 
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imagination; it is to be intuited, not merely perceived 
or reasoned out, presupposed or induced. It thus becomes 
an achievement of the will and the imagination, for al-
though "imagination is the will of things,nl the will is 
not always imaginative. That Stevens is not content with 
"man emptied" nor with the alternatives that Watts points 
to w.t th great illumination, in the later pages of his essay 
for example, the tendency to reject the whole as more 
than the sum of its parts, the fondness for the parts, 
the ambiguities of "reconciliation" as a doctrine -- should 
be clear in Stevens' ceaseless concern with "resemblances" 
and the doctrine of correspondences.2 
To refuse an exact equation of thing and thing sym-
bolized is not necessarily the same thing as to reject 
ideas or the possibility of "continuity." The poet, after 
all, is not the philosopher; despite the closeness with 
which he has read a good deal of Stevens' Poetry, Watts 
neglects other aspects of it, notably the poems that re-
veal that no fact is a bare fact, although a fact for 
Stevens has meaning only ":when imaginatively perceived; 
and also the poems wb.i,ch indicate that no individual fact 
1. "Colloquy with a Polish ·Aunt," Harmonium, P• 143. 
2. Watts, .Q.E.• cit., pp. 128-40. 
r: 
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is a universe in itself, as a denial of the idealism 
whiah sees objeats merely as illustrations of a universal.l 
For all its aogenay, the essay polnts to·an assumption 
that the poetic method is less trustworthy than the 
philosophic method, that the intellect i·s somehow superior 
to and nD re inclusive than the whole intelligence; it 
equates the whole truth with intelleatual truth, and makes 
philosophia truth the test of poetic truth. 
Stevens does not make things easy for the aritia or 
the reader, even in his tributes to 1\tlss· Moore and Dr. 
Williams, as the passage from "About One of Marianne Moore's 
Poems" reveals. Indeed, his tendency to make use of even 
aelebratory oaaasions for the purposes of clarifying his 
own position is, upon oaaasion, a distraation, although 
it is good to have all the relevant material possible in 
the discussion of a poet of Stevens' stature. Thus the 
essays on William Carlos Williams, although more informal 
and less argumentative than the essays on Miss Moore, 
have their share of suah passages. A paragraph from his 
introduction to Williams' Colleated Poems, ~-19311 
may illustrate the point: 
1. Watts· sometimes reads the poems with a surprising_ 
literalness, almost as pure denotation stripped of impli-
cation and connotation; and he ignores the funation of 
metaphor as analogy, which is the basis of so much of 
Stevens' poetry. Watts tends to reduce Stevens to an 
allegorist wbose metaphors are to be understood as 
holding in every part. 
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All poets are, to some extent,:romantic poets. 
Thus, the poet who·least supposes himself to be so 
is often altogether so. For instance, no one except 
a surrealists himself would hesitate to characterize 
that·'Whole school as romantic, dyed through and 
through with the most authentic purple. What, than, 
is a romantic poet now-a-days? He happens to be 
one who still dwells in an ivory tower, but. who in-
sists that life there would be intolerable except 
for the fact that one has, from the· top, such an 
exceptional view of the public dump and the advertising 
signs of Snider's Catsup, Ivory Soap and Chevrolet 
Cars,; he is the hermit who dwells alone with the sun 
and moon, but insists on taking a rotten newspaper. 
While Williams shares a good deal of this with his 
contemporaries in the manner and for the reason 
indicated, the attempt. to define him and his wo.rk is 
not to be taken as an attempt to def.ine anyone or 
anything else.l · .· 
There is a similar informal coming to grips with defini-
tions and attitudes in the brief' essay on Paul Rosenfeld, 
in which, under the guise of a tribute (and a real tribute 
it is), Stevens concerns himself with the difference be-
tween what he call~ a lfconstant sq.aping, as distinguished 
from constancy of shapes,n which he says "is characteris-
tic of the poet,n andwbichis.also Coleridgean doctrine: 
Paul Rosenfeld was a shaper who lived a life of 
shaping, that is to say, a Schopfer, who lived for 
the sake of Schopfung. Perhaps there existed for him 
an. ideal Schopfung, a worlg composed of music, but 
Which did not whirl round in music alone; or of 
painting, but which did not expand in color and form 
alone; or of p::>etry, but which did not limit itself 
to the explication orphique of the poet. But whether 
or not there was an ideal Schopfung, in which every-
thing converged, the truth about him seems to be that 
1. William Carlos Williams, Collected Poems, 1921•1931 
(New York: The Objectivist Press, 1934), P• 3. 
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he was incessantly engaged or involved. or attracted 
by the activity of shaping.l 
The description fits Stevens as well as if not better 
than Rosenfeld. 
Finally, among thea~ asides and incidentals, is the 
tribute to John Crowe Ransom, an essay that returns to the 
subject of "individual reali ty11 broached in nAbout One of 
Marianne Moore's Poems. u Here·, however.,· the idea is given 
$reater concreteness and impact and it acquires something 
of the deep warmth and directness of a testament of faith: 
One turns with something like ferocity toward a 
land that one loves, to which one is really and 
essentially native, to demand that it surrender, 
reveal, that in itself which one loves. This is a 
vi tal affair, not an affair of the heart {as it may 
be in one's first poems), but an affair of the whole 
being (as in one's last poems), a fundamental affair 
of life, or, rather, an affair of fundamental life; 
so that one's cry of 0 Jerusalem becomes little by 
little a cry to something a little nearer and nearer 
until at last one cries out to a living name, a 
living place, a living thing, and crying out confesses 
openly all the bitter secretions of experience. This 
is why trivial things often touch us inte·nsely. It 
is why the sight of an old berry patch, a new growth 
in the woods in the spring, the particular things on 
display at a farmers' market, as, for example, the 
trays of poor apples, the few boxes of black-eyed 
peas, the bags of dried corn, have an emotional power 2 over us that for a moment is more than we can control. 
1. Jerome Mellquist and Lucie Wiese, edd., Paul Rosen-
~: Voyager in the Arts (New York: Creative Age, 1948), 
PP• 98-99. 
2. "Jo bn Crowe Ran rom: Tennessee an 1 n Sewanee. Review, Vol. 
LVI, No. 3 1 July, 1948, PP• 367-68. 
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Such a statement comes very close to Blake's doctrine 
of "minute particulars," but it is not the same thing, for 
'Wi. th Stevens, every utteran c~ must ack!lowledge the law of· 
change; ideally, each later poem includes and goes beyond 
the poems that precede it• The. only "systemn one bas to 
go by is really no system at a~ --.the test of poetry is 
its power to convince us of its ''whole:ness, 11 its power to 
achieve a vision of the totality of experience. Since any 
singl~ poem is an ins tan oe, and therefore only a symbol 
of the whole at best, the saying of "new things about old 
things," as "of new things in new ways is grateful to us."l 
Such "minute particulars" as the poems reveal to the reader 
do not depend for their significance upon the reader's 
ability to attach them to an explicit universal; they create 
the ·universal, which paradoxically is always new and unique. 
Logically, one cannot arrive at an absolute universal by 
the inductive· process; the best one can do is to make an 
inductive leap to a conclusion that s~tisfies and accounts 
for (or seems ·to do so) all of the facts. In this sense, 
any "wholeness" or ntotality of e:xperience" that a poem 
seems to achieve is nothing but an illusion; but momentarily 
the insight ·that the poet like Stevens, who· works inductive-
ly, gives the reader is deep enough to make the reader be-
lieve that the poet has §add all there is to say, and has 
gone to the heart of the matter. 
1. Morse, .Q:Q• cit., P• vi. 
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Chapter III 
The Development of an Aesthetic 
Stevens' growing interest in the theory of poetry 
during the past fifteen years was given official approval 
late in 1951 with the appear.anca of a volume of assays, 
~ Necessary Angel. Of tlie tributes to his fellow poets 
already considered, only "About One of Marianne Moore's 
Poems" is included in the book; Stevens apparently regarded 
the others either as. purely occasional or as peripheral· 
to the argument that the essays as a.~ole develop. Except 
:for the· essay on Miss Moore 1 all o:f the pieces were originally 
delivered as lectures, the fi!'st· i~ 1942, the last in 1951. 
One of them, a text with supporting illustrative poems, 
appeared in a limited edition under the imprin~ of the 
Cummington Press in 1947.1 All the rest had soma sort of 
. . 
p~b:Lipation previous .t·p be~ng gathf:lred under one title. 
One other essay, nTwo or Three Ideas, n also prepared as 
an address and delivered at the· spring meeting o:f the New 
England College English Assbeiation in 1951, remains un-
collected except as a· c. E. A. "Chap Book. "2 Although 
1. Three Academic Pieces (Cummington: Cummington Press, 1947). 
2. "Two or Three Ideas," Chap Book published by the College 
English Association ·~.· as a supplement to the CEA Critic, 
Vol~ .. XIII, No. 7, Oct., 1951. . . . . . 
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"Two or Three Ideasn extepds the concerns of ~ Necessary: 
Angel, it contributes little that is new; what is valuable 
in it is of significance chiefly in relation to certain 
convictions given special emphasis in th6 poetry itself. 
By and large the essays deva~p from the ideas 
broached in the speculations and meditations given voice 
in the poems written since 1935. Essentially, the theory 
they reveal is a generalization based upon long experience 
as a poet; but they are not intended as none more Ars 
Poetica having to do,, say, with the techniques of poetry 
and perhaps with its history. n1 Rather, they are fragments 
in a .etuc;l.y of the tttheory of pcretry," which Stevens says 
he has regarded as ttone of the great subjects of study," 
a study of "the naked poem, the il11E1gination manifesting 
itself in its domination of words. 112 Whatever their limi-
tations, the essays "are intended to disclose definitions 
113 of poetry. 
The difficulties po.sed by, the essays can be traced 
almost without exception to Stevens' refusal to stick to 
the techniques o'f discursive reason e;Ven for the purposes 
of explanation and clarification. In a sense, the essays 
1. The Necessary Angel, P• viii. 
2. Ibid., P• viii. 
3. Ibid., P• vii. 
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are 11 seoretions of insight, tt like the poems themselves; 
that is, they are organized and composed only superficially 
along the lines of the ordinary essay dealing with so elu-
sive a sUbject as poetic theory. Formally, Stevens aligns 
himself with the Shelley of the "Defence 11. in his desire 
to make even.bis theory a work of art; like Shelley, too, 
he is not always consistent and precise in his handling 
of key terms ·and words, and one occasionally bas the feeling 
that the more closely one reads the essays the more 9bscure 
and imprecise the ideas become. Whatever precision the 
essays have is essentially the precision of the poetry 
itself. 
Stated in another w~, the essays make use of the 
techniques of mythology, not merely as a device but as an 
ess·ential part of their form. They aiJe documents which 
not only e~~cidate a belief but .also demonstrate the 
actual workings of that belief. Although Stevens' inten-
tion is certainly m t to my-stify or bemuse his readers, 
his adaptation of the methods of poetry to the medium of 
the essay creates obvious difficulties. It is often very 
nearly impossible to decide whether Stevens uses a word 
such as imagi. nation in any specific, limited sense, for 
example; and the same may be said of other key words, such 
as reality, nobility, abstraction, and indeed, poetry 
itself. It is hardly an accident, then, that the essay 
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"TI:J.ree Academic Pieces" consists of a brief 11 discussiontt 
of "the realm of resemblancet 11 as Stevens oharacteriz~d it 
at the time the essay was first published in book for.m,l 
and two uillu.strative" su:pperting :poems which demonstrate 
the thesis revealed in the discussion itself. Indeed, the 
title ttfuree Academic "Pieces'' is something of a :poetic sally; 
its irony is almost excessively imaginative. Since the 
essay and :poems were originally delivered as a lecture at 
Rarvardt and since together they form an e:x:,pos_ition _and_ demon-
stration of the theory of resemblances or correspondences, 
the title is apt enough; it is more than merely descriptive 
and, like such titles as "n:te Comedian as the Letter C" and 
tt '-he M'a.n with the Blue Guitar," illuminating. From the point 
of view of the critic who demands that an exposition of poetic 
theory stick to the language of discursive reason, such a 
transposition of the techniques and methods of poetry to the 
purposes of exposition and explication is irresponsible. 
What is true of n lliree Academic Pieces 11 is even more ob-
viously true of "Th.e Noble Rider and the Sound of Wordsn and 
"'Ihe Figure of the Youth as Virile J!?oet." The former essay 
is an attempt to define :poetry in terms of the fluctuations 
that have occurred in what Stevens calls the ''fortunes o:f 
·the idea of nobilityn; the latter essay is an attempt to define 
1. Three Academic J!?ieees, p. a. 
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"poetic truth" by comparing it w.i. th rrphilosophical truthl ~~ 
and then to discover a funct1on for the present-day poet 
in terms that are fully understandable only if they can 
be accepted in much the same way that a myth is to be 
accepted. Stevens gp es so .far as to say: 
What we have called elevation and elation on the part 
of the poet, which he communicates to the reader, may 
not be so much elevation as an incandescence o.f the 
intelligence and so ••• a triumph over the incredi-
ble. Here as part of the purification that all of 
us undergo as we approach any central purity, and 
that we feel in ·its presence, we can say: 
!Q.· longer ~ I believe ~ there is .! mystic 
muse, sister of the Minotaur. This is an other of the 
monsters I badfor nurse; whom "'""E:avewasted. ram-
myself.!. part of what is real, and it is·~ own-sPeech 
and the strength of it, ~ only, that I hear .21: 
ever shall. 
These words may very well ba an inscription above 
the portal to what lias ahead.l 
The device is elaborate and, to the reader who believes 
that poetry and crl tioism are separate and should remain 
separate, misleadingly ambiguous. 
Kenneth Burke places Stevens among those who "champion 
poetry as a field opposed to science ,u as a member of "the 
cult ot irne.gt na ti en .. "2 In his remarks on "The Figure of 
the Youth as Virile Poet," he observes that rrour mdern 
1. ~ Necessary Angel, P• 60. 
2. Kenneth Burke, A Grammar of Motives (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc.; 1945), p:-223. 
views of the imagination come to us via the idealist 
Coleridge fl'om the idealist Kant," and gpes on to say: 
I . 
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Wl'itten wi tb all the deftness and subtlety of StevAna' 
poetl'y, it speaks of poetry in precisely the idealist r manner_?. The importance of ''personality" is 
stressed. Poetry is der.i ved from an "indil'ect 
egotism." "Nervous sensitiveness" is .basic, for the 
poet's morality is "the morality of the right senst}-
tion.n Poetry is the 11 spirit out of its own self. 
There.are citations stressing the importance of 
"temperament." nKant says that the objects of per-
ception are conditioned by the nature of the mind 
as to their form. tt And Mr. Stevens ci tea a state-
ment by Henri Focillon: "The chief characteristic 
of the mind is to be constantly describing itself.u 
And the summarizing word for all tbl s typical 
idealistic cluster is."imagination•tt The essay" 
places it in dialectical opposition.to "reason, 
thereby going a step beyond Coleridge ........ Poetry 
gives us "an unofficial .. view. of ·being"; "philosophic 
truth may_ be said to be the official view." ••• 
There are subtle steps _in the essay... In 
the end, ••• the poet seems to arrive at a merger 
of imagination and reason; but not until important 
changes have been ma.de in both terms by a· strategic 
reference to the Minotaur. This fabulous hybrid 
apparently represent a a joined duality of moti vas, 
and here apparently symbolizes the union of a laby-
rinthine imagination (the· ttunconscinus") with the 
rationality of a poetic medium developed by deliberate 
conscious sophistication.l · 
The tfstrategic reference to theMinotaur" reveals how 
deeply the method and form of ·poetry invade the essays, 
and ~~·though ~rke 's analysis of "The Figure of the 
Youth as Virile Poet" gives us excellent leads into the 
poles of Stevens' thought, it does not stress the signifi-
cance of that "strategic reference" as an essentially 
1. ~., PP• 223-24. 
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poetic symbol. Stevens does come to "a merger of imagina-
tion and reasonf'; and the .figure of the parabola, the 
opposed lines of w bich meet in in.fini ty, suggests itsel.f 
again as at least an adequate figure to describe Stevens' 
method in writing both essays and poems. Starting with 
an oppos+tion of reason and imagination, Stevens does 
I 
arrive at a merger o.f reason and irp.agination -- but his 
method as a theorist is ultimately no more analr~able than 
his method as's. poet. 
Such a canalusion does not; however, mean that nothing 
can be said about the essays; nor does it mean that one 
cannot come to valid conclusions as to their value. In 
some respects, the incidental insights that the essays 
reveal are mo:roe valuable and certainly more original than 
the larger aspects o.f the poetic theory of which they form 
a ~art. In the same way, the essays devoted to pa:roticular 
phases o.f poetic tbeo ry -- ttEf.fec·ts o.f Anal ogyn and nTb.:t>ee 
Academte Pieeestt -- have an accessibility quite di.fferent 
.from the apparently inescapable ·dif.ficulties o.f the more 
general pieces. Even so, the· de.finitions adumbrated in 
t-he essays as. a who-le help to place Stevens among his 
contempo:roa:roies. 
Imagination is the most important of the conoepts to 
which Stevens gives attention. Essentially, the imagination 
is .for Stevens the vital principle which gives form and 
therefore rrea:ring to experience; and in most respects, the 
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concept f'.ollows Coleridge.- But Stevens appears to go 
farther than Coleridge in bis desire to substitute the 
imagination f'or what Longinus, Sidney, and Coleridge call 
the soul. Poetry thus becomes ·for Stevens at least as 
significant as f'or Matthew Arnold) since it is the poet 
or ttthe man with imagination11 who p~rf'orms the tasks which 
philosophy and religion formerly performed. The poet in 
turn becomes the most significant figure in the spiritual 
lif'e of' society, since it is the poet who keeps the 
world from being cut up into increasing!. y sttaller and more 
or less mutually exclusive units. The poetry that results 
f'rom this attempted synthesis of' e~erience Stevens calls 
"central. 11 In the essay nEff'eots of' Analogy, 11 he describes 
the operation of this sJ1llthesis in the f'ollowi:ng terms: 
The poet is constantly concerned with two theories. 
One relates to the imagination as a power within him 
not bo much to destroy reality at will as to put it 
to his own uses. He. comes' to feel that his imagina-
tio;n is not wbolly his own but that ·it may be part · 
of a much larger, much more potent imagination, 
which it is bts affair to try to get at. For this 
reason, he pushes on and lives, .o.r t:ries to live, as 
Paul Valery did, on the verge of consciousness. 
This often results in poetry that is marginal, 
subliminal. The sane theory .exiBts in relation to 
prose, to painting and other arts •. The second theory 
relates m the imagination as a power within him to 
have. 131.1tjh insights into reality as will make it 
possibl~ for him to be sufficient as a poet in the 
very center of' oonsoiousaess. This results, or 
should result, in a central poetry •••• The proponents 
of the first theory believe that it will be a part 
of their achievement to have created the poetry of' 
the future. It may be that the poetry of the future 
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will be to the poetry of the present what the poetry 
of tbe present is to the ballad. The proponents 
ot the second theory believe that to create the 
poetry of the present is an incalculable difficulty. 
wht eh rarely is a chi. eved, fully and robustly, by 
anyone. They think that there is e:Jough and more 
'than enough to do with what faces us m d conce~ 
us directly and that in poetry as an art, the central 
problem is always the problem of reality. The 
adherents of the imagination are mystics to begin 
with and pass from one mysticism to another. 
The a dhEIJ:'ents of the central are also mystics to 
begin with. But all their desire and all their 
ambition is to press away from mysticism toward 
that ultimate good sense Which we term civilization.l 
The passage involves typical difficulties. One cannot be 
sure whether 11 reali ty11 me~ s anything nora specific than 
"what_ exists," what is; _but it appears to mean at least 
that much. If this is so, imagination becomes pirt of 
realfty, sinoe it, too, exists; but it is the part of 
rea1i ty we possess iridi vi dually and wbi ch enables us to 
see into the center of life and so give Ji fe order and 
coherence, at least according to concept of the second 
"theory" of ·imagination which Stevens describes. The 
-first theory is desc-ribed in tenns which imply that imagina-
tion is another name for God and seem~~ to imply a belief 
in the perfectibility of man. According to Stevens, the 
function of the poet such as Valery is "to see God11 ; the 
function of the poet like himself is to move "toward that 
ultimate good sense vh ich we term civilization. 11 
1. The Necessary Angel, PP• 115-16. 
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For Stevens is a proponent of "the central.," and of 
11 that ultimate good sense which we term civilization." 
Despite his appreciation of Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and 
Verlaine, and his interest in contemporary French liter-
ature, he orients himseJ.f more sympathetically toward 
certain aspects of Neo-Classical. doctrine, at least in his 
early poetry, and toward a fUndamental. conservatism, at 
least in those instances that can be said to reveal social. 
and political values, as in "Idiom of the Hero": 
I heard two workers say, "This chaos 
Will soon be ended." 
IJ.his chaos wi11 not be ended, -
'l.he ~e:dl.. and the blue ?ouse bl_ended, 
Not ended, never and never ended, 
The weak man mended, 
'lhe man that is poor at night 
Attended 
Like the man that is rich and· right.· 
'lhe great men will not be blended • • • 
. . 
I am the poorest of al~.- · - · · -
I know that I cannot be mended, 
out o:f the cl:ouds, pomp of the ai:ti 
By which at :iea.s_t I a.lD: '!=>_e~r iended. 
Even here, however, the :poet's. rejection of a Utopia_ 
emphasizes the difference between the two theories of 
imagine. ti on he is c onoerned with in. ''E:ff~c ts of ~na~ogy, 11 
rather than any clearly defined social, political, or 
1. Parts of ~ World, pp. 20-21. 
economic values. What Stevens is saying is that the 
ttworkera" have an imagination which passes nfrom one 
II . , .-
mystiCiSm to another, although he would probably add 
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that they do not believe in imagination as God but rather 
in economic perfectibility_ and economic security as God; 
the poet, on the other hand, regarding imagination as a 
"power within him," realizes his limitations. But this 
.realiZation also makes it possible for him to perceive 
the n~omp of tba air,u the satisfactions of life as it is. 
This is certainly a conservative view, and it aligns 
itself nore clearly with Pope than w.1 th a belief in pro-
gress, a: belief wbt ch; significantly, was first shaken 
and then battered during the period that Stevens was 
shsping his own convictions as a··writer; that is, the 
period between 1900 and 1918. But Stevens also brought 
·to this view a sensibility of extrac;>rdinary refinement 
and delicacy, and capable of absorbing a vast catholicity 
of sensations and values, which in turn is inseparable 
from a basic detachment a:1 d sense of; the comedy· of life. 
As for Stevens' conservatism, he . ~ay s in "The. Noble. Rider 
and the Sound of Words": 
. Quite apart f'r-Qm the abnormal aspect o.f everyday 
· lif'e today, tber.e is the normal aspect of it. The 
spirit of r:e gaticm bas been so active, so confidant 
·and so intolerant tba.t the commonplaces about the 
romantic provoke us tC> wonder if' our salvation, 
if the way out, is not the romantic. All the great 
things have been'denied and we' live in an intricacy 
of new and local mythologies, political, economic, 
poetic, Vlhi c h are asserted with an ever-enlarging 
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incoherence. This is accompanied by an absence of 
any authority except force, operative or imminent. 
What has been called the di. sparagemen t of reason is 
an instance of the absence of authority. We pick 
up the radio and find that comedians regard the 
public use _of wo:t>ds of more than tm syllables as 
funny. We read of the opening of tba National 
Gallery at Washington end we are convinced, in the 
end, ·that the pictures are counterfeit, that museums 
are fmposi tiona and that· Mr. Mellon was a monster. 
We turn to a recent translation of Kierkegaard end 
we .f'lnd him saying: 11A great deal bas been said 
about poetry reconciling one with existence; rather 
it mig):lt be said that it .a:r6uses one against existence; 
for poetry is unjust to men • .._ • it has use only · 
for the elect, but that is a poor sort of rec~cilia­
tion. I w.lll take the case of sickness. Aesthetics 
replies proudly a:ttd4 q'l;i:tile consistently, .·'That cannot 
. be employed, poetry must not become a hospital.' 
Aestheti·cs culminai:;es ••• by regarding sickness 
in accordance vdth the principle enunciated by 
Friedrich Schlegel: •Nur Ge~undhei t 1st liebens-
wti'rdig.' (Health a!-?l:le is lovable.) "l . 
A little later 1 be says, n As for the workers, 1;t is enough 
' ' i -. ~ • -·~ . . .. 
to say that the .word ~a grown to be literary~u2 
The wbo le drift of such convictions is· arl stocratic 
. . . 
and favorable to conse:r::vative values, and thus to the 
cult! vation of sensibility and an order which perln:fts ·the 
individual freedom to· r6 alize his o-wn capacities and 
potentialities without being bound by the dictates of any 
excluding and exclusi vel f~progra:nma tic belief. In tb:t s 
I 
respect, Stevens attempts to reconcile Within the· self, 
by means of the indi vidua 1 :ilnaginati on 1 the self and the 
1. ~ Necessacy: Anget, ·P~ 1.7. 
2. Ibid. 1 P• 19. 
. ~-
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world in which it exists. By intention, tbi s reconcilia-
tion "places 11 a man by actually creating the "centraln 
or "ideal" which it seeks. For Stevens, the 0univers~l 11 
exists only t br ougb a process of discovery, and of self-
discovery; in this respect bs is a romantic woo argues 
that complete consciru.sness is the closest one can rome 
to the _11 central" or "ideal." At the same time, Stevens 
does not reject a belief in substance, but be does argue 
that things, or -the world as 1ta . collection of solid, 
·statio objects extended in space, n have no ,·significance 
or value in and of themselves.l }!e also argues that: 
The poet has his own meaning for reality, and 
the painter bas, and the musician bas; and besides 
what it means to the intelligence and to the senses, 
it means something to eve.yone, so to speak. Not-
withstanding this, the word in its general sense 
•.•• adapts itself instantly. The subject-matter 
of poetry is not that "collection of solid, static 
objects eXten(led in space" but the life 1tlat is 
lived in the scene that it composes; and so reality 
is not 'that external scene but the life that is 
li'\ll'ad in it. Reality is things as t l:ey are.2 
"Things as they are" means the "enormous number of vibrations, 
movements, changes, 11 into which "every body, every quality 
of a body re sol vas its elf'" in the mind; it is the trans-
formations of the "collection of solid, static objects 
extended' in space" that result from our par caption of them.3 
1. Ibid., P• 25. 
2. ~., P• 25. 
3~ 'Ibid., P• 25. 
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Reality is .for the poet his way o.f looking at things_. 
Poetry, then,is a heightening o.f the poet's way of looking 
at things and the discovery of the significance (or value, 
or meaning) of that way of looking at things through the 
use of the ordering vital imagination. The J.Det's ability 
to show us who we are and what we are, to help us l;'ealize 
ourselves, is the measure o.f his success. 
For Stevens, "things as they are," 'that is, things 
as he sees them before they are transformed by the imagina-
tion, are characterized today not only by ,.violence" but 
also. by distrust of th~ imagination, a loss of respect 
for quality as opposed to cpantity, indeed, a general 
"absence of any authority except furce, operative or 
imminent. "1 His view is shared by a great many other 
poets, and not by poet~ ·a+pne. Unlike a great many of ht s 
contemporaries, howev~r:,. Ste·vens .feels that the best way 
to resist and counteract -- or even to evade -- the pressure 
that results from accepting "violence"·· as "the way things 
are" is to reassert the transforming power of the imagina-
tion; that is, to write poetry, paint picrtttres, and compose 
music, which demonstrat!3 (although they cannot logically 
"prove") the vitality_ of the imagination. Further, since 
imagination is a ver,r broadly distributed faculty, 
1~ Ibid., P• 17. 
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possessed by "millions of our friends," poetry serves or 
can serve the great function of- restoring to us a more 
nearly complete and better-balanced perception of what 
the world actually is; poetry will give us the sense of 
poise and order we lack and cry out for, which we have 
lost . because we have "spurned" the power of the imagi. na-
tion.l Since p:>e try cannot be written without use of the 
imagination, the poemwhich impresses us as having achieved 
"secretions of insight," will also reassert the power and 
value of the imagination itself· 
It is not surprising, therefore, that Stevens describes 
poetry as "an interdependence of the imagina t:i:on and reality 
as equals, H2 As the imagination to be effective must 
.. 
transf.orm "the way things areu and not spend its energy 
upon what has no existence, so'"the we:y things are" must 
act upon the imagination, if reality is to oh ange. Steve:m.s 1 
antipathy against Puritanism an~ what he oalls nlocal 
mythologies" leads bim as well to reject the idea that 
the poet has any moral or social obligation, apparently 
bec~use he feels that such an obligation make a poetry a 
means to an end, and prevents it from being a way to help 
us "11 ve our li 'Vas. 11 Poetry thus comes to be self-realiza-
tion in still another sense: it gives us tta different 
1. nTo the One of Fictive Muaic,u Harmonium~ P• 150. 
g~ The Necessary Angel~'p~ Zl. 
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and familiar description of the place" in which we live --
.. 
n n it renews and reveals our sense of the way things are. 
Such a per caption almost automatically rejects tbe 
idea of "progresstt although it does not necessar.lly reject 
the ttideal." But for Stevens the ideal is that state 
which most successfully and nearly completely "renews and 
1. Williams, ~ in Hell, p. 17• 
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covers a good deal. more ground than its title would indicate, 
its primary value, at least in relation to Stevens' poetic 
practice, is to reveal the purpose of metaphor as Stevens 
conceives it. He compares a :passage from Pilgrim's Jl?rogr_e_ss 
with one of the fables of La Fontaine, commenting upon them 
as folloWs: 
As we read :Bunyan we· are· distracted by ·the double 
sense o:f the analogy and we are rather less ei:igaged -
by the symbols than we are by what is symbolized. lJhe 
other meaning divides our attention and this diminishes 
our enjoyment o:f the story. :But of such an. indisput-
able masterpiece it must" be true· that one reade·r, · 
oblivious of· the other meaning; reads it for 'the story 
and another reader, oblivious o:f tl1.e story, reads it 
for the other meaning; and ~t ·each finds 1n ·:per-· · 
faction what he wants. :But there is a third :readert 
one :for whom the story and the other meaning should 
come together like two as·:peets -that produce a third· 
or, if they do not combine, interac·t, ·sc) that one in-
fluences the other and :produces an effect similar in 
kind to the :prismatic for:nia.tions that occur about us. 
in nature in the case o:f refiecti·ona a.nd- refractions. 
:Banyan nowhere :produces these· :prismatic crys ta~liza­
tions. As :for such things, he might as well be ·a· 
collection at. :primitive woodcuts. In La Fo.titaine; 
there is a difference~ We are not distracted. our 
attention is on the symbol, which is interesting 1n 
i tsel:f. ~e other meaning does not· dog the symb-ol 
like its shadow. It is not attached· to it. Here 
the effect of analogy a1most ceases to eXist·and ·the 
reason :for this is, of course, that we are not :par ... 
ticularly conscious of it. We do not have to stand 
up to it and take it. It is like a play ·of thought, 
some trophy that we ourselves gather, some meaning 
that we ourselves su:p:ply. ·It is like a :pleasant 
shadow, faint and vola tile. In :Bunyan, it is the· 
other meaning that is the solid matter; in La Fontaine, 
the solid matter is the story.l _ . . 
The analysis indicates that fo~ Stevens the ~oem ~s ~e 
solid ma~ter; and. there are ttmes when the ~oem becomes 
.. 
1. · ~ Necessary Angel, pp. 109-10• 
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life, or is in danger of so doing. The increasing number 
of poems about poetic theory in recent years also s~ggests 
that: 
If it should be true that reality exists 
In the mind: the tin plate, the loaf of bread on it, 
The long-bladed kni:t'e, the Ji ttle to drink sri d her 
Misericordia, it follows that 
Real and unreal are two in one: New Haven 
Before and after one arriye~. or, say, 
Bergamo on a post-card, Rome after dark, 
Sweden described, Salzburg 'Wi. th shaded eyes 
Or Paris in conversaticn at a cafe. 
This endlessly elaborating poem 
Displays t l:e theory of poetry 
As the life of poetry. A more severe, 
More harassing master would extemporize 
Subtler, more urgent proof that the theory 
Of poetry is the theory of life, 
As it is, in the intricate evasions of as, . 
In things seen arid unseen, created from.··nothii:igness, 
The he a vans, t be. bell. a, the VUtrlds, the.·. lo~g~d-for lands ,.1 
So·l.ong as the balance. :r.ema.ins "in the intricate evasions 
the poems are ,preserved from degenerating into 
~ . . ~ ' ' ' ,. ' 
mere. sp:t culations that e~ploy the.· techniqp. as of. poetry. 
But even the pains that Stevens takes to maintain that 
balance tends, upon occasion,· to mrrow·::·;tb.ecsc·ope ·-ofA1is work 
and make~ .. it attractive·· to a diminishing elite •.. One ean 
agree with him in pr~-i)cip1e that: 
There is not a poet whom we prize living today that 
does not address himself to an elite. The poet will 
continue to do thi i:(f fu address himself to an 91 i te 
even in a classle ~s. ~ociety, :unless-, perhaps, . th?:-s 
1. "An Ordinary· Evening i{l New Haven," The Auroras. of 
_Autumn, PP• 164-65. 
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exposes him to imprisonment o~ exile •. In that a vent 
he is not':.likely to address himself to anyone at 
all. He may, nevertheless, still be addressing 
himself to an elite, for all poets address them-
sal vas to someone and it is of the essence of that 
instinct~ and it seems to amount to an imtinct, 
that it should be to an el ita; not to a drab but to 
a woman with the hair of a pythoness, not to a 
.chamber of commerce but to a gallery of one's own; 
if there are enough of one's own to fill a gallery. 
And that elite, if it responds, not out of complai-
sance, but because the poet has quickened it, because 
he has educed from it th~t for which it was searching 
in itself and in 'the life around it and which it 
had not yet quite ,fpu~d, will thereafter do. _for the 
poet what he cannot do for himself, that is to ss:y, 
receive his poetrr~.l . · · 
";A galle:ey- of one's own,". like "a· woman with the hair of 
. . 
a pythoness," must look to. some 'readers 'VIho wruld be per-
suaded by the poetry itself mora than a 1i tt1e 'deferisi ve, 
a parody of an audience. 
So it is with sane 'of ·the later poems, fb r exanp le, 
ttMen Made Out of Words n: ·· 
What sb.ould·"we 'be withrut the sexual myth~ 
The human reve~ or poem of death? 
Castrates of moon-mash ;.._ Life consists 
Of propositions about life. The human· 
... 
Revery is a soli tude in. which 
We compose these propositions, torn by dreams, 
By the terrible incantations of defeats 
And by the fear that defeats and dreams are one. 
The whole race. is a poet that wr.t tes. down 
The eccentric propositions of its fate.2 
1. "The Noble Rider and tl::e Sound of Words, n 1h!!. Necessary 
Angel, PP• 29-30. 
. .... ~ . 
2. Transport to Sumnier, · p~ 87. 
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The poem is an analogue to the early grotesque pieces; 
but lacking the high spirits that buoy up even such ex-
travagances as nLife Is Motion" and "Anecdote of Men by 
the Thou sand, 11 or the gp. sto of "Thirteen Ways of Loolting 
at a Blackbird," "Man Made out of Words 11 becomes a parody 
of a poem. The irritating assertiveness, the slightly 
painful in sis ten ce upon "the oddity of af3sociati on" in 
.. 
11The Emperor of Ice-Cream, n is as not bing compared to the 
wilful abstraction and metaphysical impactions of the later 
poem. 
In the working-out of his theory of resemblances, 
Stevens limits bis "ill1jtstrations" to his text. "Three 
Academic Pieces, 11 as noted earlier, consists of a fairly 
brief but pointed discussion of the theory and ~\ID poems, 
"Someone Puts a Pineapple Togethertt and no.f Ideal Time 
u . 
and Choice. The poems are naturally somewhat no re diffi-
cult to comprehend than the essay because, although their 
purpose is avowedly illustrative, they employ all the 
I 
characteristic devices of the poetry as a whole: the 
highly perscnal idiom and di. ction, the oblique and inverted 
allusions, the capricious rhythms. On the other hand, read 
in the light of the essay, the poems acqlire a transparency 
that they might not otherwise possess. 
The essay is a complement to nE.ffects of Analogy11 
and "About One of Marianne Moore's Poems,'' dealing as it 
does with the way in which l:•esemblances between _ob~ects 
reveal the reality that 11 is not the thing but the aspect 
of the thing. "l Stevens fil: 1st considers "the resemblance 
between things in nature ••• which constitutes a relation 
- .. 
between them since, in some ~ense, all things resemble 
each other. n2 'lhis resembla:ace is not, Stevens points 
out, "idantity" or "imitatio:liltt but "relation": 
'lhe difference between ::lmitation and r·esemblanoe· ·is· 
a nicety. An iinitation 'may be described· as an identity 
manque.- · It is artific_i~l~l. It is not fortui totts as 
a true metaphor ·is. If' :it is an· inli tatign of some-
thing in nature, it may·even surpass id:entfty and 
assume a praeter-nature ~~ It may very we11· es·cape 
the ·derogatory. If it j\js an imitation of s{):inething 
in·metaphor, it is li:fel:.ess and that·, finally; is 
what is wrong wi tb. it.. Resemblance -in::..meta.j;>hor is 
an ac ti vi ty of the i:magi,p.a. ti on; and in me ta.:phor 
the imagination is· life. In· Chinese meta:r;>hor, there 
is a group of subjec·tEf t10 which poets used to address 
themselves, just as earl:P.: Western :painters and· - · -
etchers .used to address· \themselves 'to au.'ch a subject 
as the Vil~gin crowned by Angels. ~e variations· in 
these ·themes were not im1L tatiens, nor identities, 
bu.t resemblances.! · · 
Imitation so characterized is a~logous ~o Coler~dge'~ 
fanoy, as res-emb~a.nce is analtl)gous to his ima.gina tion. 
Ultimately the test for 111eta:phor is its ability to. 
satisfy the "des_ire f'or reseml:,~a.noe," in other words, the 
desire for coherence and ordel:'; ?ut a goop. meta.]?hor must 
also be :powerful enough 11 to_ ~-~~~nvert the real. world about 
f: oneJ into an imagined worl.<il., •• te ttoreate a reality of' 
1. ~ J:Ieoe~sar.:y: Angel, :P. 95 •~ 
2. Ibid., p. 71. 
3. ~., P. 74. ..~ 
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Ill its own. Thus metaphor~ and in a larger sense~ poetry~ 
becomes an "escape" to life as it is lived in the 7 ina gina-
tion. This kind of escape suggests tba t poetry becomes a 
faith that actually transforms the world, that has the 
power actually to recreate society in its own image. But 
because ·life is change~ or at least bound to change, 
Utopia in its usual sense of static perfection is not the 
end of poetry: 
In the fewest possible words since~ as between 
resemblances~ one is always a little no re nearly 
perfeet than another and since., from tbts, it is 
easy for pei'fectionism of a sort to evolve, it i a 
not too extravagant to think of resemblances and of 
the repetitions of resemblances as a source of the 
ideal. In short, metaphor has its aspect of the 
ideal. This aspect of it ·cannot be dismissed 
merely because we think that we think we have long 
sirree outlived the ideal. The truth is that we are 
constantly outliving it and yet the ideal itself 
remains alive with anenormous life.2 
The rrillustrationsn that support tbi s cbctrine are 
.. 
the no re significapt because the seriousness w.t th which 
the doctrine is state~l·. ;pr€i~upposes an analogous serious-
nee s in the "illustrations. u The poems are brilliant 
without being altogether convincing. "Someone Puts a 
Pineapple Togethe rn bas the virtue ·of attaining i1D re 
gusto than its companiop piece, nor· Ideal Time' and Choi~e, ff 
and the opening stanzas of its thi. rd section~ although 
1~ Ibid., P• 79. 
2. Ibid., pp • 79-80. ··· ' 
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given over to instances of "resemblances" or "overlays,n 
are aamirable in their ingennit,y: 
Row thick this gobbet is with overlays,· 
~e double :f'rui t of boisterous e:piau.res,· 
Like the same . orange re:p_ea ting ·on one tree 
A single· self. Divest reality 
Of ita :propriety. Admit the shaft 
Of that third planet to the table and then: 
1~ ~e hut stands by itself beneath the :Palrils.-
2; Out of their bottle the gre~n genii come. 
3. A vine~has climbed the other side of the wall. 
4~ The sea is spouting upward out of rooks~ · 
5. 'lhe symbol of feasts and of oblivion •• -. · · 
6. 'White sky, :p_ink sun, tr_ees on a di~-ta~t :Peak. 
'7 • These lozenges are nailed-u:p lattices. · -
8~ ~e owl sits hum:;ped. It has a hundred· eyes. 
9. IJhe coconut and cockerel in one. 
10~ ~Jhis is how yesterday's vo1.oanc looks. 
11~- ~ere is an island Palahude by name ~-
12. An uncivil shape like a gigantic haw.l 
. . .. .. ~ 
Although smne of the resemb_la_nces are mo_r.e _ sa~is~actery than 
othere, the illustrations rev~al wi tb.. great :pre_eision the . 
aspe_cts ef reality that attract Stevena, and t?-ey_ olarifr 
the meaning of Charles lfauron' a claim that "the a.rtis t trans-
- . . 
forms us into epicures, tt which B_tevens so· hearti_ly e~do!~es.2 
SUch resemblances as these twe1ve, insofar as they ttrenew 
and reveal" the :pineapple, hts~!Bar as they give us tta. 
1. Ibid., pp. 85-86. 
2. Ibid., p. 30. 
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different and familiar description" of it, have "immensely 
to do with giving life whateveJ- sa~or it possess~s."l 
That is, the. t~ction of poetry is to affirm the goodness 
of life. Althagh a p1peapple ma.y be a highly specialized 
symbol of gpodness, and even though the things the pine-
apple resembles are also rather z:pecial, there are many 
instances in the poetry which do reveal to us an e~ally 
fresh but mo :re familiar kind o~ goodness. 
As the poem continues, however, the resemblances 
have to be guessed: 
These C:.asual · e.xfoliatlc)ns .are 
Of the tropic of resemblance; sprigs 
Of Capri corn or _as the . si gp der.p.an ds, 
Apposi tea, to the slightest edge, ·of' .. the wlD le 
''Undescribed composition of the sugar-cone, 
Stdftings of an inchoate crystal tableau, 
The momentary footings of a climb 
Up the pineapple, a. table Alp and yet · · 
An Alp, a. purple Southern mountain bisqued 
. . . 
With the molten mixings of related things, 
Oat's taste possibl¥ or possibly Danish lore, 
The small luxuriations that porte~d 
Universal delusions of. universal grandeurs, 
The slight incipiencies, of which the form, 
At la~t, is the pineapple. on the table or else 
An object the sum of its cqmplications, seen 
And unseen. This is everybody's world. 
Here the total artifice reveals itself 
~s the total reality.· Therefore it is 
One says even of the. odor ·of this fruit, 
That' stee-ps the room, quickly I then not at. all, 
1. Ibid., P• 30. 
It is DD re. than the odor of this core of earth 
And water. It is that which is distilled 
In the prolific ellipses that we know, 
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In the planes that tilt hard revelations on 
The eye, a geometric glitter, tiltings 
As of sections collecting toward the greenest cone.l· 
.There is, for exanple, the npossibly Danish lore, n which 
Stevens generously explains in another e a say, nThe Figure 
o:f the Youth as Virile Poet, n and which refers to a 
passage in Coleridge: 
I went, and found· some excellent wines and a dessert 
of grapes wi 1;h a pine-apple. The Danes bad ohri stened 
me Doc tor Theology, and dressed as .I was all in black, 
w1 th large. s m es aJ d black wo rated stockings, I 
might certainly have passed very well for a Methodist 
missi-onary. However I d1 s claimed my title.. What 
then may you be •• • ]!!. philos.ophe, perhaps? It 
was at that time in my life in mich of all possible 
names and characters I had the greatest disgus't to 
that· of .:!:!!!. philosophe. • • • The Dan ea the~ informed 
me that all in the present party were Philosophers 
l':f:kewise ••••. We drank and talked and SUMg, till 
we talked and sung altogether; and then we rose and 
danced on the deck a set of dan ces.2 
To resent such a reference is perhaps foolish, since most 
poetry of .any scope involves a certain measure of intellec-
tual privilege in the interests of pr.ecision; but the 
sk~icism Which Stevens says is characteristic of our age 
affects· audience as much as poet,· and even the moat willing 
reader may well be skeptical o:f his ability. to accept the 
revelations of the p:>et ir'·the revelations depend too much 
1~ . Ibid. I PP• 86-87 •· 
2. Ibid., PP• 40-41. 
:· -~""'.,_-...,.,.--r-
., o .. ' ,: 
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upon other 11 terature or a refinement of his aensibili ty 
too far beyond its natural limits. 
The affirmations of "Someone Puts a Pineapple ':rogether" 
remain extremely limited in comparison with those o:f such 
poems as "Sunday Morning, 11 "Ploughing on Sunday, n "Sea 
- . 
Surface Full o:f Clouds," "The Idea of Order at Key West," 
":Lions in Sweden~" "Add This to Rhetoric," 11The Peems :f!):f 
-
Our Climate, 11 "Study of Two Pears," "The Man on the Du$!>," 
"The House Was QUiet and the World Was Calm, n "A Lot of 
People Bathing in a Stream," and "The Beginning" -- poems 
which span Stevens• career from 1914 or 1915 to 1948. 
G;oanting a greater complexity and richness to the longer 
poems, there are many affirmations of equal accessibility 
in, "The Comedian as the Letter C," "Owlts Clover," 11The 
.. 
Man with the Blue Guitar," 0 Notes toward a Supreme Fiction," 
and 11An Ordinary Evening in New Haven," despite the · diffi-
culties that the poenis 'present as wholes. Essentially, 
these affirmations have the capacity to ttrenew and reveal" 
aspects of' places, ~ple, and things that had lost their 
savor; and they seem to possess that capacity todo so 
agai~ and again. That they do not have that power for 
everyone is oertainly· understandable~ since we "are not 
all a l:tke," and ou:r sense o:f 1i fe variefl a good deal~ 
. . 
From this point of view, Stevens' insistence that"'a poet 
may "address himself to an elite" becomes perfectly 
- ----~-----~--~---- -·-·----------------- ····------- --
.. ------·--·---------.-... 
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understandable, too. To insist that he should satisfy all 
possible readers would be to deny him the right to h'is 
individuality, an individuality which he can e2cape only 
by denying the validity of his experience, and which ul-
timately j'ustifies poetry. Such a justification is an 
affirmation of the personal vision of life, or the value 
of poetry. As often as the poem may be read,·if it 11 renews 
and revealsn life as we .live it, the p'oem "renews and 
reveals" the existence of the poet who wrote the poem. 
':Phus a man's descri ptiori :of the world becomes part of i;he 
world:, and he himsel.f ·ceooiries pert of the world: ' · 
. We knew .for·· long the mansion' look· 
· And what we said of it became 
A part of wpat i~ is ••• 1 
1. "A Postcard .from the Volcano," Ideas .QK Order, P• 56. 
PART III 
Conclusion 
Chapter I 
n n The Place of Poetry 
When, in 1937, tm sections of "The Man w.t th the Blue 
Guitar" were published in TwEntieth Century Verse, they 
bore the titles ttthe Place ot Poetry" and "Inaccessible 
"1' Utopi~t. . Later, when the poem appeared in book form, 
tb.e titles had disappeared. 1'The Place of Poetryn bad 
-
beoome simply one of the early va.ri~tions·,on; the{\eentra.l 
~heme_ of the poem; "Inaccessible Utopia" found its place 
toward the end o£ the poem, but not at the conclusion. 
In itself, the fact is not.particularly significant. 
Weighed against the general practice of so self-conscious 
and scrupulous a poet as ·stevens, it indicates tha'(; what 
inight· otherwise be taken'·'for a text is no nrire than an 
approximation of .possible-implications. The cpalifica-
tioris' just made are only further evidence that definitive-
ness is beyond the scope and intention of this essay; 
w:itl:i' a poet possessed o:f t'he vitality of Stevens,. woo se 
work :ts incomplete, such qualifications are a mark of 
proper respect. One judges as ~ is able to judge, as the 
poet himself writes.· Even so, one supports one's analysis 
i'~ · Twentieth Centucy Verse, No. 3 1 April, 193? ,~·Unp~ged. 
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and thesis with the best evidence he can find. 
That Stevens has from the veey first worked from a 
fixed point of view both in practice and theo·ry, that the 
point of view has presented its difficulties as well as 
made possible the accomplishment of certain spectacular 
virtues, that his interest in poetic theory bas evolved 
naturally and ~ gnificantly from his practice rather than 
~ versa, bas been the canplicated "thesisn of this 
dissertation. The development of the thesis has not, it 
is true, followed a strictly logical patte~n; like the 
titles of the two poems referred to above, the essay has 
been organized in an attempt to minimize the inevitable 
artiftfciality that any such essay involves, and also in 
order to suggest as completely as possible the nature of 
Stevens' achievement. A differep t appri?~eh 'WOuld doubt-
less reveal different aspects of ~hat achievement; but the 
present method of approach, if it is valid, has at least 
the virtue of giving support to· Stevens • own conviction tllat: 
Description is revelation~ It is not 
The thing described, nor false facsimile. 
. .·.: 
It is an artificial thing that exists, . 
In its own seeming, Plainly vis.ible, . 
Yet not too blosely the double of· our ll. ves, •• • 1 
although it certainly is n_ot, as the poem goes on to say, 
1. nDescription wi tbout. inace," Transport to Summer, pp • 
?4-75. 
I 
Intenser than any actual life could be, 
A text we should be born that we might read, 
More explicit than the experience of sun 
And moon, the book of reconciliation, 
Book of a concept only possibl~ 
In description, canon central in itself, 
The tre sis of the p\il.entifulle at John.l 
The two sections of "The Man· with tl:J.e Blue Guitar" 
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are thus approximations of an argtiment and in scxne measure 
a description of' what has been revealed. "The Place of 
. 
Poetry" indicates with no re precision than any paraphrase 
could do the tension between c~itic and poet, the diffi-
culties and the oppositions, the illuminations and certi-
tudes, wbi ch justify one's explorations:. • 
Do not spa ak to 'rus of the greatness of poetry, 
Of the torche~ wisping in the underground, 
' :"-·{ ~.'·:~ "": ~.' 
Of the structure of vaults upon a point of light. 
There are no shadows in our sun, 
Day is de sire and night 1 s sleep. 
There are no sha4ows anywhere. 
;f.-"' 
The earth, for us, is flat and bare. 
There are no shadows. P@letry 
Exceeding music must take the place 
Of empty heaven _and its hymns, 
Ourselves in poetry must take their place~ 
Even in the chattering of tPUr guitar.2 
... !. 
1. Ibid., P• 75 •. 
2. The Man with the Blue,,~uitar, P• 7. 
.. ~~ ., . . 
The critic, like the man Who reads for pleasure and 
it is an additional aim of this essay to keep them one 
must be persuaded, if only f:rom time to time, thst the 
"chattering of £the poet 'sJ guitar" helps him to live 
his life; that although the world wholly transformed by 
poetry remaim an "Inaccessible Utopia," "the measure of 
the poet is the measure of bi s sense of the VIOrld and 
of the extent to which it involves the sense of other 
iio people, l his ability to quicken in the r'eader a ·vi tal 
... 
sense of the ideal: 
The world washed in his imagination, 
The world was a short, whether sound or form 
Or 1i gbt, t be relic o:f farewells, 
,Rock, o:f valedictory echoin~s, 
To -which his imagination returned, 
From which it sped, a bar in space, 
Sand heaped in the clouds, gtant that fought 
Against the murderous alphabet: 
The swarm of thoughts, the ·swarm of dreams 
Of inaccessible Uto_pia. 
A mountainous music always seemed 
To be falling and to be passing away.2 
Granted tbe val!dit"j-:of such a thesis, there remains 
the obligation to def:f.rie: ~s clearly as possibl~ the nature 
,. ~- ... - .. · -
of Stevens' acl:i.evement. -'Itl::ough at times one gets the 
impression that the ttmountai nous music 11 sought for is 
i.'-- "Effects of Analogy'~ n::The Necessary Angel~·"pp'.-.123-24. 
2. ~ Man vtitb the Blue Guitar, P• 28. 
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~falling" and "passing away 1 " there are other times when 
the sounds came together in all their massiveness. Among 
the later poems, ~one achieves this richness more fully 
than rtconnoisseur of Chaos." 
I 
A. A violent order is disorder; and 
B. A great disorder is an order. These 
Two things are one. (Pages of illustrations.) 
II 
If all the green of spring was blue, and it is; 
If the flowers of South Africa were .bright 
On the tables of· Connecticut 1 and they are; 
If Englishmen lived without tea in Ceylon, and they do; 
And if it all went· on ·in an orderly way,·· ' 
And it does; a law of inherent opposites, 
Of essential unity, is as· pleasant as port, 
As pleasant as the, brush-strokes of a bough, 
An upper, partiot:tla:r bough ~n, say, Marchand • 
. . ···· 
Aft~r all the pretty contrast of life and death 
Proves that tbe se opposite things partake of one, 
At least that was the. theory, when bishops' books 
Resolved the world. We cannot go back to that. 
The squirming facta exceed the squamous mind, 
If one may say so. And ye~ relation appears, 
A small relation expanding like the shade 
O.f ·a cloud on sari($, a shape on the side o:f a hill. 
IV 
A. Well, an old· order is a violent one. 
This proves nothing •. Just one nnre troth, one more 
Element in the immense dt sorder of truths. 
B. It is April a a 'I write. The wind 
Is blowing after days of constant rain~ 
All this, of oarse, will come to summer soon. 
But suppose the disorder of truths s~ld- ever come 
To an order, most Plantagenet, moat fixed. • • 
A great disorder> is an order. Now, A 
And B are not like statuary, posed 
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For a vista in the Louvre. They are things chalked 
On the sidewalk so that the pensive man may see. 
v 
The pensive man.~. He sees that eagle float 
For ~ch the intricate Alps are a single nest.l 
All the familiar qualities come together in a single 
dazzling stroke, a whole that~· although it may not be the 
form of a single word nor the whole of a single truth, 
are an affirmation and a coofirmation. Thro~h the gay 
paradox, the playfulness, the meditation, the "intricate 
Alps" of the parts, one perceives the possible whole • 
. :.-.· .. 
.:; ...... 
1. Parts ~ ~ World, PP• 49-51. 
Chapter II 
ttinaccessible Utopia" 
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After the final no there comes a yes 
And on that yes the future world depends.l 
The poetry of affirmation has not been easy in cur 
time. It has not been easy to achieve, nor has it been 
easy to accept. The ccnfusion and chaos in which we have 
lived and continue 'b::> live seem to deny tbe possibility of 
any real affirmation capable of persisting through change. 
~t is easier, therefore, to impose upon poetry a limita-
tion that denies its ultimate seriousness, to think of it 
in terms of "usefulness" in some practical or moral sense, 
whether high or low. To t bink of it otherwise seems to 
risk the separation of art from life; and the charge that 
modern art has out itself off .from life has been so pre-
, ' 
valent in recent years· as to require no documentation. The 
most serious accusation against Wallace Stevena has grown 
out of tbi a charge. He has been interpreted and condemned 
by Yvor Winters2 and J. v. Cunningham3 as a hedonist and 
a practical joker, by Horace Gregory4 as an escapist (and 
i.· "The Well Dressed~ Man·;with a Beard, n Parts of !. World, p. 118. 
2~ Winters, "Wallace Stevens," .QJ2.• ~., PP• 88 ... 119. · 
3.: Cunningham, .2.£• oit., pp. 149-65. 
4. Horace Gregory, "An Examination of Wallace Stevens in a 
Time of War," Accent, Vol. III, Ho. 1, Autumn, 1942 1 PP• 57-61. 
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by implication as a dilettante philosopher), by Wylie 
Sypherl as a "connoisseur in chaosrr whose poetry f'ai.ls to 
achieve any satisfactory vision of the world because the 
poet cannot accept a ready-~ade philosophy. In other words, 
Stevens has been condemned for what appears to be an essen-
tial lack of seriousness: he is, from the point of view 
of such critics, a precieux whose technical equipment and 
extraordinary talent have been frittered away in a variety 
of' dubious enterprises. The ultimate implications of' such 
charges are that Stevens ai. ther refuses or is unable to 
fulfill his obligations as a poet. I\riowing very well the 
confusions of tbe world and the ambiguities of experience, 
Stevens has waywardly continued to assert and affirm the 
goodness of sensuous exper.tence and change, the goodness 
of the imagt nati VB life. Such assertions and affitmtations 
place him among bi s co ritemporaries in the company of E. E. 
Cummings, Marianne Moore., ,_William Carlos Williams, an(j, Phelps 
Putna~; they also make Stevens, from the point of :v1.;ew of' 
such critics as Winters, Grego:zy, and Sypher, a pure poet 
I 
in· the unpleasant s arise of the word. 
Stevens cbes af.f'lrfa:: the goodness of the "interdependence 
of';the imagi nation aria reality as equals, "2 that 'is/ an 
t~ '·Wylie Sypher, "Connoisseur in Chaos: Wallace Stevens, rr 
Partisan Revie'f, Vol~. ~~II~, No. 1, Winter, 1946~_pp~ .?~-94, 
2. "The Noble Rider and. the Sound of Words, tt The Necessary 
Angei, P· 27. , · 
"· ·:·· 
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order which restores to life the imagination on an equal 
footing with reason and science, not as competitors that 
end by cancelling each other out, but as mutually necessary 
to each other. Both his practice and bis theory are a 
testament which reveal that he sees more clearly than his 
critics, even those like Hi Simonsl and Mari~ Bewley,2 
who would establish him as either our greatest living poet 
or the peer of any living poet, what his own poetry must 
be, if it is to be anything at all. For the poetry is a 
poetry of affirmation, not merely of art, as it sometimes 
seems to be, nor of imagined reality, as it seems to others, 
but of the essential goodness and comedy of life. Although 
the affirnnti on moves toward the goodness of' art and tbe 
i:rnsgination and away from the goodness of mere fact, such 
a movement merely oonfir.ms its fundamental ftraditionalism. 
Like any poet of' real scope, Stevens has used whatever 
material has come to band; and bis practice in tbis respect 
. . 
is no different from that of' many other poets who have 
felt that poetry's -noblest function is to make life acceptable 
on its own terms, despite its difficulties, by seeing it 
whole. His practice has, in a sense, been an affirmation 
of personality, of temperament and sensibility; in ~s 
respect, it aligns him most clearly with the poets wbom 
1. Hi Simons, nThe Humanism of Wallace Stevens," Poetry, 
Vol. LXI, No. 2, Nov., 1942, PP• 448-52. 
2. Bewley, QJ2• cit., pp. 895-915. 
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we value f'or their individual vision, although be may 
resemble them in no other way. This insistence upon the 
fundamental rightness of individuality accounts in large 
measure for Stevenst belief that: 
There is such a complete f'reedcm now-a-days in 
respect to technique that I am rather inclined to 
disregard form so long as I am free and can express 
myself freely. I aontt know of anything, respecting 
fol?'m, tba t makes much. difference. The essential 
thing in form is to be .free in whatever form is used. 
A free form cbes not assure freedom. As a form it is 
just one more form. So that it comes to this, I 
suppose, that I believe in freedom regardless of form.l 
To a large degree, it also accounts for Stevens' persistent 
exploration o.f whatever devices, techniques, and subject 
rra. tter wi 11 sePve_:. the purpose of achieving that individual-
ity. Nevertheless, it is important to note that Stevens 
bas said elsewhere: 
Unquestionably and novwithstanding the fact 
that I indulge in a good deal of abstraction, I do 
not regard my poems as mainly an expression of myself, 
nor as modern in the sense in which that unpleasant 
commonplace is so frequently used.2 
Individuality ooncei ved as -stevens concei. ves it can be 
described most accurately, tben, as self-discovery that 
makes possible a reconciliation of the self to the world. 
Significantly, it is this self-discovery and reconcilia-
tion that seems to make Stevens' poetry, like that of 
.... (" 
l. ·.--: 
1.. Benet and Pearson, add., .Q.I2.• cit., P• 1325. 
2. ttThe Situation in American Writing" (Answer to a 
questionnaire), Partisan Review, Vol. VI, No. 4, Summer, 
1939, P• 40. 
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William Carlos Williams, Cummings, and Miss Moore, so 
extre:n:ely attractive to many younger poets, and, except 
in sucrh relatively unimportant matters as mannerisms of 
diction and rhetoric, almost completely unserviceable to 
those poets_ wbo have been most fascinated by it. The 
fundamental inimitableness of Stevens 1 inviduality is at 
least a demonstration of its attractiveness and of the 
respect it has commanded among many of his fellow poets, 
even though the larger aspects of the poetry have not 
proved seminally valuable. 
In the essays written within the past twenty years 
and during the period that ~s seen his greatest activity 
as a poet, Stevens has given some comfort to his severest 
critics and to those Vlb.o assume that a poet's practice 
should adhere to some pre-established plan or theory; but 
1 t is a cold comfort to anyone except the man wbo wruld 
make poetry less tban~the theory of poetry, who would deny 
to the poet the right of poetic freedom• Despite the 
certitude with which he has enunciated his doctrine, no 
one is more acutely aware of its limitations and difficul-
ties than Stevens himself, as his astonishing ability to 
continue saying new things about old things ironically 
makes clear, in both poems and essays. His basic humility 
toward ttthe veritable tbi ng," the p::> em rather tban the 
doctrine, is nowhere better revealed than in the gratitude 
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be expresses for its helping us to live our lives and in 
his tribute to Wordsworth, when be seys that the ndif-
ferent and familiar description of the placert that "Com-
posed upon Westminster Bridge" g1 ves us must stand for all 
poems that so help us.l It is not on~y in his tribute to 
Wordwwortb that Stevens reveals bis allegiance to Romanti-
cism but also in his humility toward poetry and imagina-
tion. In a time when poetry has seemed in danger of falling 
into the bands of the intellectually privileged, not so 
muvb t brougb its own failure to compete successfully with 
science and materialism as through its inability to resist 
the depredations of exclusiveness and _relati visms of all 
kinis, so straightforward an acknowledgement of Romantic 
affiliations must amou~iJ to a giving-way to obscurantism 
and even sentimentality; for despite the highly intellec-
tual quality and nature of much of Stevens' poetry, his 
pr·a~.ctice consistently denies the supremacy of reason and 
the intellect, at least in the eyes of those who regard 
poetry as something less than the equal of philosophy or 
science.. Perhaps poe try always denies. the supremacy of 
reason and the intellect. Even so, Stevens' poetry and 
essays furnish any reader with a good deal of intellectual 
activity; and evenc·the reader who seeks in poetry its 
1. nThe Noble Rider and the Sound of Words, u The Necessar.:y: 
Angel, p. 31. 
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merely aesthetic or intellectual rewards, will not find 
Stevens unworthy of attention; indeed, he bas been praised 
for his aestheticism! and his intellectualism.2 
For what is tnne of the essays is true of the poems. 
A particular quality or habit of mind, or a rhythm that 
fills the ear, or a metaphor that answers the eye comes 
to be the satisfaction of a need; and we impose upon 
poetry an obligation to fulfill that need at the expense 
of others more nea:r>ly complete: the needs of the mind as 
a whole. More than most poets, Wallace Stevens began by 
fulfilling certain needs fully ·and well. He s·~ems to have 
found .from the .first a way to satisfy our need for and 
dis trust of poetry that is playful: 
Which is real --
This bottle of indigo glass in the grass, 
Or the bench with the pot of geraniums, the stained 
mattress and the was bed overalls drying in the sun? 
Which of· tbese truly contains the world? 
Neither one, nor the two together. 3 
Slight as the gesture is, .it is definite and as direct as 
possible. The affirmation may seem trivial and commonplace 
1. . " Gorham B. Munson, "The Dandyism of Wallace Stevens, 
Destinations (New York: J. H. Sears, 1928), pp. 75-89; Paul 
Rosenfeld, ll'Walle. ce Stevens, n Men Seen (New York~ Dial 
Press, 1925), PP• 151-64. ~ --
2. Schwartz, .QE.• cit., pp. ll-16; Blackmur, .QE·-~·, pp. 
223-55; Hi Simons ,ll'The Genre of Wallace Stevens, Sewanee 
Review, Vol. LIII, No. 4, Autumn, 1945~ p~. 566-79 • 
. . 
3. ttThe Indigo Glass in tbe Grass,tt Poetry, Vol. XV, No. 1, 
Oct.,.1919, P• 7. 
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partly because we are not used to the expendt ture of so 
much energy upon what may be a hoax after all, so that the 
very moment in wbi ch we delight, in wb ich our defenses go 
down, is also the moment of resistance. We object, it may 
be, to the question and to the answer, knowing that the 
pleasure we sm re in tbe scene the words create is ephe-
meral; and we resent the poet's knowledge of it, too. We 
resent bis knowledge, that is, df our distrust outweighs 
our need, or if our need outweighs our distrust. Although 
the poem renews and reveals the things it describes, we 
are not likely to be sati s.fie d very long by such descrip-
tions. 
An affirmation that is no re than the .facile allegiance 
to a loose and easy relativism or an eclecticism that 
makes it possible to ignore values and forms beyond the 
range of one's own vision involves the use of every resource 
of the mind and every tecl:-.!llique one can br.tng under bis 
control. It seems to involve the necessity of continuing 
to say new things about old things, even it the risk of 
repeating oneself. Wbat Stevens wrote to William Carlos 
Williams as long ago as 1919, in the letter treserved as 
pa.rtij of the "Prologue" to Kora in Hell, foreshadows almost 
all that was. to emerge in the essays, although it would 
have been impossible to predict then that his affirmation 
WOllll.ld have grovy-n deeper and surer: 
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~~. in order to Qarry a thing to the extreme necessary 
to convey it one has to stick to it. Given a fixed 
point of view, ••• everythihg adjusts itself to that 
point of view; and the process of' adjustment is a 
world in flux, as it should be for a poet.l 
But the likelihood of' a cbieving a future poetry or 
a poetic belief that would survive the ravages of a skepti-
cism so intense that it might seem possible to reflect 
only upon itself must have seemed doubly rellDte to the 
relativist or the eclectic. For the relativist, the f'ixed 
point of view would have seemed a foolish con sistBacy; 
for the eclectic, the world in flux would have seemed 
the Cbwnward path to obscurantism. That neither result 
has occurred is one great affirmation that Stevens bas 
ac b.1e ved, 
It is an affirmation that has cost a good deal of 
devotion and love, a singleness of' purpose that has involved 
an awareness of' conflicting loyalties and desires. Both 
-
the poems and the essays reveal an allegiance to ttthe 
imagination pressing back against the pressure of'- reality, n2 
and to reality as ttthe great well of' poetry, n3 rtthe 
1?eginn::tng not the end. n4 They reveal, too, the conflict 
1. Williams, ~ in Hell, p. 17. 
2. nThe Noble Rider and the Sound of Words," The Necessary 
Angel, p. 36. 
~. "An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,n The Auroras of' 
Autumn, p. 120. 
"3• "Materia Poetica tt (II), P• 28. 
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between poetry, that is, our perception or tbe diso~der 
or lire transrormed to order by the imagination, as "the 
subject or the poem,ttl and the delight in "a raw things 
ror themselves"2 that is akin to Herrick's- "delight in 
disorder." For these reasons alone, Stevens knows that 
-
"Poetry is a destructive rorce," that it "oan kill a n man, 
trusting the poem to arrirm not merely its power but its 
playrulness, though the playrulnes~ is that of tbe lion;3 
ror the struggle to wr2te always out of one's total experience 
or life is not easy. 
·. 
The afrirmation, then, rests, upon the resolution of 
paradox; and paradox must always aeem3 to some an evasion. 
Bu.t the truth that depe~ds upon paradox may be no less an 
evasion, unless reason passes into belief and sight into 
insight. The notive for metaphor, exploration of "the 
realm of r~semblance,"4 ~nvestigation of the neffe~tsof 
analogy"5 are wa~ of getting at the truth, and tb.e truth 
for Stevens is self-realization, not merely for Stevena 
as an individual but also for us as individuals, in the 
1. The Man with !!!!. Blue Guitar, p. 24. 
2. "O Florida, Venereal Soil," Harmonium, p. 80. 
3. "Poetry Is a Destructive Force," Parts of~ World, pp. 6-7. 
4. Three Academic Pieces, p. 8. 
5. The Necessary Angel, pp. 105-30. 
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sense that it shows us who we are and what we are, in 
an affirmation of. the goodness of _life. If they are 
evasions, if "Poetry is simply made of metaphor ••. L:soJ 
~leo is PhilosoPhy -- and science, too, for that matter 
••• el As for the "motive for metaphor": 
You like 1 t tinder the trees 'in autumn, 
:Because everything is ha.J.f dead·. . 
The wi:rid moves J.'ike a cri:pple among the leaves 
And repeats words without meaning. 
In the same way, yau were· haPpy in spring, 
With the half colors of quarter things, 
The slightly brighter sky, the melting clouds, 
The single bird, the obscure moon -- . . 
The obscure moon lighting an obscu're· wor'ld ... 
o:r things that would never be quite eXJ)re·ssed, 
Where you yourself were never ·quite yourself 
And did not want nor have. to be, 
Desiring ·the exhilarations of changes: 
The motive for metaPhor, shrinking fre.m 
The weight of :primary noon, · 
The A :B c of being, 
The ruddy temper, the hammer 
Of red and blue, the hard s ounO. 
Steel against intimation -- the sharp flash, 
The vi tal, arrogant, fa tal, dominan;t x.2 
The evasion is a kind of self-criticism; but it recognizes 
the dilemma out of which :poe.try comes, with a robustness 
that helps us to see that poet~, in one way, .!§. the sub-
ject matter of the poem, of any poem. As for the rea~ 
1. Frost, 11 ~e Constant Symbol,,. p. xvi • 
. 2. Transport !2, Summer, pp. 6-7. 
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resemblance and the effects of analogy, we have no other 
way of' describing the vitality of a poet than by testing 
bis metaphors :for their rightness; and their rightness 
u is not merely "the poet's sense of otbe r people, 1 but 
insofar as we care about poetry as something nn re than a 
reinforcement of our own prejudices and beliefs, their 
r.tghtness depends upon OU'!J1 own sense of other people. 
. . 
., 
Poetry thus becomes "the secretions of insight.'2 
But we often look to the poet to I::B lp us Jive our 
lives in a way that he cannot help us. We set upon b.im a 
limitation wbt c h he cannot accept: that b:i..s imagination 
should adhere to our sense of reality. -We acknowledge 
that he must be free, but in our own time, fi?eedom has 
been an issue largely subsumed to the interests of politics. 
So it is wi tb. many of the other things we say we valu·e 
most: power, energy, belief, nobility. To Stevens' 
lasting credit, it must be said that he has been much con-
cerned with these ideas and th~ar signif'ican ce in n:aking 
iife good, and that b.e has neMer evaded thEdr signifiean ce 
in relation to tbe possibili ti~Sts and existence of evil. 
But the ex~ft.usi ve meanings we attach to such ideas and 
values are their assassins. In JtThe Noble Rider and tbe 
Sound of Words, It Stevens says: 
1. "Effects of Analogy," The Necessary Angel, p. 124. " 
- . 
2. "Things of August" (VII), The Auroras of Autumn, p. 185. 
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For tbe sensitive poet, conscious of negations, 
nothing is m::>re difficult than the affirmations of 
nobility and yet there is nothing that be requires 
of himself more persistently, since in them and in 
their kind, alone, are in be fo1md those sanctions 
that are the reasons for his being an d for that 
occasional ecstasy, or eestatic freedom of the mind, 
mich is his ·~ecial privilege.l 
The waywardness and the natural reticence, the high 
·spirits and the ferocious egoism,2 the "lack of repose"3 
that the poetry and the theory reveal are inseparable 
from the achieven:ent of "that occasional ecstasy, or 
-
ecstatic freedom of the mind" that has created "Sunday 
Morning, n nTbe Snow Man," "The Idea of Order at Key West," 
-
"Add This~ to Rhetoric,tt and "Angel Surrounded by :raysans:" 
- -
as well as uThe Comedian as the Letter c,n "Notes toward 
- - - " 
a Supreme Fiction," and ••An Ordinary Evening in New Haven, 
to name a handful of poems that span Stevens' career. To 
deny to Stevens this freeCbm in tbose instances in which 
the poetry fails to achieve f'ull coherence is to invalidate 
the very poems one singles out f'or praise. The wilfulness 
of' the will in our time bas led us, as Stevens points out, 
to conf'use poetry with metaphysi·cs ;4 but it is hardly 
1. The Necessary Angel, P• 35. 
2. "In Memory of' Harriet Monroe," .Poetry, Vol• XLIX, 
No. 3, Dec., 1936, P• 154. 
3. Transport ~ Summer, P• 2£. 
u 
4. "The Figure of tbe Youth as Virile Poet, 
Necessary Angel, p. 59. ~ 
Tbe 
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conceivable that a poet should not exercise his will with 
the freedom of' any of' bis contemporaries. And insofar as 
his poems make us see the goodness of' life, they justify 
themselves. 
What it comes to is that a poet's work cannot remain 
fixed in a particular t :im.e or :nn de, although it may well 
derive from "a fixed point of' vi ewn and is perhaps the 
. 
better f'cr so doing; and this is what the poems and the 
essays tell us over and over again, though they do so only 
now and again with the illumination of' "that occasional 
u 
ecstasy. It is not likely to be otherwise; unless we know 
fully and completely what poetry is. Whe.n we know that, 
we shall have .m need f'or it: 
If' we were all alike; if' we were millions of' people 
saying do re, mi in unison, one poet would be enough 
and Hesiod himself' wmld do very well. Everythl..ng 
he said would be in no need of' expounding or would 
have been expounded long ago. But we are not all 
alike and everything needs expounding all the time 
because, as people live and die, each one perceiving 
11.f'e and death f'or himself', and no stly in and by 
himself', there develops a curiosity about the per-
ceptions of' others .1 
It may be that the satisfaction of' our curiosity is 
one of' the nnst powerful forces, after all., that help to 
keep poetry alive; it certainly helps to satisfy our desire 
to know what poetry is and can be. The discovery of' the 
rea.ationsbips between a poet • s practice and his theory is 
another satisfaction, one akin to the satisfaction of' our 
1. Morse, .QJ2• cit.~ p. vii. 
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curiosity about poetry generally. With Wallace Stevens, 
the d.i.scovery may .be ro thing more than the achievement of' 
a n:omentary calm; but in one sense it could be nothing 
no re enduring. He helps us to know that the moments do 
exist W:len we seem to perceive f'ullywlll.-G and what we are, 
so that we can know better how to preserve ourselves from 
"the pressure of' reality" by making us use the i:mag!.ilati:on 
to bend reality to our own needs. "It is the imagination 
pressing back against the pressure of' reality," that frees 
both reality and imagination, and frees us from their 
power.l Stevena' Whole career bas been an affirmation of 
the power of imagination to give value and, therefore, 
meaning, to life.2 These are things we need to know. 
They are things be not only tells us, but shows us, as he 
shows us how our own poems may give meaning to the lives 
of' others, though they may not be aware of it. Although 
Stevens is a mystic in the final analysis, his poetry 
demonstrates the validity of' bis-affinnation: 
Children picking up our bones 
Will never know that these were once 
As quick as foxes on the hill; 
And that in autumn, when the grapes 
Made sharp air sharper by their smell 
These m d a being, breathing frost; 
1. rtThe Noble Rider and the Sound of Words, u The Necessary 
Angel, P• 36. ---
2. "Imagination as Value," The Necessary Angel, PP• 131-56. 
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And l.eas t will guess that with our bones 
We l.eft mnch more, left what still is 
~e look of things, left what we felt 
. . 
At what we saw. ~e spring clouds blow 
Above the shuttered mansion-house, 
Beyond our gate and the windy sky 
Cries out a literate~despair. 
We knew for long the mansion's look 
And What we said of it became 
A part of what it is ••• Children, 
Still weaving budded aureoles, 
Will speak our speech and never know, 
Will say of the mansion that it seems 
As if he tb.a:t lived there· left behind 
A spi~i t storming_ in 'f:>l_a..nk wal;t~, 
A dirty· house i·n a: gtittea· world,· ··· · 
·A ·ta·tter of sha·dows· peaked ·to whlte; 
Smeared with the gold of' the opulent sun.l 
1. "A Postcard f'rOlll the Volcano," Ideas .Q! Order, :P:P• oo-57. 
APPENDIX A 
A Note on the Uncollected Work of Wallace Stevens 
Except for the undergraduate verse and the fugitive 
prose, the work which Stevens has never reprinted in any 
of his books falls into three groups: (1) early poems, 
for the most part characterized by an elegant and frag-
mentary satirical tone; (2) more mature poems, typical of 
and as satisfactory as most of the pieces selected for in-
clusi.on in too volumes that have marked the culmination 
of the various stages in Stevens 1 poetic career; and (3) 
the two early dramatic pieces, "Three Travelers Watch a 
Sunrise" and "Carlos among the Candles.u Most of the 
early uncollected poems are to be found in the little 
magazines oft be 'Teens and ·early 'Twenties, pa:rrticularly 
in Others, Poetry, and The Soil. The more mature poems, 
early and late, are similarly scattered in anthologies 
and periodicals. The two d.I"amatic pieces appeared in 
Poetry: ''Three Travelers Watch a . Sunrise," in t h9 July, 
1916 1 issue, as t be prize-winning one-act verse play in 
a contest sponsored by the Players 1 Producin~ Company1; 
"Carlos among the Candles 1 tt in December, 1917.2 "Three 
1. Pmetry:, Vol. VIII, No. 4, PP• 163-179. 
2. Poetry:, Vol. XI, No. 3, PP• 115-123. 
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Tra.v~;Lep_s :Wa'f?cl:l. .a Sunrise" al9o appe~13d, in at least p;ne 
.. 
. ~- . .~' ' : 
The ,~ati.ric.al poema- ars '·' pn.:tb~ .. wh~:;L,e., th~ l~ast__ , . 
int~rest~~g p.f tb.~ ~ca~~e:c~e~ -l?;~,ct~~-·.: ~-Tb.~ .four "Phas,~~" 
wh:l,o~ Stev.w~· oa.ntribute-d to. a .J'War N'Un'lf~.:Qn ot. Poetrz,,. 
wars 1 it is true., ais .f;trst sel",i.ous · p_~,ems. in piJint; and, 
Harriet Monro.e, a1ways.:tmm.e:p-s6Jly proud,"other good fortune 
as an editor, .felt .. tha'Q·:they -we:rte.pPoof <QOSitive of a 
real poetic diSGOVetlf'~,.- ~·· .. ~~~1#. ~131r~.er, demonstrated a year· 
later -uyb.en Poet~z printed· fivEr·'~tan.~~a$ .. of' nsunday Morning. n2 
. . 
But by Novemb~r-,..1915,. · "i'"ete-r Quil!l9~ ~at the Clavier" had 
already appe~a,in-@thEtl"a·~3 Read in conte:t, the "Phases" 
are no less distinguished than most of the other poems in 
.. ; 
Poetry's nwar :bl!l;:1lliber, 11 and.\ibei.r wi~ty':raeatness., if' some-
what precious 1 d.s essentially- more .4Urable than Amy Lowell's 
. ' 
. i 
.• 1 
. . . 
of Richard Aldington 's "War Yawp, 11 and the traditional 
• t • ~ • .• 
irony of' Carl Sandburg's "~mon~ the Red Gunsu or Maxwell 
1. Frank Shay and PieiTe Loving, add., Fifty Contemporary 
~ ... ~Plays. (Cincinnati: Stewart and Kidd, 1921), 
PP• 493-500~. , ..... 
2. · ~Phasesu appeared· in Peeiq;::v:i ·Vol. ·v, Ne. 2, NGv.,' 1914, 
pp. 70-71. M:tss Monroe's remarks on the discovery of 
Stevens are to be found in Poe.ts and Thai r Art (New York: 
Macmillan, J.932, : pp. 39-45 ~ passim) • · ~ --- -, ·,_- -
-.I ---~ 
3. Others, Vol. I., No. 2, Aug., 1915, PP• 31-34. 
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Bodenheim's "!he Camp Follower. 11 Indeed, Miss Monroe 
liked one of the "Phases 11 we.ll enough to include it in 
. . . ~ . 
Technically the "Phases•• prefigure 
. . . . . . . -- .. 
'fJ?eter Q,uince at the Clavier"; :formally they reveal a 
. - - -. 
curiously lyrical k_ind of_ satirica:l i':lte_nt, a 11 feig~e_d" 
consequence (to parapbrase :Marianne Moo):'e) __ a,kin to the 
rococo nons.ense o:f Edi tb. Si twe11' s early poems in The 
. . . . ·~ .. -- ~ -· ~
Wooden Pegasus a.nd Facade. ~e th_ird poem of the se-
quence illustrates the point ~e_ll enough: 
But the bugles, in ·the night, 
Were wings ·that bore · · 
To where our comfort was; 
~ . - -
Arabesques of candle beams, 
Winding · ·· -- · · · · 
Through our heavy dreams; 
Winds that blew 
Where the bending iris grew; 
Birds of intermitted bTiss1 ·· · 
Singing in the night's_abyss; 
Vines with yellow fruit, 
That fell 
Along the walls · 
That bordered-He11.2 
The irony is delicate a,nd no~ very :Pro_fou~d.. llie poem is 
an epitaph for the comfortable years before World War I, 
• • - ~ - £ 
as :far removed from the austere irony of Wilfred OWen or 
1. Harriet Monroe and Alice Corbin Hendersbn; edd.-, · The· 
New Poetry (New York: Macmillan, 1932), p. 560 (under the 
title "In Battle"). 
2. Poetry, Vol. V1 No. 2, Nov., 1914, p:p. 70-71. 
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Siegfried Bassoon as possible. Nor does the poem possess 
- . 
~e high-spirited personal irony of Robert Graves' war 
. - . •. ~ ... 
poems; it ~s too well b!ed,_ too :r:emo_te_. . Its chief merit 
seems to be the negative one of avoid a deadly and 
deadening kind of jingoism. 
The other sati~ical pieces are trivia, notes for 
poems, in a eharacteristie free verse and with same char-
. . -
acteristic habits of expression. The strangest of them 
are two pieces which ~:ppeared in Contact_, "Lulu Gaytt and 
"Lulu 'Morose, 11 exercises in a kind of Dadaism which re ... 
·curs in the guise of the sophisticated satire that marks 
-.- . . ~ 
such relatively reo~n_t poems ~s ~t_The Mech~nio~=!- _o;ptimis~_," 
"One of Those Hibiscuses of Damo.zels" (u_nc_oll~cted), 11_0~ 
Leaves Are Hands,. " and u Analysis of a Theme. nl But they 
. . - . .. - .. 
are so fragmentary as to be of interest only as documents 
in the development o:f Stevens' rhetoric. Of a group that 
.. 
appeared in Others :for March, 1916, three ( unomination of 
:Black, n "Tattoo," and "~ix Sig~i~ican_t Landsca];>es'') "!e'!_e_ 
reprinted in Harmonium; the o~er ~our remain u~oo~leoted, 
although one of them, ":Bowl," can be found in ~ New 
Poetry. 11 Song 11 may stand for 'tile others: 
1. No volume, mnnber, or date. is indicated :for Contact;. 
but the poems can be ass·ignea· to 1921, ·probably issue No. 
~. on the basis o:r the rei:learches· of Frederick Hoffinari ·ix1 -
llie- Li ttl.e 'Magazine (Princeton: Princeton University :Press, 
1946), P. 254. 
- . - . . ' ·- ~ .... 
2. Monroe and Henderson, ~. cit., :p. 564. 
There are great things doing 
In the world~ 
Little rabbit. 
There is a damsel~ 
Sweeter than the sound of the willow$ 
Dearer than shallow water 
Flowing over pebbles. 
Of a Sunday, 
· She wears a long coat, 
With twel va buttons on it.·. 
Tall that to your mother.l 
The wry aestheticism, the faintly ironic nostalgia for 
romance, is too delicate a joke; the irony is sel.f con-
suming because the images merely strain apart~ although 
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the conjunction of the sophisticated vocabulary and the 
flippant treatment of. "idea" are characteristic of Stevens. 
The poem is a parody of a parody.·. 
Of another group of ten poems contributed to Tee 
Soil under the. general title Primordia, two ("In the 
Carolinas" and "To the Roaring Wind") were printed in 
Harmonium, and a third ("Indian Ri var") was sal vagad for 
the revised and enlarged edition of 1931•2 Here the 
satirical element has all but d1 sappeared, having bean 
refined away by other and more gratifying interests. 
' r I ' 
The play has become almost sensuously witty, although 
the·. poems remain experiments in texture. The first five 
. poems are grouped unde;ra the subtitle "In the Northwest~" 
1. Others~ Vol. II,. No. 3~ Mar., 1916, .P• 173. 
2. The Soil~ Vol. I, No.2, Jan., 1917~ PP• 76-~8. 
- __...,. - . 
in contrast to the following four., which have the sub-
title 11In the Sou. th. " The group ends with a tailpiece 1 
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11To the Roaring Wind.n The kind of extravagance presented 
in the first group-is nora lustily masculine than that 
achieved in the second; even so., there is· a visible 
striving for effects: 
The horses gnaw the bark from the trees. 
The horses are hollow, · 
The trunks of. the trees are hollow. 
Why do the horses have e,was and ears? 
The trees do not. 
Why can the horses move about on the ground? 
The trees cannot. 
The horses weary themsel-ves hunting for green grass. 
The trees stand still., 
The trees drink• 
The water runs· away from the hOrses. 
JLa, la~ la., la, la, la, la, la, 
Dee, dum 1 diddle, dee., dee, diddle, dee, da. 
(ffi~ the Northwest," No.4)1 
The black mother of eleven children 
Hangs her quilt under the pine-trees. 
There is a connection between the colors., 
The shapes of the patches, 
And the eleven children • • • 
·Frail prinees of distant Monaco, 
That paragon of a parasol · 
Discloses 
At least one baby in you. 
("In the South," No. 8)2 
The interest and delight in sound effects., like the self-
consciously inteilectual alliterations and pseudo-
1. Ibid. 11 P• 77. 
2. l£!£• 1 P• 78. 
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philosophic speculations, is a permanent characteristic 
of' much of' Stevens' work;. the love of' bright color, as in 
the first of' the group: 
All over Minnesota, 
Cerise sopranos 1 
Walking in the snow, 
and the fondness f'or such names as "Jalmar Lillygreen, 11 
from the same poem, occur again and again.l But at their 
best these habits and qualities seem to be attached to 
some larger interest: they are a means to an end rather 
than an end in themselves; they have a symbolic weight. 
The kind of' imagistic observation that Stevens makes in 
the second poem is also characteristic: 
The child's hair is of' the color of' the hay in the 
haystack, around which the t'our black horses 
stand. 
There is tbe same color_in the bellies of' frogs, in 
clays, withered reeds, skins, wood, sunlight.2 
Primordia, it is true, appeared in the heyday of Imagism, 
but even at that time, the best of Stevens' poems in this 
genre, for example, "Thirteen Ways of Loveing at a Black-
bird," offered something more; and in such later sequences 
or groups as "Like Decorations in a Nigger Cemeterytt (or 
the even more recent ttvariations on a Summer Day"·), the 
effect is as of an object more successfully abstracted, 
although not always completely oonvincing: 
1. Ibid., P• 76. 
2. Ibid., P• 76 • 
. ~---- ---·------- ---·--·-- -~----~-~----.,.......,....---------------.------ _________ ....,... __ . ----.------~-----
The cloud rose upward like a heavy stone . 
That lost its heaviness through that same w.i.ll., 
Which changed light green to olive then to blue.l 
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One is .remlnded~ too, of experiments with the hokku and 
the tanka that the Imagists practiced so assiduously 
during the 'Teens. But with Stevens, as with William 
Carlos Williams.~ the form was not altogether an imitative 
Chinoiserie; it pointed toward a native adaptation, a 
means f'or the expression of a personal sophistication. 
The more mature poems present a very different prob• 
lam. Some of them belong to the period of the early poems; 
a few belong to the period between Harmonium (1923) and 
Ideas 2f Order (1935); and a few more to the last ten 
years. In about half of them, traces of the satirical 
impulse persists, although the tone has deepened; the rest 
are charged with the pervading irony that dominates Ste-
vens' best work from "Sunday Morning" on. The exact rea-
sons for the omission of these poems .from the books re-
. main private. But some reasons seem less .likely than 
others to be valid• 
In her review of the first edition of. Harmonium, 
Marianne Moore regretted the omission of "The .Indigo 
Glass in the Grass,"ttTbe Man. Whose Pharynx Was Bad,n 
"La Mort du Soldat," and "Comma Dieu Dispense de Graces,n 
1. Ideas £! Order~ P• 47. 
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and she quoted with approval from 11 Peter Parasol~ 11 which 
had also been omi tted•l 11The Man Whose Pharynx Was Bad'' 
and "La Mort du Soldat" (as 11The Death of a Soldier") 
were included in the revised edttion# 'but the others have 
never been reprinted, except in anthologies.2 The poems 
stand up well against most of the others in Harmonium; 
they are neither repetitions of other poems nor do they 
depart from the "single manner ·or mood thoroughly matured 
and exploited," which appears to have been the standard 
for selection when the poems were chosen for the book.3 
In some instances, and expecially in such poems as "The 
Drum-Majors·in the Labor Day Paradett4 arid "Lytton Strachey, 
Also, Enters into Heaven,"5 where the satirical impulse 
is more savage and public than usual, the reason for exclu-
sion may well have been that Stevens felt the pieces were 
not "typical," that he had failed, as poet, to confer his 
"identity on the reader" because he had intruded "into 
1. The Dial, Vol. LXXVI, No. 1, Jan., 1924, PP• 84-91, 
pas s'iii:' - · u 
2. 11The Indigo Glass in the Grassn ·and "Peter Parasol 
were reprinted with the rest of Pecksniffiana in Prize~ 
Poems, 1913-1929, edited bf, Charles A. Wagner (New York: 
Charles Boni "Paper Books, r 1930), P• 61 and PP• 58-9., 
respectively; "Peter Parasolu was reprinted in !.h! .!!!.'! 
Poetry, edited by Harriet Monroe and Alice Corbin Hender-
son (New York: Macmillan, l932q, pp. 565-66. 
3. Williams, Kora in Hell, p. 17. 
--·--
4. Smoke, Vol. III, No. 4, Autumn, 1934, unpaged. 
5. ~ Rocking Horse, Vol. II, No. 3, Spring, 1935, pp. 2-3. 
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the poem personally."l In this connection, it is worth 
remembering that he al tared the title of the second part 
of Owl's Clover from "Mr. Burnshaw and the Statue" to 
"The Statue at the World's End, 11 when the .poem was published 
in the trade edition, thus removing any personal implica-
tions that the passage may originally have had. In a few 
instances, a similarity to another poem may have been an 
adequate reason fo!' its exclusion from a book. "The Shape 
of the Coroner," for example, echoes both "The Emperor of 
Ice-Cream" and ncortege for Rosenbloom"; and both "Secret 
Man" ·and uAnnual Gaiety" reveal a strain of melancholy 
humor not· unlike that of the. "wiriter poems" in Ideas. of 
-
Order. The final group of uncollected poems poses a more 
complex problem that calls fer somewhat extended and 
special treatment. 
Of the poems in thisgeneral class, two belonged 
·originally to a sequence, "Lettres d'un Soldatrr, which --==~ 
bas permanent value andinterest in its own right. It 
was inevitable that Stevens should forego the original 
title under which the poems were grouped when he selected 
three ("The Surprises of the Superhuman," "Negation," 
and "The Death of a Soldier") for inclusion in the 1931· 
edition of Harmonium; a group of war poems would not., at 
1. "Materia l?oetica" (I), p. 3. 
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that time, have been likely to make much impact. For this 
reason, the little epigram, "Morale," .which belonged to 
the sequence, cannot .be altogether sticcessf'ully isolated 
from its context, although in the light of a second world 
war its merits are ce-rtainly apparent: 
And so France feels. A menace that impenQ.s, 
Too long, is like a bayonet that bends.l 
The. poem has at least as much point and verve as the 
paired couplets grouped under the title "New England Verses," 
and included in the 1931 edition of Harmonium.2 Slight as 
the poem is, it is an essay in a genre of which there are 
few respectable contemporary examples. The other two 
poems from "Lettre·s d'un Soldat" are "occasional" pieces 
. --
only in the sense that both are illuminated by the epigraphs 
that accompany them; they are war poems only by accident. 
"The spirit wakes in the night wind ••• 11 is a delicate 
night•piece that barely evades sentimentality, an almost 
excessively romantic gesture brought to account by the 
single essentially abstract image at its center: 
The spirit wakes in the night wind - is naked. 
What is it that hides in the night wind 
Near by it? 
1. -Poetry, Vol. XII, No.2, May, 1918, P• 61. 
2. Although originally published in 1923 (The Measure, 
No. 26, April, 1923, PP• 3-5), nNew England Verses" were 
not included in the first !i~~.t.,i,(l~ ~."t Harmonium. 
f Is it, once mo :re , the mysterious beaute, 
Like a woman inhibiting passion· 
In solace? --
The multiform beauty, sinking in night wind, 
Quick to be gone, yet never 
Quite going1 
She will leap back from the swift constellations, 
As they enter the place of their western 
Seclusion.l 
. The remote and disembodied emotion acquires its special 
' ' -··. -·.. . . 
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and almost intellectual char~cteristics partly thro~gh 
the persistent abst~actiori ~o :vh ich it has been subjected 
throughout the poem. In a sense, there is no scene: 
there is only the P.lay of light against dark, an idea of' 
movement, against which the· suggested figure of ·the woman 
acts as a controlling, fixative force. The play: is as 
between two ideas creating in their action something like 
a physical presence; the total effect is akin to that 
createO. by some of the philosophical conceits of Vaughan, 
except that with. Stevens the effect is intellectual 
rather than emotional. With Vaughan, the conceit gi~es 
body to his mysticism.; with Stevens, the image is abstrac• 
ted, and in this connection, as elsewhere, the poem is a 
compromise between what John Crowe Ransom calls "physical 
u poe try" and "Platonic poetry. 2 
1. - Poetry, Vol. XII, No. 2, May, 1918, PP• 59-60. 
2. Ransom, .2.12• ill•, PP• 111-142, passim. 
"Comma Dieu Dispense de Graces" employs a similar 
technique, but the total effect is a good deal less ab-
stract: 
Here I keep thinking o.f the Primitives 
The sensitive and conscientious schemes 
Of mountain pallors ebbing into air; 
And I remember aha rp Japonica --
The driving rain, the willows in the rain, 
The birds that wait out rain in willow trees. 
Although life seems a goblin mummery, 
These images return and are increased, 
As .for a child in an oblivion: 
Even by mice - these scamper and are still. 
They cock small ears, more. glistening and pale 
Than fragile ·volutes in a rose sea•sh ell.l 
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Stevens here employs a st~nza form wbi ch is almost a 
convention with him, expecially in the kind of meditative 
lyric that has been one of his special interests through-
out his career. Metrically, the poem is constructed with 
the precision necessary to release the tension •f its sound; 
but the sound is internal rather than musical in the ordi-
nary sense. In other words, the syllabic uniformity of the 
blank-verse line throughout the poem intensifies the medi-
tati ve effect without degenerating into flatness. Because 
it is impossible to divorce sound effects and pace .from 
the denotation of the words themselves, the rhythm quickens 
as the words become shorter and more concrete. So, too, 
with the imagery: . despite the sharpness of detail in the 
1. Poetry, Vol. XII, No. 2, May, 1918, PP• 61-62. 
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final stanza, the figures that lead up to the concluding 
metaphor have been intellectualized and abstracted until 
they have become little more than suggestions. Whatever 
picture remains is anatmospheric analogue to one of the 
Japanese "Primitives" -- and the poem as a whole is an 
exploration of "resemblances" and correspondances. In its 
broad outlines, the analogue holds. But the poem ex-
plores still another resemblance in its third stanza, and 
the success with which it is linked to the larger analogue 
is somewhat problematic. Intellectually, as an implied 
judgment and criticism of the particular meditation wbi ch 
creates the body of the poem, these lines of "commentary" 
have a place; they are witty and skillful. On the other 
hand, they suggest, inadvertently, something close to pre-
ciosity.- The irony returns upon itself, even though the 
"goblin mummery" is appropriate to and characteristic of 
the ritualistic grotesqueness of Japanese art. The resem-
blances overlap to create not so much the qualifying am-
biguity that Stevens is noted for, but a thickness of tex-
ture that overloads the. poem. Ultimately all the details 
are subsumed to an aestheticism that makes them less in-
teresting in their own right than as· "illustrations of 
the poetic as a sense. nl The poem, therefore, tends to 
dissolve into its component parts. 
1. Poetry, Vol. LIV, No. 4 1 July, 1939, P• 177. 
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The poems from the group originally published as 
Pecksniffiana require less comment. · Both ttpater Parasol'J 
·and "The Indigo Glass in the Grass" belong to the main-
stream of Harmonium; and the reason for their rejection 
from the book must remain with Stevens himself. Like 
"Lettres d'J:!!l Soldat", the poems of Pecksniffiana are an 
exploration of tpe grotesque; and it is perhaps signifi-
cant that when Stevens came to revise .Harmonium, he omitted 
"Exposition of the Contents of a Cab," which h~d originally 
appeared in Pecksniffiana, in addition to 11 The Silver 
Plough-Boy" and "Architecture," all of which carry the 
aesthetic attitude to an obvious and faintly ridiculous 
· extreme. "Peter Parasol" belongs to a group that would 
include "Disillusionment of Ten O'Clock," and although 
neither poem is ·"nonsense," as some critics have claimed,. 
both typify a special kind of poetry that could easily 
obscure the particular qualities which characterize 
Harmonium as a whole. Gnomic irony, however skillfully 
employed to illustrate and argue the loss of high wit 
and fancy in our daily lives, is inflammable stuff; but 
"The Indigo Glass in the Grass" reveals a control of 
color that Stevens has seldom surpassed at any time: 
Which is real --
This bottle of indigo glass in the grass, 
Or the bench with the pot of geraniums; the 
stained mat tress and the washea overalls 
drying in the sun? 
Which of these truly contains the world? 
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Neither one, nor the two together.l 
The effect of the poe.m is short lived; the brilliance is 
as of fireworks. Nor does the poem take hold of the mind 
and imagination in the way that 11Anecdote of the Jar, rr 
also from Pecksniffiana, teases the sensibility. At the 
same time, the naturalness of the wit is as rich and 
suggestive as the more elegant and studied casualness of 
the more famous poem. 
"Peter Parasol" can be quoted without further comment 
than to call attention to the characteristic use of a 
French tag and the ironic, self-consciously aesthetic use 
of classical reference: (not as a mere epigraph, but as an 
essential part of the poem): 
Aux taureaux Dieu cornea donne 
Et sabots dur"Sa'Ux chevaux.. • • • 
Why are not women fair, 
All, as Andromache --
Having, each one, most praisable 
Ears, eyes, scul, skin, hair? 
Good Godl That all beasts should have 
The tusks of the elephant, 
Or be beautiful 
As large, ferocious tigers are. 
It is not so w1 th women. 
I wish they were all .f'ai·r, 
And walked in fine clothes, 
With parasols, in the afternoon air.2 
1. ~., Vol. XV, No. 1 1 Oct., 1919, P• 7. 
2. Ibid., P• 4. 
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Most interesting of all the uncollected poems are 
three that appeared between the first edition of Harmonium 
and Ideas of Order: "Red Loves Kit," the last poem to be 
published following the initial appearance of Harmonium 
and befo~e 1929 ;1 "Good Man, Bad Woman," which was Ste-
. . 
vans' contribution to th,e twentieth-anniversary issue 
of Poetry;2. and "The Woman Who Blamed Life on a Spaniard."3 
The particular i.nterest of these poems is emphasized by 
their common subject matter and the possibility that they 
may originally have been intended as parts of a single 
longer poem on the order of 11Sunday Morning" and "Le 
Monocle de Mon Oncle •" 
"Red Loves Kit" and "The Woman Who Blamed Life on a 
Spaniardtt consist of three f'l f'teen-line blank.-verse 
stanzas each; "Good Man 1 Bad Woman" is a single fifteen-
·line blank-verse stanza. Although the poems make ex-
cellent poetic sense taken separately, tl:;ley have at least 
as much unity taken together·as "Le Monocle deMon Oncle"; 
and like "Le Monocle de Mon Oncle" they f-o:om a loosely 
organized disquisition upon love. "Good Man, Bad Woman" 
suggests the common theme and defi~es the tone of' faintly 
I 
caustic disillusionment in love that in itself' can be 
1. ~Measure, No. 4?, Aug., 1924, PP• 8-9. 
2. Poetry, Vol. XLI, No. 1, Oct., 1932, p. 6. 
3. Contempo, Vol. III, No. 2, 15 Dec. 1932, p. 1. 
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taken as a development of the theme of "Le Monocle de Mon 
Oncle": 
You say that spite avails her nothing, that 
You rest intact in conscience and intact 
In self, a mn of longer time than days~ 
Of larger company than one. Therefore, 
Pure scientist, you look with nice aplomb 
At this indifferent experience, 
Deploring sentiment. When May came last, 
And equ.elly as scientist you walked 
Among the orchards in the apple-blocks 
And saw the blossoms, snow-bred pinli and white, 
Making your heart of brass to intercept 
The childish onslaughts of such innocence, 
Why was it that you cast the ·brass away 
And bared yourself, and bared yourself in vain? 
She can corrode rour world, if never you.l · 
The opening stanza of "Red Loves Kit" states, as 
boldly and directly as Stevens ever announces his themes 1 
the relationship between the lovers: 
Your yes her no, your no her yes. The words 
Make little dif ferenoe, for being wrong 
And wronging her, if only as she thinks, 
You never can be right. You are the rran. 
You brought the incredible calm in ecstasy, 
Wbich, like a virgin visionary spent 
In this spent world, she must possess •••• 
•••• That you are innocent 
And love her still, still leaves you in the wrong. 
Her wo~ds accuse you of adulteries 
That sack the sun, though metaphysical.2 
The second stanza comments upon the relationship, first 
stating an ideal alternative: 
So she, when in her mystic aureole 
She walks, triumphing humbly, shoUld express 
Her beauty in your love. She should reflect 
1. PoetEY, Vol. XLI, No. 1, Oct., 1932, P• 6. 
2. The Measure, No.·42, Aug., 1924, P• 8. 
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Her glory in your passion·and be :proud. 
Her nnis ic should re:pea t i tsel:f' in you, 
Impelled by a convulsive har.mony •••• l 
and noting further: 
•••• T.rue, you may love 
And she have beauty of' a kind,· btit such 
Unhappy love reveaJ.s vast blemishes.2 
The third stanza follows almost conventionally the obl.ique 
pattern that Stevens so frequently employs in his longer 
~ - . . . 
poems, presenting a symbolic c~entary upon the theme, so 
. . . ·~ . ~ . - ... ·-
tenuously tied to the preceding stanzas as to seem almost ir-
• - .... ... ~· - • - - •• 4r • ... -
relevant, as in same Romantic music, except in mood. But 
tb.e stanza makes use of' two central images tb.a t recur through-
out "llie Woman Who Blamed Life ol'l a Spaniard": th.e moon 
(also invoked in the second stanza) and birds (crows in 
"Red Loves Kit"; dove; goose, nightingales, l?arrot, and 
eagle i~ the final stanz_a of' ~e other. poem}. 
"The Woman Who Blamed Life on a S:pa.niard11 opens 
- .. - . . ~ -
with a reiteration of' the conflict stated in ttRed Loves· 
- -
Kit" and ttGood kn, Bad Woman,n extending _the symb_olio 
implica tiona Gr.f the theme and even more clearly identify-
ing the woman-with the me on: 
You do not understand her evil mood. 
You think that l.ike the moon she is obscured 
:But clear·s and ole·a:rs 11ntiT an ·open night 
Reveals her,· rounded in benef'ioe·nce, · · 
:Pellucid love; and f' or tb.a t :i:ma.ge, I iKe 
Some mercifUl divination, you forgive. 
1. ~., :P. 8. 
2. Ibid., :p. 9. 
And you forg1ve dark broachings growing great 
Night after night because the hemisphere 
And still the final quarter, still the rim, 
And still the impassioned place of it remain. 
If she is like the moon, she never clears 
But spreads an evil lustre whose increase 
Is evil, crisply bright, disclosing you 
Stooped in a night of vast inquietude. 
Observe her shining in the deadly trees.l 
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The second stanza is devoted to further commentary upon 
the relationship and to a possible solution of the impasse: 
•••• Be briny-blooded bull. 
Flatter her lance with your tempestuous dust, 
Make malic groans and tooter at her strokes 1 
Rage in the ring and shake the corridors. 
Perhaps at so much mastery, the bliss 
She needs will come consolingly.2 
The final stanza moves out and away from the immediate 
statement to a general meditation, brilliantly ornamented 
and arranged, that is less a conclusion than a summing-up: 
The choice twixt dove and goose is over ... close. 
The foWl of Venus may consist of both 
And more. It may have feathery color-frets, 
A paragon of lustre; may have voice 
Like the mother of all nightingales; be wise 
As a seraglio-parrot; feel disdain 
In consort with the eagle's valiance. 
Let this be as it may. It must have tears 
And mennry and claws: a paragon 
Well-wetted; a decoying voice that sings 
Arpeggi of celestial souvenirs, 
A skillful apprehension and eye proud 
In venting lacerations. So composed1 
This hallowed visitant, chimerical, 
Sinks into likeness blessedly beknown.3 
1. Contempo, Vol, III, No. 2, 15 Dec. 1932, P• 1. 
2. Ibid., P• 1. 
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Apart from the recurrent images and the fundamental con-
sistency of the symbolism, the diction and the structure 
of the blank-verse line remain characteristic of Stevens' 
most mature handling of this form; the stanzas have all 
the earmarks of his other poems in this measure before he 
began to break down and seriously loosen the iambic penta-
meter line. These facts in tbemsel ves constitute no 11proof''' 
that the three poems were originally intended as parts of' 
a single poem; but Stevens' persistent interest in symme-
try, like the frequency with which he has echoed his own 
forms, is worth noting. "The Comedian as the Letter C" 
and "Owl's Clover" have a good deal in common, formally., 
as do "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction" and "An Ordinary 
Evening in New Haven." It is not inconceivable that "Le 
Monocle de Mon Oncle" was intended to have a companion 
piece·. 
Whatever the truth of the matter may be, the reasons 
for excluding the poems from the revised edition of ~­
monium or Ideas £! Order are not difficult to guess. The 
grasp of the "subject matter" is even more tentative than 
in "Le Monocle de Men Oncle"; and the rhetorical skill, 
although obvious and delicate, because it calls attention 
to itself, is far less compelling than in the earlier 
poem. Since Ideas g! Order, although it extends the 
. -
techniques and froma of Harmonium, really marks the 
beginning of a new phase of Stevens' work, the stanzas 
might well have seemed out of place in that context. 
11 Agenda,n1 "Lytton Strachey, Also, Enters into 
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Heaven, n2 11The Drum-Majors in the Labor Day Parade, n3 and 
"Polo Ponies Practi cingtt4 wruld, on the other hand, have 
strengthened the impression of change. But Ideas 2f Order 
on the whole reflects the rigorous self-criticism in selec-
tion that Stevens showed when putting together Harmonium. 
The body of m rk available to choose from was not so large 
in 1936 as it had been in 1923; but except for "Academic 
Discourse at Havana," which had originally been published 
thirteen years earlier in Broom,5 the thirty-six poems 
that comprise the trade edition of Ideas of Order were 
selected from a minimum of forty-seven available. The 
1. Smoke, Vol. IV, No. 3 1 Summer, 1935, unpaged. 
2. The Rocking Horse, Vol. II, No. 3, Spring, 1935, pp. 2-3. 
3. · Smoke, Vol. III, No. 4, Autumn, 1934 1 unpaged. 
4. The Westminster Magazine, Vol. XXIII, No. 31 Dec., 
1934, P• 187. 
5. Broom, Vol. v, No. 4, Nov. 19231 PP• 201-203 (under 
the title "Discourse in a Cantina at Havana"). Although 
the poem appeared too late, perhaps, for inclusion in the 
first edition of Harmonium, it could have found its way 
into the revised edition of 1931, particularly since it 
was republished under its. present title in 1929, in .!.!'!! 
Hound~ Horn (Vol. III, No. 1, Fa11,.1929, Pi• 53-56.). 
The only other poem to appear before 1931 was The Sun 
This :March" (The .New Republic, Vol. 62, No. 16, 16 Apr. 
1930, P• 242):--
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seventy-four poems in the original edition of Harnonium 
were selected from a minimum of one hundred ten available; 
three were dropped from the revised edition, and at least 
seven of the poems originally omitted and seven others, 
presumable written between 1924 and 1931, 'added.l 
Since Ideas 2f Order, pr~otically everything that 
Stevens has published in magazines has found its way into 
one or another of his books. Only four P.oems. among the 
great number published between Ideas .Q.! Order and Parts of 
.!. World were omitted from the latter volume: "One of Those. 
Hibiscuses of Dano zels, n "Communications of Meaning, 11 . and 
-
"Outside of Wedlock~' (originally published as I, III, and 
V of a group of E!!!!. Grotesgue ·Pieces) ;2 and nne sire.~ .. 
the Object".3 "The Sick. Man" was :Oxni·t~~~~,~~ .. ~~ Attroras .,Qt: 
1. "Ses Surface .-FJu.ll of Clouds" is the only one of this 
last group which seems to have had magazine publication 
before its inclusion in the 1931 edition of Harmonium. 
It was published in !h! ~~ Vol. LXXVII, No. 1, July1 1924, PP• 5l-54o . . 
2. Trend, Vol. I, No. 3, Mar., 1942, pp. 12-13. The 
other poems in the group had been previously published: 
"Hieroglyphics. n (I! J in Direction, Vol. I, No. 1.- Autumn, 
1934 1 P• 13; and "What They Call Red Cherry Pie" (IV) in 
Alcestis, Vol. I, No. 1, Autumn, 1934, unpaged. All these 
are satirical pieces. 
3. Accent, Vol. II, No. 4, Summer, 1942, p. 223. 
Autumn .1 A group of six poems in Wake2 and two poems in 
~ Hudson Review3 bring the record nearly up to the end 
of 1951. Most of the most recent poems are likely to 
find their way into a later volume. The t:~ GrotesQ.U§ 
Pieces," however, seem to have been forgotten, although 
110ak Leaves Are Han ds 11 in Parts Q! .! World and several 
passages in "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction" (especially 
seoti ons VIII of 11It Must Change" and II and IV of "It 
Must Give Pleasure") echo "One of Those Hibiscuses of 
Damozels" in varying degree. Most remarkable of the Jrite"; 
Grotesq,ue Pieces"' is "Outside of Wedlock," in which the 
tone is more bitter and pointed tbatl is usual. in Stevens. 
The savagery of the nplain speeoh11 is o_nly a little mdi-
fied by the rhetorical devices· that Stevens employs to 
fix and modify his perception. The pi~ce is like a poem 
by William Carlos Williams whose compassion is often his 
worst enemy, gone wrong: 
The strong music of' bard times, . 
In a wori:d forever Without a plan 
For itself as a world, 
Must be played on tte concertina. 
The poor piano forte 
Whimpers when the moon above East Hartford 
Wakes us to the emotion, grand fortissimo, 
Of. our sense of evil, 
1. Ibid., Vol. X, No. 3, Spring, 1950 1 P• 156. 
2. ~~ 9, 1950, PP• 8-10. 
3. The Hudson Review Vol. IV, No~ 1, Spring, 1951, PP• 22-2~ 
Of our sense that time has been 
Like water running in a gutter 
Through an alley to nowhere, 
Without beginning or the concept of an end. 
The old wanan that knocks at the door 
Is not our grandiose destiny. 
It is an old bitch, an ·old. drunk, 
That has been yelling in the dark • 
.. 
Sing for her the seventy-fold Amen., 
White February w.tnd., . 
Through banks and banks of voices, 
In the cathedral-shanty, 
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To the sound of the roncerti.na, 
Like the voice of all our ancestors, 
The pere Benjamin, the mere·Blandenah, 
Saying we have forgot them, they never lived.l 
2. The Plays 
There remain the early poetic play, "Three Travelers 
WatcB:n. a Sunrise," and the monolgue, "Carlos among the 
Candles." The play is the more successful as a work of 
art, although the monologue defines vdth startling clarity 
the limitations of certain aspects of Stevens' form. 
"Three Travelers Watch a Sunrise" employs all the 
devices associated with the experimental little-theater 
movement of the 'Teens: the unexpected 'JUXtaposition of 
the prosaic and ~he poetic and even the exotic (three 
Chinese who don traditional dress over their Western 
attire as they talk at night "on a hilltop in eastern 
1. Trend, Vol, I, No.3, Mar., .1942 1 P• 13. 
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Pennsylvania, n whp talk about porcelain and maxima and 
melons, and who are accompanied by two Negro servants; a 
girl who. has watched her lover commit suicide in front of 
her), the rather heavy-handed irony and symbolism. It 
may be, as William Van O-'Connor bas said, in his comment 
on the piece: "Tbe theme ••• presented thrc:u sb a central 
symbolic action is primary, the spectacle and costume 
secondary. ttl Even so, despite the wit and cogency of the 
various statements of the theme, as in the disqusi tion 
upon the "seclusion of porcelain," the skill of the 
"illustrations": 
This candle is the sun,; 
This bottle is earth: 
It is an illustration 
Used by generations of he:rmtl. ts. 
The point of difference from reality 
Is this: 
That, in tbi~ illustration, 
The earth remains of one color 
It remains red, 
It remains what it is. 
But when the sun s hi ne.s on the earth, 
In reality . 
It does not shine on a thing that remains 
What it was yesterday. 
The sun t>is es · · . 
On whatever the earth happens to be,;2 
despite these merits, the total effect is oppressively 
literary. The contrivance gets out of hand, ·and the 
elegance of the language finally displaces the theme, or 
at least robs it;of any real impact. 
1. O'Connor, 22• cit., P• 34. 
2. Poetry, Vol. VIII, No. 4, July, 1916, PP• 166-67. 
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In another way, the total effect is analogous to that 
o.f soma of the plays of Yeats, and Marianne Moore has 
suggested in an informal comment upon the latter's ~ 
Plays ~ Dancers a criticism that could be applied to 
"Carlos among the Candles" as well as "Three Travelers 
Watch a Sunrise": 
Mr. Yeats has earned a ri'ght in entertain 
himself and his elect as he pleases. But I cannot 
believe that complete withdrawal from human con-
tacts is good for his art; and not even the charac-
teristically beautiful and simple versa of "The 
Dreaml.ng of the Bones" and the fastidious post-
cript to nAt the Hawk's Well" will convince me to 
the contrary.l 
Although the plays are relatively youthful work, they are 
extraordinarily polished as well as representative of a 
permanent interest and attitude on the part of the author. 
That the effect of "Three Travelers Watch a Sunrise" 
should ultimately be literary is the more surprising, since 
-the burden of the play is to indicate that art has rrlove" 
and "wisdom" only 11Th~ough suffering and pity. I It is the 
invasion of humanity I That counts.""2 
If it be supposed that we (the three Chinese) are 
three figures 
Painted on porcelain 
As we sit hera, 
That we are painted on this very bottle, 
The hermit of the place, 
Holding this candle to us, 
Would wonder; 
But if it be supposed 
That we are painted as warriors., 
The candl a would tremble in his bands; 
1. ~ Tiger's Eye, Vol. I, No. I, Spring, 1944, p. 64. 
2. Poetry, Vol. VIII, No. 4, July, 1916, P• 168. 
Or if it be supposed, for example, 
That we are painted as three dead men, 
He could not see the steadiest light, 
For sorrowr 
It would be true 
If an emperor himself 
Held the candle. 
He wold forget the porcelain 
For the figures painted on it.l 
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The dtscovery o:f' the body of the hanged lover interrupts 
and scatters these. speculations; but one of the Chinese 
remains, at the end, to restate the idea: 
The candle of the sun 
Will shine so on 
On this hermit earth. ~Indicating ~ bottle._7 
It will shine soon 
Upon the trees, 
And find a new thing ~Indic~ting the body._7 
·Painted on this porcelain., Z Indicatine; the trees.J 
But not on tb:i. s.T.Indicatins !f!! bottle.J 
..... 
Red is not only 
The color of blood, · 
Or ~Indicating ~ bodz._] 
Of a man*s eyes, 
Or ~Pointedly.~ 
Of a girl's. 
And as the red of the sun 
Is one thing to me 
And en e tbi ng to. another, 
So it is the green of one tree ~Indicating.J 
And the green of another, 
Which without it V«>uld all be black. 
Sunrise is multiplied, 
Like the earth on which it shines, 
By the eyes that open on it, 
Even dead eyes, 
As red is multiplied by the leaves of tre~s.2 
1. Ibid., PP• 168-69. 
2. Ibid., PP• 177-78. 
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As in "Sunday Morning" and the .few other poems which 
attempt to deal with "people," as Mr. O'Connor says, 
"there are merely generally symbolic figures ••.• There are 
only ideas about people and aspects o.f people"; and he 
goes on to suggest that Stevens' single-mindedness "has 
enlarged his understanding o.f the nature of poetry and 
the implications· of its enormous role. "1 
He does not suggest, at least here, that such single-
mindedness has other implications, that. it imposes upon 
the work a dangerous lipt[tation. nThree Travelers Watoh 
a Sunrisen is important in Stevens 1 career as one o.f the 
few attempts in the total body of his wotk to deal with 
human beings as ~an beings and because, although it 
argues that fti t is the invasion / That counts, n the play 
dissolves into a discourse upon symbolic values and so 
becomes one more "illustration o.f the poetic as a sense." 
The ambition o.f "Three Travelers Watch a Sunrise" 
makes its ultimate failure the more obvious. "Carlos 
among the Candles," however, avoids this pitfall. A 
serious aesthetic joke, it confesses its limitations to 
begin with, by describing its only character as "~ 
edcentric pedan~ Q! about forty. He ~ dressed in black. 
He wears close-fitting breeches and~ close-fitting tightly-
buttoned short £2.!! ~ long tails.. .!!!..! hair .!!. rumpled. "2 
1. O'Connor, QP• ~., P• 40. 
2. Poetn, Vol. XI, No.: 3, Dec., 1917, p. 115. 
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The action consists of the lighting and extinguishing of 
twenty-four candles on two tables~ to the accompaniment 
of appropriate gestures and statements. Here the fantasy 
is an end in itself, and the preciosity of the commentary 
is mitigated by the context. The monologue that accompanies 
the progressive extinguishing of the candles will stand for 
the whole: 
What is there in the extinguishing of light? 
It is like twelve wild. birds flying in autumn •••• 
It is like an el~ven-limbed oak tree, brass-colored 
in frost. ••• Regret ••• It is like. ten green 
sparks of a rocket~ oscillating iri ·air ••• The ex-
tingui sbing of light • • • how closely regret follows 
it •••• It is like the diverging angles that follow 
nine leaves drifting in water~ and that compose 
themselves brilliantly on the polished surface •••• 
It is like eight pears in a nude tree, flaming 
in twilight ••• The extinguishing of light is like 
that. The season is sorrowful. The air is cold •••• 
It is like the six Pleiades, and the hidden one, 
that makes them seven •••• It is like the seven 
Pleiades, and t be bidden one, that makes them 
six •••• 1 · · 
The epigrams are as witty as they are precious, as inven-
tive and sharp as t hey are fantastic. They belong to the 
group that includes ttThirteen Ways of Looking at a Black-
bird" and "Like Decorations in· a Nigger Cen:e tery"; and 
although the context qualifies their flamboyant delicacy~ 
they give a very special, if not eclectic kind of pleasure. 
Again, as with "Three Travelers Watch a Sunrise, tt "Carlos 
among the Candles" is important in the history of the 
1. Ibid., PP• 121-122. 
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development of Stevens• aesthetic; but it is understandable 
that Stevens bas never reprinted them. Their virtues, even 
in 1923, would have seemed largely a distraction from the 
clearly defined form that Harmonium revealed, and which 
has offered enough possibilities for development without 
exhaustion during the more than a quarter of a century 
since the publication of that book. 
3. The Prose 
The uncolle.cted prose consists of a ome .twenty-odd 
pieces of varied significance,. that can be more or less 
classified into three separate groups: (1) Answers to 
inquiries and questiopnaires; (2) comments upon Stevens' 
own poems and poetic practices and beliefs; and (3) 
comments upon the work of other poets. The publication of 
1!:!! Necessary Angel, "essays on reality and the imagina-
tion, tt in the fall d:B 1951, gathered together the most 
important of the previously published prose, with the ex-
ception of 11 A Poet That Matters, u which bad originally 
served as a review of the Selected Poems of Marianne 
Moore.l One other important essay, "Two or Three Ideas," 
delivered as an address before .the College English Asso-
ciation in April, 1951, made its appearance too late for 
1. Life and Letters Today:, Vol. XIII, No. 2, Dec., 1935, 
PP• 61-65-;-
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inclusion in the book.l "Two or Three Ideas" adds ~.iDP,tillpter 
to ~ Necessary Angel, andl has been dealt with briefly in 
its proper oontext in this .essay •. "A Poet That Matters" 
. I 
is a companion piece to the! essay on Miss Moore included 
I 
in !h! Necessary Angel. 1 
I The answere to questijnnaires. and inquiries are of 
least consequence. It is :ilnteresting to find that Geoffrey 
! 
Grigson, the editor of ~~Verse included Stevens among 
the poets to whom he sent his questionnaire about the re-
i 
lation of poetry to politids.t the "usefulness" (whether to 
I 
. I 
the poet or to others} of ~oetry, the "impulse" (whether 
11 visual" or nverbal") and ~ts -significano~,2 expecially 
. I 
since Stevens has never fotind a wide acceptance in England.3 
The two questionnaires spoJsored by Partisan Review ·are 
more extensive and cover mJre ground; but .they are some-
what inconclusive althoughl/momentarily illuminating.4 
Of more permanent int rest, but properly useful in 
the. discussion of Stevens' theory and practice, are the 
I 
generally extremely brief ~d characteristically oblique 
I 
1. CEA Critic, Vol. XIII,~No. 7, Oct., 1951 9 Published 
as a Chap Book 11 supplement
1
1 to the magazine. 
2. New Verse, No. 11 1 Oct~, 1934, p. 15. 
- . I 
3. A reply to another Eng~ish questionnarie conducted by 
Julian Symons, editor of Twentieth Century Verse (Nos. 
12-13, Oct., 1938, p. 112)1and an enthusiastic admirer of Stevens, deals cursorily wt th the issue of "American11 
poetic traditions. i 
I 
4. Partisan Review, Vol. rr, No. 4, Summer, 1938, PP• 
39-40; Vol. XV, No. 8, Aug
1
., 1948, PP• 884-886. 
I 
I 
I 
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r.emarks he has supplied to ~ditors of anthologies, his 
publisher, and to ~ Explipator. The same may be said 
of the writings about other' poets and friends, expecially 
those pieces concerned with the work of Miss Moore 1 William 
Caxalos Williams 1 John Crowe, Ransom, and Paul Rosenfeld. 
Stevens has contxaibuted to fewexa symposia and wxaitten fewexa 
.introductions to the work of other wxaiters than many of 
his con·temporaries. Like Robexat Fxaost, he has xaernained 
somewhat aloof from such "obligations." His appaxaent aus-
terity, however, is deceptive, for like Frost, he main-
tains his interest in new poetry and new poets, although 
his diffidence about such ~attars would lead one to think 
othexawise.l That his major concern has been his own poetry 
is understandable. 
1. Foxad, ~· £!!., PP• 1 and 6. 
A.P.P.EliDlX B 
·1. The Jl?oetry of Wall_ace Stevens 
Note:· l'age references .to Stevens' val'ious volumes in the 
following· checklist are . to the original trade edi-· 
tiona pub~ished by Knopf, except-as otherwise noted 
and. in the cas~ of Harmonium' for which the current' 
· (1950) edition has been used. ~e contents of the -
· 1931 and 1947-.1950- edi tiona of Harmonium remain un-
changed; poems·inaluded solely in-the 1923. edition 
and subsequently dropped from later.editions are so 
indicated:.. -
As to the poenismar~ed ·"uncollected," _this device in-
dica tea that such piece·s have never been included in 
any of Stevens' books • On the other hand, such un-
collected poems as are readily accessible in antholo-
gies or collections. currently in print are so noted. 
It should be :po-inted out that ".original'' publica.tion 
of the unde-rgraduate verse is based -u:Pon the da tea . 
given in the "Wallace·stev:ens Number 11 of the Harvard 
Advocate, although the poems were later included in 
the Harvard-Advocate A~tholog:y:, edited by-Donald Hall 
(New York: Twayne Publlshers, Inc., 1950}; a munber 
of them were inolud,ed .in Verses from 'lhe -Harvard Ad-
vocate: 'lhird Series, 1906- (Cambridge:'lhe Harvard 
Advocate, 1906], _long out. of _print, but technically 
constituting the ·first appea~artoe _of- any work by 
Stevens .in book form._- · · 
Finally, it should be noted that this checklist is, 
insofar. as it has been possible to make it so; com-
plete as of Decemb~r, 1951~ It is quite possible 
that some of- the poems recorded: as havitig had their 
fi-rst appearance in one or another of Stevens' vol-
umes may have had-previous :publication in magazines 
or anmals. · ·. - · 
~- - -
"Academic Discourse at Havana'-' {first published as "Dis-· 
course in a Cantina at Havana, n Broom,. Voi. v, No. 
4, November, 1923,, pp. 201•203) -~ ~-Hound ~ ~' 
Vol. III; No• 1, -Fall, 1929, pp. 53-56. Ideas fl! . 
Order, pp. 34-37 • ; 
. - . -
"Add This to Rhetoric": 1b.e Southern Review, Vol. IV, No. 2, 
Autumn, 1938., p. 388. - !'arts .2f ~ World, pp~ 16-17:. 
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"Adult Epigram": ·Yale l?oetry Review, Vol.· I, No. 3, Spring, 
1946, p. 5. Transport to Summer, :p. 84. 
"Agenda": Smoke; Vol. TV, No. 3, Summer, 1935, unpaged. Un-
collected. 
"All over Minnesota" (see Frimordia) · 
" 
"All the Freludes to Felicity" (see "'lhe lUre Good of Theory") 
"Americana": ~ 9, 1950, p. 10. Uncollected. 
"The American Sublime": Alcestis, ·vol~ I, No. 3, April, 1935,. 
unpaged. Ideas of Order, p. 20. 
"Analysis of·a Theme": View, Series V; No. 3; October, 1945, 
:p. 15. Trans"Port !Q. Sunnner, pp. 79-80-
"Anatomy of Monotony": Harmonium, pp. 184-185. 
"And Daughters with Curls" (see "'lhe Comedian as the Letter C") 
"Anecdotal Revery" (see "Lettres d'!!!! Solda.t") 
"Anecdote of Canna":· The Little Review; Vol. V, No. a, Decem-
ber, 1918, p. 13. Harmonium, p. 94. . 
"Anecdote of 1Jien by the Thousand": The Little Review, ·vol. v, 
No. 2, .Tune, 1918, .p. 3. Harmonium, :p:p. aa-a9 • 
. 
"Anecdote of tlie .Jar": l'oetry: . .!, Magazine .2f Verse, Vol. XV, 
No. 1, October, 1919, p. a. Harmonium, :p. 129. 
"Anecdote of the :Prince of Pea.cocksn: Harmonium, p:p. 9a-99. 
"Angel S'ilrrounded by l?aysans" : l'oe try London, No. 17, Jan-
uary, 1950, PP. 5-6. ~ Auroras .Qf. Autumn, pp. 
192-193. 
"Anglais l[ort a Florence": Ideas of Order, pp. 42-43. . 
"Annual Gaiety": l!odern American Foe try, edited by Louis 
Untermeyer (New York: 'Harcourt, Brace and Company, . 
1930, 1936, 1942, etc.), p. 289 (1942). Uncollected. 
"Another Weeping Woman": Poetry: A Magazine .Q! Verse, ·vol~ 
XIX, No. 1, October, 1921, :p. 6.· Harmonium, p. 44. 
"Anything Is Beautiful if You Say It Is":· l'a.rtisan Review, 
Vol. IV, No. 3, February, 193a, p. 12. Parts ~ ~ 
World, pp. 41-42. 
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"'lhe Apostrophe to Vincentine": ~ Jt.!odern School, Vol. v; 
No. 12, December, 1918, pp. 353-354. Harmonium, pp. 
90-91. 
"Approaching Caro:t.ina" .. (see "~e Comedian as the Letter C") 
"Arcades of l'hi:t.ade:t.phia tlie Past": l?oetr:v:: A ![agazin~ of 
Verse, Vol. LIV, No.·4, ~uly, 1939, pp. 181-182. 
Earts ~ ~ World, pp. 80-81. 
"Architecture" (first published as "Architecture·ror 
tion of Beauty" J: · ~e Little Review, Vol. v, 
December, 1918, PP• ·10-12. Harmonium (1923), 
121•123. 
"Arrival. a.t the Waldorfn: Parts ,g:f. !! World, p. 108. 
nAs at a 'Iheatre": ~ 9, 1950, p. a. Uncolle~ted. 
the Adora-
No; a, 
PP. 
"Asides on the Oboe": Tne ·Harvard Advocate, Vol. CXXVII, No. 3, 
December, 1940, p. 4. Parts Ri ~World, pp. 125-127. 
"Attempt to Discover Life"; ·Quarterly; Review ,2! Literature, 
Vol. III, No. 2, Fall, 1946, p. 113. Transport !g 
Summer, pp. 102-103. 
"llie Auroras of Autumn"t ~·Kenyon Rev'iew, Vol. X, No. 1, 
Wint~r, 1948, pp. 1-10. ~ Auroras B! Autumn, pp. 
2-21. 
"Autumn Refrain": ~Hound ~ fuli!!, Vo:t.. ·v, No. 2, Winter, 
1932, p. 222. Ideas £! Order, p. 58 0 
"1he Bagatelles the Madrigals": l?arts of !!:_World, pp. 45-46. 
":Sallade of the Pink Parasol" (dated 111\.fay, 1900" ) ; llie Ha.r.;. 
~Advocate, Vol •. CXXVII, No. 3, December, ffio-;--"P. 7; 
'!he Harvard Advocate Anthology, edited by Donald Hall 
(New York: Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1950}, pp. 65-66. 
Uncollected. 
"Banal Sojurn": Poetry:· A l!fagazine .2!. Verse, ·vol~ XV, "No. 1, 
October, 1919, pp. 6-7. Har.mon1um, pp. 106-107. 
"Bantams in :Pine-Woods": 'Ihe ~' Vol. LXXIII, No. 1, July, 
1922, p. 89. Harmonium, p. 128. 
"~e Bed of-Old John Zeller": Accent, Vol. ·v, No. 1, Autumn, 
1.944• :p. 24. ~s:port to Summer, p. 54. 
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"nte Beggar" (see "Street Songs") 
"The Beginning": T.he Nation, Vol. J.65, No. 16, 18 October 1947, 
p. 412. ~Auroras of Autumn, pp. 36-37. 
"T.he birch trees draw up whiteness. ••" (see Primordia.) 
"T.he Bird with t'he Coppery, Keen Claws": Broom, Vol. I, No. 2, 
December, 1921, p. 173. ·Harmonium, pp. 139-140. 
"The black mother of eleven children" (see Frimordia) 
"T.he Blue Buildings in the Summer Air": ·seven, ·No. 3, \1inter, 
1938, J?. 2. Parts_~~ World, pp. 52-54. 
"The blunt ice flows doWn. •." (see Primordia.) 
"Botanist on Alp (No. 1) ": Direction, Vol·. I, ·No. 1, Autumn, 
1934, p. 12. Ideas •Qf Order, pp. 25-26. 
"Botanist on Alp (No. 2)": Ideas of Order, p. 27. 
. . 
"The Bouquet": T.he Auroras of Autumn, pp. 76-86. 
"Bouquet of Belle Sea voir;':· Fantasy, Vol. VI, No. 3, p. 3. 
Farts of ~ World, pp. 90-91. 
"Bouquet of Roses in· Sunlight": l'oetry: A ].[agazine .Q! ~rse, 
Vol. LXXI, No. 1,-ootober, 1947, p. 11. ~Auroras .Q! 
Autumn, pp. "42-43. 
"Bowl": Others, Vol. II, No. 3, :March, 1916, p. 177; The New 
l'oetry;, edited by Harriet Monr.oe and Alice Corb"'ii'""Hender ... 
son (New Yo:t-k: T.he Jl!a.cmillan Company, 1932), p. 564. 
Uno ollec ted. 
"The Brave Man": ~ Harkness Hoot, Vol. IV, No.· 2, November, 
1933, p. 25. Ideas of Order, p. 30. 
"Burghers of Petty Death":' Q.tiarterly"Review of Li tera.ture, Vol. 
III, No. 2, Fall, 1946, p. 107. Transport !2 Summer, 
p. 94. . 
"But ·the bugles, in the night" (see "P.ha.ses") 
"The Candle a Saint": Foe try: A Uagazine of Verse, Vol. LIV, 
No. 4; J"uly, 1939, pp. 179-180. :Parts .Ql ~ World, pp. 
76-77. 
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"Carlos among the Candles"' (dramatic monologue in poetic prose): 
l?oetry: A lr.tagazine of Verse, Vol. XI, No. 3, December, · 
1917, pp. 115-123. ·uncollected. 
"Celle Q,ui Fut Heaulm.iette": Focus ~' edited by B:. Raj an 
{London: Dennis Dobson, Ltd.; 1950), pp. 155-156. ~e 
Auroras .Qi Autumn, pp. 57-58• . -
"Certain F.henomena of Sound": l'oetr:v: A Magazine .Q! Verse,· 
Vol. LXI, No.·l, October, 1942, pp. 358-359. Transport 
to Summer, pp. 4-6. 
"Chaos in ]!!otion and ·Not in li!otion": Voices, ·No. "127, Autumn, 
1946, pp. 4-5. Transport -~ SUmmer~ p. 89. . 
"The child's hair is of the color of hay ••• " (see Primordia.) 
"Chocorua to Its lTeighbor": New :Poems, 1943; edited ·by Oscar 
Williams (New York: Hewell, Soskin, 1943), pp. 226-
232. Transport to Summer, pp~ ll'5-23. 
"Colloquy with a Folish Aunt": Foet~: A Magazine !2f. Verse, 
Vol. XV, No. l, Po 11. Harmon um, p. 143. 
"'lhe Comedian as the Letter C" 
I: "The Vlorld without Imagination" 
II: "Concerning the Thunderstorms of Yucatan" 
III: "Approaching Carolina" 
IV: "The Idea of a Colony" 
V: "A Nice Shady Home" 
VI: "And Daughters with Curl.s": Harmonium, pp. 48-78. 
"Comme Dieu Dispense de Graces"~ (see nLettres g'!!!!. Soldat") 
"The Common Life": :Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, Vol. LIV, No. 
4, July, 1939, pp. 177-178. PartS of ~World, pp. 72-73. 
"Conmrunications of Neanilll''; (see ~Grotesque l'ieces) 
. . 
"A Com:nletely New Set of objects": "Yale Poetr:v; Review, Vol. I, 
·No; 3, Sp:f>ing, 1946, pp. 4-5 ... Transport !2 Summer, 
:pp. 83-84. 
"Concerning the Thundersto:rnts of Yucatan" (see "The Comedian 
as the Letter C") . 
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"Connoisseur of Chaos":· Twentieth Century; Verse, Nos. 12.;.13, 
October, 1938, p. 90. Farts of a World, pp. 49-51. 
"Contrary Theses (I)i': New Poems; ru.g, edited by Oscar 
Williams (MountVernon: l'eter l'a.uperP.ress, 1942}, p. 
222. l?arts ,2! 1! World, p. 152. 
"Contrary Theses (II}": ~ l'oems, ~~ edited by Oscar 
Williams (lfount Vernon: :Peter Pauper Press, 1942), p~ 
226. Parts~ ~World, pp. 158-159. 
"Continual Converse. tion with a Silent Man": Voices, No. 127, 
Autumn, 1946, Pe 6., Transport !Q· Summer, p. 91. 
. . 
"Cortege for Rosenbloom": • ~Measure, No. 1, March, 1921, 
pp. 10-11. Harmonium, pp. 135-137. 
"The Countryman": ~~ Au:t•ora.s of Autumn, :pp. 38-39. 
"Country Words": ~ ~ ·~ T:[mes; Section 4, 19 December 
1937, ·p~ BE; foot of column 6. :Parts .Qi ~World, pp. 
33-34. 
"The c our~e of a. P.ar ti cular" : " . ~e Hudson Revi e\"0', Vol~ IV, 
No. 1, S:pr1ng, 1951, p. ··22,; Uncollected. 
"'lhe Creations of. Sound"':' Maryland 9.llarterly, No. 2, Spring, 
1944, pp. 33-34 •. TransPort to Summer, PJ?• 34 .... 35 •. 
ncredences of Summer": Transport .E. S~e::, pp. 105-112. 
"Crude Foyer": Transport !2, Summer, p. 27. 
nThe CubEin Doctor": Poetry: f:. l!agazine of Verse, Vol. XIX, No. 
1. October, 1921, pp. 5-6• Harmonium, p. 110. 
. . . 
"Cuisine :Bourgeoise": Poetry; World, Vol. x, No. 12 a.nd Vol. 
XI, NQ. 1, July; 1939, p. 5• .. Parts of § World, pp. 
84-85. . ' 
"'lhe Curtains in the House of· the Metaphysician": Foetrx: ~A · 
:M:a.ge.zine ~ Verse; Vol. XV, No. 1, October, 1919 1 P• 9. 
Harmonium, p.,. 105. . · . 
"Cy Est l?ourtra.iate, JKa.dB.lne Ste Ursu1~;, et Les Unze Mille 
Vierges": Rogue~ Vol. I, 1-To . ., 1, 15 March 1915, p. 12. 
Harmonium, pp~ 37-;38. · 
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"Dance of the :Macabre ]!ice":··~~ Republic, Vol. 83, No. 
22, 5 June 1935, P. 98. Ideas ~ Order, p. 11. 
"The Death of a Soldier" (see "Lettres .9:.'!:!!! Soldat") 
"Death' s nobility again" (see "Fhases 11 } 
"Debris of Life and ]l[ind": Briarcliff Quarterly, Vol. II; No. 
6, July,·. 1945, pp. 84-85. Transport to Summer, pp. 
66-67. . 
"Delightful Evening": Alce.stie~ Vol.· I, ·No. ·1, October, 
1934, unpaged •. Ideas gf .Qtl~, p. 61. 
"Depression before Spting": 11'£. Little Review, Vol. v, No. 2, 
June, 1918, p. 5. Harmonium, p. 108• 
"Description of a :Platonic ~erson" (see "n:te :Pure Good of 
Theory") . .. · ' 
"Description without Place n: ·· nte Sewanee Review; Vol. Lilt, 
No;. 4, Summer, 1942,. pp;-559-565.. Transport to Summer, 
pp. 68-'76. 
"Desire & the· Object": Acc~nt, Vol. II, No~ 4, Smmner, 1942, 
p. 223. Uncollected. . 
"The Desire to Make Love in a. :Fagoda 11 : ~ 9, 1950, p. s. 
Uncollected. 
"Dezembrum": l'a.rts of~ World, pp. 55-560 
"A Dish of ·l?eaches in Russia.": l?oetr:v:: -! Magazine of Verse, 
Vol •. j:,IV, "No. 4, ·July, 1939, pp. 180-181. Parte .Q! ~ 
World, pp. 78-79. · 
"Disillusionment of Ten otclock": Rogue, Vol. II, No. 2, 15 
September 1915, p. 7._ Harmonium, p. 112. 
"The Doctor of Geneva.": l?oetr:v.;: A ]l[agazine of Verse, Vol. XIX, 
No. lt October, 1921~ p. 3. Harmonium, pp. 42-43. 
"Domination of Blaokrr: Others, Vol. II, No. 3, March, 1916, 
pp. 171-1'72 •. Harmonium,. PP• 13 ... 15. 
"The Dove in the Belly'': Q;uarterly Review of Literature; Vol. 
III, No. 2, Fall, 1946, p. 110. · · TransPort to Summer, · 
pp. 98-99. 
"1he J)rmn.;.1Jiajors .in the Labor Day l?arade": Smoke; Vol. III, 
No. 4, Autumn, 1934,. unpaged •. -Uncollected. 
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"Dry :Birds Are Fluttering in Blue Leaves" (see "llie l?ure.Good 
of ~e ory11 ) ' 
"Dry Loaf": ~e Southern Review, Vol. IV, No. 2, Autumn, 1938, 
pp. 389-390. Farts of ~ World, pp. 18-19. 
"A Duck for Dinner" (see "OWl's·clover") 
"Dutch Graves in Bucks County".:, ~ Sewanee Review,. Vol. LI, 
No. 1, Winter, 1943, PP. 14-16. Transport ~ Summer, 
pp. 8-ll. 
"The Dwarf": Partisan Review, Vol. IV! No. 1, December, 1937, 
p. 12. Barts ~ ~ World, pp. 3o-36. 
"Earthy Anecdotett: The ]!odern School, Vol. v, No. 7, July, 
1918, p. 193• Harmonium, pp. 3-4. 
"The Emp~ror ·of Ice-Cream":·· The "Dial, Vol. LXXIII, cTuly, 1922, 
p. 93,. Harmonium, p. 109.-
"Esthetique du Mal": ·~Kenyon Review, Vol •. VI, No. 4, Autumn, 
1944, PP. 489-503; limited edition (Cunnnington: The cu.m-
mington Press, 1945) • .. Transport ~o Summer,. pp. 38-53. 
"Evening without Ang~ls"; Alcestis·· Vol." I, No. ·1, October, 
1934, unpaged. Ideas·.Q.t Order, pp. 28-29. 
"Exa.mina.tfon of the Hero in a.·· Time of War11 : The Ra.rvard Advo-
~' Vol. C:XXVIII.t No~ . 4, April, 1942;-pp. 3-5. ii:rls 
of ~ World, PP. 167-182. 
"Explanation": Others, ~ Antholofit of ~~·Verse, (1917), 
edited by Alfred· Kreymborg New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1917), p. 104. Harmonium, p. 123. _ 
11Exposi tion of the Contents of a Cab": :Poetry: A ·Magazine o·f 
Verse, Vol. xv,. No. 1.!. .October, 1919, p. 5. Harmonium,. 
{1923}, p_. 98; Prize Foems, 1913-1929, edited by Charles 
A. Wagner (New York: Charles Boni, 1930), pp. 58-59. 
"Extracts from Addresses to the Academy of Fine Ideas": ~ 
Poems, 1940, edited br Oscar Williams (New York: The 
Yardstick Ftess, 1941}, pp. 200-207. Farts ~~World, 
pp. 1.28-140. . 
11Extra.ordi:tJ.a.ry Ref ere noes": Quarterly Review .Q! Litera. ture, 
Vol. III; No. 2~"Fal1, 1946, :p. 112. Transport jQ ~­
px~; ~· p:p·• , lO:t~J.O ; ., 
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11Fabliau of Florida": Poetry:"!_ Magazine .Qi Verse, Vol. XV, 
Uo. 1, October, 1919, p. 1. Harmonium, p. 41·. 
"A Fading of the Sun": ~ Harkness Hoot, Vol. TV, No. 2, 
november, 1933, p. 25. Ideas of Order, p. 31. 
"Farewell to Florida": Cont~mporar;y :PoetrY: ~ Prose; 'No. 3, 
July, 1936, PP•~ 52-53. Ideas .Ql Order, pp. 3-4. 
"Final Soliloquy of the Interit>r Paramo1lr": The Hudson Revi~w, 
Vol. IV, No. 1, Spri~g, 1951, pp. 22-2~ Uncollected. 
"Fire-Monsters in the }!ilky :Srain~t :; (see "The Pure Good ot 
Theory") · . . 
. . . 
"A Fish-Scale Sunrise"; Alcestis, Vol. I, No. 1 1 . October, 
1934, unpaged. Ideas ~ Order, p. 59. 
Five Grotesque Pieces 
.. 
I. "One of Those Hibisquses of Damozels" 
. 
II. "Hieroglyphica. '! (originally published in Direction, 
Vol. I, No• l, Autumn, 1934, p. 13) 
.. .· .., 
r>· !> 
III. "Cmmnunications of Meaning" 
IV. "What They Call Red Cherry :Pie II {originally published 
in Alcestis, Vol. I, No. 1, Oct~ber, 1~43, unpaged) 
v. "OUtsid~ of Wedlock'':· Trend, V'ol. I, No. 3, March, 
1942, :pp. 12-13; "One -of Those Hibiscuses of Da.mozels" 
only, in ..American Decade, · edited b:9" · Tom ·:Boggs {Cumming-
ton: The Cummington Press, 1943), ~-:p.' Bl.. 
. . 
"Floral Decorations for Bananas":· ~ ]Ji~asure, No. 26 1 April, 
1923, p. 6 • . Harmonium, pp. 92-93. . . 
11 ihe Florist Wears Knae-Breeches": Othe:f's, Vol. II, No. 3, 
March, 1916, p. 173. Uncollected. 
"Flyer's Fall": Voices,·no.·l21, Spring, 1945, p. 29. T.ra.ns-
port !2, Summer, p. 6.5. 
"Forces, the Will & th: Weather": Parts .@! £1.:. World, PPo 86:87 • 
"Frogs Eat Butterflies. Sna.kes·Ea.t Frogs. Hogs·Eat Snakes. 
Uen Eat"Hogi3 11 : ~ ~~ Vol. LXXIII, No. 1, July, 
1922, p. 91. Harmonium, p:p. 132-133. 
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"From the Misery of Don J"oost": l?oetry: ·A l!Iagazine of Verse, - · 
Vol. XDC, No.:_ 1:, October, 1921, P• 2~ • Harmonium, p. 79. 
-"From the :Packet of Ana.oha.rs:J.sni' Q.uarterl:v: R~view .Q.t: Liter-
ature, Vol.· III, l;:'o. 2, "Fa:tl, 1946, pp. 109-110. 
Transport to smnm.er,- pp. 97.;.98. 
- i-
"Gallant Chateau": ~Westminster :Magazine; Vol. XX:III, No4 
3, Autumn, 1934, p_. 186. Ideas ~ Ord:r, p. 60. . 
"Ghosts as Cocoonsn: Ideas of Order~ :pp~_ 5·6• 
- . 
"Gigantoma.chiair: · ..American. Decade, edited· by Tom :Boggs· (cum- · 
· . · mington: The Cunnnington·Press, 1943), J;>. so. Trans-
. port !.Q. Sunnner, PP• '7-8• . · . .. . -
"Girl in a Nightgown": - Parts srL -~ World, pp. 47.o.48. 
"'lhe Glass of Vlater": · ~-Southern Review, Vol. IV, No; 2, 
-Autumn, 1938, pp. 387.;.388 •. Parts~ ~World, pp.: 14-15. 
. . 
"God Is Good. It rs·a :Beautiful }T:j.ght":- Harper's :Bazaar, 
Vol. LXIX, No. 12, December, 1942, p. 49.- Transport 
to Summer, I>. a. - -. . 
"A Gol-den-Woman in a Silver Min-or": J3otteghe Oscure, No. IV, 
· 1949, P-. 331. _· 1he Auroras of Autumn, PP•: 100•101~ 
· . "Good Man; l3ad W:oman":- l'oe:tl:f:: a·~ragazine of. Verse, Vol. XLI, 
_ No. 1; October, 1932, , p. 6 111 Uncollected., - . 
. . 
"The Goo-d ]1fan Has No_ Shape":: Quarterly Review .2! Literature, 
Vol~ III,·No.·2, Fall, 1946, p. 108~ T.ransport !Q· 
Summer, p._ 96. · · · · · · · 
"Gray Room": Others, Vol'• rv, No.. 2,December, 1917, p. 28 •. 
Uncollected. 
. . ' 
"Gray Stones_a.nd Gray·~igeons":. -~Westminster Ua.gazine, 
Vol• XXIII, No. 3, Autumn, 1934, pp. _186-187. · Ideas of 
Order, ·p. 32_.- - · 
"nte Greenest Continentn . (see "OWl's _Clover") 
"Gubbina.l": Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, Vol~ xn:; No. 1, 
October,. 1921, pp. 3-4. ·Harmonium, PP• 144. 
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"~e Hand as Being": Parts of a World, pp. 160-161. 
"Hibiscus on the Sleeping Shores": ?oetry £! Ua.gazine of Verse, 
Vol. XIX, No. 1, October, 1921, p. 9. Harmonium, :pp. 
39 .. 40. 
"Hieroglyphica." (see ~ p.rotesgue l?ieces} 
"A High-Toned Old Christian ·woma.n": .~ Dial, Vol• LXXIII, No. 
1, July, 1922, p. 91. Rar.mon1um, :pp. 100-101. 
"Holiday in Reality": ~ Chimera, Vol. II, No. 4, Summer, 1944, 
pp. 17-18. T.ransport to Summer, ~p. 35-37. 
"Homunculus et La. Belle Etoile": Poetry: A Magazine of Verse; 
Vol. XV, No. 1; October, 1919, PPo 2-3. Harmon1um, pp. 
45..;.47. 
"The horses· gnaw the bark from the trees" (see P.rimordia) 
11 The House Was Quiet and the 'World Wa.s Calm":-· Voices; No~ 127, 
Autumn, 1946, P.P. 5 .... 6. Transport .12 Summer, p. 90. 
. . 
"Row to Live. "Wha.t·to Do": Direction, ·vol; I, No., 3, April, 
1935, p. 136. Ideas of Order, p.l4. · 
"Human Art-angement": Quarterly Review of Literature, Vol. III, No. 2; Fall, 1946, pp. 107 .. 108. TransPort to Summer, 
p. 95. 
"Hymn from a Watermelon Pavilion": "Broom, Vol. II, No. 3, .Tune, 
1922, p. 185. Harmonium, pp. 151-152. 
n'l'he Idea. of a Colony" (see 11 The Comedian as the Letter C") 
11 The Idea o:f' Order at Key West11 : Alcestis, Vol. I; No. 1; 
October, 1934, unpaged. Ideas of Order~ PP. 17-19. 
"Idiom of the Hero": ~ Southern Review, Vol. IV, No •. 2, 
Autumn, 1938, P.P• 390-391. ~arts of ~ World, pp. 20-21. 
"Imago": Focus Five, edited by B. Raja.n (London: Dennis Dobson, 
Ltd., ·195'0"},"""":pp. 154-155. ~-··AU1'ora.s ..Qf:'.Autumn, PP. 
59-60. 
"In a Bad Time": ~Hudson Review, Vol. I, No. 1, Spring, 
1948, p. 29. ~Auroras of Autumn, .PPo 34-35. 
"In Battle" (see "Phases") 
"In the Carolinas" · (see P.rimordia.) 
- -~~------_-.------ -- - ----------- ----------------------- --
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"In the Clear Season of Gra.p~e": -Harmonium, :P:P. 190-191. 
·"In the Element of Antagonisms": Accent,_ Vol~- VIII, No. 1, 
Au~, 1947, P• 29• · nte Auroras .Q! Autumn, :pp. 32-33. 
"In the Northwesttt (see· Primordia). 
"In the Southu (see Primordia) . 
"Inaccessible Utopia 11 _(see. "nte llan with the :Slue Guitar") 
nindian Rive:.r" (aee l?.rimordia.) 
"The Indigo Glass in the -Grass": :Poetry: A Magazine ·of Verse, 
Vol. XV, :r:ro. 1, Octob~r; 1919, p., 7; l?rize l?oems,_l913-
1929, edited by Cha.rl.es A.,. Vlagner (New York: Charles-
J3oni, 1930), p. ·a1. Uncoll:cted. 
"Infanta Marina": . Contac-t (no Vol~- or No. ~ndicated), January, 
- 1921, unpaged. Harmonium, PP• 11-13,. 
"Inscril'tion for a lv!onum~nt":- -Ot:hers,_·vol. II, No. 3, Uarch' 
· 1916, pp. 176-1'77. Uncollected., 
"Invective against SWans"• Conte.ct (no Vol~ ·or·No. indicated), 
January, 1921, unpaged. . Harmonium, ·p. ~-
"It Must l3e Abstract" {see "Notes toward_ a. Supreme Fiction") 
"It Must Change" (see "Notes toward a. Supreme Fiction") 
"It 'Must Give :Pleasure" {see 11Notes toward a Supreme Fiction") 
. . 
"The Jack-Rabbit": Harmonium, p. sa. 
"Jasmine's J3eauti:rul- 1houghts underneath the Willow": ~­
monium, Po 134. -
"John Smith a.nd his son J"ohn Smith" (see "Let-tres .Q.'un Soldat")-
"J'ouga,": · :Briarcliff Q.uarterly, Vol~ II,- No. 6, July, 1945, 
p~ 84. Trans)?ort !2 Smmner,- pp. 65-66. · · 
. "Jumbo":·.·~ l?oems, .1942, edited by Os,car Williams (1lount 
Vernon: Peter Pauper·Press, 1942), p. 225 •. Parts !1!. 
· !! War, d, pp. 108-110-;-
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11
'lhe Lack of Repose": ·American :Prefs.ces, ·vol~ III, No. 4, 
summer, 1943, p. 225. T.ransnort !g Summer, p. 25. 
"Landscape wi t:h: :Boa t 11 : Accent, Vol. r, ·No.-1,· Autumn, 1940, 
pp. 12-13. - Parts of f! World, pp. 108-110. -
. '·• . 
1
'Large Red !Jra.n ·Rea.ding11 : Halcyon:, Vol._ I, No.-2, Spring, 
1948, p. 26. The Auroras of Autumn, pp.-28-29. _ 
"Last Looks a.t·the-Lilacs": Secession, No. 4,January; 
1923, p. 19. Harmonium, pp. 83-84. _ _ 
11La.te Hymn from the ].[yrrh.:.Mountain11 : ~Harvard~' ·No. 
5, Spring; 1946, P-. 78. Trans;port to Summer, pp. ~0-81. 
"lhe Latest Freed ll!a.n":· The Southern Review, Vol.'IV,-No. 2,· · 
Autumn, 1938, pp. 394-395• l?arts of ~World, pp. 28~30. 
"The Leader" (see 11A Thought Revolved") · 
11Lees and Less Human, 0 Savage Spirit": Accent, Vol. V, _No. 
1, Autumn, 1944, PP. 24-25_. Transport !Q Summer, p. 55. 
"Lettres ~'!!!! Soldat" 
t. 
rr. 
III. 
v. 
VI. 
v:rr. 
VIII~ 
IX. 
"The spirit wakes in the night wind -- is naked" 
"Anecdotal Revery" 
''Morale" 
' 
"Comme Dieu Dispense de Graces" 
"'lhe Surprises of-the Superhuman" 
. -
"niere is another mother whom I loven 
"Negation" 
"John Smith and his _son John Smith" 
"Life contracts and dea. th is expected'': l?oe-try: A :Mag ... 
azine of Verse, Vor. XII, No. 2, Jlay, 1918, pp. 59-65. 
No. V \"T.h~ Surprises of· the Superhuman"), ·Harmonium, 
f• 168; No. VII {"Negation"-), Harmonium, p. 167; No• JX _ "Life contracts and death is expected," under the· 
title "The Death of a. Soldier"), Harmonium, p. 166. 
Uncollected, except as noted. -
"Life contracts and death is expected" 
Soldat") 
(see "Lettres d'un =..;;..;;-----
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"Life Is 1\.l[otion": Others, J'uly, 1919, Vol. v, No. 6, p. 14. 
Harmonium, p. 141. 
"Life on a Battleship": ~- Partisan Review, Vol. VI, No. 31 Spring, 1939, pp •. 23~25 0 Parts ··of ~ Wo-rld, pp. 59-65 0 
"Like Decorations in·a Nigger Cemetery": Foetr:y:aMa.gazine 
of Verse, Vol. XLV, ::t-To,. 5; February, 1935, pp. 239-
249. Ideas .2! Order, :PPo 45-55 0 
"'Ihe lilacs wither ·in the Carolinas" (see Primordia.) 
"Lions in Swede.n": Alcestis,· Vol. I, No. 1, October, 1934, 
unpaged. Ideas of Order, p. 13. 
. - -
" 'lhe Load of sugar-Cane": l?oetrx: ·a Magazine of Verse, Vol. 
XIX, No. 1, October, 19211 Po 8:. Harmonium, p. 21. 
. . 
~••Loneliness in Jersey City":· Partisan Review,. Vol.: IV, No. 3, 
February, 1938;. p. 11. F~ts ,gf_§ World, pp. 39-40. 
"A Lot of People Bathing in a Streamn: Transport to Summer, 
pp. 103-·104. ~ 
"Lulu Gay": Contact. (no Vol. or -No. indicated}, undated 
. . (1921), P. s. UneollE?cted. · 
"Lulu Morose":- Contact (no Vol. or No. indicated), undated, 
(1921), p •. a. Uncollected. . 
"Lunar Paraphrase": Harmonium, p. 183• 
"Lytton Strachey, Also, Enters into Heaven": ~ Rockin~ 
Horse, Vol. II, No. 3, Spring, 1935, pp. 2-3. Uncol" 
lected6 . · · 
"'Madame La Fleurie 11 : Accent, Vol. XI, No. 4, Autumn, 1951, 
p. 1930 Uncollected. 
"Ifun and Bottle": _·. Hika., Vol_, VI1 J:To~ 7, May, 1940, p. 6. 
Parte of ~ World, PPo 103~104. 
"JJian Carrying ~ing": . ·Yale Poetu Review, Vol. I, lfo. 3, 
Spring, l946,~p.~ Transport to Surnmer,_PP. 81-82. 
. . 
'''l!he 'Man on the Dump": ''lhe Soutliern Review, Vol. ~rv, No~• 2, · 
- · Autumn, 1938, ·pp. 391-392. Parts ,o;£ ~ World, p:p. 22-25. 
" . . ' .. 
·"nte Man Whose PharynX Was :Bad": ~ -~ Reroblic, Vol~ 28, 
No.·2, 14 September 1921, p• 74.~ Harmonium, pp. 16~ 
165. 
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"The Man with the :Blue Guitar": (Sections II, IX, XV, XVII, 
XVIII, XXIII, XX:IV, XX:VII, XXVIII, XXIX, XXX, .XXXI, . 
JOOCII; and XXXIII), :Poetr;y;: A Ma.fazine .Qt Verse, Vol. 
L,.No. 2, May, 1937, pp. 61-69; ~Section v, published 
as "~e :Place of· l?oetry," .and Section XXVI, published 
as· "Inaccessible Utopia"), Twentieth ·Century Verse, 
No. 3, April, l937t unpaged. . ~ ~ with ~ :Blue 
Guitar, pp. 3-35. 
"llfl:andolil'l and Liqueurs": ~ Cha:obook, No. 36, April, 1923, 
P. 23. ·Uncollected. . . ·. . · - · 
. "ltra.rtia.l Cadenta."; · Compaf!.@., Vol. II, Nos• 2-3, February, 
. 1940, p. 31. Farts of ~ World, pp. 100-102. · 
"The Mechanical Optimist" . (see "A ~ought Revolved"} 
"Meditation": Others, Vol. IV, No •. 2, December, 1917, p. 27. 
Uncollected. 
"Meditation Celestial & Terrestrial": Alcestis, Vol. I, Np. 
3; April, 1935, unpaged. Ideas .Q! Order, p. 12. 
- . .. .. 
n:nren 'Made 6ut of Wo;tods": · Accent, Vol. VI, No. 3; Spring, 
1946, p. 191• T.ransnort to Summer, p. 87. · 
~- .. 
"The Men That Are Falling":· ~e Nation, Vol. 143, No. 17, 24 
October 1936, p. 479. ~ M!!!·~ ~~Guitar, 
pp. 81~82 • 
. ·n:Meta.morphosis": ~-l?oems, ~Y edited by· Oscar "Williams 
(Uount Vernon: I?eter·l'a:uper Press, 1942), p. 221. 
tarts of ~ World, pp. 150-151- . 
. - . . 
''Metaphor as Degeneration": American Letters,. Vol.· I, l'fo. · 5, 
April, 1949, p. 9. ~Auroras of· Autumn, p~. 68-69. 
"Metaphors of a 1Tagnif1oo": nte Little·Review; Vol. v, :r:ro. · 2, 
.rune, 1918; p .. 4. HariDO'iiium, pp. 33-34. 
"'!he Uinstrel" (see "Street Songs") 
''Moment of Light" (translated· from the French -of .Tean Le Roy) : 
The ltodern School, Vol.- V, No. 10, October, 1918, pp. 
289-291. Uncollected~ . 
"Le lVIonocle de Ron Onele": Others, Vol, v, No. 1, December, 
1918, :PP~ 9 ... 12. Harmonium, pp •. 22 ... 30. 
"Montrachet-le ... J'ardin": "l'a.r.tisan Review, Vol. IX, No. ·1, . 
January, 1942, pp. 34-37 •. Earts ~~World, PP. 141" 
147. 
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"Morale" (see "Lettres g':!:!!! Solda.t") 
"The 1\<Totive for :Metaphor":· ~Chimera:, Vol; I, No. 3, Winter; 
1943, :p. 42. Transport to Summer, pp. 6-7. 
"l!ountains ·covered with Ca.ts 11 : Quartt3rl:Y: Review .Q! Literature, 
Vol. III, No. · 2, ·FAll, 1946, p. 111. Transnort !g 
Summer, pp. 99~100• 
"l[ozart, 1935": Alcestis; Vol. I, No. 3, April,· 1935, unpaged. 
Ideas .Q! Order, pp. 21-22. 
''Mrs. Alfred Uruguay": ~·Harvard Advocate, Vol. CXX:VII, No. 
3, December, 1940, p. 3. Farts of ~ World, pp. 122-
124. 
''llrud IrTas ter": Ideas .Q! Order, p. 41. 
"l!ystic Garden & J,1:iddling Beast" (see "A lhought Revolved") 
"Nege.tion" (see "Lettres. £'Y.!! Soldat"} 
"Ne~ England Verses": ~ l!"'easure, No. 26, April, 1923, pp. 
3-5. Harmonium, pp. 178-182. 
"The News a.nd the Weather": · Accent, Vol. I; lifo. 4; Sunnner, 
1941, p. 229. Parts of ~World, pp. 148-149. 
- -
"A 1\fice Shady Home" (see "The Comedian as the Letter C") 
"Night Song" (dated "May, '1900"):, ~Harvard Advocate, Vol. 
CXXVII, No. 3, December, 1940, p. 6; The Harvard Ad-
vocate Anthology, edi t~d by Donald "Hall (lifew York: 
Twayne:Fublishers, Inc., 1950}, PP. 65-66. Uncol-
lected. 
"No Possum, No Sop, 'No Taters": ~ l'oems, ~' edited by· 
Oscar Williams (New York: Howell,·soskin; 1943), PP. 
236-237. Transport to S~er~ pp. 12~13. 
"Nomad Exquisite": Harmonium, p. 163. 
"Notes toward a. Supreme Fiction" 
"It l[ust Be Abstract" 
" It :Must Change " 
"It J!Iust 'Give Pleasure":· Limited ·editions (Cummington: The 
Cummington Press, 1942, 1943). Transport !g Summer, 
pp. 115-148. 
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"The Novel": ~Auroras of Autumn, pp. 94-97. 
"Nuances of a Theme by Williams": The Little RevieW', Vol. ·v, 
No. 8, December, 1918, p. 12:--~rmonium, pp. 31-32 4 
"Nudity at the Capital": Alcestis, Vol. ·r, No. 1, Octobe:t", 
1934, un:Pagedo Ideas of Order, p! 38. 
"Nudity in the Colonies": Alcestis, Vol~ I, "No. 1, October, 
1934, unpaged. . Ideas of Order, :P. 38. 
"Nuns :Painting Water-Lilies": ~ 9, 1950, :P. 9. Uncol-
lected. 
11 0 Florida, Venereal Soil": ·~ ~' Vol·. L'XXIII, 'No. 1, 
July, 1922, :PP. 92-93. Harmonium, pp._S0-83. 
II o~.k Leaves Are Rands": Parts of ! World, pp. 162-163. 
"Of Bright & Blu~ Birds & the Gala Sun": · ~ · Harvard"~- · 
~' Vol. CXXVII, No~ 3, December, 1940, p. 3. Parts 
of ~ World, pp. I2G~I21 •. 
"Of Hartford in a. PUrple Light": Foetr;y;:: ~ Magazine of Verse, 
Vol. LIV, No; 4, ~uly, 1939, pp. 182-183. Parts ~ ~ 
World, 82-83. 
"Of Heaven Consid~red as a· Tomb":· Poetry: ~Magazine '.2! 
Verse, Vol~ XIX, No. 1, October, 1921, P:P. 7-8. ~­
monium, p. 96. 
"Of Ideal Time and Choice" (see ~ee Academic Pieces} 
. 
"Of Modern Poetry": !!llm, Vol. VI; No. 7, May, 1940, p. 6. 
Parts of ~ World, pp. 105-106. 
"Of the Surfaoe of Things": Poetr:y:t ~ l[agazine .srr, Verse, Vol. 
xv, No. 1, October, 1919, pp. 8-9. Harmonium, p. 95. 
11
'lhe Old Lutheran ::B~lls at Home": Botteghe Oscure, No• rv, 
1949, p. 332 •. ~ Auroras of Autumn, pp. 102-103. 
11
'lhe Old Woman and the Statue" (see "OWl's Clover"} 
"On an Old Horn": The Nation, Vol·. 149, No. 14, 30 September 
1939, p. 350:--Parts Q! ~ World, pp. 88-89. 
"On the Adequacy of Landscape": Accent, Vol.· I, No. 1; Autumn, 
1940, pp. 13-14. Parts gl !! World, pp. 111-112. 
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"On the ]Kanner of' Addressing Clouds": ·l'oetrx: A l[agazine of' 
Verse, Vol. XIX, No. 1, October, 1921, p. 70 Harmonium, 
p. 95. 
"On the Road Home":· ~ Southern Review, Vol. IV, No. 2, Autumn, 
1938, p. 393. Parts of' ~World, pp. 26-27. 
"One of Those Hibiscuses of Da.mozels" (see Five Grotesque 
. Pieces) · . 
"An Ordinary Evening in New Haven":· (Sections I, VI, IX, XI, 
XII, XVI, XXII, :XXVIII,. :XXIX, XXX, and XXXI) I Trans-
actions of the ."Connecticut Academy of Arts and sciences, 
Vol. XXXVIII, December, 1949, pp. 162-172. ~ 
Auroras of Autumn, p:p. 110 ... 171. 
"The Ordinary Women": · ~ ~t ·Vol. LXXIII; ·:r:ro. 1, July, 
1922, pp. 89-90. Har.mon1um, pp. 18-20. 
"OUr Stars Come from Irela.ndn: ~ Auroras .Qi Autumn, pp. 88-
89. 
"OUtside of Wedlock"; ·(see Five. Grotesque l'ieces) 
"OUts ide the Hospi ta.l" (dated "W.arch, 1900") : The Harvard AS-
vocate' Vol. CXXVII, No. 3; December, 1940, p. 5; ~e 
Harvard Advocate An~ology, edited by Donald Hall 1New 
York: Twatne Fublishers, Inc., 1950), pp. 61-62. Un-
collected. 
"'lhe Owl in the·sareopbagus": . Horizon, Nos~· 93-94; Oot·ob~r, 
1947, PPo 58-62. ~ Auroras of AutUmn, pp. 44-53. 
· "OVrl's Clover" 
I. 
II. 
III.· 
" The Old Woman and the s ta.tue" ( or igina.lly :published· in · 
~·southern Review, Vol. I, No. 1, Summer, 1935,)1: pp. 
78-81. 
" 'lhe Statue at the World's End rr ( originally :published 
as ''Mr. Burnshaw and tbe Statue," The New Caravan, 
edited. by Alfred Y~eymborg, Lewis !~umfor~.; and· :Paul 
Rosenfeld f.Nevr York: Vanguard hess, 193.§1),: pp.'"'72-. 
77. 
"'lhe Greenest Continent" 
IV • "A Duck for Dinner 
v. "Sombre Figuration":· Limited edition (New York: 'lhe 
A1cestis Press, l956L~ Re.'tised version, ~ ~ ~ 
the Blue Guitar, pp. 39-72. 
--
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":Page from a Tale": ~ 6, Spring, "1948 1 pp. 72-73. The 
-Auroras gf_ Autumn, pp. 22-27. 
"Paisant Cnronicle": Voices, No. 121, Spritlg, 19451 pp. 28-29. Transport !£ summer, pp. 63-64. 
"Palace of" the Babies": :Poetr:v:: "A :Magazine of Verse, "Vol. XIX; 
No. 1, October, 19211 pp.-1-2. Harmonium, pp~ 130-131. 
"The Paltry Nude Starts on a Spring Voye.ge": Poetry: ~Magazine 
~Verse, Vol; xv,·No. 1, October, 19191 PP• 10-11. ' 
Harmonitim, PP •. 7~8. · 
"Parochial Theme": ~ Southern Review, Vol• rv; No •. 2, Autumn, 
1938, pp. 382-383. Parts ~ ~ World, pp. 3-5. 
"The l?astor Cabs.llero": Jrurioso, Vol. II, No. 2; Fall, 1946, 
p. 11~ TransPort to Summer, pp. ~13-1~4. 
"A :Pastoral Nun": Transport !! Summer, p. 113. 
"The l?edimeflt of App~a.ranae": Quarterly Review ,.2!: Literature, 
Vol. III, No.·2, Fall, 19461 p. 106. ~ansport to~­~' pp. 93-94. 
"Peter Parasol": Foe try: ~ -Ma.Szine .Qf. Verse, Vol.· XV, l~o. 1, . 
October, 19191 P• 4; Prize Poems, 1913·1929, ·edited "by 
Charles A. Wagner (fiew York: Charles :Son1 1 1930), p. · 58; ~ ~-Poe~; edited by Harrie~ Monroe a.nd Alice 
Corbin Hend~rsonNew York: The Macm1llan Compaey, 1932), 
pp. 565-566. Uncollected. 
"Peter Q,uince at. the Clavier": Others; ·vol. I, No. 2 1 August, 
1915, pp. 31-34. Harmonium, pp. 153-157. 
"l?ha.ses" 
I: "There's a little square in Paris" 
II: 11 This was the salty taste of glory" 
III: "But the bugles, in 'the night" 
TV: 11Death1 s :tlobility again": :Poetr:v: :8:, ]Jagazine .Q! Verse, 
Vol.- v, No~ 2, November, 1914; No. IV only, under the 
title, "In Battle," in~ ~ :Poetry, edited by Harriet 
'Monore and Alice Corbin Henderson (New York: The lriac-
milla.n Company, 1932), p. 560. Uncollected~ 
"lhosphor Reading by His OWn Lig'ht": ~ l?oems, ~~ edited 
by Oscar "Williams (]•tount Vernon: Peter l'auper Press, 
1942), p. 223. Farts of ~ World, Pe 153. 
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"l'ieces": ~ l?oe try. Review, Vol. I; No. 3; Spring, 1946, 
p. 4. Transport !2 Summer, pp. 82-83. 
"The :Pigeons" (see "Street Songs 11 ) . 
11 The :Place of Foe try" (see "'l!he !.fan with the Blue Guitar") 
"The l?le,ce ·of the Solitaires": Foe try: .A ![agazine of Ver§.£, 
Vol. XV, No. 1, October, 1919, pp. 9-lo. Harmonium, 
p. 102. 
"The :Pleasures o:f' Merely Circulating": Smoke, Vol. III, lro. 2, 
Spring, 1934, unpaged. Ideas gf_.Order, Po 44. 
11 The Flot against the G;ant":· Others, !Y! Antholofi ·9!. the ~ 
Verse {1917), edJ. ted by Alfred "Kreymborg, . ·evr"York: · 
,. Alfred A. Knopf, 1917), p. 107. Harmonium, pp. 9-lo. 
"l?loughin~ on sunday": Foetu: ·a Magazine of .verse, Vo~. XV, 
No. 1, October, 1919, pp. 5-6. Harmon1.um, p. 35. 
"Lee Flus Belle·s Pages": Furioso, ·vol. ·I, No. 4, Summer, 1941, 
p. 34. Parts ,g.! !! World, p~ 113. · 
"l?oem wi tl"J. Bh.Ytluils ": Furioso, Vol. I, No. 4, SUlhmer, 1941, 
pp. 34-35• Parts ·9!. ~ World, pp. 114-115. . 
"l?oem Written at Morningn: ·Parts of ~World, pp. 57-~B. 
11 'l!he l'oems of OUr Climate'"# ~ Southern Review, Vol. IV, 'No. 
2~ ·Autumn, 1938, pp. 384-385. Parts .Q:! ~World, PP. 
8 ... 9. 
"Foesie Abrutie" ·(first published as "Return"): ~ l?oems, 12!2, edited by Oscar·Wi11iams {New York: Howell, · 
Soskin, 1943), p. 237. Transport to Summer, p. 24. 
"l?oetry Ia a Destructive Force": ~ Southern Review, Vol. IV; 
No.·2, Autwmn, 1938, pp. 383-384. l?arts ~~World, pp. 
6-7. 
nl?ol.o PD:ilies Practicing": ~ Wes'bninster Uagazine, Vol. XXIII, 
No. 3, December, 1934, p. 187 •. Uncollected. 
n A Foe tcard from the ·Volcano" : Smoke, Vol. V, N 0. 2, Summer, 
1936, unpaged. Ideas ~ Order, PPo 56-57. 
"The l?rejudice a.~ainst the l?ast": ·Quarterly-Review .2! Litera-
~' Vol. III, No; 2,·Fal1j 1946, PP• 111-112. Trans-
port !£ Summer, p~. 100-101. 
4122 
"P.relude to Objects": ~Southern Review, Vol. IV, No~ 2, 
Autumn, 1938, :pp. 385-386. Parts ~ ~ World, pp. 
10-11. 
"A P.r:imi tive like an Orb": ·Limited edition (New York: n,.e · 
Gothe.m Book Mart, 1948). ~ Auroras of Autumn, pp. 
61-67. 
Frimordia 
"In the Northwest" 
1. "All over Minnesota" 
-
2. "IJ:he child's hair is of the color of hay ••• 
3 • "~e blunt ice flows down the :Mississippi 11 
. 
4. "IJ:he horses gnaw the bark from the trees 11 
. 
5. 11 nte birch trees draw up whiteness from the 
"In the South" 
6. "Unctuous furrows 11 
7. "nte lilacs wither in the Carolinas" 
8 • "~e black mother of eleven children" 
9. "~e trade-wind jingles in the rings ••• " 
It 
ground" 
"To the· Roaring Wind": ~ §.2!!., Vol. I, No. 2, J"anuary, 
1917, pp. 76-78. No.7 ("!he lilacs wither in·the 
Carolinas; " under the title "In the Carolinas") , ~­
moni'Ulil; p. 6; No. 9 ("The trade-wind jingles in the 
rings ••• , 11 under the title "Indian River"), Harmonium, 
194; "To the Roaring Wind, 11 Harmonium, p. 196. Uncol-
lected, except as noted. 
"T.he Public Square" (first published as "How the Cons table 
Carried the· :Pot across the l?ublic Square") : n,.e · 
Measure; No. 26, April, 1923, :p. 7. Ha.rmonium;-p:p. 
186-187. 
"Fuella l?arvula.": Voices, No. 136, "Winter, 1949, p. 10. ~ 
Auroras ~ Autumn, pp. 92-93. 
"!he Pure Good of IJ:heory11 
I. "All the l?reludes to Felicity" 
"The l?ure Good of Theory" {o.ont'd) 
II. "Description of a l?latonic l?erson" 
III. "Fire-1vfons tere in the ].l[ilky Brain" 
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IV. · "Dry Birds Are Flutteriilg in :Slue Leaves" i Voices·,· 
No; 121, Spring, 1945, pp. 25-2'7. Trans-oort to summer, 
PP. 5'7-619 
"Q,uatra.in" ("Go not, young· cloud, too boldly through .·the skY")~ 
(dated "November, 1899''): ~ Harvard Advocate, Vol. 
CXX:VII, No. 3, · Decemb·e:r, 1940, p. 5; The ·Harvard Advo-
cate AntholoftY:, ·edited by· Donald Hall \New York: Twayne 
Publishers, Inc., 1950}, Po· ~1. Uncollected •. 
uq,uatrain" ("He sought the music of ·the· distant spheres") 
(dated ".Tune, 1900 11 ): ·~Harvard Advocate·, Vol. · 
CXX:VII, No. 3, ·December, 1940, p. '7; The Hartard ~· 
ca te Anthology, ·edited by Donald Hall-riew York: Twayne 
:Publishers, Inc., 1950), P;• 66. _ Uncol;ected. . . 
"Q,uestions Are ·Remarks": · Botteghe Oscure, ~No. IV; 1949, pp. 
332-333. The Auroras ~ Autumn, pp. 104-105. 
"A Rabbit as King of the Ghosts": l?oetrz: A JJ!a.p:a.zine ,2!: Verse, 
Vol. LI, No. 1, October, 1937, pp. 1=2.~arts ~ ~ 
World, pp. 3'7 ... 38. 
"The Reader": ·~ ~ Rewblic, Voli, 81, No. 4, 30 .Ta.nuary 
1935, p. 332. Ideas ~ order, p. 40. 
. . . 
"The Red Fern": Q.ua.rterl;y; R~view 51! Li tera.ture,· Vol·.· III; No. 
2, Fall, 1946, p. 109. Tr~ns;port !.g Summer, Po 9'7. 
"Red Loves Kit": ~ Measure, lifo,. 42, August, 1924, pp. 8-9. 
Unc ollec ted• 
"Repetitions of a Young"Captain": ·g,ua.rterly"Review of Litera-
ture, Vol. I, No. 3, Spriftg, 1944, pp. 155-158; Trans ... 
port !2 Summer, pp. 28-33• · 
"Reply to :Papini": ~ Auroras· .fJ.i Autumn, pp. '72-'75• 
"Re•statement of' RomanOe": · -~~Republic, Vol. e2, No. 3, 
6 ]l[arch 1935, P• _100_. Ideas of order, p. 39. 
"'lhe Revo1utioniste Stop :for Orangeade": Harmonium, pp. 1'76-17'7. 
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'·'"llie Role of the"Idea in :Poetry": Wake 9, 1950, p. 9. Un-
collected. 
"Romanesque Affabulation" . (see · 11A "lliought Revolved"). 
"Sad Strains of a Gay Waltz": 
2, 22 lmy 1935, p. 45. 
~ ~ RepUblic, Vol. 85, No. 
Ideas ?f Orde~, pp. 9-10. 
"Sailing after "Lunch": Alcestis, Vol. I; lfo. 3, April, 1935, 
unpaged. Ideas ~ Order, pp. 7-8. 
"Saint .Tohn and· the J3ac:Iv..Ache": Focus Five, edited by :s. . · · 
Rajan (London: Dennie Dobson; ·Lt~., 1950), pp. 156-257. 
"llie Auroras .Q.t Autumn, pp. 54-56• 
11Sea Surface Full of Cl·ouds": 
_ .Tuly, 1924, pp. 51-54. 
"n,.e Search for Sound Free from Motion": New l?oems, 1942,· 
edited by Oecar·Willi~s (Mount Vernon: Peter ~auper· 
Press, 1942), P. 224. Parte ,2! ,a World, pp. 154-155. 
"Secret Man": lliodern Things, edited by l?arker Tyler· (New York: 
The Galleon :Press, 1934), p. 37. Uncollected. . . _ 
"~e Sense of the· Sleight-of-Hand "Man": l'oetr:y;: A lragazine of 
Verse, Vol. LIV, No. 4, pp. 178•179. l?arts ~,a World, 
PP. 74-75• 
11 The Shape of the Coroner"! ~ Measure, No. 27, liay, 1923, 
Pe 10. Uncollected• 
11 The Sick"JJKan": Accent, Vol. x, No. 3, Spring, 1950, p. 156. 
Uncollected. 
"The Sil"O"er l'loug'PJJ-:Boy": Others, Vol.·I, No.2, August, 1915, 
p. 349 Harmonium (1923), p. 78. _ . 
"Six Significant Landscapes": Others, Vol. II, No. 3, March, 
1916, pp. 174-176. Har.monium, PP• 124~127. 
"Sketch of the Ultimate Foli tic ian": Transport .i2, Summer, pp. 
64-65. 
"Snow· and Stars": ~ ~- :8£!, No. 2, J"une, 1933, p. 76. 
Ideas of Order, p. 23. 
"~e Snow lfan": :Poetry: ·a ]f.agazine of Verse, ·vol. XIX, No. 1, 
October, 1921, pp. 4-5. Har.monium, pp. 16-17. 
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"So-And-So Reclining. on Her Couch": ~-Poems, .J:ill, edited 
by·oscar Will1~s (New York: Howell, Soskin,-1943), 
pp. 232-233. Transport to Summer, pp. 14-15. 
"Sombre Figuration" (see "Owl's Clover") 
"Some Friends from J?ascagoul.a": Ideas of Order, p. 15. 
"Someone 11lts a. Pineapple Together 11 (see ~ee Academic 
Pieces) 
"Somnambulisma": ~ ~ Renublic, Vol-. 109; No; 9, 28 August 
1943, P• 251. T.ransEort to Summer, p. 26. 
"Sonatina to Hans Christian": Harmonium, pp. 188"'189. 
"Song" ( "Ah yes! beyond. these barren walls") (dated 'IJ!a.rch, 
1900" J: ~ Harvard Advocate, Vol. C.XXVII, No. 3, 
December, 1940, p. 5; The Harvard Advocate Antholo~, 
edited by Donald Hall (Uew York,"Twayne :Publishers, 
Inc., 1950), p. 61. Uncollected. 
"Song" ("She loves or lov~s me not") (dated "190-l"): The Har-
~ Advocate, Vol. C.XXVII, No. 3, December, 1940, p:-
7; The Harvard Advocate Anthology; edited by Donald · 
Re.li-rNew York: Twa.yne l?ublishers, Inc •. , 1950), p. 67. 
Uncollected. 
"Song" ("There are great"things doing"): Others, Vol. II, No. 
3, March, 1916, p. 173. Uncollected. 
"Sonnet" ( "Lo, even as I passed beside the booth") (da.ted ''May, 
1900 11 ): ~ Harvard Advocate, Vol. C:XXVII, No. 3, · 
December, 1940, p. 6; The Harvard Advocate Anthology;, · · · 
edited by Donald Hall (New·York: Twayne Publishers, Inc., 
1950), p. 65. Uncollected~ 
"Sonnet" ("There shines the morning star! ~ough the forlorn") 
(dated "April, 1899"): ~Harvard Advocate, Vol. 
CJOCV'II, No. 3, ,December, 1940, p. 5; The Harvard ~­
cate Anthology,·edited by Donald Hall-rNew York:"TWayne 
Ptiblishers, Inc., 1950), pp. 60-61. Uncolle~ted. 
"The Souls of"Yfomen at }Tight": ~ 9, 1950, p. 10. Unco1-
lected. 
"The spirit wakes in. the night wind-... -is naked" (see "Lettres 
d'un Soldat") 
.,_ - . . . 
"Stars a.t Tallapoosa": :Broom, Vol.· II, No. 3, June, 1922, p. 
236.· Harmonium, pp. 121 ... 122. 
"Statuary" (see "Street Songs") 
"The Statue at the World's End" (see "OWl's Clover") 
"Street Songs" (dated "April, 1900") 
I. "The :Pigeons 
II. "The Beggar" 
III• "Sta. tuary" 
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IV11 "1he llinstrel"s ;: ~Harvard Advocate, Vol. "CXXVII, No,. 3, 
December, 1940, PP. 5-6; ~ Harvard Advocate Anth~ogy, 
edited by·Donald·Hall (New York: TWayne PubliShers, Inc., 
1950), pp. 62-64. Uncollected. 
"Study of Images": Botteghe Oscure, ·No 41 TV, 1949, pp. 333-334 0 
~ Auroras srf. Autumn, :pp. 106-1090 
"Study o:f Two Pears": . ~ Southern Review, Vol. IV,· No.· 2, 
Autumn, 1938, pp. 386 ... 387. Parts .Q! §: World, :pp. 12-13. 
"The Sun 2h~s Ma.rch11 : ~"New Re:public, Vol. 62, ·No. 16, 16 
Aprl1 1930, p. 242. Ideas o:f Order, p. 24. 
"Sunday Morning" ·(stanzas I, VIII, IV, V, and VII, as Stanzas 
I;.v): Foe try:· A l~agazine · SJ.i Verse, Vol. VII, No.· 2, 
November, 1915, PP. 81-83• Harmonium, pp. 113-119 • 
• 
11 The Surprises of the Superhuman" (see "Lettres .9:'!!!! Soldat") 
"'IB.ttoo": Others, Vol. II, No. 3, "March, 1916, p. 172. 
Harmonium, p. l38o 
"Tea.": Rogue·, ~Vol. I, No. 1, 15 March 1915, p. 12. Harmonium, 
Po. 195. 
"Tea at the l'alaz of Hoon": l?oet:ey:: ·A Magazine .Q! Verse, Vol. 
XIX, No. 1, October, 1921, p. 5. Harmonium, p. 111. 
"IJlleory": Others: an Anthology of~~ Vers~ (1917), edited 
by Al:fred Kr.eymborg (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1917), 
p. 104. Harmonium, p. 14~. 
"There is another mother whom I love" (see "Lettres §:'un Soldat") 
11 1Jllere' s a little square in Faris" (see '~Phases") 
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"Things of August":· l?oetry:·A ¥.51gazine .Qf Verse, Vol. LXXV, 
No. 3, Dec~mber, 1949, pp. 125-134. ~ Auroras S!f. 
Autumn, .pp. 172-191. 
"Thinking of a Relation between the Images of Metaphors": 
Voices; Uo; 127, Autumn, 1946, p. 4. Transport to .§!!!!!-
mtt• p. as. 
"'Ihirteen Ways of Looking at·" a Blacltbird": Others, ·vol. IV, 'No. 
2, December, 1917, :PP·· 25-27. Harmonium, pp. 158 ... 162. 
. . 
11 This Soli tude of Cataracts": Halcyon, Vol. I, No~ 2; Spring, 
1948, pp. 26-27. ~ Auroras of Autumn, pp. 30-31. 
"This was the salty taste of glory" (see "l?hases 11 ) 
11 A Thought Revolved" • · 
I. "'Ihe J.Jiecha.nica.l Optimist" 
II. "Mystic Garden & Middling Beast" 
III. "Romanesque Aff'abulation" 
. IV. "~e Leader": ~Directions.!!! Prose ~.:Poe~ (I), 
edited by James Laughlin IV, (Norfolk:_ New DJ.rec Tons, 
1935), unpaged. ~ ~· ·~ ~ ~ Guitar, :pp~ 75-780 
1hree. Academic Pi.eces 
(I. 
II0 
III. 
"The Realm of Resemblance" 
--
prose) 
"Someone PUts a. l?ineapple Together" 
"Of Ideal Time and Choice": Partisan Review, Vol. XIV, 
No .. 3, ]!fay,. 2947, pp. 243-253; limited edition (Cumming-
ton: The Cummington l?ress, 1947). ~ Necessaty Angel, 
pp. 69-90. 
"'lhree Travelers Watch a Sunrise" (play· in one act): l?oetr:v: f::. 
Magazine of Verse, Vol. VIII, No. 4, July, 1916, PPo 
163-179. Uncollected. 
•. 
"Thunder by the Husician": ·seven,·No. 5, Summer, 1939, PPo 7-B. 
Parts .Qi: .!a World, :PP• 70-71~ 
"To the One of Fictive l:iusic": · The·~ Republic, Vol. 32,- No. 
19, 15 November~l922, p. ~os. Har.monium, pp. 148-150. 
11 To the Roaring Wind" (see Primordia.) 
"The trade-wind jingles the. rings ••• " (see Primordia.) 
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''Two at Norfolk": Harmonium, pp. 192-193• 
"~o Figures in Dense Violet Night": Harmonium, PP• 145-146. 
"Two Tales o:f Li~doff": · :Pacific, Vol. I; lTo. · 1, November, 
1945, pp. 20-21. Transport ~ Summer, pp. 77-78. 
"Two Versions of the Same :Poem": Trans;port to Summer, pp,. 85-87 • 
"The Ultimate :Poem Is ·Abe trao t": l?oe try: A Magazine ,2! Verse, 
Vol. LXXI, No; 1, October, 1947, p. 10. T.he Auroras 
of Autumn, pp., 40-41. - · 
"Uno tuous furrows" (see Primordia) 
"United J)ames ·of Am~rice.": ~ ~ York Times, Section 4, 7 Novem-
bef"~-193'7; ;:p.(jBE, foot of oolimm 7. l?arts ..Qi .s1: World, 
pp. 31-32. 
"Valley Candle": Otliers;. Vol. IV, No. 2, December, 1917, Po 25. 
Harmonium, p. 87. 
"Varia tiona on a Summer Day": ~,Kenyon Review, Vol. II; No. · 
1, Winter, 1940, PP• 72-75. l?arts of ~ Wor;d, pp. 92-97. 
"The Virgin Carrying a Lantern": Harmonium, P• 120. 
"Waving Adieu, Adieu, ·Adieu": Alcestis, Vol. "I, No. 3, April, 
1935, unpaged. Ideas ~ Order, p. 16. 
"A Weak Mind in the l'Kounta.ins" .(first :published as "Force of 
Illusiotls"): ~ ~ ~ Times, Section. 4, 10 July 
l938,·p. BE, foot of column 7, :Parts of~ World, pp. 
43-44. 
"The Weeping Burgher": Poetry: A l.ragazine of Verse, Vol. XV, · 
No~ 1, October, .1919, pp. 3-4. Harmonium, pp. 103-104. 
11 The Well Dressed ][an with a Beard": Furioso, Vol; I, No. 4, 
Summer, 1941, p. 36. Farts of l! World, pp. 118-119. 
"The Westwardness of Everything": ~Auroras of Autumn, pp. 
90-91. 
"What They Call Red Cherry l'ie" (see E.m Grotesque l?ieoes) 
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"What We;;Se' Is""WM.t .We ·~~nk.'•~: ~<Bptt£.f.Z.he_e:(;)acur~;~.t~~~~J:v, 0l~49., 
· :P:P• 3~0-:351:...·. ·~~.:Auroras~ of·. :Autu:mJt~2:PJ1~_ .9~~~.:1! 9 ~ ·... ·• -~-., 
trWi1d Ducks, :People and Distances": Arizona. Q.uarterlt, Vol. I, 
No. 1,. Spring, 1945• :p. 3. Transnort !Q SUllll!ler, p. 56. 
.. . 
"The \Vind"Shifts": Others, Vol. IV, No~ 2, December, 1917; :p. 
27. Harmonium, p. 142 0 
"Winter Bells": Ideas .2.f Order, p. 33• 
11 T.he Woman in Su.nshine": ~Auroras of Autumn, pp. 70-71. 
''Woman Looking at a. .vase of Flowers": · Furioso, Vol. I, No; 4, 
SU:mmer, 1941, p. 35. l?a.rts of!!: World, :p:p. 116-117. 
"A Woman Sings a Song for a Soldier Come Home": ·. Q.uarterl;y;·~­
view o:f'"Li terature, V:ol. III, ·po. ·2f Fall, 1946, pp. 
105-106. TransPort !g Summer, pp. 92-93. 
"'!he Woman·Tha.t Had. ][ore :Babies 'lllan That"·:· Partisan Review, 
Vol. IV, No. 3, Spring, 1939, pp. 21-22. Parts .2f ~ 
World, PPo 66•690 
"The Woma.tl Who Blamed Life on a spaniard": CpntemPo, Vol. III, 
No. 2, 15 December 1932, p. 1• UncolJ.<:cted. .. 
"A Word with J"ose Rodriguez-Feo": Vofces,· No. 121, ·spring, 
1945, p. 28.., Transport to Summer, PP. 62-63. 
"The Worl.d without Imagination" (see 11 The Comedian as the 
Letter C") · · 
"Worl.d wi t'hout l?eculie.ri ty": ~ Auroras C?f Autumn~ pp. 86-87. 
"The V: orms at Rea:ven' s Gate": . ·others, Vol. III, No. 1, July, 
1916, p. 6. Harmonium, p •. 85. 
"YelJ.ow Afternoon": Seven; No. B, Spring, 1940, Pe 12. l?arts 
of ~ World, pp. 98-99 0 
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2. Prose Contributions to :Books and Periodicals 
. -(Answer to· am Enquiry) • 
:P. 15. 
~Verse,_ No. 11, Oct~, 1934, 
(Answer to- an :m:nqtliry) ~ · Twentieth Cenmry Ver-se, Nos. 
12-131 Oct.,. 1938, Pe 112 4 
:Benet,. Wi1lia.in Roefe, ea., Jif'ty Poe ta (1-'fei( _yQ"rlf; Dtif' .... 
field and_~ Green, 1933 • On u nte Jl!iin.:peror of Ice-
Cream; 11 :P. 4l5_. 
:Benet, William R"'oae,: and ·Pearaem, :N'Qi'm.an·lfol.m.es,. edd·,t, 
Ox:f'ord Anthology of_American Li teratttre (New York: 
OXford University Press, 1.936).. Statement, 
p. 1:325. 
:Burnet_t, Whit.· ed;, nais !!! xy;·:aes t {New. Yet-kt ~ :Oia'l -~­
Press, 1942) • Om "Domination of' Black;« P. o52~ 
~ . . ~ -
"lromage to T~ s. Eliot" (statement) • ·B:a.rvard Advocate, 
Vol. OXXV, No~ 3, Dec., 1938, :p. 41. ' 
. . ~ . .. . 
"In MemorY- of Ra.rriet· Moi:rr<Ge" (statement·)~ l?oe.tri; 
Vol. niX, Jro. 3, Dec .• , 1.~36, :P:P• _1:54.-._!5~,• 
"John CrCi1We Ransom.: Tennessean."· Sewanee Review, Vol.. 
LVI, No. 3, J"uly, lf148, :p:p. 36'7-:369~ 
- - ~ . ' 
''Ma.teria·:Poetie4u (I)~ ~~ Vol. I, No. l, Sept., 
1940, p. 3. 
"Materia Poetics." (II)~ vfew, Vol• II, !toe :3, Fail., 
1942, J?. 28. 
Mellquist, J"erome, and Wiese, Luc·ie, E:}_dd~, :Paul Rosen-
f'eldt ·voyager .!!! .the Arts_ (New ·York: Creative Age, 
1948)• nnte Shaper, 11 :PJ?. 98-99• 
. - . .. -
Morae, Samuel .Jrreml:t, ·Time of Year (Cummington:. C~--* 
mington 1Tess, l9i!J: Introduction, pp. vi-viii. 
. . 
(On '1'lhe E':m:p~ro~ of __ I~e-dr~a.n,t"); TE!.e J.riPiica.tor, Vol~ 
VII, No. 11, Jrov., 1948, .P. 18•_ . __ - __ . __ 
"A Poet ~IJ:ui't Ma:tte·rs" (review of 'Selected -Poems by· 
Ma.rianne_}KooreJ~ ·~ Life· ~- I.tetters ~ TQday, Vol. 
XIII, No. 2, Dec., 1935, :p:p. 61.-65. 
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nRubbinga of Reality" -con· William Carlo$ Williams). 
Briarcliff iuarterly, Vol. !II, No. 111 Oct.t 1936, 
~p. 201-202. . 
"~e Si tua. tlon in American Wr.i tirig: ·Seven "Q,uea-tiona-. 11 
Partisan Review, Vol~ VI, .. No·.· 4, ·sUJilti.l.er, 1939. 
Answer to a questionnaire. P:P, 39-40. 
. --
"~e State of .Ame:t:>i6an Writing", n - Partisan· Review,. VoJ.. 
x:rr; No~- 8,· Aug., 1948. Answer to a questicnnaire, 
:Pl>· 884-886 •. 
Stevena, Wallao~t·rdeas of order (New York:-Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1936}• Statement on dust _jacket. _ . 
Stevena, Wallace, ~e ~ wi tb. ~ ~ Guitar (New York: 
· A1fred A. Knopf, 1937~Statemen't on dust jaoket. 
. . . . - .. - - . . 
Stevens, ·_wal:(.s.aet ~l?arts gg· !!:·world (N~w York: .Alfred A~· 
Knopf', 1942). Statement, p. 183• 
.. . . . ~ 
11 'l'wo or Three Ideas. tt ~ Critic, Vol. xm,· Na. 7, oot., 
1951. Published as a· chap book "supplement" to 
the ~ Critic. 8 l>:P•• 
Williams, Will.ia.m carlos, collected :P'oeins, 192i-190'4: 
(New Yei'If:. Ob'jectivist Press, 1934). "Williams, 11 
))l>. 1-4. 
Williams, William carlos; :Kora. ·in Reii (Bof:{ten:· Four 
Seas Company~· .1920) 4 ~_Letter to Williams in 
liPrologU.e-, n. p:p. 17-J.s. -. -.... 
Winslow, Attn, ed., Trial J3alanoe·s (New York: Ma.cinillan, 
1935). ·on the poetry of' ]l[a.rtha. Cha.mpioll, :P:P. 
155-157. 
:BIBLIOGRAll?RY 
This b;bliography is arranged in ~ree sections~ 
I. :Books and ~amPhlets by W~llao~ S~e~en~, 
I:i~ Articles. _and .. essays on. ~a.lla.oe Stevens. 
III. General reference works. 
Nete: References not ~ooa.ted· herein· :may be found :bi 
Appendix E.o~ :which. contains a check list of al.l S'tevens 
material ~t remains uncollected in his books, both 
prose and poetr.y. 
I. Books and ~amphlets by Wallace Stevens 
Harmonium (New York:. Alfred A. Knopf, 1923) 
140 plus iv :pp •• 
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Note: nte first edition of Harmonium contains '74 poems. 
Of these, "The Silver l'lough ... Boy;" "Exposition of the 
Contents of a Cab" and "Architecture" were omitted in 
subsequent editions. 
Harmonium (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1931) 
151 plus xiii PP. 
Note:· The revised edition of Harmonium contains 85 
poems. Of these, "'lhe Man Whose lharynx Was Bad," 
"The Death of a Soldier," "Negation," "The Surprises 
of the Superhuman," "Sea Surface Full of Clouds," "The 
Revolutionists Stop for Orangeade," "New England 
Verses," "Lunar l'a.raphrase,"· "Anatomy of Monotony," 
"The l?ublic Square," "Sonatina. to Hans Christian, 11 "In 
the Clear Season of Grapes," 11 Two at Norfolk" and 
"Indian Rivertt appear ei tb.er for tb.~ first time in book 
for.m or for the first time amyw.here. 
Harmonium (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 194'7, 1950) 
196 plus xvi PP •• 
Note: The third and fourth edi tiona of Harmonium con-
tain no new poems but are resettings of the revised 
edition of 19314t 
Ideas of Order (N:~ York: The Alcestis ~ess, 1935) 
65 plus v pp •• 
Note:· The first edition of Ideas of Order contains 33 
poems • The colophon s ta tea : " This first edition of 
Ideas of Order is strictly limited to 165 copies, signed 
by theauthort. Twenty copies, numbered I-XX are printed 
on Duca di Modena paper, for- presentation purposes; 135 
copies, numbered 1-135 on Strathmore Fermanent all-rag 
paper, are for·sale, and 10 copies marked Out of Series, 
are for r~view. Published by .J. Ronald Lane Latimer & 
Charles E., Hudeburg at their Alcestis Freas .in July, 
1935. This copy is number -• £signatureJ Designed 
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Ideas of Order (New York: The Alcestis Fress, 1935) (cont'd) 
and printed by Lew Ney with Inkunabula·t.ype set by 
hand and the type-·ha.s been distributed." 
Ideas ~ Order (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1936) 
61 plus xi pp •• 
Note: The first trade edition of Ideas of Order contains 
36 poems. Of these, "Farewell to Florida," "Ghosts as 
Cocoons" and "A l'ostcard from the Volcano 11 appear either 
for the first time anywhere or for the first time in book 
form. Subsequent editions contain no further alteration 
of contents. 
1he dust ... jacket contains the following statement by Ste-
vens,.unavailable elsewhere: 
"We think ·of.changes occurring today as 
economic changes, involving political and so-
cial changes. Such changes raise questions of 
political and social order. 
"While it is inevitable tha. t a poet should 
be concerned with such questions, this book al-
though it reflects them, is primarily concerned 
with ideas of order of a different nature·, as, 
for example, the-dependence of the individual, 
confronting the elimination of established 
ideas, on the general sense of order; the idea 
of order created by individual concepts, as of 
the poet, in 'The Idea of Order at Key West'; 
the idea of order arsing from the practice of 
any art, as of poetry in 'Sailing after Lunch.' 
"~e book is essentially a book of pure 
poetry. I believe tha.t, in arry _society, the . 
poet should be the exponent of the imagination 
of that society. Ideas of Order- attempts to 
illustrate the role of the imagination in life, 
and particularly in life at present. The more 
realistic life may be, the more it nee.ds the 
stimulus of the ima.gina tion." 
OWl's Clover (New York: T.he Alcestis Frees, 1936) 
70 plus iv P:P •• 
Note: The first edition of OWl's Clover varies consider~ 
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ably in length and detail from ·the· later version 
that appears in The Man with the Blue Guitar. The 
colo~hon states:~is first edil!On of Wallace 
Stevens' OWl'a·Clover is strictly limited to 105 
copies s"igned by the author·. Twenty copies, num• 
bered i-xx have been printed on Didot hand-made 
pa~er for presentation purposes and 85 copies, 
numbered. l-85 have·been·printed ·on Strathmore 
:Permanent all ragpa:per. Designed by Vrest Orton 
to be published by J. ·Rona1d Lane Latimer at the · 
Alcestis Pres~ •. Tsig~tur.eJ. ~i_s is_ number-·" 
In order of publication, ·th'e fir·st editlon ·o:r OWl's 
Clover seems to· have preceded the appearance of tile 
trade edition·or Ideas of Order (october, 1936) 
by two months. · -
~Man~~- ~~ue Guitar (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1937) 
S2 plus x :pp •• 
Not·e: · 'lie Man with the :Biue· Guitar ·o·onta1ns. four 
poems, including a revisecra:nd·sJiorter· version of 
OWJ. t s Clover ( er6?J,. as ·opposed to . t:he 861 lines of. 
the original) •.. Subsequ~n~ ._edi tiona are unc!l~_nged. 
The dust-jacket c·onta:inl:3 the· ·following statement by 
stevens, una.vailable elsewhere: 
. . . . . 
"In one gro:np, Owl's. Clover,. ~i;e. the_ 
poems· reflec-t what was then going on 1n the 
worJ.d, that· reflection is merely f"o1•. the pur ... 
pose of seizing and ·a ta.ting what mal;es life 
intelligible ad det:iirable in the ·mids·t ·or ··· · 
great· change a.nd great con:fusi·on~ . W.e effect 
of OWl's Clover is to emphasize the opposition· 
between things as they are and things imaginedJ 
in short, to isolate poetr.y. 
"Since this is of significance,· if we are 
entering a. period in which ~oetry ma.y be of 
first importance to the- spirit, . r have been . 
:making notes on tb:e· subjec·t- in the 'form. of Short· 
poems during the ·past winter. 'lhese -short poems. 
some tJ:;irty of them, form the- other group, !lhe 
M!m with. the·~ Guitar, f'i"om which the· book 
ta.keSTts title. · · T.h.is group deals with the · 
incessant conjunctions between ~ings as they 
are and things ima.gined; AI theugh the blue 
guitar is a. symbol of the imagination, it is 
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The J.\/fa.n with the :Slue Guitar (New York: Ai':f'red A.Kriopf, 1937) (cont'd)---
used most often s:tinply as a reference to the 
individuality of the·poet, meaning by the poet 
any :man of ima.gina. tion." 
l'arts of a World (New York: Al:f'r~d..A~ Knopf, 1942) 
---... . - .. "' 
183 plus xi :PP. • 
Note: Parts o:f a World oonta.·ins 65 poems ·and a oon.. 
eluding :prose statement· on poetry and war. Subsequent 
editions remain unchanged. 
liotes toward ~-Supreme Fiction (Uum:mington: The Cummington 
Press, 1942-1943) · 
44 unnumbered pp •• 
Note: ~e col0phorl-o'f the fijst edition {1942) states: 
"Notes toward a Su:pr·eme· Fieti'on· has· bee·n. hand;..se·t in 
Centaur type &· printed for· the first tme· by hand on· 
da.m:Pened a.ll;..:ra.g papers:· 1."90 copies numbered 1 to ·190· 
on Dutch Cha.rcea.l, 80 copie·e numbered.· I to LXXX signed 
by the author on Wortb.y B'ana.· & Arrowsl · & 3 cop'ieii 
J.ett·ered A to c ·on· Ri'gb.c:tere,· an English hand-made 
paper. ·The titl.e-pa.ges are from designs by Ale·esa.hdro 
Giamp·ietro. ·.completed at Cilim:nington·, Massachusetts,.· J 
September, 1942. This is copy number -• f: signature 
. . . . . ~ . . . ... ' . - ' . . . . . 
~e colophon ·of the second· edition states: ·"~is·· 
second edition of Note·s· toward a· Supreme· Fiction is 
limited to three-hundred-thirtY' co:pfes· set u:P by hand· 
and :printed a. t Cummington, J.\/fa.ssa.chusetts during August 
and. Se:ptember, 1943." 
Esthetigue 4'B. Mal (C~ington: ~e Cummington hess, 1945) 
22 unnumbered pp •• 
Nete: The oolo:Phori states: · "Of thfs book tll.ree 
. hundred forty copies ha.ve ·been printed h'onf Centaur 
ty:pes, those numbered l to 560 on Pace pa.per·.from 
:Italy & the o_ th. ers~ · i to Xl.; signed cy author· & 
artist £Wightman Williams_! with 'the .drawings · 
colored·by hand, on Van Gelder wove :Paper from the Neth-
erlands. This is number -~ t. signature (s)J" 
Trans :port to Summe':. (New York; Alfred A. Knopf, 1947) 
148 plus x pp~; 
43'7 
Note: Tra.nspor! !!?. summer contains 5'7 poems, includ .. 
ing Notes toward ~ Supreme Fiction and E~thetigue SB ~. 
~ree Academic Pieces (Cummington: ~e Cummington-~ess, 1947} 
39 p~us iii w ••. 
. . 
Note: Three Ac·ademio ·Pieces· oontafns an es·say, "nz.e 
Realm of Resembla.nce,n and two poems, "Someone· Puts a 
Pineapple Together" and "Of Ideal Time ana·· Choice. n 
~e ccsl.ophon· states; "Of· a.J!i edit1oti l"imi ted to two . 
hundred" forty-six ·copies,. printed "from :Slado and :lPoli-
philus tn>es and from·.lni tialletters cut in wood by 
Wightman Williams, this co);ly is--~ ·o'f' thost'e munbered 
i throua,h xoii on Beauvais. ~ches ;pap:r Cor an a.l ter..; 
native_;. H. D. & w. w. f1nx. & fee. · 
. . - . .. - . . . . . - . 
~ Primitive lik~ y ~~ (New York: The Gotham :Book Mart, 1948) 
20 unnumbered :pp •• 
Note: "!Ihe colo:r;>hon states: 11Pr()spero ·:PaJni>hlets are. 
edited by Frank A. Hale,· John Myers & l>mitri Petrov. 
!fhis pa.mphle·t, :pU.bl ished by. The Gotham :Beok lla.rt, ·watJ 
designed & printed by The Bal\Van :Press i'n :March 1948. 
Die poem was set by hand· in ·Garamond faces & pr1nted · · 
on Etrciria :paper-, wi'th ·a:rawings /:by Eurt s·eligmannJ · 
on Zebu paper. ~ere ~e five hundred copies f'or sale•" 
~Auroras .Q!. Auttmm (New York: Alfred A. Knopf', 1950) 
193 plus xi PP•• 
Note: ~e Auroras ·of Autumn·contains 32 poems, includ-
ing 11A m'mitive like a.n Orb." 
-~ Relations· between Poetry~ :Painting (New York: Museum 
of Modern Art, 1951) · · . 
1.0 PP. 
~ Necessarz Ange~ (New York: Alfre~ A. Knopf, 1951) 
176 plus xiv pp •• 
. 
Note: ~ ~epe~~~!l ~~el contains seven essays~ 
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.- ·. 
ABSTRACT 
~e poetry of affirmation has not been easy in our 
- . - ~ - ... 
time. It has not bee-a easy to achieve, nor has it been 
. .. - .. - ... . ·- . - ~ .... . '· . . ... - .. - - .. 
easy· to accept. ~e confusion and chaos in which we live 
and continue to live seem to deny the possibilit,y of a~ real 
-~······ .. ··- ~ --~~ ........ -· .... 
affirmation capable of persisting tbrough change. .It is 
~ . . . . ·-- - •-.. . . . - .. . .. ..... . . . ·--- .. 
easier, therefore, to impose upon poetry a limitation . 
~ • • -· v .. • • • k• '.- • .. - • ·- • - •·· • " ' .. - - • 
that denies its ultimate seriousness, to think of-it in 
-- . . ' - . . - . . " .. - --~- .. ... - ~ . -. ... ... .. .. . - ... .... ... - . 
terms of usefulness __ in ___ s_om~ pra_ct~cal _or_ ~o~~~ .. ~~ns~_. . . '!!~ 
think of it otherwi~e- _se_ems to risk the- separation ·of art 
from life; ~nd _the ch~e ~t ~oder~ a.rt h_a.s _ ~~t itself 
off' ~om life _has :?ee:a. ·~o. __ p:e'!'a;e:n~~ ~~- t~ re~u_i~e;::~e . ___ ···--
docmnenta,tion. The most ~er~~s. ~c_o'?-sa~ion_ -~g~-i~t_ ~~-l~ace 
S~e-v:ens_ h!=Ls _ sr.~ .. ~t of this e~~~~· He has been inter-
preted: ~nd ~~nde~ed_ ~Y'. Yv~~ Win:~ers e.~ ;r_._ y_. C~i~~ 
as _a l?:e~oni~t_ ~d a._}?ra.cti_ca.l.~~k_er,_~ H~~~!'e G~es~:rr-~s 
an e_sca.~ist, by- Wyl~e ~r.Pb:er _ _j_as a .. "C?fJ~.o~~s_eur ~!1- '?ha.es" 
Whose poetr,y faiis to achieve a~ satisfactory vision of 
~ ~ - - . - ... "" -- .. ~ . -· ...... - - . ' .. ... . 
the world because the poet. cannot accept a ready-mad~ pni1-
.. - - . - . .. .. ··-· .. .. - . .. ... -
osopb;v. Is other_ word:s, ~tev~ns has been cond!~:~ for_ 
what appears to. b~ an ess~ntia.l ~a.c~ of ~~:ri_~~:'l_!!~S_: . he 
is, from the __ poi_n~ ~- ~i~w_ of _S!l~~ _cr~ti~~~ a._ Rr~cie~_ . __ 
'Whose technical. equipment and extra.erdi:na.ry- talent have been 
; '• 0 • • • 0 • ~ ·-· ••• • • • 0• - ·- •O>'•e•-•- ,_,., •-. 0.• 
frittered away i_n ~ var~et.Y __ of' dub_iO'!l~. e~t_er~is.es_. __ ~ow .... 
ing very well the confusions ef the world and the ambiguities 
of eXl'>erience_, Stevens has waywardly continued to assert 
. ... - . . ~ .... ~ . . - ~- - - - ,. ._..... ~ ..... . 
and affi~ the go~dness of sensuous experience and change, 
• • • .. •· -· • ¥ •• .. ' • • • • 
.the goodness of ~e ima.gi:tnativ~~ l~f'e._ Such assertions and 
affirmations place him among ltis contemporaries in the com-
pa.ny of E. E. C'QlDDlings, l'fa.rianne Moere, William Carles 
. - . . .. - . . . ... . . . - .. ~ .. - ... . - ,.._ ... . . . . . 
Williams, and l'.b.elps Ptttmam; they also make Stevens, frem 
. . - . - -- . ·.... · ... - . -. . ..... ..... .. . . - .... . - -- -- . . ,.. . .. .. 
the _Pe~nt cd"_~ie~ ~f. SU(th_ cri:fii_c~ ~s ~~~t~~s~_ G~e~~q~_ ~d 
Sypher, a. pure poet in t:b.e unpleasant sense of that word. -. 
- •. ' •. ~- • ... •• ··- - • ··-· .... ·- .... ·-- .... -· ......... - ..... ---- \.>-
Steveu does affirm the goodness of the 11 interdepend.ence 
- -~ • '"r"-' --~""•••• ••--· .. ···-·•'· -·- •·-·- 00 
of . the ~gi~_ti o»: a.nd real_i ty' ~s _e_qual~, " tba t ~s, a.n_ ~ 
order Which restores to life the tmagi:nation on an equal 
- .. ·- . -- ·- -- .. .__ . - - ·-- .... -· . ... .... .... .... 
footing __ wi ~ reason. ~ad ~c_ience~ _not a.~.- com:pe_~it~rs_ ~~- _ 
end b:r oamoel~ing each __ otb.e~ .. ou~, ?u_t a.s __ mut:La_lly_ !l;eoe_s~a.ry 
to each other. ~oth his practice and his theer.y are testa-
• •, , w• -· '• - , , .,., .... -- - ,,o • , .. •· ., ~·' .... .... •· '"'"' • ~ I -
ments which reveal that he sees more clearly than his critics, 
• • • • • • .• ~- • •. ... • o.~ - - ... ~ •• . • • .. • ...... 
even those who, like Hi Simons and Marius. :Bewley, would esta.b ... 
. ~ . . ~ *' - . ~ ~ - - • ... ·'- - ~ - ·- .. • .... - --
lish htm as our greatest living :poet or a.s ~e :peer of a_, 
. ~". . . .. . - . " - . . --. .. - ...... 
living :peet, _what his_ OVlll: po~trr xnus~ be, if _it !!3_ ~~."J,?e_ a~­
tbill8 at all. Fer the. poet%?' is_~ J?_o_etry of affirmation, 
not merely of ar_~, as it s·ome_t~es seems ~o .?~! .. nor of imagined 
realit,y, as i~ s~e.ms more often, but of the_ esse~~ial 
goodness _and come~ of life• Although the a.ffirmatioa moves 
~· • .. • ... ... -- -- - 4• " .. - - • '- .... - • 
tawa.rd the goodness of art ·ana the imagination and away fram 
. - . ... ·- '"" - - . - .. -- . .. - --- -
the goodness of mere fact, such a. movement merely confirms 
- -- .. - .. -~ . .. . . -- . - -- . . -"' .......... 
its fundamental tra.di~iona.lism. Like a~ poet of rea~ scope, 
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Stevens has used whatever material has come to hand; and 
his practice in this respect is no different from that of 
~ . - . .... 
many other poe_ts Vf.b:o ~:r:_e_ f~lt that P.oetry's noblest func-
tion is to :make._ life acceptable on its own te~~, ~-d~spi_te 
its difficulties_, b~ se~ing it Whole. Hi~ ~a.ctioe, then, 
has i~ a. s.ense been ~ affirmation ~f pers~nali~, of t~mpera­
me_nt and_ sene ib_ili ty; in this re~pe_e t, it aligns him mo~_t 
olea.rl.y wifih the poets Whom we value for their individual. 
. . ~ ··- - .... . .. . 
vision, aJ._tl:l.ougb. he may resemble them i~ .. no other "ff'!_a'l'~;. . _ 
:J:n ~e essays wri tt~n,. !_i_~iD. the past twe!lty year~ .. ~d 
duri~ tbe_ period that ha.s .seen his greatest_ ~c_tiy~ty_~~. ~·~· 
po_et, Steve_ns. has_ give_n s~e ~omf0:rt. to his s_ev~rest or_i t_i~~ 
aDd to these 'Who assume that a. poet's practice should adhere 
to some pre-established plan or theory; but it is a cold com-
fort to anyone except the man who would make poetry less than 
the theory of ~oetry, who we>uld deJV'_ to the poet the ri~ht of 
poetic freedom. Despite the oerti tude with which he has 
enunciated his doctrine ef poetic f'reedam, no one is more 
acutely aware of its limitations and difficulties than Stevens 
himself, as his astonishing a.bili ty to continue sayiDg new 
. . 
things about old things ironically makes clear, in both poems 
and essays.. liis basic humility' toward "the veri table thing, " 
the poem rather than the doctrine, is nowhere be.tter revealed 
than in the gratitude he expresses for its helping us to live 
our lives and in his tribute te Wordsworth, When he says tb.a. t 
44'7 
the "different and familiar description of the place" that 
-
"Com:Posed upon Westminster :Bridge" gives ·us must stand for 
. . . - ~· -· .. •· ... . .... ' ~ . ~-- .. o<.. - .. 
all p_o_ems tbat so he:I:p :us .•. _I~- i~., not o_n?-;v:. i~ h~_s tribute 
to Wordsworth that Stevens reveals his allegiance to Raman• 
•,• '" • • •• • - ,o• • ·• • -· • • ..,_ ...,, _.., o., OP ·- .0 - .,._ • ~v .. •. 
ticiam but also in his humilit,y taward poetr.Y and imagination • 
.,. .• · ................. ··r· ·- ....... ""'-.~ ................. _. ·-·· ·--~··•··•"" --....... ,.. 
In a time When poetry has seemed in daDger of falling, into 
. - . - . . .. - ~ ... ~. - - - ..,, ..... ·. .. --·- . .. -·... . . . .. .. ... ,_... ... " . . - .... .... ... ... "" 
the hands of the intellectually privileged, not so much 
... .... . .. ---· .... "' ............. ' "-• ........... ~ .. - ..... . ... .. .. ............ ·'-'-
- ,. 
_tbrough its ewn failure to ~~~t_e_ suc~~s~~?:lr_ !~ t:J:l .. ~c_i_e~~ 
and materialism as through its inabilit.Y to resist the depre-
• • • - • • '· • .. • •- • • • c ., ·• • •·· • •• a , ..,. • • ·• .. ·•' _ .... • •~' ... , - ..... , ... ~~ ... _ •• 
dations of exc~usiveness and re~ativisms of all kinds, so 
, , • ~ o-. ~ • ... , o. • - - • • - e •- - -·' .,, 0.. "'• .. , "' •, .,..,, ~~ •.. ., ,.., • , t., 
straightforward_ an ~clmawledgem~~~- o~ R~~ti~--~f~~i~i~t_i~~ 
must amount to a giving-~ to obscurantism and even senti-
• •• - .-. w • ~ - -·· • .. ".. •••• -. - -~ -- • ..,_ • .. •• • "' .. .. .... - .... -· • ,. .... 
mentalit,y; for despite tne highly intellectual qualit.y and 
- .. .. . . ... . . .. .. ·- .. . ............. --" ..... , ........... ·····'-"-·· ... " .. "'"·~- .... _ ............ . 
~~e of_ much __ o_f ~~e'!~~.'. ;po~~r, hi_ta ~~~-o.t~~~ -~o~~i~-~~~~ly 
denies the suprema~! ~f r~_~s~~ and_ th~ _i~t~~~-e~t! ·. a.t __ l~!its~ ~ 
in "ID:le eyes of those 'Who regard poetry as something less than 
- ... - .. .. ~· - . ,_ - .. . . - ·- . .... .... -· . 
the equal o~ philo_~_o~y or soienc~.. , .. 
Stevens' affirmation has cost a good deal of devotion 
... . . . . -· . . .. " - . . - ~ - -· ~- ... . .. . . . . - ·- . 
and love, a singleness of purpose that has involved an aware ... 
- - . -.. . ... - - .. . . - . . . -· ' . . - - "' ... - ·~· 
ness of _conf:J.icting loyaltie_s and des~res._ ~-otJ:l_ "ID:l~. po~- .. 
and the essays reveal an allegiance to 11 the imagination press-
- . - . . - .. . . ... - . . 
:lng back a.ga._inst the _pres~ure o'! r_eali t.v~ 11 and t~ r_~a._?.~ ty as ___ 
n the grea. t well of poe try' 1 " 11 the beginning not the end. " lliey 
•• • .. • • ... ~ • .... .. • • • • • - ~ ·"' ... .. • •• • • .. .. .. • • -~- # - • 
r_eveal, too, _th~. ~~~:L_iot betw:een ;poetrjr,_ -~~ ~~-~- .otn' _per:-
cepti on of -_tne dis ~rder o~ __ life. tx-a.nsformed to ~r_de:t"_ P.r. tb.e 
imagination, as "the subject· of the poem," and the delight 
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in 11a few tb.ings fcrr themselves" tba.t is akin to Herrick's 
-
"delight in disorder-.u For these reasons alone, Stevens 
. . - . - - . . ..._ ., - ... ... " ~ . . . 
krl:ows_ ~t "Poetry is a ._de~~:ao~iv~- ~~-ce_, ~·. ~-~ .1.~ ~·o~n 
kil.l. a man, 1' trusting the poem to affirm not merel,- its 
~ . ~ . ' . -· - ~ - . -· .. ·- ., •. - - - . - -- .. ·-- .. -- - .. ·- .. -' - .. 
powe~ but i ~- :P_;la.yf'al.:n~~~? -~o~h _th!_ pl~ness is that 
of tb.e lion; for i'Jle struggle tc write e.l.wa.ys out of one 1 s 
,__ ., - - -· .__ . ... .. -•·· .. -- ... '· - . 
total e~erience. e~ ~ife __ i~ ~-o~ ~a.sy-• 
. . ~~ af~i~t_iC?~, ~e~'- .:r.e~_ts_:U_:P_on th~ _!es_o;t'll:t~_o~ .. -~f. 
parada&; and paradox must a.lwa.~ see.m to some an evasion. 
. ~- - .... ... ... : .... ~ .. -- ... - - . .. ...... - -~ . " - . .. . 
But the truth that does not depend upon paradox, Stevens 
- • . - ·-- ; • • •• •. - ••.. - - - .. ~ t. - ..... ...._ •. • - •• -- •• 
argues,.~ be-no less as evasion, unless reason passes 
. - . - - - . . .. . -- .. . - . .. ... 
~e motive far meta. .. 
phor, explorations of 11 tb.e realm of resembl.e.!J.Ce,u investi-
• -- • ~ .... • • ~ .. - .. ' p • ... • .. - • • • • ... • • ... 
ga. ti ons of u the ef'fec ts of analogy-, u are wa.ys of getting a. t 
• • - •• ' .... . ' -· ._ - • ' • ~- I .... .., • ' ,.., • "-' • .._ • • ' 
~e truth, and for stevens the trutk is self-realization, not 
.. . • " . . .. . . • .. • • ~ • . i- " -
onJ.y fer himsel.f as a.n individual but also for us a.n in-
- ' - • • . . - ' " • • ,. • .:.. ' ... -·• ~- .. • I. • "' • • • .,. "' -·· 
dividuals, in tb.e sense tb.a.t it sh011:s us 'Who and 'What we 
- . - . .. . ' . . . - -· . . - -·' ..... _ ... -· .... ... . . •·- ·-· 
are ~ougb. an ~f'_f_~rma.tion of _the goodness_ o~ _ ~-i~e. Hi_s 
'Whole aa.reer ha.s been a.n a.ffirma.tien of the :power of the 
. .. . .. . .. - .. . . .. - .. 
i.ma.gina.tion to give value and, therefore, mea.nillg, te life; 
• - u ••..• ,. -- • - ... - • - Jl' • •· 
e.l]d a.l~O:Ugh he i!!_, i~ ~~"~~-i~ aua.lr_sis! ~-lll!~:tic! his 
:poetry demonstrates the validit,y of his affir.matie .. 
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